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Foreword
Heap Leach Solutions 2014 was hosted in Lima, Peru. InfoMine was proud to be the organizer of the second in this
international series of conferences, as well as the publisher of this volume.
This series of conferences aims to include contributions from the broad spectrum of disciplines that must work together
to develop economically and technically successful heap leach projects—and this volume represents a collection of
papers that reflects that. Topics vary from detailed geotechnical concerns in the design and construction of heap
leach pads, to characterization of ores in the laboratory and in situ, to the successful operation of heap leach
operations, including processing plants. Many technologies are highlighted in the papers contained in this volume.
These are focused on improving design, construction, and operation of heap leach projects. A number of papers on
cost estimation of heap leach pads are included, providing very good guidance to engineers in this area. Overall
this volume contributes to the global knowledge in heap leaching.
In total this volume contains thirty-five excellent papers that will be a reference source in the future. We are pleased
to have two papers by Mr. Randy Scheffel on the important topic of Achieving the correct conceptual design. The
first of these was presented at the II International Meeting Metallurgy Peru 2013: Plants and Processes, 1, 2, and
3 in Lima in 2013. The organizer of that conference, Alfredo Olaya, was kind enough to give permission for inclusion
of that paper in this volume. InfoMine appreciates that as it allows readers of this volume to have access to the
complete work. The significance of Randy Scheffel’s contribution to the profession in these two papers, based on a
professional career focused on heap leaching, cannot be overstated. These papers will become required reading
for all young heap leach engineers, as well as those who need to remind themselves of the basic concepts in the
design of these projects.
This volume reflects an excellent cross section of papers about heap leaching practices that were the focus of this
year’s conference. We believe it makes a significant contribution to the literature in this area.

Dirk van Zyl, PhD, PE
Organizing Committee Co-Chair, Heap Leach 2014, Lima, Peru
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Heap leach development
Achieving the correct conceptual design
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Heap leach development—Achieving the correct
conceptual design—Part I 1
Randolph E. Scheffel, Consulting Metallurgical Engineer, USA

Abtract
Heap leaching is a well-accepted extractive metallurgical process, and much has been learned over the
past thirty years. However, there remains a need to enhance focus on the initial resource development
work, planning, and execution of a sound development program. This focus will help in achieving the
correct conceptual design and increasing the probability of success. It is imperative to follow a strict
discipline in defining the key resource parameters from the beginning. The most common mistakes lie in
the initial resource evaluation, including the following three areas: 1) modelling the soluble metal content;
2) modelling the reagent consumption; and 3) understanding the hydraulic character of the entire resource
in the context of the geologic block model. The first two are key economic parameters and their
incomplete understanding can lead to under-performance. Lack of knowledge of the third can lead to
near-total failure if not properly considered. The primary objective is to develop a sound geological rock
model and to obtain representative samples for sufficiently characterizing the hydrodynamic parameters
of the ore. This will also result in a more focused metallurgical testing program. This approach would
save significant time and cost, while reducing the risks associated with the development test program and
the start-up of the operation. It is expected to also reduce the risk of project failure due to insufficient or
poorly designed test work.

1

Introduction

From my earliest days at the Bluebird copper mine, Miami, AZ, circa 1972 (Miller, 1967), I have been a
strong advocate of heap leaching as a viable economic extractive metallurgical unit process. The Bluebird
Mine was one of the first stand-alone, run-of-mine (ROM) heap leach operations, as well as being the first
commercial copper solvent extraction/electrowinning facility.

This paper was first presented at the II International Meeting Metallurgy Peru 2013: Plants and Processes, 1, 2, and
3, Lima, Peru, November 2013, www.encuentrometalurgia.com
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If properly designed and implemented, a heap leach can achieve recoveries from 85% to 95% of the
soluble mineral content exposed to leach solution. Unfortunately, there have been too many total failures
and an extraordinary number of operations that under-perform by up to 30%, or more, relative to the
stated design objective. This type of under-performance is unnecessary and can be avoided if one follows
a very strict discipline of activities.
I often state, “A heap leach is only as successful as the conceptual design is correct.” This is easier
said than done.
This paper is an attempt to describe the key steps in achieving this correct conceptual design in order
to increase one’s probability of success. This is not an exact science, but the guidelines presented herein
should increase the probability of success.

2

Background

On my first day of work at the Bluebird Mine, I was asked, “Why is heap leaching so inefficient, as we
only appear to achieve 45% copper recovery?” This led to the following questions:
 Since this is an oxide copper leach, what is the actual acid-soluble content?
 What is the actual acid-soluble ore grade placed on the heaps?
 What role do the moisture and chemical potential play in what, in essence, is an upside-down
leaching scheme, where the chemical potential is constantly being reversed with the placement
of fresh ore on top of leached ore?
After addressing these questions, it was determined that dissolution of the acid-soluble copper was
closer to 78% (72% reported directly as cathode production, and an additional 6% was necessary to
support the in-heap solution inventory in this particular leach design). Once this was understood, I
became a real proponent of heap leaching as a viable, efficient process, sufficient to command greater
attention as an economic unit process.
Another misconception about heap leaching is that it is flexible. This is not the case. Operations that
are topographically constrained, or rely on crushing and conveying, are limited by pad area and/or ore
tonnage throughput. Recovering from poor design in these areas, as well as many others, is an almost
impossible error to overcome economically.
The intent of this paper is to lay the groundwork for this disciplined approach to appropriately
evaluating the drilled resource as potential feed to a heap leach process. This is only the first step in a
series of steps necessary to get to a near-optimal conceptual design of the heap construction and solution
management system. Without a comprehensive understanding of the entire resource, the final goal cannot
be accomplished.

4
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The overriding principles in this paper are mostly specific to bio-leaching of copper, since these
requirements are the most demanding. However, these same principles are applicable to gold, silver,
uranium, nickel sulfides, and nickel laterite, as well as water-soluble minerals such as nitrate and iodine.
A convenient way to visualize the proposed design process is to envision a three-legged stool
(Figure 1). The platform denotes the representative sample upon which all the development work is
based. The three legs support the platform and in total depict the proposed approach to achieve the
objective of correctly characterizing the bulk of the resource.

Figure 1: Conceptual design development strategy
The key steps in this characterization process are:
1. Resource evaluation—In order to obtain representative samples, the resource needs to be properly
characterized throughout its entire volume with respect to the geologic and mineral domain
boundaries and their key economic parameters.
2. Hydrodynamic characterization—Within the mineral domain, each lithologic ore type and alteration
style needs to be sufficiently characterized to fully understand the physical and hydraulic
(hydrodynamic) behavior.
3. Metallurgical testing—Once the above requisite steps have been adequately conducted, then, and only
then, should the metallurgical testing program be designed and implemented.

3

Resource evaluation

There is no more important discipline than characterizing the full extent of the resource with respect to
the key geologic and economic parameters. This is not just limited to the ore grade, but also to the
physical properties of the ore that potentially affect the hydrodynamics and thus the leach performance of

5
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the stacked ore. Again, the responsibility for completing this evaluation appropriately lies solely with the
owner.
It is critical that one fully understands the geology, mineralogy, and geologic domains and their
interactions. This can only be accomplished by using diamond drill core; hence most copper reserves are
drilled with core. For a potential heap leaching project, all aspects of geology, in all three dimensions,
need to be known. Therefore, “it is important in the earliest exploration stage that one considers the most
likely processing option(s) and plans accordingly for the type and detail of the ore characterization”
(Preece, 2013).
Often clients with copper projects will state, “We cannot afford core drilling”. My response is, “If
you cannot afford to drill core and analyze the drill intervals with respect to all the key economic
parameters, you should not be in this business.” In the worst case, perhaps reverse circulation (RC)
drilling is sufficient to first quantify the total and soluble metal value with widely-spaced drilling. This
allows one to quickly, and most economically, assess an initial exploration plan. But as soon as the
resource looks to be a likely economic prospect, core drilling is required. This drilling must be sufficient
to allow modelling the deposit to its fullest volumetric extent. This core, or a designated portion of the
core, then doubles as the primary sample source for development test work. Therefore, at a minimum, all
in-fill drilling should be diamond drill core, with the majority made available for metallurgical test
composites.
Developing and operating a heap leach is a multi-disciplined endeavor. It is critical that an
experienced heap leach metallurgist be in the field with the geologist when the first core hole goes down.
It is important the geologist understand the metallurgist’s concerns regarding the physical and chemical
requirements of a heap leach. The metallurgist needs to understand the geologic constraints and all the
key variable parameters, which are significant, as discussed below.
The first leg of this stool is illustrated with a two-way arrow, as representative samples cannot be
determined until the resource evaluation is complete.
The principal steps in this resource evaluation are:
 mapping of the geologic domains, i.e., lithology, alteration, and mineral zones;
 determining the soluble mineralogy by geologic domain; and
 determining the reagent consumption by geologic domain.
Mapping the geologic domains is a qualitative exercise, but developing a heap leachable resource
requires a quantitative estimate of the key economic parameters.

6
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Geologic domains

The primary objective is to sufficiently define the three geologic domains within the deposit, i.e., the
lithology, the alteration types (and intensity), and the mineral type zoning. Since typical copper porphyry
deposits are highly variable in all three of these domains in both depth and areal extent, they need to be
characterized by logging core combined with additional analytical methods. The schematics below by
Preece et al. (1999) illustrate the typical geologic domains that require sufficient modeling.
Figure 2 illustrates the variable occurrences of lithology that can exist in a porphyry deposit.

Figure 2: Lithology
rp=rhyolite porphyry; di=diorite; gdp=granodiorite porphyry; bx=breccia; volc=volcanic
Figure 3 similarly illustrates how the mineral types can also be highly variable with potential to have
perched or intruded oxides or primary mineral types distributed laterally and with elevation.

Figure 3: Mineral deposition
And finally, Figure 4 illustrates how there can be different alteration styles within each lithologic
unit.
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Figure 4: Alteration
Qtz-ser=quartz sericite; sil=siliceous; arg=argillic; K=potasic;
chl-ser=chlorite sericite; prop=propyllitic
Work conducted on a major secondary copper leach project, where the primary secondary mineral
was chalcocite, showed recovery to be highly affected not only by grade but also by liberation variance
which appeared to be impacted by the type and intensity of the alteration (Scheffel, 2003).
It is possible to conduct geochemistry characterization in sufficient detail to reconstruct the rock
mass using normative mineralogy (Villas et al., 1977; Posh et al., 2007) and NORMAT software (Piche et
al., 2004) using XRF analyses. This can also be used to interpret and map the type and intensity of
alteration in any specific porphyry copper deposit. In the above example four different alteration styles
and intensity were identified:
1. potasic (presence of potasic feldspar, biotite and magnetite);
2. advanced argillic (andalusite and pyrophyllite);
3. phyllic (sericite/muscovite); and
4. intermediate argillic (sericite and chlorite).
Column testing on selected composites on these alteration styles showed the recovery behavior in
Figure 5.
In this case, the recovery is sensitive to the alteration style, and more importantly, the intensity of
alteration. The recovery was impacted primarily by copper mineral locked and not exposed to leach
solution to as small as 2 mm in particle size.
Unfortunately, this knowledge does not necessarily allow for improvement in recovery, only better
planning and understanding of the variability in expected recovery throughout the deposit.
Once these geologic domains are sufficiently mapped it is possible to employ analytical methods to
better define the quantitative leach parameters that are impacted by mineral type, mineral textures and
fracturing. The two primary quantitative economic parameters are the soluble metal content and the
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reagent consumption. Then conventional metallurgical testing can be used to arrive at the best
commercial expectation of recovery and reagent consumption.
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Figure 5: Variable recovery due to alteration styles within a copper porphyry

3.2

Mineralogical characterization

Most early analysis focuses only on the total metal content. While this is necessary to complete the
quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) of the assayed resource, a leaching project requires that the
soluble mineralogy be quantified. Further, it is the readily soluble mineral content that has the most
economic significance. The key issue is how to achieve this characterization in a timely, inexpensive
manner with a sample of sufficient size to be statistically valid.
There are two options for doing this:
 classical mineralogy; and
 diagnostic assaying.

3.2.1

Mineralogy

Classic mineralogy is always the first choice in making sure one fully understands the specific minerals
one is encountering. It is critical that sufficient hand lens and optical microscopic, QXRD, SEM,
QemScan, and MLA type mineralogy be conducted to determine the key mineral types and occurrence.
However, this type of mineralogy is time consuming, expensive, and in some respects subjective.
As a cautionary note, however, if QemScan or MLA mineralogy is going to be conducted, a
geologist very familiar with the deposit should work with the person conducting the mineralogical
examination. There is a library of minerals that must be decided upon to use in the primary
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characterization, which requires the proper geologic input. Often the site geologist does not agree with the
lithology that is reported from such techniques.

3.2.2

Diagnostic assaying

A literature survey will most likely show that diagnostic assaying in some form goes back many decades,
if not centuries. However, in the modern era the gold industry may have been the most significant
contributor to these techniques. The author was first introduced to cyanide assaying of chalcocite ore in
conjunction with the Old Reliable in-place leaching project in 1972-73 (Longwell, 1974). Dr. Roshan
Bhappu, Mountain States Development Corporation, recommended this approach in an analysis of copper
recovery. Major copper companies began using these techniques in earnest in the 1980s with Phelps
Dodge and Inspiration Copper Company (later Cyprus Minerals) being principal advocates. More
specifically, Hiskey (1997) conducted an excellent study of diagnostic assay methods applied to the full
spectrum of copper minerals.
Parkison and Bhappu (1995) described the use of a sequential assay method for evaluation of the
potential leachable copper content of secondary copper ores. Canada Tungsten (later Aur Resources) used
the sequential assay for its primary analysis of the Andacollo deposit (Scheffel, 1997) and later at
Quebrada Blanca. In fact, the sequential copper assay, with slight modification, (called recoverable
copper or % CuR) became the standard assay for production projections at both Andacollo and Quebrada
Blanca. Since that time, circa 1993-96, some form of a diagnostic assay has been the norm with most
secondary and oxide copper resources. Banks, misled on the soluble content of many leach projects,
almost exclusively now require the owner prove the soluble metal content.
The beauty of chemistry over mineralogy is that chemistry never lies, it is reproducible and the
sample size can be larger, thus, rendering the estimate of the specific mineral potentially more valid. This
assumes that sufficient mineralogy has been conducted to ensure the diagnostic method chosen is
applicable across the entire deposit.
Several diagnostic assay techniques for oxide and secondary copper ores follow.
3.2.2.1

Acid-solubility (oxide minerals)

Acid soluble assay techniques for oxide ores have been employed on a commercial basis for many
decades. However, it is one of the most problematic assays to obtain correct results which match a
specific resource’s heap leach performance. Many oxide resources have highly variable oxide mineral
composition with varying acid solubility. There are non-acid-soluble minerals and some oxide
compounds with variable dissolution properties which are temperature sensitive. Oxide copper in iron
compounds is an excellent example. However, by combining modern mineralogical techniques, and
column test or bottle-roll test results, it is possible to find a procedure that is applicable across a specific
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deposit. The need to be careful with the selection of the acid-soluble procedure in a specific case,
however, cannot be over-emphasized.
Hiskey (1997) described numerous acid types which can be applied to differentiate certain oxide
minerals where necessary, in addition to differentiation of secondary and primary copper minerals.
3.2.2.2

Ferric solubility (secondary minerals dominated by chalcocite)

Parkinson and Bhappu (1995) described the use of sequential digestion of copper in an acid solution,
followed directly by a cyanide digestion on the acid-digestion residue. This technique can be efficient at
differentiating the oxide (acid-soluble) copper content versus the secondary copper contained in
chalcocite and covellite. It is critical that one understands that this method is semi-quantitative and
dependent on temperature, time, and concentration of the reagents used. This method, now called the
sequential assay, is regarded as an economic and reasonably accurate estimate of the soluble copper
content in a mixed oxide/supergene ore.
Caution must be exercised in the initial use of this method on any specific resource, similar to the
initial application of acid-soluble assays on oxide ores. Comparison must be made to classical mineralogy
to make sure the major economic minerals are sufficiently understood.
In many cases, where the sulfide minerals are highly soluble in cyanide and not necessarily highly
ferric soluble—i.e., enargite—it is possible to modify the method to address this issue. For example,
when enargite is present, it is possible to conduct the normal sequential assay, and then assay the cyanide
digestion solution for arsenic. Then using the stoichiometric amount of copper associated with the arsenic,
one can estimate the fraction of cyanide soluble copper associated with other secondary minerals. In most
cases, the correlation coefficient of the indicated solubility of the secondary copper minerals by these
diagnostic methods compared to actual mineralogy is above 90%. The semi-quantitative nature of this
assay may be improved by applying the percentage of dissolution of various mineral types to the oxide
and secondary minerals, as developed to a greater degree with the partial extraction method discussed
below (Preece et al., 1999).
An additional caution is that no one should call a laboratory and just simply request a sequential
assay. The owner needs to fully understand the procedure, the equipment and the controls on temperature
and time when the laboratory is conducting the digestions. Ideally, a centrifuge is required to retain all
solids between the two digestions. It is recommended to conduct the digestions in a temperature
controlled incubator/shaker as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Typical incubator/shaker and centrifuge
Courtesy Carmen de Andacollo, circa 1999
The temperature of the acid or the cyanide digestion may need adjustment for a specific resource.
For example, Carmen de Andacollo found the cyanide digestion conducted at 45 ̊C instead of 20 ̊C gave a
better representation of the final % CuR assay when compared to actual heap performance.
3.2.2.3

Ferric solubility (secondary minerals with significant natural covellite)

Preece et al. (1999) developed a partial extraction method for modeling the Escondida sulfide deposits.
These deposits contain little oxide copper, so the individual digestion steps were designed to primarily
differentiate between chalcocite, covellite, and chalcopyrite.
If there is little natural covellite in the deposit, the sequential assay should be sufficient in most
cases. But if covellite is significant in the naturally occurring state then this partial extraction technique is
required. (This is accomplished by taking advantage of the fact that chalcocite in contact with ferric
sulfate solution for just a short time, i.e., 1 hour, dissolves only the first copper from Cu2S.) This
technique has proven to be near quantitative for estimates of the specific mineral types at Escondida
(Preece, 2004).
The procedure consists of conducting three separate digestions (Preece et al., 1999):
1. ferric sulfate;
2. cyanide; and
3. total copper (four-acid or aqua regia digestion).
The acid/ferric digestion, limited to 1 hour at 20 ̊C, is used to estimate the chalcocite content. The
cyanide digestion, 30 minutes at 20 C
̊ , provides the estimate for both chalcocite and covellite. The
chalcopyrite content is then estimated by the difference with the estimated secondary mineral content.
The exact procedures are:
1. Ferric Sulfate Soluble Copper (FSCu)—5 g/L Fe+3 in 50 g/L H2SO4 for 1 hour at 20 ̊C, AA finish.
2. Cyanide Soluble Copper (CNCu)—10% NaCN for 1/2 hour at 20 ̊C, AA finish.
3. Total Copper (TCu)—HCl-HClO4-HNO3 boiled to dryness, re-digested in HCl, AA finish.
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It is important to understand that all these minerals dissolve to some degree in all three digestions,
so one needs to make the appropriate adjustments as illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1 ‐ Reported Copper Extraction from Mineral Species
Mineral

FSCu

CNCu

Chalcocite (cc)

0.46‐0.52

0.90‐1.00

Covellite (cv)

0.03‐0.08

0.97‐1.00

Chalcopyrite (cpy)

0.01‐0.05

0.01‐0.07

Bornite (bn)

0.25‐0.40

0.70‐1.00

Digenite (dg)

0.4

0.90‐1.00

Enargite (en)

<0.02

0.6

From the assumption that this is a three component mineral system, one can write the three
equations shown in Table 2, where the prefix represents the fraction of copper soluble in each digestion.
Table 2 ‐ Calculation of Copper Source Mineral Ratios

0.025

cpy

+

cpy

+

0.96

cv

+

cv

+

0.99

cc

=

1

cc

=

CNCu
TCu

0.027

cpy

+

0.04

cv

+

0.5

cc

=

FSCu
TCu

Using the assumed dissolution of each mineral in each digesting solution, these three equations can
be solved, using matrix algebra, to determine the amount of copper contained in each mineral type, as
shown in Table 3.
Table 3 ‐ Calculation of % Cu contained in each Mineral
wt. %
wt. %
wt. %

cc
cv
cpy

=

TCu x cc

=

0.798
TCu x cv

=

0.664
TCu x cpy
0.346

The above three diagnostic assay methods have been used commercially to quantify the soluble
resource. It is possible that the partial extraction methodology can be used if there is also oxide copper
available. However, it would require incorporating a reductive acid soluble digestion step specific to
identifying only the readily soluble oxide copper minerals, then solving, at a minimum, four equations
and four unknowns.
These diagnostic assays are sufficiently economical that it is possible to fully characterize the
soluble mineral on 2 m intervals consistent with the normal development of a geologic resource and rock
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model. This would be nearly impossible in time and expense to do via optical and SEM mineralogical
techniques.

3.3

Reagent consumption

The reagent consumption is as important an economic parameter as the soluble metal content. Therefore,
it needs to be evaluated in the same context and time frame as the soluble metal value. It is important the
owner know very early in the resource evaluation if reagent consumption is going to be an issue. This can
have economic and physical and/or chemical degradation implications. It is not simply a matter of an ore
being able to economically sustain a high acid consumption. It is important to understand whether
gypsum forms and/or degradation of the ore will render the heap impermeable and result in low recovery
due to poor hydraulic character.
Acid leaching requires a good understanding of the geochemistry. Dreier (2013) presents an
excellent treatise on this subject. It is critical one understands the acid consuming gangue chemistry early
in a drilling campaign concurrent with the metal assaying. Figure 7 summarizes the general trend in acid
consumption for various rock types.

Increasing gypsum formation

Figure 7: Acid consumption varies widely with host rock (Dreier, 2013)
A constant pH test on assay pulp on each 2 m interval, or a composite of similar lithologic intervals
to reduce cost, is a convenient, timely, and economic alternative to model the acid consuming character.
An example of a typical Iso-pH procedure (developed in conjunction with Mintek) to scope the
general acid-consuming nature of each rock type is shown in Table 4. Initial Iso-pH testing at several pH
values can provide an indication of the preferred pH at which to characterize the entire resource. It also
provides an indication of the sensitivity of acid consumption to the concentration in equilibrium with the
gangue. This initial scoping test also can define the minimal time an empirical Iso-pH test should be run
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to simplify the procedure for running a larger number of samples as economically as possible. In this
example 2 hours would appear sufficient.
Table 4: Typical Iso-pH scoping test
Composite 1
Lower acid consumer
quartz/sericite
minor plagioclase

1.4

pH
Time (min)

2.2

(mL) (kg/t) (mL) (kg/t) (mL) (kg/t)
1.45 23.2 1.06 17.0 0.00 0.0
1.54 24.6 1.20 19.2 0.15 2.4
1.70 27.2 1.30 20.8 0.22 3.5
1.84 29.4 1.40 22.4 0.36 5.8
1.97 31.6 1.55 24.8 0.43 6.8
2.35 37.6 1.85 29.6 0.61 9.8
2.84 45.4 2.16 34.6 0.70 11.2
3.14 50.2 2.28 36.5 0.74 11.9
1.54
1.12
0.36
50.2
36.5
11.9

0
15
30
45
60
120
240
360

Final Vol.
True Acid Added (g)
True Acid Added (kg/t)

1.8

Figure 8 illustrates the acid consumption at each pH for the rock-type composite illustrated in Table
4.
Acid Consumption vs. time and pH
Sulphuric Acid Consumption (kg/t)

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

0

100

200

300

400

Time (min)
Comp 1 pH 1.4

Comp 1 pH 1.8

Comp 1 pH 2.2

Figure 8: Acid consumption versus pH

3.4

Summary—Resource evaluation

In summary, predicting recovery for the entire deposit is a complex task which requires judicious
treatment of many sample intervals using known, proven, and economic diagnostic methods. Fortunately,
such methods exist. What is required is the understanding on the part of the owner and a commitment to
develop a detailed plan of resource evaluation.
It is clear from the above discussion that the application of the above diagnostic methods must be
calibrated to the local mineralogy and rock matrix.
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Hydrodynamic characterization

The primary reason for total failure or under-performance of most heap leach operations lies in not
understanding how the ore’s permeability is affected by load, particle size, and lithology. The most
meaningful improvement in quantifying the key parameters impacting permeability is in understanding
the relationship of stacked dry bulk density to permeability under load, solution retention capacity, and
the benefit of optimal agglomeration (Guzman et al., 2008; Robertson et al., 2013; Guzman et al., 2013).
Proper hydraulic characterization and the role of optimal agglomeration are the most significant
commercial contributions to heap leaching since the development of high-capacity conveyor stacking.
Crushing allows for better ore/reagent contact and control of the preferred dry bulk density to achieve the
optimal ore bed. Dhawan et al. (2012) conducted an excellent survey of the history and proposed benefit
of better agglomeration. This has been recognized for many years, but only in the last decade have
techniques been developed to adequately quantify these benefits. These techniques represent the state-ofthe-art for predicting the ability of a specific ore sample to support heap leaching (Guzman et al., 2013).
Hydraulic characterization on samples selected from the resource evaluation stage can highlight the
problematic rock types. This allows mitigating measures, such as blending, improved agglomeration,
change in crush size and crushing method to be assessed which can extend the volume of problematic ore
that can be successfully leached. A prime example of this approach was the Lady Annie Mine,
Queensland, Australia (Guzman et al., 2008).
Commercial testing laboratories such as HyrdoGeoSense (www.hydrogeosense.com) and Mintek
(www.mintek.co.za) and some mining companies (Freeport McMoRan and Rio Tinto) are now routinely
using hydraulic characterization testing to identify problematic ore. Robertson et al. (2013) outline some
success in using the hydrodynamic parameters of the ore and solution flow modelling to scale up from
1 m columns to a 2 m column to a 4 m column. The goal now is to extend these concepts to be able to
scale a commercial-depth laboratory column to the actual commercial field heap with confidence.
Proper hydraulic characterization must be conducted. The degree and extent of this testing is directly
related to the parameter(s) of the ore that can be considered problematic, i.e., high fines content, high acid
consumption, ore decrepitation, swelling clays, etc.
There are four distinct ore parameters that require sufficient characterization on any specific sample:
1. the particle size distribution (PSD), especially wet-sieved fines content;
2. the distribution of the metal value by size;
3. the density and conductivity profiles; and
4. the hydrodynamic character of the proposed PSD and sample to be leached.
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Particle size distribution

The particle size distribution is critical to the hydrodynamic character of the ore. This size distribution
needs to be determined on a wet-sieved basis. Many laboratories continue to dry-sieve as it is convenient,
but it does not provide the appropriate information. Dry-sieving underestimates the fines fraction (minus
75 micron particles) by as much as a factor of two.
The tighter the PSD (a steeper profile in a Schumann plot) the better the uniformity of the
agglomerate PSD and expected hydraulic performance of the sample. Dhawan et al. (2012a) cite issues
with coarse ore agglomeration and subsequent stacking. As the particle size increases, a bi-modal
agglomerate distribution may develop. These authors suggest this issue becomes noticeable for crush
sizes larger than a P80 of 12 mm. While this is not a great problem, it leads to more risk of segregated
stacked ore with the associated issues as illustrated by Dhawan. However, recent experience shows good
agglomeration can effectively suppress this condition for ore particles up to a P80 of 25 mm (Guzman et
al., 2013).
It is generally accepted that 10-15 wt.% of minus 75 micron material can be problematic. However,
hydrodynamic testing is necessary to quantify the problem, along with a very good understanding of what
composes the fine material. Some ores leach well with up to 18 wt.% -75 micron material while others
can be problematic at 8 -10 wt.%. It depends on the physical characteristics of the fines and their behavior
under acidic conditions. Column testing is very limited in its ability to highlight this issue, as diffusional
distance is short and the impact of fines on the macro-parameters in a heap cannot be appreciated. Recent
industrial experience with heap leaching of nickel laterite highlights the significant contribution of proper
agglomeration (Readett and Fox, 2011).

4.2

Metal distribution by size fraction

It is also important to determine the metal distribution by particle size in order to focus the hydraulic
requirements to ensure optimal recovery. Combined with the results from the hydrodynamic
characterization, this can also lead to an early determination of the approximate crush size that may be
required.
One of the key characterization parameters is the liberation size of the valuable metal. Historically,
this has been done almost exclusively by way of bottle-roll tests followed by expensive and long-term
column testing. Recently, there has been good work done using X-ray Computed Tomography (X-ray CT)
as summarized by Dhawan et al. (2012b). As the size of the sample being able to be interrogated by this
approach increases, this technique may be applied to future ores which are becoming more and more
challenging.
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Many ores, such as laterite and exotic copper deposits, being successfully pilot heap leached today,
were not even on the author’s radar just ten years ago due to the high level of fines. However, recent
improvements in hydraulic characterization is showing the way to treating more problematic ores.

4.3

Stacking tests (density and conductivity profiles)

Once representative samples are available and characterized relative to the PSD, the first step in
hydrodynamic characterization of the sample(s) is to conduct stacking tests. Guzman et al. (2013)
summarized the objectives of the stacking test (ST).
The stacking test is an indicator procedure which determines whether a particular ore
sample will support percolation leaching. The requirements for a dynamic heap are a
minimum porosity of 30% and a saturated hydraulic conductivity of 100 times the target
application rate.
For a multiple-lift leach it must be 1,000 times the target application rate.
The ST is performed by increasing the confining load in a test cell, thus determining the effect of
heap height on the dry bulk density and hydraulic conductivity. Unlike standard ASTM geotechnical
permeability testing, these tests are conducted in a non-saturated condition. At the end of this test the
saturated hydraulic conductivity is determined. This parameter in conjunction with the conductivity and
density profiles can be used to determine at what stacked ore depth the ore might no longer efficiently
support a percolation leaching process, a key limiting design parameter.
Completion of the ST indicates if an ore is a candidate for heap leaching and at what lift height and
maximum height this ore sample can be successfully stacked and leached. Failure in the ST may help
identify alternative ore preparation practices (change in crushing approach, improved agglomeration, ore
blending, improved agglomeration, etc.) to reduce the potential risk for the operation (Guzman et al.,
2013).

4.4

Hydraulic character (full hydrodynamic characterization)

If the specific ore sample is shown to be a good candidate to support heap leaching, the next step in the
hydrodynamic characterization is to determine the sample’s key hydraulic parameters.
The hydrodynamic column test (HCT) utilizes the density profile developed in the ST to select the
dry bulk density to represent the desired lift and total heap height. The column is loaded to a uniform dry
bulk density and irrigated at incremental application rates, closely monitoring the solution balance.
Interpretation of the data collected during an HCT results in the determination of the following
parameters:
 hydraulic conductivity curve;
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 air conductivity curve;
 solution content (degree of saturation);
 pore pressure;
 the drain-down curve;
 the micro- and macro-porosity as well as residual porosity.
The first four parameters are a strong non-linear function of the solution application rate, while the
latter two provide additional information about the behavior of the ore under a percolation leaching
process. With this testing, one has all the necessary information to simulate the solution and air
movement through a heap and hence select the suitable operational conditions. For a complete description
of these parameters and their significance for a heap leach process the interested reader is referred to
Guzman et al. (2013).
Most bio-leach operations, utilizing forced-aeration, have been designed without the benefit or
understanding of these important parameters relative to whether the air can possibly be distributed
efficiently throughout the ore bed. An important criterion resulting from the hydrodynamic
characterization of bio-leaching ore samples is that saturation throughout the entire ore bed must be <60%
of the pore space to allow adequate aeration. The air-conductivity curve allows calculation of the amount
of air that can actually be blown in this two-phase flow system (Robertson et al., 2013).
In fact, the results from the hydrodynamic characterization make it clear why many multiple-lift
leach operations have issues with stability and heap solution inventory.
The key design parameters that result from the HCT testing are summarized in Table 5
(www.hydrogeosense.com).

4.5

Agglomerate quality

The quality of the agglomerate plays a significant role in the stacked ore bed bulk density characteristics.
However, the ability to achieve an ideal agglomerate commercially has been limited for lack of
agglomeration standards. As an example, Guzman (2008) illustrates the same as shown in photographs in
Figure 9. The PSD of this particular sample was a P80 12 mm with 14 wt. % -150 micron and 10 wt. % 75 micron with the fines being primarily quartz-sericite.
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Table 5: Design parameters from hydrodynamic testing

Figure 9: Comparative agglomerate quality
fully agglomerated (Level 5) partially agglomerated (Level 2)
On a visual scale of 1 to 5 (0 representing a non-agglomerated sample and 5 representing a fullyagglomerated sample) commercial agglomeration has to date consistently reached levels below or equal
to 3. More recently, with better understanding of the implications of good agglomeration, various
operations, i.e., Quebrada Blanca (Guzman et al., 2007, 2008), Murrin-Murrin (Readett et al., 2011) have
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reached improved agglomeration (Level 4). Improved operational controls on the agglomerating drum
will likely assist in consistently delivering high-quality agglomerates. In any event, any column testing
program must be designed to assess the potential effect of the quality of agglomeration to understand the
potential penalty for delivering sub-optimal agglomerates to the heap.
Figure 10 illustrates the difference in agglomerate quality (Level 0 and Level 5) on two of the key
hydraulic parameters (the hydraulic conductivity and air conductivity curves) for an ore sample crushed to
two different top sizes (1" and ½").

Figure 10: Effect of agglomerate quality on application rate and air conductivity
The impact of agglomeration quality in the above example between no agglomeration and a typical
level of commercial agglomeration is substantial, namely:
 The hydraulic conductivity curve (the relationship between application rate and degree of
saturation) and the air conductivity curve (the relationship between air conductivity and degree
of saturation) show that leaching of the sample with a top size of ½" would result in saturation
values greater than 57%. This occurs even for a solution application rate around 5 L/h/m2,
resulting in air conductivity values close to the minimum limiting value (1 × 10-3 cm/s) required
for forced aeration under the typical air-delivery network.
 Agglomeration of the ore, even the sample with a top size of ½", produces large improvements
on the percolation capacity of both solution and air to the extent that leaching of the finer
crushed sample is now feasible.
 Coarser crushing of the ore combined with a modest level of agglomeration produces a
significant improvement from the condition obtained from the ore crushed to a smaller top size.
 The risk reduction attained from agglomeration significantly outweighs the capital cost and
operational cost of the agglomeration process.
Moreover, being able to characterize these parameters is critical to one’s understanding of the
conditions most likely to be successful. For the example in Figure 10, a comparison between alternative
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crush sizes can be used to make an informed decision regarding this critical parameter in the context of
the lift height and ultimate heap height for a multi-lift operation.

4.6

Leached residue character

Most hydraulic characterization is conducted on a representative head sample from the drill core.
However, if the acid consumption is high, or the ore shows a character of degrading once wetted, then
similar hydraulic characterization of the leached residue can be equally important for final design. This
can be particularly important for a multiple-lift leach design, even if intermediate liners are anticipated.
Experience suggests if the acid consumption exceeds 10 to 15 kg/t the residue hydraulic
characteristics with increased load can change significantly due to chemical degradation of the ore
(Guzman et al., 2013).
Equipped with this knowledge, especially on a total deposit volume basis, it is now possible to
define the conceptual design conditions. Then one can consider organizing a metallurgical testing
program that will provide the key design parameters. Historically, this type of information was not
developed and the resulting leach design was left wanting. Understanding the hydrodynamic behavior of
the ore to be placed on the heap would significantly reduce the risk of technical, physical and financial
failure of the heap leach operation.

4.7

Summary—Hydraulic characterization

It is believed with a proper resource evaluation and the testing of truly representative samples, one can
hydraulically characterize the ore sufficiently to fix the near-optimal commercial stacked ore depth for
each dominant rock type. With this knowledge and the optimal application rate it is possible to go directly
to full-commercial depth column testing. Hopefully, in the future, the scaling up of this full depth column
test can be developed to support the commercial scaled-up leach design. To date, this has depended totally
on experience and good fortune.

5

Metallurgical testing

Often many tests are recommended and conducted without proper regard to what actually needs to be
learned. It appears that volume rather than quality is often the priority providing both owners and
Financiers with a false sense of security.
No individual column test, or series of column tests, can provide the answers required to design a
successful heap leach for the entire LOM. Therefore, one should ask, “What is it that I am going to learn
from this test that will define the critical design parameters?” Even then, considerable latitude must be
given to all conclusions one might draw. Statistical error analysis of any column test will show that the
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estimate of recovery is only statistically valid to about +/−5% (Quiroz, 1999). Yet, many large companies
with internal peer review obligations ask for opinions regarding a difference of 1% or 2% predicted
recovery. This is simply impossible.
If third parties are requesting certain tests be conducted, the owner should ask them why and ask
them to justify the conclusions they expect to make from this testing.
Metallurgical testing, improperly focused, can provide information that has no relationship to the
actual performance of a heap leach, and it can lead to failures if too much is concluded from these tests. A
good example, as discussed below, is conducting large pilot heaps, which often create more questions
than they answer.
The author believes a new paradigm is in the making with use of diagnostic assays, test procedures,
experience and hydraulic testing and modelling. It is believed this can eventually preclude much of the
classical approach to heap leach development. As with most innovation, this may take another 10 to 20
years, but it is possible this will be the route to shorter development time and reduction in risk.
Some of the classical testing steps are listed below with comment regarding the use of new
techniques to gain the same or better information.

5.1

Sample preparation

Regardless what type of testing is finally agreed to, the most important parameter is to first get the
representative samples and then prepare a reproducible PSD. This was initially addressed nicely by
METCON Laboratories (Keane. 2013) with that procedure almost uniformly used today. Proper sample
preparation, even to ROM sized columns, can be one of the largest expenses in a column test program.

5.2

Bottle-roll testing

Bottle-roll testing can be of limited utility as the process of rolling the sample reduces the particle size
and the reagent consumption estimate can be misleading. Diagnostic assaying and empirical acid
consumption testing, combined with procedures for conducting acid-curing, make these tests mostly
redundant if the full recommended extent of the resource evaluation is followed.
Bottle-soak tests, however, do have utility in that they can be used, with the appropriate reagent, to
quickly assess the liberation size and target the P80 crush size to characterize hydraulically.

5.3

Short column testing

Short column testing is also considered of little utility in light of the diagnostic assay, acid consumption
testing, and acid-cure testing methods that have been developed the last couple decades. It is difficult to
get good acid consumption and recovery data from short columns as they are not operated under the true
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conditions of full ore depth and are not hydraulically representative. However, recent work by Guzman
and Robertson suggests this may be changing in the future (Robertson et al., 2013).

5.4

Tall column testing

It is preferable that the primary column testing be conducted at the anticipated commercial stacked ore
depth. This allows one to replicate the applicable dry bulk density at the prescribed application rate and
leach the ore at the % saturation that will exist in the field. It also is the only way to fully appreciate the
resulting pH profile and impurity dissolution (even though the latter is still a bit elusive).
The preferred approach is to use the diagnostic procedures and the hydraulic testing to set the
conditions and go straight to tall column testing. This saves time and will provide much better preliminary
information for design and preliminary feasibility study.

5.5

Pilot heap testing

Pilot heaps can be problematic if it is not entirely clear what the objective is, and it is believed the
information gained will adequately correspond to the commercial situation. Determination of recovery is
always compromised by the percentage of relative ore mass in the slopes and issues with operational
control. The pilot heap is never built the same as the commercial heap, and if the same equipment is used,
the dimensions may still not be the same, thus not allowing for the design solution flow through the ore.
Further, the sample on which this pilot heap is conducted is generally a non-representative sample. This
naturally raises considerable doubt as to the validity of the test, while at the same time adding misplaced
confidence to management and financiers2.
However, if time and budget allow, or the political climate requires such, a test heap or miniindustrial heap leach can be a great means of training new operators.
If a third party requests a pilot heap, they should be asked to list the key issues they expect this pilot
heap to address. Then a thorough airing of all the issues can be made to assure all parties that the pilot
heap will achieve the objectives.

5.6

Variability testing

Corporate statistical process and management control requirements require that variability testing be
conducted. While this is a valid goal and necessary technically to address a key issue, i.e., variable
operating conditions, it has been observed that most variability testing is not addressing the real issue.

2 Pilot heaps used in the development of more challenging minerals, such as chalcopyrite or enargite, where more
difficult conditions of in situ chemistry are required, can be an exception. However, even in these cases one should
have very specific objectives defined and make sure those objectives are met with respect to the commercial heap.
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Most often the samples selected for variability testing only anticipate one or two parameters. These might
be the mineralogy and lithology. However, they might not even be the most significant variable regarding
actual heap performance. The variables are many. They are better addressed with thorough diagnostic
assaying, acid consumption and alteration studies followed by proper hydraulic characterization—
combined with experience. Some of the key physical, as well as chemical, variables that actually affect
heap performance are:
 variable ore grade (affecting recovery due to inadequate leach cycle time);
 variable mineralogy (affecting leach recovery and cycle time);
 variable acid consumption (affecting cost and degradation and potentially recovery);
 variable alteration (affecting recovery);
 variable moisture (affecting agglomeration quality and leach cycle time);
 variable particle size distribution (affecting hydraulic wetting behavior and recovery); and
 variable operating conditions of solution application, pressure, head differential, climatic
temperature, etc. (all contributing to a longer commercial leach cycle).
These variables are significant and real and nearly impossible to control in a commercial
environment. The primary mitigating solution is more leach cycle time (Scheffel, 2006).

5.7

Bio-leaching tests

There is no more naturally occurring condition in a heap leach than oxidation of ferrous iron by bacteria
and microbial catalysis. Bacteria are the most ubiquitous form of life. Bacteria exist on most ores and
only need an electrolyte, oxygen (if aerobic), an acceptable temperature range, CO2, and ferrous iron.
Minor nutrients of phosphate, nitrogen and potassium are nearly always adequate in an industrial
environment. The supply of acid and the availability of sulfide minerals control the rate of biological
activity necessary to leach secondary copper minerals at an acceptable economic rate3.
It is important to understand with a typical heap leach that the reaction kinetics (or at least the actual
copper produced) will not proceed faster than some rate-controlling step. Bacterial activity is rarely that
step provided that saturation of the pore space is below 60% and sufficient oxygen is available. Oxygen
can be introduced by natural ventilation due to barometric pressure changes, or forced aeration using
blowers.
Therefore, the key parameter in an early evaluation of the resource for bio-leaching is to prove the
specific rock types contain indigenous bacteria. It is then necessary to determine whether these rock types
and the source of water for irrigation are not toxic to bacteria. This can be accomplished using standard
3 Heap bio-leaching of chalcopyrite ores may be the exception. If extremely thermophilic microorganisms are used, it
may be necessary to inoculate the heap with these microbes, as they may not occur naturally in the heap environment.
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flask tests, during closed-cycle column tests. While specific ores can be inoculated if bacteria are not
naturally present this has rarely been necessary.
Bacteria are very adaptable and it is the bacteria attached to the surface of the ore that are important.
Measuring bacterial counts in solution is only an indication that the bacteria exist, but it can be
misleading.
The predominant bacteria of economic interest in secondary copper mineral leaching are the
mesophiles, which are commercially effective at temperatures ranging from 18 ̊C to 45 ̊C. Operating
experience of the author suggests a minimum temperature of about 18 ̊C to be a critical low temperature.
Few heap leaches, dynamic or multiple-lift, exceed maximum temperatures of 25 ̊C to 30 ̊C when
leaching supergene ore. Pyrite does not oxidize to any significant extent at an Eh less than 800 mV
(SHE). The supergene minerals will keep sufficient iron in the reduced ferrous state such that an Eh of
650 to 700 mV is typical, therefore, little pyrite oxidation will occur, so temperature will not rise
significantly.
Chalcopyrite leaching typically requires higher temperatures and a higher Eh. Pyrite oxidation
usually precedes the leaching of chalcopyrite in the Eh profile indicated in Table 6. Pyrite oxidation,
being highly exothermic, creates the heat necessary in the heap for the effective leaching of chalcopyrite.
Table 6: Electrochemical rest potential series of sulfide minerals
Mineral
Prryhotite
Chalcocite
Covellite
Tetrahedrite

Formula
FeS
Cu2S
CuS
4Cu2S.Sb2S3

Bornite
Galena
Arsenopyrite
Sphalerite
Pyrite

Cu5FeS4
PbS
FeAsS2
ZnS
FeS2

Enargite

3CuS.As2S5

Marcasite

FeS2

Chalcopyrite

CuFeS2

Molybdenite

MoS2

Least Resistant

Most Resistant

The literature reports mesophiles might be inhibited with impurity levels of +100 g/L SO4, 12 g/L
Al, etc. However, experience at Girilambone, Nyngan, NSW Australia showed excellent biological
activity with a leach solution of 260 g/L TDS, 160 g/L SO4, and 10 g/L Al. Thus, bacteria do adapt, but
conditions of temperature are most likely important in the bacteria’s ability to tolerate higher impurity
levels. Natural conditions of mineral solubility at pH 2.5 to 3.5 and temperature effects also begin to
control the total level of impurities (Straits Resources, 1999).
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Therefore, the key issue with the early resource evaluation, if bacteria are required, is to prove
bacteria are indigenous. Then, if column testing is conducted, that the proper conditions of aeration, pH
and temperature are provided.

5.8

Summary—Metallurgical testing

It is believed with the diligent use of diagnostic assaying, empirical reagent consumption testing, and
hydraulic characterization that it is now possible to develop properly focused metallurgical testing. The
result will be greatly reduced cost, time, and risk in the metallurgical testing program.

6

Summary—Completing the conceptual design development strategy

At a minimum, developing the geologic framework requires wide-spaced NQ core (47.6 mm ID) which
can be split, logged, and archived for potential re-visiting of the scoping study details. Once this is
completed, it is possible to focus core drilling for metallurgical samples. HQ core (63.5 mm ID) and PQ
core (85.0 mm ID) can provide larger diameter core to allow testing up to a P80 size of 22 mm to 50 mm
to simulate a possible secondary crushed ore size. It is important the study manager plan an adequate
distribution and number of appropriately sized metallurgical core intervals. This will ensure that sufficient
weight of composites are available for testing based on the geologic modelling provided by the broader
NQ and other drilling on which the diagnostic assaying and testing is available.
The following approach to incorporating more core sampling into the test program has proven
successful:
1. Drill a significant portion of the resource predominantly with HQ core (63.5 mm diameter, 7.9
kg/m at 2.5 SG and 100% core recovery).
2. Photograph and log core with respect to all geologic and geo-mechanical properties including
RQD and other mining related parameters.
3. Archive a 100 mm section of the whole core for each lithologic unit.
4. Crush the remainder to a 100% passing 25 mm, shooting for P80 19 mm to 22 mm.
5. Using a riffle splitter, split to ¼ to 1/8 of original volume (the size of the split ensuring 5 to 10
+25 mm pieces in a 2 m interval) and prepare this fraction for all assay pulps, while retaining 10
mesh material for any required mineralogical preparation.
6. Retain all pulps in triplicate in plastic air-tight and moisture-tight vials.
7. Retain all 10 mesh sample rejects similarly preserved in a dry container and out of UV
exposure.
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8. It is beneficial to do a cursory check on the dry sieve 150 micron material in this 10 mesh reject
to get some idea of possible fines issues.
9. Submit 2 m assay intervals for total, diagnostic soluble metal value and acid consumption (on
selected combined intervals of similar lithology).
10. Select similar intervals for XRF and Normative mineralogy to identify alteration style.
11. Do nothing with the samples until these assays are returned.
12. Then select appropriate samples, separated by depth, areal extent and other distinct character for
hydraulic characterization.
13. Do not organize a metallurgical testing program until the above are conducted on specific
intervals. If early metallurgical test results are necessary to provide additional encouragement,
some column testing can proceed on a preliminary basis.
14. Design a tall column test program with the benefit of all the diagnostic, acid consumption and
acid cure procedures that have proven to be sufficient to set up the appropriate column test with
respect to depth (ore density profile), diameter and solution application rate.
15. Completing the above allows for geologic rock modelling of all the key metallurgical leaching
parameters for the entire deposit.
Completion of this program will allow one to conduct an informed pre-feasibility and definitive
feasibility study.
The next step in achieving the correct conceptual design requires developing the proper leach cycle
scale-up and integrating this to the topography in terms of the heap construction and solution management
design. Up to this point, all responsibility has remained with the owner. The next phase of development
becomes one of project implementation. This is a joint exercise between the owner and the engineer and
is equally important as the proper resource characterization to the final success of the heap leach
performance.
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Heap leach development—Achieving the correct
conceptual design—Part II
Randolph E. Scheffel, Consulting Metallurgical Engineer, USA

Abstract
Part I of this two-part series details a preferred methodology for evaluating heap leach projects based on
decades of practical experience. The key criteria are: 1) modeling the soluble metal content in the
resource; 2) modeling the reagent consumption; 3) quantifying the hydraulic characteristics of the ore;
and 4) only then completing a focused metallurgical-testing program.
Part II discusses practical business and engineering concerns of project implementation to reach
design recovery and production in a timely manner. A successful heap leach design relies on multiple
disciplines, all necessary in achieving a correct conceptual design. Chief among these are: 1) the owner's
decisions regarding project implementation; 2) the projected recovery rate for the available topography;
3) the relationship between owner and engineer in constructing a successful treatment plant; 4) the key
decisions to achieve the most economical pad design; 5) achieving design ore tonnage throughput rate;
and finally, 6) achieving near-maximum economic extraction using a modification to standard net present
value (NPV) analysis to determine the optimal pad area.
The principles discussed herein are not sacrosanct but have proven to be effective tools that can be
applied to most heap leaching projects.

1.0

Introduction

Part I (Scheffel, 2013) of this two-part series on “Achieving the correct conceptual design” focuses on an
approach to evaluating potential heap leachable reserves. Part II focuses on the approach of the
implementation, engineering processes, and economic assessments to ensure a successful heap leach
performance.
Most successful metallurgical process plants begin with a very strong owner’s team and a clear
understanding of the operational objectives. The initial decisions taken by the owner regarding project
implementation will contribute substantially to the success of the project.
Part I highlights the technical parameters needed to define the leachable resource and its potential
challenges. However, the approach to project implementation is equally important for achieving the
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correct conceptual design. These decisions are critical to ensuring the shortest possible start-up period
with sustainable longer-term production at design capacity.

2.0

Conceptual design development

A positive completion of the activities in Part I is required before proceeding to the development of a
conceptual plant design. A heap leach is not as flexible as many might think if the plant cannot deal with
several variables.
The author has stated in numerous presentations (Scheffel 2004, 2010, and 2012) that “heap
leaching is an inefficient process made efficient with the judicious use of time and space.” It is important
that the owner understands the reasons for this so he can properly participate in, and approve, the design
of the engineer.

2.1

Chemical kinetics

There are four important principles of chemical kinetics that relate to heap leaching. It is important to
understand these kinetic principles relative to the technical and commercial constraints.

2.1.1

Kinetics Principle #1—“The further one is from equilibrium, the faster things happen”

Scheffel (2006) presents the commercial extraction profile of seven different secondary copper leach
projects, shown in Figure 2.1.1. These plots illustrate the high variability of the initial rate of extraction.
Figure 2.1.1 Typical Commercial Chalcocite Recovery Plots
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It is important to consider the ore grade and ore depth stacked.
 The best initial leach-recovery rate results from the lowest ore grade stacked at a shallow depth.
 All the operations except #3 used rotary agglomeration with concentrated acid added (acid cure)
directly to moisture-conditioned ore. Operation #3 added concentrated acid on the overland
conveyor. The key benefit of strong acid agglomeration is the rapid establishment of a pH of 3.5
to 2.0 through the total depth of the stacked ore.
 Figure 2.1.2 shows that the rates of extraction correlate to the recoverable ore grade multiplied
by the stacked thickness (GT = grade thickness).

This correlation persists between highly variant commercial operating conditions (Scheffel, 2006).
The fines content, solution application rate, ore density, and quality of agglomeration are the key factors
that affect leach performance.
 Operation #7 has the highest grade with a similar GT to operations #3, #4, and #6. However, in
#7 the leaching was conducted in a “backward” fashion. Pregnant leach solution (PLS) was
applied to the oldest ore in a two-stage leach with the SX raffinate applied to the freshest ore to
reduce acid consumption.
 The data illustrate how diverse the recovery is in the first half of a commercial leach cycle.
 With the exception of two of the lowest GTs (operations #1 and #2), it was necessary to double
the leach cycle time to achieve designed copper recovery.
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 Therefore, in order to achieve the same recovery, the residence time required for a commercial
heap leaching operation is typically double that required for a full-depth column test.

2.1.2

Kinetics Principle #2—“Just because thermodynamics says something should happen does

not mean it will in an economic time frame”
Pourbaix diagrams are used in hydrometallurgical systems to show the pH and Eh where specific minerals
are unstable. If a mineral is unstable in a leach solution, then it will be expected to leach
thermodynamically. However, these diagrams do not show how fast the leaching reaction will occur. For
example, the first copper leached from chalcocite does not necessarily occur any faster at an Eh of 600
mV (SHE) than at 450 mV (measured in the effluent). It is the ferric ion concentration at the boundary
layer and its rate of replenishment that controls the rate of extraction, not the Eh of the effluent. Also,
excess ferric supply may not increase the copper dissolution rate.

2.1.3

Kinetics Principle #3—“Chemical potential will tend to equilibrium”

The driving force of any solute to equalize its concentration via diffusion and Brownian motion is the
primary inefficiency in a multiple-lift leach. This phenomenon makes the multiple-lift leach more
complicated than a single-lift leach design.

2.1.4

Kinetics Principle #4—“Things will not happen faster than the rate-limiting step”

Part I discussed how the solution chemistry in most heap leach systems is more than adequate to achieve
better overall leaching kinetics than commercially achieved. The main factor that limits the kinetics is
physical transport rather than chemistry. A key physical factor that limits kinetics is ore wetting because
of channeling, inefficient irrigation, or poor control on bed porosity. Therefore, increased leach time is
required to achieve the same commercial recovery as obtained in column testing.
These general kinetic principles should be used when interpreting the tall column test work and
projecting the commercial leach cycle times and performance.

2.2

Commercial leach design

As discussed in Part I, no series of column tests can address all the variables a commercial heap leach will
experience over the life-of-mine. Therefore empirical design factors from commercial heap leaching must
be used to arrive at the design basis, which introduces risk to the project. The primary risk-mitigation
technique available is to provide for pad surface area expansion to the extent the site topography allows.

2.2.1

Predicted commercial scale-up

Figure 2.2.1 illustrates the actual performance of two secondary copper heap leach operations relative to
large, full-depth crib tests conducted on site (Scheffel, 2006). Similar results have been seen across other
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heap leaches with different metals, minerals and solution chemistry. It was found that the slower leaching
kinetics was due to the physical parameters and ore variability that were mentioned in Part I.
Figure 2. 1.1 - Scale-Up?
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Scale-up factors are generally applied to the laboratory test results to project commercial-scale
performance. Unfortunately, it is not possible to scale-up a commercial heap leach using column test
work results in this manner. Industrial solution chemistry and copper recovery cannot be predicted from a
column test that is shorter than full commercial lift heights. Furthermore, full-depth columns are not
routinely scaled-up appropriately. Acid leaching is more difficult than cyanide leaching in this respect,
but both are subject to the impact of all the other variables that a single composite cannot represent.
Guzman (2013) reports successful scaling of columns tests. The hydraulic properties of small laboratory
columns (0.3 m and 1.0 m tall) were successfully scaled to a 2 m column. Also, the hydraulic behavior
and the copper extraction were subsequently scaled to a 4 m column. Ideally the science should be
developed to scale-up the hydrometallurgical response of a short column to the commercial application,
but to date this has not been possible.
As discussed in Part I, there are at least seven significant variables which can impact final extraction
and the time it takes to achieve design production. Therefore, simply applying a percentage discount
factor to the column test result is insufficient.
Experience shows that the actual scale-up is measured in a doubling or even tripling of the time
observed in full-depth column tests. The actual magnitude is dependent on the hydraulic and physical
parameters of the ore and all the other geologic variables. This can be a very subjective decision.
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However, a realistic commercial scaled-up leach-recovery curve that takes into account all the
variable characteristics of the ore is the key design criteria for the heap leaching facility.

2.2.2

Matching the commercial scale-up to the topography

Once a realistic commercial recovery curve has been determined, a leach pad design should be matched to
the available topography.
Available topography often dictates the leach pad design. A common reason for recovery
underperforming budget is when the available topography is not adequate for the leaching rate.
It is commonly believed that multiple-lift leaching allows for the longer leach time in underlying
lifts, and therefore, higher overall recovery. However, it is recommended that the leach cycle for each lift
be long enough to achieve over 90% of the expected recovery when it is on the top lift. Otherwise, the uncontrollable conditions when the ore is in the lower lifts may result in low recovery.
The risk is greater in this respect for acid leaching than cyanide leaching as the acid degrades the
ore, reducing the solution permeability.
Hydraulic saturation in the lower lifts of finely crushed copper ores is probable (P80 less than
19 mm). Higher retained moisture can result in heap instability as well as an increase in dissolved metal
hold-up. The stability issue is of particular concern for free-standing heaps. Heaps constructed in a valley
are constrained on three sides, and so have less stability issues.
Larger crushed ore particle sizes and run-of-mine (ROM) size distributions also have less stability
issues. The larger channels which result from the coarse ore placement allow short-circuit channels that
relieve the buildup of solution. Also, the coarse ore particles provide the internal friction necessary to
keep the ore from liquefying. Operations in active seismic areas need to be particularly concerned about
liquefaction of saturated heaps.

2.2.3

Determining if a dynamic pad or multiple-lift leach is most desirable

If ore grade and topography allow, a dynamic pad should be assessed. A dynamic pad is where ore is
piled on a pad of just one lift deep. The ore is leached for a period of time and then removed to a residue
dump and another pile of ore is formed in its place.
For a dynamic pad to be economic, terminal extraction must be achievable in a reasonable time.
“Operating recovery” is a term that describes the effective copper produced versus the copper in the feed
to the pad on a daily basis. While the final long-term dissolution may be high, the apparent operating
recovery may be low as copper is retained in solution in the heap as an inventory. A single-lift leach
reduces the copper inventory that accumulates in solutions in a multiple-lift leach. Geotechnical stability
issues are also of less concern with a dynamic pad.
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The decision between permanent or dynamic pad leaching can, however, be influenced by whether
or not the leached residue must be disposed of in a lined facility for environmental protection, as this is a
significant capital cost.
Single-lift leaching on a dynamic pad can provide a better NPV for the project due to faster recovery
while reducing reagent consumption through better control. The cost of lifting ore and solution in
combination with the lower “operating” recovery for a multiple-lift leach can be significant. This
additional cost is not always properly assessed by engineers when choosing a pad design.
The primary reason to use a permanent pad is if the ore shows a long recovery profile. This case is
common with gold heap leaching due to the presence of coarse gold. It is less common with secondary
copper or uranium ores.
Long leaching time is necessary for copper ores that contain chalcopyrite. However, geotechnical
stability and degradation studies must consider liquid saturation conditions. Also, pyrite content and
reactivity is critical to assumptions made about heat generation.
In areas of low rainfall with sufficient area available, a leach design with greater flexibility is
possible. For multiple-lift leaching, this necessarily must include a larger surface area than often allowed.

2.2.4

Permanent pad—Leaching through multiple lifts or using an intermediate liner

If leaching performance of the ore is sensitive to the ore depth and acid consumption then the preference
would be to leach in single lifts. This may be achieved with an on/off pad, where the ore is removed once
it has leached; however if space is limited then a permanent pad may be the only option. In that case,
intermediate liners can be used to leach single-lifts separately. Intermediate liners however restrict rinsing
of the leached residue at the end of the project.
Most Australian heap leaches create an inter-lift liner by compacting the top of the previous lift
before loading the next lift. Loss of metal contained in the solution that is held up in the underlying lifts
can reduce recovery.
Placement of a synthetic geomembrane is an alternative. The cost of installing an intermediate liner
is typically equivalent to the value of 1% to 3% recovery. Multiple-lift heaps can lose up to 10% of the
soluble metal if PLS grade is too high for the moisture retention properties of the ore. Therefore ores with
high moisture retention should be designed to have low PLS grades by applying more leach solution to
avoid soluble losses at the end of the leach cycle.
A financial analysis should evaluate the lower cost of multiple-lift leaching versus the higher
recovery achieved with intermediate liners.
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In a multiple-lift heap, copper will be retained in the heap for more time than with a single-lift
facility. Bringing that production forward, particularly in times of high copper prices, may justify the cost
of intermediate liners as the copper inventory could be reduced.

3.0

Economic evaluation

Net Present Value analysis is a common economic evaluation criteria that owners and financiers use to
determine if projects are attractive investments. However, the validity of such studies depends on the
assumptions used, and whether design production is achieved at the projected cost.

3.1

The concept of “marginal” economics and its importance in analyzing the benefit of
added pad area

Engineers tend to underestimate the leach area and time required to achieve the design production. There
appears to be an opinion in the industry that there is a limit to the affordable leach pad area from a capital
cost point of view. The area required to store the total reserve in a multiple-lift heap typically requires
much more area than is required for a suitable leach cycle. Therefore, constructing a suitably sized leach
pad is usually a matter of timing of construction of the total base-pad area.
Generally, leach pads designed with too short a leach cycle will be expanded if topographically
possible. The marginal capital cost of an expanded pad is typically less than the increased revenue that is
achieved from a suitable leach cycle time. The marginal operating cost is primarily the power to pump the
extra solution and a minor increase in reagent consumption. Therefore, since the marginal capital and
operating costs are low, less than 0.25% to 0.5% recovery can often justify the additional pad area.
Consequently, the capital and operating cost necessary to ensure the last 10% to 15% recovery
should be evaluated separately in a project’s financial evaluation.

3.2

The difference between dynamic and multiple-lift pad production

Evaluating the economics of a permanent pad versus a dynamic pad requires that the efficiency of the
leach and the “operating” recovery be properly assessed in the NPV analysis.
Multiple-lift leaching stores a significant amount of the dissolved metal in the moisture in the ore.
The amount stored is a function of four different and variable components. If one or more move in the
wrong direction, production can be significantly impacted. These four variables are:
1. the soluble metal content;
2. the percent moisture retained by the ore (especially with time and ore depth);
3. the PLS tenor; and
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4. the initial spike in the PLS tenor reporting from the topmost lift.
The impact of these variables on the performance of the heap operation and “operating” recovery are
addressed by Scheffel (2002).
Therefore, operating a multiple-lift leach requires a good leaching model and tight control on the
part of the operator. The leaching model should incorporate the spatial distribution of both the soluble ore
grade and mineral type, as both can vary greatly with respect to recovery and kinetics. Recycling solution
(up to 30% of intermediate leach solution) to avoid dilution of the PLS may also be necessary. This
recycle requires more area than most multiple-lift leach designs allow.
After geotechnical issues, metal inventory is the key concern for heap performance. The primary
mitigating solution is to provide a large initial footprint relative to the total reserve requirement. This
allows an increased topmost lift area, and therefore an increased leach cycle time, to achieve the desired
recovery. Also, a large area allows for a large recycle of lower-grade solution to prevent the dilution of
PLS that occurs at the end of a lift leach cycle. The metal inventory is reduced by designing irrigation and
PLS treatment facilities for the lowest possible PLS tenor that an NPV analysis supports. The higher the
flow rate that can be irrigated, the lower the inventory will be.
Conversely, single-lift leaching can avoid most of these risks. The primary risk with a single-lift
leach is not achieving design recovery due to optimism in the leach-recovery curve. Providing sufficient
pad area in the design mitigates this risk.

4.0

Production modeling

Development of a leaching model is critical to planning production. The challenge is to develop an
operationally effective model that is not too cumbersome for day-to-day operations. The choices are:
1. empirical model;
2. phenomenological model; or
3. mass balance model.

4.1

Empirical model

Spreadsheet-based empirical models have been the predominant method for production planning in
operations.
The reason is that these models are fairly simple to develop, learn, and utilize on a weekly or
monthly planning cycle. Empirical models depend on estimated commercial leach-recovery curves. These
curves change for mineral type, ore grade, and lithology. Some models can include up to 15 different
leach curves. The spread-sheet program selects the leach curve that corresponds to the block from the
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geological block model. It then compiles the leaching performance and production for each block in an
operating heap to give an overall PLS volume and tenor, while estimating reagent consumption and
recovery.
These models can be quite accurate on a monthly basis, but they are only as good as the assumed
leach profiles. However, incorporating the impact of changes to ore and solution inventory can be
cumbersome. Normally they are not developed to consider recovery plant capacities and other
restrictions.

4.2

Phenomenological model

Major copper producers have made considerable efforts to develop phenomenological models based on
chemical kinetics.
Chemical kinetics models are becoming more reliable. However, incorporation of the hydraulic
parameters and their variation into phenomenological models is still in the development stage.
When hydraulic modelling becomes reliable, possibly using Monte Carlo simulation, these models
will become useful for production planning.
Currently, only the largest companies can maintain the highly technically trained team required, so
these models have not been popular with most operations.
While phenomenological models will be useful in predicting the optimal irrigation and reagent
addition, they will not likely achieve a reduction of the leach cycle.
However, phenomenological models do represent an excellent corporate decision-making tool for
leach design and long-term operating decisions.

4.3

Mass balance model

Mass balance models combine both empirical and phenomenological modelling techniques. They require
the input of the commercial leaching curve, but are more robust than the empirical model alone.
METSIM software is ideally suited to heap leaching and metal recovery plant simulation (Jo et al.,
2010). It is particularly helpful in the feasibility stage of planning a heap leach operation. All types of
heap or dump construction can be modeled, incorporating the mine plan and geological rock model. It is
an excellent mass balance tool and in recent versions has included more chemical kinetic capability. Other
similar mass balance models, such as Limn and I-deas (Siemens), are also available.
Ore properties like dry-bulk density, moisture content, void space, and drainage factors can also be
modeled, thus assisting the engineer with water balance parameters.
The model can also include, with some expertise, chemical kinetics and air distribution.
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One of the powerful advantages of this type of modeling is the capability to integrate all the unit
operations associated with not only the heap leaching, but crushing, ponds, SX and EW, etc. One can
incorporate in one model all the knowledge and phenomena of interest (Jo, 2014).

5.0

Project implementation

Control of the feasibility design, capital cost, and schedule are critical to achieving the proper heap leach
design, operation and timely ramp-up to full production.
Small-to-medium sized companies often do not have the proper skills in-house as these companies
tend to be led by managers with legal, finance, or geologic backgrounds who believe they can hire the
technical expertise through the engineer.
However, historically successful leach projects have usually been steered by an experienced owner
team. They provide the expertise to oversee the development and integration of the resource, metallurgy,
and engineering design to the feasibility studies.
The development and approval of the design criteria are key activities for the owner’s team
engineers. The owner is then accountable for an implementation plan to deliver engineering, financing,
and ultimate performance of the project.
Scheffel (1999, 2000) discussed some of the common errors in the development of a heap leach
facility and recommended the following methodology.

5.1

Project development tasks

Figure 5.1 illustrates the tasks in developing a heap leach project. The objective is to obtain financing for
the development of a successful project.

5.2

Engineering/construction management

A primary task of the owner in ensuring the successful development of a heap leach project is to control
the engineering budget, time, and schedule. Schnell (2013) addressed this in his keynote address to Heap
Leach Solutions 2013.
Medium- to large-sized projects have the option to enter Engineer/Procure/Construct (EPC) or
ECPM (Manage) contracts with engineering firms to ensure the project schedule, production, and
performance that financiers require.
The type of contract chosen depends on the risks and responsibilities with which the owner and financiers
are comfortable. Large projects typically have a strong owner’s team working directly with the engineer.
The engineer is reimbursed on a cost-plus or modified EPC basis.
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#1 ‐ Resource /Reserve Evaluation
• Geologic Block Model
• Soluble Grade/Reagent Consumption
#6 ‐ Performance
• Hydraulic Characterization
• Mine Diluted Grade • Metallurgical Mineralogy
• Recovery
• Costs

FINANCING
(Game Plan)

#5 ‐ Operations
• Key Personnel
• Training

#4 ‐ Eng/Constr Management
• Basic Engineering
• Detailed Engineering
• Construction

#2 ‐ Process Development
• Met. Composites
• Test Program
• Evaluation & Scale‐up

#3 ‐ Feasibility Study
• Conceptual Design
• Permitting/Reclamation Plan
• Production Schedule
• Capital Cost
• Operating Cost

Figure 5.1: Six phases of heap leach project development
However, financiers for smaller projects may require a turnkey approach, to guarantee project
delivery and performance. The engineer is paid a fixed lump sum for a fixed scope. Completion bonuses
and contingency for changes in scope are added to the owner’s costs. The engineer is responsible for the
capital cost, schedule, and production performance.
One successful turnkey approach follows these key milestones:
1. Owner develops a two-phased EPC contract.
2. Owner first conducts a feasibility study with an engineering company on a cost-plus basis with
comprehensive owner input.
3. The owner uses the feasibility study report as a base for competitive bidding for an open-book
Basic Engineered Feasibility Study (BEFS).
4. If the result of the BEFS is acceptable to the owner, then the engineer will be asked to bid on a
project-execution contract.
5. If the engineer and owner cannot agree on a contract, then the owner can rebid the project
execution with other engineers.
6. The EPC contract should clearly define the schedule, performance guarantees and production
bonus. The engineer will be required to secure a bond for failure to deliver.
7. In order to avoid disputes or underperformance, a turnkey contract may include:
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a) The BEFS stage should include technical specifications, approved with the owner’s team
input, for all major equipment selections greater than $50,000 in value. This is due to the
fact the EPC contract, once signed, provides for the engineer to develop the project with
acceptable “alternate” or “approved equal” equipment. This equipment must meet the
owner-agreed technical specification if the price is better, the schedule better, or both.
The engineer controls, and is totally responsible for, budget and schedule at its risk after
signing the contract.
b) The EPC contract also provides a very clear treatment of, and attempts to minimize,
change orders.
The market conditions from early 2000 to 2010 made it difficult to find engineers willing to accept
this responsibility without an offsetting increase in their costs. However, for small-to-moderate-sized
mining companies this can be a financing requirement. In the end, the owner is still fully accountable for
overall project and plant performance. Process guarantees do not usually cover the financial loss the
owner incurs. Therefore, process guarantees are usually considered to be incentives for the suppliers to
perform, rather than a way to mitigate financial losses to the owner.
If the owner believes it has the expertise to manage the project execution, it may opt for an EPC
contract. However, many of the same items listed for the turnkey approach still need to be addressed.
Many companies do not wish to be fully at the discretion of the engineer turning the project over without
more control on QA/QC issues through construction. In this case, the financing issues are still addressed
through the plant performance and the mechanical completion and operating guarantees, which will be
dictated by the financier.
Smaller companies often engage the services of project-execution professionals to manage an EPC
execution. Key experienced personnel include:
 project manager;
 process consultant;
 plant designer;
 operations manager;
 maintenance manager; and
 procurement manager.
This small team can be disbanded when the operation moves from commissioning to operation. In
selecting the key personnel, smaller companies may obtain financing without having to use the turnkey
contracting plan.
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Engineering decisions

Engineering typically involves trade-offs between cost and risk. Each owner has a different tolerance to
risk. The engineer must be aligned with this risk tolerance and manage the risks involved with process
parameters. Some of the key process parameters that influence production risk are:
 mass-flow;
 crush size;
 equipment selection;
 pad development;
 pad solution piping; and
 ancillaries.

6.1

Mass-flow

Many leach projects underperform budget production by failing to achieve the planned “soluble” tonnes
of copper placed on the leach pad. One of the primary causes is not understanding the mass-flow and
material handling characteristics of the ore throughout the life of mine (LOM). This is impacted by the
moisture content of the ore and the nature of the fines. The critical moisture content of the ore is primarily
in the finer fractions, which causes issues with flow in the crushing and materials handling plant.
Mass-flow functions can be tested quantitatively to allow proper selection of chute and bin valley
angles as well as stockpile reclaim slot dimensions. Part I addresses the testing requirements for
representative samples from different stages of the LOM to assess the mass-flow characteristics.
Storage and transport of the agglomerates can be a problematic area requiring special attention.
Optimal agglomerates will have a moisture content very near that which presents the most problematic
flow characteristics of the ore.
The BE design should ensure that peak power and peak throughput rates are considered for designs
of crushing plants and conveyors.

6.2

Crush size

Often the crush size, or particle size distribution (PSD) is selected for the highest metallurgical extraction,
as evidenced by results in column testing. However, underperformance may result where finer crushing or
changing ore types create inadequate hydraulic conditions. Therefore, where possible, a slightly larger
initial crush size should be favored. The crushing plant design should allow the ability to crush finer
during operations, as an optimization opportunity.
Field testing during operations may be used to support crush size decisions as part of an overall
optimization plan.
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Equipment selection

Equipment selection is a critical decision. Equipment selection should not be based on supplier
recommendation alone, but should also be verified by the engineer and the owner’s team.
It is insufficient to select equipment based on performance guarantees provided by the supplier. A
piece of major equipment that does not perform costs the project far more in lost production than the
partial value of the equipment, which is all the supplier can guarantee.

6.4

Pad development

Section 2.0 discusses many of the design issues important to a successful pad design and operation. The
following discusses some key engineering issues and decisions in designing the leach pad.

6.4.1

Topography

The first engineering requirement is to understand the limitations the topography and climate will have on
the design and long-term operability of the pad.
6.4.1.1

Commercial scale-up

A proper leach pad design requires an accurate commercial scaled-up leach curve. The impact of all other
variables must then also be factored into the design. Flexibility for future leach pad area expansion is the
primary mitigating solution from an engineering perspective.
6.4.1.2

Site drainage

Adequate site drainage is often overlooked. Therefore, this should be considered in all phases, starting
with the initial conceptual design of the pad.
6.4.1.3

Climatic conditions (water balance)

The impact of highly variable climatic conditions both in temperature and precipitation is often
overlooked in pad design.
Seasonal variability in temperature is particularly important to the initial primary leach cycle of
bioheap leaching design. In some cases, this seasonal variation in temperature has caused the leach cycle
time to increase from 240 days to 360 days, despite having been based on properly scaled-up testing. Ore
placed under leach in the winter can achieve up to 10% less recovery than ore placed in summer during
the life of its primary leach cycle (Scheffel, 2001-2005).
In high rainfall areas, the process plant should have 50% more solution-handling capacity than in a
low-rainfall area.
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Permanent pad
6.4.2

Permanent pad

There is often pressure to construct permanent pads if the ore grade is low. Handling the ore once and
minimizing lined-pad area are the primary reasons. However, as discussed earlier, this decision should be
based on a proper economic trade-off study that includes leaching performance, hydrodynamics, heap
stacking, pad, and liner construction.

6.4.3

Run-of-mine leaching

Low-grade ore is often leached at the ROM size distribution. It is often difficult to predict recovery from
a ROM sized ore, regardless of other technical issues.
Stacking dry ore at a very coarse crush size is the least efficient form of leaching from a hydraulic
perspective.
Primary crushing can allow conveyor stacking, moisture attenuation, and reagent addition that
prepares the ore for lower dry-bulk density upon stacking. The benefits are less segregation, less
compaction, and more uniform reagent addition with ore depth (Guzman, 2013).
Therefore, any ROM leach decision should sufficiently assess the cost of crushing versus the
reduced performance.

6.4.4

Multiple-lift with intermediate liner

Intermediate liners can be used where the topography or ore grade require the use of a permanent pad, but
the ore leaching and hydrodynamics require single-lift leaching.
The key design issue is to assess the total operational pad area required on the topmost lift. Area is
lost to the set-back on each new lift, especially if future heap reclamation requires a horizontal to vertical
slope of 3:1. Therefore, the design leach pad area should be maintained on the topmost lift.
The second issue is the quality of the intermediate liner. The copper in PLS that leaks through the
liner will be lost, as washing is not possible through the lined lift interfaces.

6.4.5

Dynamic pad (on/off)

The dynamic pad design provides the most flexibility and control to heap construction.
Mobile grasshoppers and radial stacking allow certain cells on the pad to leach longer than others.
Spreader conveyor stacking does not allow this flexibility. A spreader conveyor operating in a “racetrack” mode can require 50% more area than the primary leach cycle to turn the spreader at the end of the
stacking cycle. The spreader conveyor, however, has the advantage of being able to stack ore at high
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tonnage rates at less than 3 m depth. Shallower stacking facilitates leaching of ores of low permeability at
a lower dry bulk density.

6.4.6

Liner system

Kidd (2014) summarizes the current state of the art of geomembrane lining systems. Liner design is an
important part of designing a leach pad, and like the leaching cycle, needs to be compatible with the
topography.

6.5

Pad solution piping

Proper design of the on-flow and off-flow piping system is important to the operability of the facility. The
piping system design requires assessment of differential pressure distribution, line friction impact, and an
overall operability review.

6.5.1

On-flow piping

The on-flow piping should distribute the leach solution as uniformly as possible. The head differential
across the width and the length of the pad (or internal operating cells) can impact recovery. Guzman et al.
(2006, 2007) showed that as little as a half meter elevation difference across the 80 m width of a cell can
cause uneven solution irrigation and reduce recovery.
Therefore, the engineering design should provide the necessary pressure control across the entire
surface of the heap to ensure even irrigation.
In most conveyor stacked heaps, the topography of the top of the pad will mimic the topography of
the base. Conveyor stacking can therefore require significant earthworks to minimize this. Experience at
one operation showed that recovery across a pad correlates with the slope. Areas of the pad that were
lower showed higher recovery. The author has observed this has caused as much as 10% variance in
recovery (Scheffel, 2001-2005).
Truck stacking has many disadvantages due to segregation and dry ore placement. However, truck
stacking does allow the heap to eventually achieve a level top surface.

6.5.2

Off-flow collection

It is important to ensure the drainage is rapid and flow through the heap is as vertical as possible. Once it
has passed through the heap, the solution should quickly drain from the pad via the overliner. This
improves operating recovery and ensures that the heap does not become saturated.
Off-flow collection is particularly an issue with a multiple-lift leach design as the overliner must
remain free draining for the entire LOM. For gold operations this is less of a concern than for acid leach
systems, where the acid can degrade the overliner rock.
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Dynamic pads often start with a good primary geomembrane and overliner design. If there are future
issues with plugging of the overliner with fines, it is possible to place drain coil on top of compacted
leached residue. Then overall drainage is achieved by connecting the drain coil to drain headers placed in
ditches cut into the top portion of the underlying leached residue.
In either case, the primary goal has to be vertical flow through the heap and quick drainage
uniformly provided over the total area of the pad.
The collected solution should drain freely to the relevant ponds. In cold climates, it is preferred that
this drainage be in buried pipes with covers installed on all ponds.
Segregated solution volume measurement and assays are required for determining the real
metallurgical performance with confidence. The ability to conduct good metallurgical accounting on the
first two lifts of a multiple-lift leach is important, as segregation of PLS and ILS is difficult beyond the
second or third lift.

6.6

Ancillaries

There are several supporting activities that can improve the performance of heap leaching operations.

6.6.1

Forced aeration

Schlitt (2006) describes the history of the use of forced aeration and recommendations for commercial
implementation.
The use of forced aeration became popular in the 1990s with the increase in leaching of chalcocite
and other secondary and primary copper minerals. The potential use of forced aeration was anticipated
and later implemented by Girilambone Copper Company (GCC) Rear, Taylor and Busby (1994).
Lancaster and Walsh (1996) later described its implementation. Shortly thereafter Quebrada Blanca
(Schnell, 1998; Salomon, 2000) also reported use of forced aeration. The impetus for this was due to
significant underperformance compared to design production at these operations.
While the implementation of forced aeration was reported to have improved performance at each of
these operations, a significant part of the improvement in production actually came from increased leach
cycle time. In addition, especially in the case of GCC, coarser crushing and conversion from wobblers to
drip irrigation improved the hydraulics of the ore bed and heat retention.
Ambient temperature bacteria (mesophiles), active from 10C to 45C, the moderately thermophilic
bacteria, active at 40C to 65C, and the extremely thermophilic microorganisms (archaea), active at 60C
to 90C, are all aerobic. The key is to maintain the ferric iron concentration required to maintain the
commercial extraction rate. Providing the necessary oxygen at the mineral surface to support this ferric
ion concentration is all that is necessary.
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In the case of GCC, at the time forced aeration was implemented, the ore grade was 3% CuT, mostly
as chalcocite. Therefore, recovery of 1.5% CuT was dependent on the rapid leaching first copper as
illustrated in equation (1). This first reaction is ferric dependent, but is thermodynamically and kinetically
preferential to the second reaction. Consequently the first reaction must be complete before the second
reaction advances. The second reaction is less dependent on the rate of ferric generation (Bradley et al.,
1992) and more dependent on the proper Eh (Nicol et al., 2011) and temperature.
1. Cu2S + 2Fe+3 => CuS + 2Fe+2 + Cu+2
2. CuS + 2Fe+3 => Cu+2 + 2Fe+2 + So
Little pyrite is oxidized in a secondary copper leaching environment due to the low Eh. Therefore,
forced aeration designs that assume a significant amount of pyrite oxidizing may be overdesigned in this
respect.
Recent testing by Guzman et al. (2008) shows the importance of characterizing the air conductivity
under the operating load and application rate. This testing suggests the character of many ores is such that
the air cannot be properly distributed via the aeration systems currently used by the heap leaching
industry.
Blowing air into the overliner, as opposed to directly into the ore bed, can prove problematic
(Guzman et al., 2013). The void space is typically flooded at the interface between the ore and overliner,
restricting air flow. Air blown into the overliner will come to atmospheric pressure, and then can only rise
through the ore via coarser ore channels, or not enter the ore at all.
Therefore, to be effective, the engineering principles need to be understood and the air delivered in
an appropriate fashion.

6.6.2

Monitoring

One of the more recent and exciting areas of heap leaching science is in situ monitoring. Firms such as
HydroGeoSense (Guzman, et al., 2000, 2014) and GeoSystems Analysis (Keller et al., 2013), as well as
oil field service companies, are leading in this technology. HGS has shown it is possible to monitor
remotely, in real-time, spatially distributed measurements of moisture content and degree of saturation,
temperature, ORP, O2, as well as aeration and irrigation rates, pore pressure, aeration back pressure, and
physical and chemical properties of the PLS. Future development of this technology will focus on
distributed pH measurement within the heap.
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Surface compaction

Guzman et al. (2008, 2013) describe the importance of both moisture addition and dry-bulk density as it
relates to heap porosity. At least >30% heap porosity is required for good hydrodynamics. A 50/50
distribution between micro- and macro-porosity is ideal.
Surface compaction with truck stacking, and excessive traffic on conveyor stacked heaps, can be
problematic if not relieved via sufficient depth of ripping. Uhrie and Koons (2000) studied the
compaction effect of 240 t to 320 t truck traffic on the dry-bulk density. Ripping is necessary in most
cases to 2 m to 2.5 m to bring the dry-bulk density back to the normally placed loose bulk density with
porosity greater than 30%.

6.6.4

Agglomeration control

Guzman et al. (2006 and 2007) and Velarde (2013) reported on the importance of good agglomeration to
secondary sulfide heap leach performance. The moisture content is a key operating parameter. In many
operations the moisture content varies by as much as +/– 2% w/w, whereas better leach performance
would be achieved with control to +/– 0.5% w/w moisture.
Miller (2012) has developed a control strategy using microwave and photometric sizing to improve
the agglomeration control. If trials at an operation in Africa are successful then this may be a good
approach in the future. Velarde (2013) describes the use of electrical conductivity at Cerro Verde in Peru
to enhance the control of agglomeration.
Dhawan et al. (2013) published the results of a study on the parameters impacting the optimal
agglomeration.
Optimal agglomeration is only achieved where the particle size is finer than about P80 9 to 12 mm.
At particle sizes greater than 12 mm an acid cure is used primarily to ensure proper moisture attenuation
and acid addition to the ore rather than to form agglomerates. Uneven moisture and reagent addition is a
primary cause of inefficiency with ROM and other dry ore stacking facilities.

6.6.5

Re-mining

Re-mining consists of turning the ore over with a backhoe. Re-mining the ore relieves compaction,
eliminates channels, and moves the bottom-most ore to the top to allow better reagent wetting.
This technique was implemented at Girilambone (Weston and Dudley, 2000) in 1996. It was later
implemented in several Chilean mines for many years. A patent issued on this technique may have limited
its popularity.
Re-mining has proven to be an inexpensive means of improving ore wetting where compaction, poor
stacking, and poor agglomeration were issues.
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Materials of construction

Improvement in materials of construction has improved heap leaching projects. The mass production of
HDPE has been one of the more significant advances, not only for its corrosion resistance, but also for its
low cost, ease of construction, and maintenance.
Acid leach systems use solutions containing ions that are corrosive to mild and stainless steels. The
plastics available today are being used in pressure applications up to nearly 10 bars. HDPE-lined steel can
be used in higher pressure situations and stainless steel of special alloys can now handle higher chloride
levels.
Gold leaching is performed with an alkali cyanide solution, so is less onerous on corrosion issues,
but scaling can cause blocking of pumps and pipes.

6.6.7

Interactions of heap leach with recovery plant.

The development of solvent extraction reagents for copper beneficiation from low-grade aqueous
solutions is the most significant factor in the growth of copper heap leaching worldwide. Similarly,
uranium heap leaching benefits from both SX and IX recovery systems.
While the science of copper solvent extraction and electrowinning (SX/EW) are well published,
these units are sufficiently complex and important that an experienced engineer should be engaged during
all phases from testing and design to operations.

7.0

Summary

The successful development of a heap leach requires deep consideration in several disciplines such as
geology, hydraulics, mining, metallurgy, financial analysis, and engineering design.
Part I of this two-part series describes a methodology important in correctly defining the “leachable”
reserves. This methodology requires determining the soluble metal content, the reagent consumption, and
the hydraulic characteristics of the bulk of the reserves by geologic domain. Once the resources are wellcharacterized, a focused metallurgical testing program can be conducted. Geologic block modeling of
these parameters is a key to transferring metallurgical knowledge to the mine planners.
Part II addresses the key issues of owner and engineer responsibilities in working jointly to “achieve
the correct conceptual design.” A heap leach design requires a thorough evaluation of the stacking options
integrated with the available topography to ensure the most economic terminal extraction. Attaining the
design mass throughput and the material’s mass flow in the crushing plant and conveyor stacking is
critical to reaching design production, regardless of the leaching issues. A workable leaching model is
essential in achieving and sustaining designed production. It is only as good, however, as the estimate of
the commercially scaled leach-recovery rate.
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Finally, determining the optimum extraction requires an economic analysis to determine how much
of the final 10% to 15% of possible recovery is economically extractable. Such analysis may financially
support constructing a larger leach pad area than otherwise expected.
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Abstract
The Kışladağ Gold Mine has been operating since 2006. Facilities consist of an open pit, heap leach pads,
ADR plant, crushing plant, and ancillary buildings. Current mineable reserves total 535.4 million metric
tonnes with a grade of 0.66 g/t Au and 1.5 g/t Ag. The present annual production rate of the ore is 12.5
million tonnes. An application for increasing the permitted capacity to 35 Mt/year was submitted late in
2013 and is expected to be accepted in 2014. In 2013, the mine produced 306,182 ounces of gold and is
expected to produce between 300,000 and 335,000 ounces in 2014.
Kışladağ ore is processed in a standard heap leach facility containing a three-stage crushing and
screening plant. Ore is transported to the leach pads by an overland conveyor system and stacked in 10 m
lifts using mobile conveyors (grasshoppers) and a stacker. Once the pad reaches a height of 60 m, an interlift
liner will be constructed allowing an additional 60 m to be stacked on the pad. Gold and silver are leached
from the stacked ore using a dilute sodium cyanide solution with a concentration of 250 to 320 ppm cyanide.
The solution is distributed in drip lines buried to a depth of 25 cm. The ore requires 90 to 120 days of
leaching to maximize gold recovery. The gold adsorption facility (ADR plant) consists of three trains of
carbon columns with each train consisting of five columns. Gold from the heap solutions is loaded onto the
activated carbon and the carbon is removed periodically for treatment. The gold is recovered from the
carbon using a standard Zadra process consisting of pressure stripping, electrowinning and smelting. The
final product is a gold doré bar suitable for final processing to 99.5% purity in domestic or offshore
refineries.

Introduction
Tuprag Madencilik has operated the Kisladag Gold Mine near Gumuskol Village in Ulubey County, Usak
province, in the Aegean Region of Turkey since June 2006 (Figure 1). Construction of infrastructure,
crushing and screening plant, the ADR plant, and the leach pad preparation started in 2004 and were
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completed in 2006. Commercial production was reported in July 2006. Current capacity is 12.5 Mt of ore
per year. Work is underway to upgrade the facilities to 35 Mt. 2013 production was approximately 306,182
oz/annum.

Figure 1: Location map showing the project location in Turkey
The Kisladag project land position consists of a single operating license, with a total area of 15,717
ha. The fenced in project area covers approximately 850 ha.
The mining method is open-pit using drilling and blasting coupled with load-haul methods. The
proved and probable ore reserve by December 31, 2013 is estimated as 9.5 Moz with an average grade of
0.69 g/t Au. About 25% of this reserve is oxide ore and the remainder is sulfidic ore. The presence of
sulfidic ore and waste rock, and acid rock drainage is an important issue for consideration. Surface facilities
consist of a heap leach pad and an ADR plant, a crushing plant and ancillary buildings (Figure 2). Access
to the mine is via the 5.3 km long mine access road which connects to the highway between the towns of
Ulubey and Esme. Electricity is provided via a 25 km long power line from a substation near Usak. Water
for the operation is pumped from wells near Ulubey to the site via a 13 km long pipeline.
The Kışladağ deposit consists of porphyry-style gold mineralization centered on a series of
overlapping subvolcanic intrusives of quartz-syenite to quartz-monzonite composition. Within the deposit
area, the main lithologies are quartz-trachyte to quartz-latite flows and volcaniclastic rocks intruded by a
series of nested subvolcanic porphyritic intrusives of alkalic affinities. Based on the intensity of alteration,
mineralization, and cross-cutting relationships, three mineralized (Intrusions #1, #2, and #2A) and one post
mineral (Intrusion #3) intrusive bodies have been identified. Gold mineralization with traces of
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molybdenum, zinc, lead, and copper encircles the late barren stock (Intrusion -#3). Higher-grade gold
mineralization (> 1 g/t Au) is associated with Intrusion #1 and forms a horseshoe-shaped zone around
Intrusion #3. The higher gold grades are associated with multiphase quartz sulphide stockwork and
pervasive silicification. The mineralized zones dip outward in a bell-shaped body, subparallel to the contact
of the stock. Pyrite is the dominant sulphide mineral present with visual estimates averaging around 4% in
the primary mineralized zone. Oxidation has affected the Kışladağ deposit, and is deeper on the uphill
(southern) side of the deposit (from 30 m to 80 m deep) as compared to the downhill (northern) side of the
deposit (from 20 m and 50 m below surface).
Heap Leach Area
Open Pit

Waste Rock

Figure 2: Kışladağ Gold Mine surface facilities
The project site is located at an elevation of approximately 1,000 masl in gently rolling topography.
The climate is temperate with an average annual rainfall of 539 mm, most of which occurs during the winter
months.

Processing
The Kışladağ ore is processed in a standard cyanide heap leach facility containing a three-stage crushing
plant, an overland conveyor to the heap leach pad, mobile conveyors and a stacker for placing the ore, and
a carbon adsorption facility (ADR plant) for recovering the gold. The carbon is treated on site in a refinery
and the final product is a gold doré bar.
Kışladağ Heap leach pad design has been completed by the MINES Group, Inc. Run-of-mine ore is
hauled from the open pit and direct dumped into the primary crusher. The crush size is 80% passing 6.3
mm for primary sulphide ore and 80% passing 12.5 mm for oxide ore. The product from the crushing and
screening circuit is mixed with lime and transported to the heap leach pad by two-stage overland conveyors.
A series of portable conveyors and a radial stacker are used to place the ore onto the pad. Depending on the
placement and geometry of the pads, advance stacking is applied as well. The designed stack height is 60
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m placed in 10 m high lifts (Figure 3). The proposed expansion is to allow for placement of ore to a total
stack height of 120 m across all phases of the heap leach pad. Material characteristics and metallurgical
recovery testing of the ore material indicate that total stack heights of ore material for maximum economic
recovery are 60 to 80 m. As such, an interlift liner is proposed for collection of leach solutions where the
gold-bearing leach solution is recirculated more efficiently without being retained in the leach cycle for
long periods of time. The interlift liner will be constructed on top of previously leached ore material with
depths of 60 m (Encon, 2013). The proposed interlift liner would be constructed with a single 1.5 mm
LLDPE geosynthetic liner without compacted clay or GCL liner underlying it. Any leakage through this
interlift liner will be collected by the composite liner on the base of the leach pad.

Figure 3: Heap leach facility

Heap leach pad preparation
The heap leach pad is a permanent facility employing a two-stage liner system of a compacted layer of low
permeability clay soil or geosynthetic clay liner, with a 2 mm LLDPE synthetic liner. Soil liner or
geosynthetic clay liner is placed on top of the prepared compacted subgrade. The soil liner material is tested
for moisture content and compaction after placement at the frequencies specified, and meets or exceeds the
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technical specifications requirements. Good contact conditions between the geomembrane and soil
liner/geosynthetics clay liner is achieved with proper construction and strict construction quality assurance.
A drainage layer consisting of a thickness of free-draining gravel and drainage piping will be placed
over the composite liner system. These cells were designed to separate flows that incorporate an
intermediate leach cycle in the solution management system. The cells were separated with 1 m high
geomembrane-lined berm with a 457 mm diameter corrugated perforated polyethylene pipe for primary
collection of solution and transmission to the collection points against the berms. This primary collection
pipe was sized to include a storm flow rate from infiltration equivalent to the solution flow rate. Secondary
collection piping using 150 mm diameter corrugated perforated polyethylene pipes was placed at 15 m
spacing within the drainage collection layer and transfers solution to the primary solution collection pipes
for each cell.
As a mitigation measure for much safer operations of the heap leaching process, a leak-detection
system is incorporated into the design of the composite liner. This leak-detection system consists of
perforated pipes embedded in a layer of gravel placed in the clay liner or geosynthetic clay liner below the
LLDPE liner. The solid pipe from the leak detection system is booted through the liner installed in the
solution collection trench and discharges directly into the solution-collection ditch. This facilitates
inspection of the leak-detection system for the pad cells as they can be visually observed for leaks. Any
leaks are discharged back into the lined containment area and can be measured for flow rate. Groundwater
observation wells were installed down-gradient from the leach pad to monitor groundwater quality. Samples
are collected and sent for analysis each month as part of an environmental management system by Tuprag,
twice a month by governmental committee.

Heap leaching
Testwork has shown that the Kışladağ ore is amenable to heap leaching technology. A gold recovery of
80% to 81% is projected for the oxide ore. The primary ore has a higher sulfide content and gold recovery
is projected to be 60%. The mine continues to carry out confirmatory metallurgical test work on a regular
basis. The metallurgy of the Kışladağ deposit is well understood. Recovery numbers gained throughout the
first eight years of operation agree very well with the results obtained during the feasibility study. There is
excellent agreement between predicted gold recovered and that actual gold recovered.
Leaching consists of the application of buffered sodium cyanide (250 to 320 ppm CN) solution to the
heaped ore on the lined pad with drip emitters. The leach cycle for oxide ore is 90 days; this will change
for the higher lifts since the solution return takes longer as the pad height increases. The sulfide ore is much
slower leaching, about 120 days. An average solution application rate is about 5 to 12 L/m2/hr. Leaching is
carried out with dilute cyanide solutions at a pH of 10 to 11 to limit the potential for HCN gas formation.
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Mixing lime with the ore provides additional pH buffering capacity. HCN detectors and alarms were
installed in the heap area, ponds, and ADR plant (Encon, 2011).
A perforated pipe network embedded in the liner cover material collects the pregnant leachate solution
at the base of the heap. The solution collection pipes transport the solution flows to collection points where
the solution is directed into either the intermediate or pregnant solution collection pipes and directed into
the appropriate solution pond. The solution collection ditch serves as secondary containment for the solution
collection pipes. Precious metals in the pregnant solution are recovered using carbon adsorption and
electrowinning. The resulting barren solution is returned to the barren solution pond at the ADR plant site.
Barren solution is supplemented with cyanide to maintain concentrations and pH and then recirculated to
the heap continuing the leach cycle. No mine-affected solutions in the operating heap leach pad system will
be discharged to the environment. Design criterion for the operation period related to cyanide and other
chemical constituents in the process solution is a “Zero Discharge” system.
Reagent consumptions are moderate and cyanide consumption is projected to be 0.34 to 1.5 kg
NaCN/t. The average cyanide consumption for 2013 was 0.47 kg NaCN/t. Kışladağ Gold Mine has been
certified in compliance with the International Cyanide Management Code.
The solution management system has been designed to accommodate a 100 year, 24 hour storm event.
There are three process ponds installed to contain the heap leach solutions. The pregnant solution pond has
a live capacity of 8,600 m3, the barren pond has 17,400 m3 capacity, and the intermediate pond has 7,200
m3 capacity (Figure 4). There is an 8,600 m3 volume spare pond as well. The barren and pregnant ponds
have been designed to contain, without release, the combination of a working volume of 2 hours at the
present solution-pumping rate. Three process surge ponds with a total of 425,500 m3 capacity were also
installed to cater for a storm event that exceeds the one in a 100 year estimate. The process ponds have a
double HDPE liner underlined by a 30 cm soil liner and fitted with leak-detection pipes and pumps. The
pond surfaces were covered with floating 100 mm diameter HDPE plastic balls in order to reduce
evaporation and to prevent birds landing on pond surfaces. A 93,200 m3 storm water event pond with an
HDPE liner was provided to contain excess overflow solution from the pregnant solution pond. Solution
drain-down of leach solutions for a power or equipment outage period of 24 hours will be routed to the
Storm Event Pond after exhausting additional capacity in the process ponds.
Operational water balance models developed by Mines Group Inc. were used to evaluate heap leach
pad performance and makeup water requirements. A deterministic model (using a chain of single-valued
input parameters to produce a series of single-valued results) and a stochastic model (probability based)
have been developed for the heap leach pad facility (Mines Group, 2007). The model is also used to estimate
both the frequency and size of future storm events that could exceed the design capacity of the pond storage
and require extraction of water and a reduction in storage through the treatment and discharge of solutions.
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In particular, the potential effects of unusually long series of consecutive severe events have been evaluated.
The emergency hydrogen peroxide detoxification plant next to the storm pond will reduce the cyanide
content of the solution to safe levels, in the event that discharge becomes necessary (Figure 4).
Diversion ditches have been constructed along the periphery of the heap leach pad to divert surface
water away from the facility.

Figure 4: Process ponds, storm pond and ADR plant

Recovery
The gold adsorption facility (ADR plant) comprises three trains of carbon columns with each train
consisting of five columns. Gold from the heap solutions is loaded onto the activated carbon, and the carbon
is removed periodically for treatment. The gold is recovered from the carbon in a standard Zadra process
consisting of pressure stripping, electrowinning, and smelting. The final product is a gold doré bar suitable
for final processing to 99.5% purity in domestic or offshore refineries.

Gold recovery
Gold recovery from the pregnant leach solution is accomplished in the adsorption, desorption, and
reactivation (ADR) plant in three stages, using the following industry-standard extraction techniques:
• carbon adsorption;
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• carbon elution (stripping) and reactivation; and
• electrowinning and refining.

Carbon adsorption
The pregnant solution is pumped from the pregnant pond to be adsorbed onto activated carbon particles in
the carbon columns (CIC). The pregnant solution passes through a bank of five carbon columns operating
in series. There are three trains of carbon columns. Each column contains up to 5 t of carbon granules where
the gold-cyanide complex is adsorbed onto the carbon. Solution discharged from the carbon columns passes
over a carbon safety screen and due to gravity returns to the barren solution pond. Based on the target metal
production rate, up to 8 t of carbon must be loaded and stripped each day. Carbon is advanced from column
to column counter-current to solution flow and loaded carbon is transferred from the first column to the
carbon stripping circuit by a carbon transfer pump connected to a network of pipes.
Prior to the carbon elution (stripping) operation, the loaded carbon is transferred from the carbon
columns to an acid wash tank. The carbon is washed with hydrochloric acid to remove calcium carbonate
scale, and then neutralized with a 1% sodium hydroxide solution.

Carbon elution and reactivation
The acid washed carbon is transferred to one of two elution columns whose capacities are 4 t of carbon
each. The elution process removes gold from carbon and puts it back into solution. Gold elution occurs at
a temperature of 135°C and pressure of 450 kPa. The strip solution contains 1% NaOH and 0.15 ti 0.3%
NaCN. As the ore contains a certain amount of copper, which is dissolved by cyanide, copper is eluted from
the carbon prior to gold removal. Copper removal is performed at 60°C with a strip solution of 1.0% NaOH
and 0.2% NaCN. The copper strip solution is recycled back to the barren pond. Pregnant gold strip solution
is pumped to a bank of two electrowinning cells designed for a single pass gold recovery of approximately
90%. The gold stripping process requires circulation of the strip solution at a rate of two bed volumes per
hour for a period of approximately 3 hours or longer.
Half of the carbon eluted each day is reactivated by heating it to 675°C in the electric rotary kiln.
Reactivated carbon, discharged from the kiln, is cooled in water in a quench tank. The carbon is then
pumped over the reactivated carbon-sizing screen to remove any carbon fines that may be present. The
carbon which is collected in carbon storage tank returns to the carbon adsorption circuit. The underflow
from the screen is filtered to remove the fine carbon.

Gold electrowinning and refining
Approximately 54 to 93 kg per day of electrowinning precipitate is produced as a precious metal sludge by
the bank of two 3.5 m3 electrowinning cells. One cell is operating and the second is available for cleaning
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at any given time. The sludge is washed through the discharge nozzle in the bottom of the electrowinning
cell. The sludge is pumped to a filter press and removed as a filter cake. The filtered solution is recycled.
The filter cake is dried prior to doré casting. Three melts are performed each week in an electric
induction furnace to produce precious metal doré. The final product is a gold/silver doré bar for final
processing to 99.5% purity at an existing offsite gold refinery.

Heap leach closure
The heap leach pad will be progressively decommissioned and closed as each respective phase is completed.
This approach provides ideal circumstances for progressive closure of the pads. As leaching is completed
during each phase, decommissioning and stabilization can be initiated and completed well before the end
of the mine life. An added benefit will be to thoroughly characterize the volume and chemistry of residual
draindown in the earlier phases while operations continue in the subsequent phases of the leach pad.
Once the concentrations of gold in leach solution become uneconomic, the circulation and application
of barren process solution to the leach ore, which has been enriched with extraction chemicals (primarily
cyanide), will be terminated. Cyanide levels in solution originating from decommissioned phases will be
reduced down to 10 ppm (WAD CN) by natural degradation for long-term management of residual
draindown. Natural degradation of cyanide in the leach solutions occurs as a result of the combination of
several different processes such as volatilization, chemical oxidation, and biological oxidation. Once
draindown flow rates have been reduced to a level of less than approximately 100 liters per minute, the next
phase, management of steady-state, long-term residual draindown will commence. In this phase, passive
management of long-term residual draindown in the reconfigured, double-lined process ponds that were
used for management of process solutions during operations is planned. This manages very low-level but
long-term flows, by gravity flow and distribution into the earth-filled (backfilled) pond(s) such that the
volume of draindown is in balance with evaporation and transpiration from the dry cover and/or ET wetland
basins (Mines Group, 2007). Each phase will be capped with a layer of soil and will be vegetated to form a
store and release protective capping system that is the same as a waste rock capping system.
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Abstract
The cost of construction of the leach pad is an important part of the total capital cost of any heap leach
project, whether a green-field development or expansion of an existing operation. The authors present and
discuss costs from 48 phases of work on 28 heap leach projects in 8 countries, including North and South
America, Africa and Asia. Costs were compiled from feasibility studies, detailed designs, NI43-101
technical reports, and as-built analyses. In a few cases, when the detail was suitably advanced, costs from
prefeasibility studies have also been used. All costs are presented in 2014 United States dollars (US$)
using an escalation rate based on the 10-year average ENR Construction Cost Index.
This data and the accompanying analyses should provide assistance to engineers and owners in
preparing project cost studies. It may be useful to reviewers, investors, regulators, and sureties in
determining the reasonableness of third party cost estimates. It may also help in the future to determine
trends in heap leach costs (for example, relative to general construction cost escalation). This paper will
also discuss the purpose of and methodology used in performing a benchmark study, which may be of
broader application.

Introduction
One definition of benchmarking is to compare one’s business practices with those at other, similar sites or
companies in the same or similar industries. The purpose can be to verify best practices, provide highlevel data without detailed site-specific analyses, monitor industry or regional trends, prepare order-ofmagnitude estimates, verify more detailed cost estimates, and so forth. Benchmarking is commonly used
in mining and mineral processing for a range of performance metrics, most commonly related to costs and
productivity. In this paper the authors focus exclusively on the capital and sustaining capital costs for
leach pad construction for gold and silver, copper, nickel, and uranium projects. These costs would also
be generally applicable to heap leaching of other minerals such as rare earths and nitrates.
Construction cost estimating methods generally fall into three categories (in order of increasing
accuracy): benchmarked estimates, built-up estimates, and estimates based on contractor and supplier
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quotes. While benchmarking can be the least accurate of these three it is the most readily available. The
larger the database and the better one can correlate to site-specific factors the more reliable a benchmarkbased estimate becomes. With a modest level of effort and a small database, an estimate with a reliability
of +/−50 percent to +/−35 percent can be achieved. With a more robust effort and larger database, that can
be considerably improved. The authors have extensive experience producing benchmark-based cost
estimates in the range of +/−25 percent to +/−15 percent of detailed engineering cost estimates.

Methodology
Data sources
The cost data used in this study came from several sources in about equal proportion: the authors’ project
files; personal interviews with other design engineers, construction managers and owners; and publicly
available Canadian National Instrument (NI) 43-101 reports for TSX-listed companies. Except when the
authors’ own project files were the source, it was generally not practical to verify the information beyond
a high-level reasonableness test; about 10 percent of the data collected was disregarded as not meeting
that criteria.

Key parameters
Capital costs were gathered for three items: earthworks, liner system, and total. The liner system costs
included the geosynthetics only (geomembrane, any other geosynthetics in the liner system, and
installation). All other costs were included in the earthworks category, including the gravel overliner (in
some cases, as discussed below), clay underliner (where present), and drainage pipe. This is an imprecise
method of categorization but the simplification was necessary because, in most cases, more accurate
classification was not possible given the data available.
Leach pad area was taken as either (i) the actual or horizontal projection of the lined leach pad from
the external edge of the perimeter berms and collection ditches (in most cases the difference between
actual and horizontal projection is very small), or (ii) the total geomembrane liner area (which will be
slightly larger due to overlap, anchorage and trim). In some cases the pond costs were included but the
area of the ponds was in all cases excluded. In the early stages of data analysis the authors attempted to
remove the pond costs so that all reference projects used the same assumptions. It was found that, since
pond costs were rarely available as a line item, more error was introduced by attempting to estimate and
remove those costs than in allowing them to remain. The costs for external ponds were included for 15
phases of construction on 9 of the projects, or 31 percent of the total number of phases considered. As a
reference point, the authors analyzed the costs both with and without ponds for one project with 3 phases.
For a 470,000 m2 leach pad the ponds added US$7.15/m2 of leach pad (21.5 percent) to the total pad
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construction cost. Extrapolating this to the entire database, pond costs may be about US$2.22/m2 of pad
area or 5 percent of the average total costs reported in the tables. Given the goal of benchmarking is to
produce a cost estimate with a fairly wide tolerance (e.g., +/−25 percent), the error introduced by the pond
cost question is minor. On the other hand, some refinement is possible if a closer estimate is desired. One
way to achieve this would be to use the costs from the tables presented herein, deduct the pond costs
(either US$2.22/m2 or 5 percent), and then add a more detailed estimate for the ponds at the project in
question.
Where leach pad liner system costs were unavailable, estimates were used based on what the authors
knew about the system, its location, and the year of construction. The estimates used for liner costs ranged
from US$5.50 to US$7.50/m2; in one case the system had a double geomembrane liner and thus the
estimate was a combination of two geomembranes and a geocomposite. These estimated costs were used
both to cite liner cost and back calculate earthworks costs from the total.
Overliner cost was one of the more difficult parameters to pin down, as some data sources either did
not identify whether such costs were included, comingled some or all of those costs with general
earthworks, or simply ignored. Overliner cost is especially important for two reasons: this cost often
exceeds the cost of the liner (as discussed later in this paper, it can be 150 percent of the geomembrane
cost), and not all leach pads require overliner. The authors were ultimately able to identify whether
overliner costs were included (either accurately or otherwise) with some precision; these costs were
included in 16 phases of 8 projects, or 33 percent of the phases (see Table 4).
Indirect costs have been excluded. Examples of indirect costs are owner’s costs, EPCM and
specialty engineering, worker camps, insurance, bonding, and financing. Indirect costs can range from
under 15 percent to over 50 percent of the direct costs. Except where as-built costs were used,
contingencies were also excluded.

Cost escalation
All construction costs were escalated to 2014 using the Engineering News Record Construction Cost
Index (ENR, 2014). The 10-year average escalation rate from May 2004 to May 2014 is 3.33 percent. For
the purposes of simplicity the authors used 3.0 percent and applied this to all time frames; for example,
costs from 2007 and 2011 were both escalated at the compounded rate of 3.0 percent annually. In several
cases the leach pads were built during multiple phases of construction over several years; the costs for
each year were separately escalated to arrive at the total 2014 costs. Escalation rates were applied in
whole-year increments; a project cost estimate from January, 2007 would be escalated the same as one
from December, 2007.
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Leach pad construction costs
Table 1 summarizes leach pad costs by country. Subsequent tables summarize the costs in other ways,
such as by metal produced, heap type, pad type, overliner, and phase of construction.
Peru warrants special consideration since those costs bracket the largest range and the highest costs.
Essentially all of the Peruvian projects include either a compacted clay liner (CCL) or a geosynthetics
clay liner (GCL), and in some cases both (in different areas of the pad). GCLs are more common in Peru
than any of the other countries reported (none of the costs for Chile, Turkey, Namibia or the Philippines
include GCLs). Some valley leach pad (VLP) sites also use geocomposites, either in combination with
GCLs or otherwise, under the geomembrane to protect the liner from overly aggressive subgrade. In
Table 1, CCL costs reports to the earthworks column while GCL and geocomposite costs report to the
liner system column. The terrain in Peru is perhaps the most variable and aggressive of any country with a
significant heap leach industry; of the 12 Peruvian projects considered 11 are valley leach pads (VLPs).
Many of the Peruvian pads are relatively modest in size and thus have less efficiency of scale; the average
ultimate (total) leach pad in Peru is 38 percent of the size of the Chile pads. Some of the sites are in high
rainfall areas (e.g., Pierina, La Arena, Lagunas Norte, and others), which affects both construction unit
costs and design requirements. Finally, one of the large Peruvian VLP projects, the highest unit cost
project in the database, has some unique site and owner criteria that drove those costs higher than would
otherwise be expected.
Table 1: Leach pad costs by country (2014 dollars)
Total leach pad costs, US$/m2

Country

Number
of
projects

Earthworks
costs, average
US$/m2

Liner system
costs, average
US$/m2

Average

Range

Standard
deviation

Chile

3

30.84

6.33

37.16

25.29−44.26

10.34

Colombia

1

56.35

9.52

65.88

−

−

Peru

12

45.51

9.91

55.42

28.31-95.68

18.33

Philippines

1

30.34

8.93

39.27

−

−

Mexico

5

30.14

8.25

38.39

23.24−58.84

14.77

Namibia

2

25.78

8.39

34.17

30.92−37.42

4.60

Turkey

1

21.60

6.81

28.41

−

−

USA

3

19.07

9.81

28.88

21.53−34.46

6.65

Total

28

35.94

8.95

44.90

21.53−95.68

17.59

Table 2 presents the costs categorized by leach pad type; “conventional leach pads” and “valley
leach pads.” VLPs are defined herein as those constructed in mountainous terrain where either a toe
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buttress or a graded flat area is required to contain the heap on one side, and the other three sides are
contained by natural terrain (Breitenbach and Smith, 2012). Most valley leach pads are of the
nonimpounding type where solutions flow by gravity out of the heap and off of the leach pad without
creating an internal impoundment. A few, such as Pierina gold in Peru and Veladero gold in Argentina,
impound process or storm water upstream of the toe buttress, using the interstitial voids in the ore.
Examples of nonimpounding VLPs include Dolores gold in Mexico, La Arena gold in Peru, and Cerro
Verde copper in Peru. As of 2012, there had been 17 impounding and 22 nonimpounding VLPs worldwide
(Breitenbach and Smith, 2012). All other leach pads considered in this study were classified as
conventional and include Hycroft gold in Nevada (USA), Trekkopje uranium in Namibia, and Radomiro
Tomic copper in Chile.
Table 2: Leach pad costs by pad type (2014 dollars)
Total leach pad costs, US$/m2

Pad type

Number
of
projects

Average leach
pad size, m2

Average

Range

Standard
deviation

Conventional pads

15

975,061

34.53

21.53−65.88

11.27

Valley leach pads

13

616,609

55.26

30.38−95.68

16.87

Table 3 summarizes cost by heap type, static versus dynamic. Dynamic heaps (which leach pads are
also known as on/off pads) are those where the leached ore (often called “ripios” in South America) is
removed from the pad and replaced with fresh ore after each leach cycle (Smith, 2011). All others
discussed herein have been considered static heaps (also known as conventional pads, permanent heaps,
or multistack heaps). Examples of dynamic heaps are the Radomiro Tomic and Cerro Colorado copper
projects in Chile. Many nickel laterite heap leach projects are also planning to adopt dynamic heap
technology. The primary difference between the leach pads for dynamic and static heaps are (i) the
thickness of the geomembrane liner and (ii) the thickness of the overliner (Smith, 2011; Smith and
Steemson, 2009). Dynamic heap leach pads tend to use slightly thicker geomembranes (e.g., 2.0 mm
versus 1.5 mm HDPE) and much thicker overliner layers (e.g., 700 to 1,500 mm versus 400 to 500 mm).
The overliner system for a dynamic heap leach pad is often divided into two layers: the bottom layer
similar to the overliner in a conventional pad (static heap), and the upper part a much coarser stone that is
often primary crushed ore. The costs reported herein for dynamic heap leach pads exclude the overliner.
Therefore, the average dynamic and static heap leach pads have similar construction costs. To apply these
benchmarked costs to a dynamic heap cost estimate one would need to add the costs for both layers of the
overliner system and the incremental cost for a more robust geomembrane.
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Table 3: Leach pad costs by heap type (2014 dollars)
Total leach pad costs, US$/m2

Heap type

Number
of
projects

Average

Range

Standard
deviation

Static heaps

23

45.32

21.53−95.68

18.42

Dynamic heaps

5

42.96

25.29−65.88

14.75

Table 4 presents costs with and without overliner included. There were 16 phases of 8 projects with
overliner costs included in the database, and the balance without. The data in Table 4 suggests that the
average cost for overliner is US$10.76/m2, with a standard deviation much higher than for costs that
exclude overliner. This is consistent with the authors’ experience.
Table 4: Leach pad costs with and without overliner cost included (2014 dollars)
Total leach pad costs, US$/m2

Overliner costs

Number
of
projects

Average

Range

Standard
deviation

Without overliner

20

41.74

21.53−65.65

15.07

With overliner

8

52.50

30.92−95.68

22.01

Another way to consider the data is costs based on the metal(s) produced (gold/silver, copper,
nickel, uranium), as shown in Table 5. Since the gold and silver projects also include the VLPs, that
group has been divided to also consider just the conventional pads. As mentioned above VLPs are
generally more expensive to construct. The copper leach pads listed are all for dynamic heaps, and the
gold/silver pads are all for static heaps; this may help explain the cost differences. That Peru and Mexico
(where the gold/silver projects are located) may have lower constructions costs than Chile (where the
copper pads are located) is also a consideration. Two of the nickel leach pads are in the tropics, which
increases costs. The third is in Turkey, a higher cost area with more stringent regulatory criteria. The
uranium database is too small to draw any conclusions from it, but may be influenced by the fact that both
pads are in a low cost country (Namibia) and a low risk environment (the Namib Desert). As a side note,
nickel leaching can also produce cobalt and other trace elements; those should not affect the leach pad
cost.
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Table 5: Leach pad costs by metal produced (2014 dollars)
Total leach pad costs, US$/m2

Metal produced

Number
of
projects

Average leach
pad size, m2

Average

Range

Standard
deviation

Gold/Silver (all)

20

564,104

47.18

21.53−95.68

19.00

Gold/Silver (conventional)

6

441,594

28.35

21.53−34.46

4.96

Copper

3

1,669,300

37.16

25.29−44.26

10.34

Nickel

3

1,022,797

44.52

28.41−65.88

19.28

Uranium

2

1,745,000

34.17

30.92−37.41

4.60

Total

28

816,013

44.90

21.53−95.68

17.59

Table 5 also presents the average leach pad size for each metal produced. The authors’ databases do
not include the total leach pad area for each mine studied; for example, in one case the database includes
the areas for phases 1, 3, and 4. Thus, the actual leach pad is larger than represented in the database. Such
gaps are principally in the gold/silver project data, in part because it is a larger group and in part because
those leach pads tend to be constructed in more and smaller phases. Thus, there may be a downward bias
in the reported average leach pad size in the gold/silver category.

Conclusion
Without presenting the entire raw database there are limits to how much a reader can reprocess the data
presented herein. That is a fundamental limitation of such a paper and the alternative would be to
considerably complicate this paper and its preparation; it would also exceed the length limitations for this
publication. The costs have been presented in such a manner as to allow a range of reprocessing and the
use of the data in a variety of ways and thereby achieve greater precision. For example, valley leach pads
will generally be better represented by the figures in Table 2 than in Table 1. On the other hand, there is
no material difference in the costs of leach pads for dynamic and static heaps, except in the additional
overliner thickness; thus, the larger database represented by Table 1, with site-specific adjustments for
overliner and possible a more robust geomembrane, should yield good accuracy for dynamic heap leach
pads. However, there is a difference in the heap leach pads in Peru and those in the balance of the
database. Thus, there is value in considering the costs separately, as presented in Table 6.
With the division of liner system costs presented in Table 1, users can further improve accuracy by
adjusting the total cost to accommodate the specific liner type and thickness planned. For example, there
are two polyethylene liner plants each in Chile and Peru, none in Namibia, Turkey or the Philippines.
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Table 6: Leach pad costs with and without Peru and Chile (2014 dollars)
Total leach pad costs, US$/m2

Country

Number
of
projects

Average

Range

Standard
deviation

Chile

3

37.16

25.29−44.26

10.34

Peru

12

55.42

28.31−95.68

18.33

Total except
Peru and Chile

13

36.96

21.53−65.88

13.29

Total

28

44.90

21.53−95.68

17.59

Preproduction or Phase 1 construction costs can be considerably higher, on a per unit basis, than
ultimate or total pad costs. This is due to the front-loading of such items as roads, borrow sources, and
other supporting facilities, the inclusion of most ponds in the first phase of construction, and (especially
for VLPs) the higher costs associated with getting a project “out of the ground.” In the authors’ database
there was sufficient detail to compare the Phase 1 to the total costs for 8 projects with 20 phases. Those
are summarized in Table 7 with the Phase 1 unit costs (US$/m2) presented as a percentage of the unit cost
for the total pad area. With only one exception, all of the first phases of construction cost more per square
meter than the ultimate leach pad.
Table 7: Phase 1 leach pad unit costs
Phase 1 cost in US$/m2 as a percentage
of total leach pad cost in US$/m2, %

Number
of
projects

Average

Range

Standard
deviation

Mexico

1

118

−

−

Peru

7

120

85−151

22.8

Total

8

120

85−151

20.8

Country

Local jurisdictional or social requirements can also have a significant effect on costs. To produce
reasonable results, such adjustments may be required to the costs presented herein. For example, a
uranium leach pad in the United States would likely require a double geomembrane liner; there are no
double-lined pads in this cost database. To apply these costs to such a project one would start with the
applicable benchmarked cost (say, from Table 1 or 6), and then add the costs for the additional
components to upgrade to a double geomembrane system (an additional geomembrane liner, a leak
collection layer, and the solution recovery system). Further, some locations have an expectation (either
informal or formal) of exceptionally low leakage rates, and in some cases zero leakage. This is not easily
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achieved and application of these costs in such an environment requires both caution and detailed
analysis. Examples of such jurisdictions include parts of California and Oregon, USA, and much of
Argentina. There is also an emerging trend in this direction in parts of Europe.
As a closing observation, many of the differences between the various costs are in the upper limit of
the range data. While the lower bound varies in the narrow spread of only US$9.39/m2 (US$21.53 to
US$30.92), the spread of upper bound costs is a robust US$61.22/m2 (US$34.46 to US$95.68). Thus,
cost-related risk reduction efforts should concentrate on addressing the factors that may affect the higher
range figures, principally high rainfall sites and the use of VLP technology, including its implementation.
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A procedure to estimate the
differences in heap leaching costs brought
about through variations in climate and terrain
Scott Stebbins, Aventurine Engineering, Inc., USA

Abstract
While the costs of developing and operating a heap leach facility are low relative to other extraction
methods, traditionally so are the grades of the resources to which they are applied. It is then perhaps more
critical for heap leaching than for any other method that the estimated costs of proposed operations
reliably represent those of subsequent projects. This paper explains an engineering-based, itemized
approach to estimating the costs associated with the impacts of variations in climate and topography on
this approach to mining and then lists many of those costs. The impact of these variations on economic
viability is also discussed.
This paper then describes the results of terrain and climate on the engineering parameters of heap
design, which subsequently impact equipment operating, supply consumption, and construction and
operating labor requirements. As detailed in this paper, it is these requirements that drive the costs.
Capital and operating costs associated with common methods used to account for variations in terrain and
climate, including valley fill heap construction, raincoats, pipe insulation, buried emitters, solution
heaters, and event ponds are all presented in detail. Results are provided at modeled production rates of
4,000, 20,000, and 40,000 tpd.
It is critical (from the perspective of economic viability) to note that variations attributable to terrain
and climate also impact valuable mineral recovery as well as the costs of closing and reclaiming the heap.
Our analyses indicate that the combined costs of construction, operation, and closure can easily (when
compared to our definition of a standard installation) push a project thought to be economically viable
into the realm of significant loss.

Introduction
Heap leaching is one of the more cost-effective approaches to developing and recovering gold from lowgrade deposits. Costs are typically quite low and production rates can be very high, which is often a recipe
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for economic success. However, profit margins at heap leach operations tend to be quite narrow, and
because of this it is imperative that the cost of production be well understood prior to development.
So, to better understand the economic implications of varying operating parameters at these
operations, InfoMine USA, Inc., has developed a series of four models, each of which is evaluated in the
following pages at three separate production rates. The first looks into costs associated with developing
these projects in areas of steep terrain. The next two look at cost variations attributable to extremes in
climate. And the final model provides a typical, base-case scenario against which costs from the others
can be gauged.
The practice of estimating mining and mineral processing costs has evolved over the years, and the
reliability of these estimates has improved dramatically on the back of spreadsheet-based modeling and
reliable, frequently updated sources of cost information—such as InfoMine USA’s Mining Cost Service
and Equipment Watch’s Cost Reference Guide. It is now possible to estimate pre-feasibility level costs
with the detail once found only in final feasibility studies.
It must be remembered, however, that the costs presented herein represent only pre-feasibility level
estimates of the expenses of developing and operating hypothetical heap leach facilities. They should not
be used to make significant economic decisions. A modeled operation, no matter how carefully it is
prepared, is only theoretical and cannot be expected to reliably represent costs at a specific property.
It should also be remembered that what follows concerns only costs. Many of the engineering details
commonly associated with pad design and heap operation may seem conspicuously absent. It is not that
they have been ignored, it is just that they typically do not impact costs in the way that some other
parameters might, or that they are simply not needed to estimate costs.

Conditions impacting heap leach construction and operating costs
For the purposes of our models, the mines evaluated herein are located in the mountains of Montana.
While climate and terrain conditions vary in the following analyses, many of the primary design
parameters are constant from one model to the next.
Barren leach solution is applied through drip emitters at a rate of 7.5 liters per hour per square meter
of heap surface. In general, four 10 m high lifts are assumed throughout, although this value is not so
straightforward in the steep-terrain scenarios. In all the models, with the exception of those in severe
terrains, the pads are constructed, from the base up, of a compacted layer of clay and soil, a layer of 80mil geomembrane, and a thickness of crushed ore. Perforated pipes are contained within the layer of
crushed ore to facilitate pregnant solution collection. Pad foundations are excavated and contoured to
meet production requirements and well-established environmental standards. In the models, the pads are
constructed by mine employees using equipment purchased by the operator.
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Base Case
To provide a meaningful benchmark against which to measure the costs of heap leach facilities located in
harsh climates and severe topographies, a base-case scenario is presented which is intended to represent
conditions at a typical heap leach operation located in an area of moderate climate and gentle topography.
In this base-case scenario, as in all of the scenarios, items not included in the estimate (because they
are

similar

for

all

scenarios)

include

the

adsorption/desorption

recovery

plant,

the

crushing/screening/agglomeration plant, and the project ancillary facilities.
Estimated capital (pad construction) and operating costs for this base-case scenario are as follows:
Table 1: Base-case scenario heap pad construction and operating costs
Cost category

4,000 tpd

20,000 tpd

40,000 tpd

$ 0.74

$0.44

$0.28

Supplies

0.77

0.77

0.77

Equipment operation

0.68

0.40

0.28

Administration

0.34

0.18

0.10

Miscellaneous

0.25

0.18

0.14

$ 2.78

$ 1.97

$ 1.55

$ 1,174,000

$ 1,207,000

$ 1,360,000

Supplies

4,294,600

11,727,300

17,034,000

Construction labor

2,312,500

6,314,700

9,172,500

Engineering and construction management

1,439,500

3,561,100

5,099,900

Contingency

1,844,100

4,562,000

6,533,400

$ 11,064,700

$ 27,372,100

$ 39,200,400

Operating costs (US dollars per tonne leached)
Labor

Total
Capital costs (US dollars)
Equipment purchase

Total

Steep and rugged terrain
In areas where relatively gentle terrain does not exist, pads must be constructed within the confines of
steep valleys or side slopes. Several aspects of leach pad construction and heap operation impact the costs
of operating in steep terrains.
First, the nature of the underlying slopes typically requires that the terrain be benched prior to pad
construction to control flow of the leach solution and to stabilize the heap material. Drainage systems
must be designed in conjunction with the pad plan to ensure constant flow of the leach solution to the
lowest spot in the pad. Very steep inter-bench slopes characterized by irregular surfaces must be covered
or treated in some way to minimize potential damage to the liners. To accomplish this, operators typically
rely on shotcrete, high-density geotextiles, or wire mesh. And while gradients of up to 65% can handle
soil underliners, anything steeper typically requires some form of synthetic or geosynthetic clay liner.
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Even when soil liners are used, it is often necessary to use a winch to pull rollers up the slope to compact
the material, which of course increases construction costs. Finally, unstable foundation material must
either be removed or excavated and refilled with structurally competent materials.
In the model used to estimate the costs of heap leach pad construction and operation in severe
terrains, the rock is first benched at 10 m vertical intervals. At least 50% of the excavated material must
be drilled and blasted. Inter-bench faces are assumed to be 75° and the average initial slope surface is
taken at 40°. In each bench, trenches are excavated to both anchor the heap material and to house the
underdrain system pipes. Soil is used to line the benches while a geosynthetic clay liner is placed on the
steeper bench faces. These faces are shotcreted prior to placing the liner in an effort to minimize the
possibility of damage.
Table 2: Steep and rugged terrain scenario heap pad construction and operating costs
Cost category

4,000 tpd

20,000 tpd

40,000 tpd

Operating costs (US dollars per tonne leached)
Labor

$ 0.78

$0.47

$0.30

Supplies

0.82

0.82

0.82

Equipment operation

0.79

0.48

0.32

Administration

0.36

0.19

0.10

Miscellaneous

0.28

0.20

0.15

$ 3.03

$ 2.16

$ 1.69

Total
Capital costs (US dollars)
Equipment purchase

$ 3,192,000

$ 4,425,000

$ 7,378,000

Supplies

6,933,900

18,723,100

24,313,900

Construction labor

5,673,200

15,318,900

19,893,200

Engineering and construction management

2,922,800

7,116,400

9,543,200

Contingency

3,744,400

9,166,700

12,225,700

$ 22,466,300

$ 54,700,100

$ 73,354,000

Total

In the above analysis (as in all of the analyses), it is assumed that the equipment required to
construct the pad is purchased by the operator. Costs associated with extending the pad to accommodate
future production are listed as a portion of the operating cost values.

Freezing and thawing
Many of the methods used to handle heap leaching in frozen climates are intuitive and require little
explanation. They do, however, increase expenses and as such must be fully understood and incorporated
into any estimate of heap leach pad construction and operation costs.
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To keep solutions from freezing, the collection and distribution pipes through which they flow are
typically buried. Leach solutions are also distributed beneath a thin layer of material on top of the pad to
avoid the progression of ice n the surface of the heap. And because snow melt in arctic areas might
temporarily dilute and subsequently increase the volume of the solution from the heap, pond sizes are
typically designed to handle a 100 year event.
For our modeling efforts, we employ the following techniques in addition to those mentioned in the
paragraph above. Barren solution is heated and then distributed through drip emitters buried under 1 m of
crushed ore. Distribution and collection pipes are also buried. The surface of the heap is ripped each
spring with a bulldozer. The initial pad is sized to handle two years of production to allow for advanced
stacking for the first year of operation, and the barren solution tank is insulated.
Table 3: Arctic climate scenario heap pad construction and operating costs
Cost category

4,000 tpd

20,000 tpd

40,000 tpd

Operating costs (US dollars per tonne leached)
Labor

$ 0.88

$0.54

$0.36

Supplies

0.78

0.78

0.78

Equipment operation

0.84

0.52

0.34

Administration

0.34

0.18

0.10

Miscellaneous

0.28

0.20

0.16

$ 3.12

$ 2.22

$ 1.74

Total
Capital costs (US dollars)
Equipment purchase

$ 2,274,000

$ 3,007,000

$ 3,760,000

Supplies

4,024,200

10,945,200

15,892,800

Construction labor

2,682,800

7,296,800

10,594,800

Engineering and construction management

1,661,500

3,931,100

5,595,700

Contingency

2,128,500

5,036,000

7,168,500

$ 12,771,000

$ 30,216,100

$ 43,011,200

Total

The above values indicate that while the costs of constructing leach facilities designed to operate in
freezing temperatures exceed those of pads designed to operate in less severe climatic conditions, they are
not nearly as significant as those of pads constructed in harsh topographies.

Wet climate
As one would expect, heap leaching in a wet climate is primarily a matter of water management. And as
one would also expect, the costs (above and beyond those typically experienced at any heap leach
operation) of handling wet climatic conditions are those associated with covers, ponds, pipes, and
containment technologies. In addition, any estimate of the costs of pad construction and heap operation in
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wet conditions must also account for steps taken to insure that the foundation below the pad is not
compromised.
The primary, and most apparent, method of controlling water is to cover the pad with some sort of
impervious membrane. This membrane, often referred to as a raincoat liner, is an accepted standard, and
the additional cost is relatively easy to estimate. Not quite as apparent are all of the costs associated with
placing the raincoat and controlling surface flows around the pad.
So, in our models are included the costs of purchasing and installing an initial raincoat as well as
allowances for expansion of this membrane as new material is added to the heap. Our model also
incorporates drainage-control measures around the heap in the form of trenches as well as expanded
pregnant solution pond capacities to provide containment in the event of excessive rain-related flows.
Table 4: Wet climate scenario heap pad construction and operating costs
Cost category

4,000 tpd

20,000 tpd

40,000 tpd

Operating costs (US dollars per tonne leached)
Labor

$ 0.89

$0.52

$0.32

Supplies

0.85

0.85

0.85

Equipment operation

0.72

0.43

0.30

Administration

0.34

0.18

0.10

Miscellaneous

0.28

0.20

0.16

$ 3.12

$ 2.18

$ 1.73

$ 1,408,800

$ 1,412,200

$ 1,550,400

Supplies

5,754,700

15,010,900

21,122,800

Construction Labor

2,959,900

7,830,200

11,190,400

Engineering and construction management

1,872,800

4,486,900

6,264,800

Contingency

2,399,200

5,748,000

8,025,700

$ 14,395,400

$ 34,488,200

$ 48,154,100

Total
Capital costs (US dollars)
Equipment Purchase

Total

Modeling methodology
To provide the data needed to estimate the costs associated with extreme conditions at heap leach
operations, a series of spreadsheet-based cost models were constructed. These models differentiate the
amount spent on every aspect of the operation (equipment purchase, equipment maintenance, pad
construction, etc.) and they further delineate these expenditures into categories of labor, salaries,
equipment purchase and operation, energy, and supplies.
More specifically, these cost models are mathematical replications of idealized real-world projects
designed to provide the capital and operating expenses associated with such operations. In each model,
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engineering calculations identical to those used in the design of a functioning mine provide, for instance,
specific earthwork requirements in terms of volumes moved and the locations of placement. These
requirements lead to the information necessary to arrive at lists of machine sizes and operating needs, the
hourly workforce, the salaried staff, the supplies consumed during development, construction, and
production, and plans for all of the facilities required for sustained operation. This information then
provides all of the data needed to determine project capital and operation costs.
To begin, we constructed a separate heap leach cost model for each of the production rates specified
for analysis at the cost date for which we have the latest information, 2013. Operational data and the
configuration of the pad were used to develop a series of design parameters, such as heap thicknesses,
haul lengths and gradients, rock hardnesses, densities, and swell factors, underlying foundation slopes and
stockpile configurations, and solution consumption rates. Some of this information was then used to
estimate the daily consumption rates of items such as cyanide, shotcrete, geosynthetics, drill bits and
steel, explosives, and detonation cord. These specific consumption rates, when taken in conjunction with
the pad design parameters, provided the information needed to determine the equipment fleet (both the
sizes of the machines as well as the number) required to meet the specified construction requirements and
the eventual pad operation needs. With the equipment requirements in hand, we could then move on to
estimate the workforce needed to operate and maintain the machines as well as to accomplish the various
tasks required at the site.
After we had determined equipment purchase (in terms of numbers purchased) and use (in terms of
operating hours per day) requirements, workforce needs, and daily supply consumption rates, we had all
the information needed to apply equipment purchase price, wage, salary, and supply price data to arrive at
a final estimate of project capital and operating costs.
For our analyses, we relied primarily on bulldozers for the required earthwork. Volumes excavated
of course vary from one model to the next and are based upon the size and configuration of the pad; the
slope angle of the underlying surface; and the cut and repose angles, density, swell, and compaction
characteristics of the foundation material. In addition to the size of the pad and the steepness of the
underlying slopes, costs are heavily influenced (because we are working in some instances in steep
terrain) by the efficiency of the bulldozer’s blade and by the bulldozer’s ability to gain and maintain
traction (which is a function of the nature of the underlying material and the weight of the machine).
A few of the engineering parameter values used in the evaluations are listed below:
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Table 5: Pad construction work evaluation parameters
In-place density

1,910 kg/m3

Loose density

1,705 kg/m3

Compacted density

1,850 kg/m3

Blade capacity

18.5 m3

Blade efficiency

50 to 90%

Traction efficiency

70%

Costs for each proposed development scenario were estimated in a manner that allowed for a cashflow approach to (eventually) predicting profitability. The level of detail in the estimates is considered
appropriate for the level of information available regarding our models. An abbreviated itemized
approach was taken with complete listings of estimated labor, supply, and equipment requirements
provided, along with documented estimates of equipment prices, supply costs, wages, and salaries.
A 20% contingency was included in the capital cost estimates to account for unanticipated geologic,
environmental, or engineering conditions that might add to the cost of the projects. Design, engineering,
planning, and feasibility fees were estimated at 7.0% of the total capital cost. Construction management
and project supervision costs were estimated to be 11.5% of the total capital cost. Percentages were based
upon information contained in Capcost (Mular, 1982).

Data sources
Labor—wages and salaries
Labor requirements were based upon anticipated site tasks, equipment productivity, plant operator needs,
and equipment maintenance and repair demands.
Wages used in the cost estimates are listed in Table 6. These are based upon wages currently paid to
workers in Montana, as reported in InfoMine USA, Inc.’s, US Metal and Industrial Mineral Mine
Salaries, Wages, and Benefits—2013 Survey Results.
Because many of the tasks at an operation such as this require some level of expertise, wages reflect
those typical of skilled laborers, and an operator efficiency of 83% is assumed throughout the cost
estimates.
An estimated wage burden rate of 39.0%, which is added to the above values to arrive at the hourly
cost to the employer of each worker, covers items such as federal unemployment and social security
taxes, Medicare, state unemployment insurance, and workmen’s compensation insurance. No allowance is
included for boarding the employees on site, nor are costs for transporting the workers to the mine
considered in the analysis.
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Table 6: Salaries and hourly wages
Item

Wage or salary (US dollars)

Hourly workers
Mobile equipment operator

$27.03 /hour

Plant operator

25.98 /hour

plant helper

21.15 /hour

Utility operator

23.56 /hour

Construction worker

23.56 /hour

Laborer

17.05 /hour

Mechanic

28.09 /hour

Electrician

28.09 /hour

Maintenance worker

21.15 /hour

Salaried staff
Superintendent

97,500 /year

Foreman

65,000 /year

Metallurgist

110,000 /year

Maintenance foreman

61,600 /year

Chemist

67,500 /year

Supply clerk

59,300 /year

Salaries for staff workers are also based upon those currently paid to professionals working in the
western United States, as reported in InfoMine USA, Inc.’s, US Metal and Industrial Mineral Mine
Salaries, Wages, and Benefits—2013 Survey Results. Salaries from InfoMine, USA, Inc., represent
averages for salaried workers at underground metal and industrial mineral mines in the western United
States. A burden rate of 47.0% is estimated for the salaried employees.

Supplies
For the most part, supply prices are from vendors who typically provide InfoMine USA, Inc., with
information for their Mining Cost Service manual. Prices for most of the consumables used in the project
are shown in Table 7.
Discounts for bulk purchases have not been applied to supply prices. Such discounts might exist in
some cases and would tend to reduce overall operating costs slightly. It is assumed here that savings
attributable to bulk-purchase discounts are offset by the costs of shipping supplies to the mine.
Consequently, quantity discounts were not considered, nor were supply shipping costs. While state taxes
may apply, they were not included in the estimates in an effort to enhance the utility of the estimates in
areas beyond the western United States.
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Table 7: Selected supply prices
Item

Supply price

Sodium cyanide

$3.417/kg

Lime

0.143/kg

Anti-scale

4.125/kg

Caustic soda

0.940/kg

Geotextile

13.10/m2

Geomembrane

19.38/m2

Shotcrete

334.0 m3

Diesel fuel

0.887/L

Electric power

0.079/kWh

Equipment
Equipment purchase prices are typically from vendors who provide information for InfoMine USA Inc.’s
Mining Cost Service. Most of the equipment prices are based upon list prices as provided by the
manufacturers, with no discounts assumed and no options added. The majority of the mine equipment
prices were provided by the Caterpillar Tractor Company, Atlas Copco, or by the Oldenburg Group, Inc.
Prices for most of the mobile surface fleet were furnished by the Caterpillar Tractor Company. The costs
of installing the processing plant equipment are based on information contained in Process Economics
International’s Updated Capital Cost Estimation Factors. In this evaluation, new machines are procured
for almost all project requirements and purchase prices reflect this.
Equipment operating costs were determined using cost estimating techniques found in equipment
handbooks such as the one provided by Caterpillar Tractor Company or, historically, the Wagner Mining
Equipment Company. In some instances, Equipment Watch’s Cost Reference Guide and InfoMine USA,
Inc.’s, Mine and Mill Equipment Costs—An Estimator’s Guide were used to estimate fuel consumption
rates, lubrication costs, maintenance requirements, and the economic lives of specific machines.
Estimated equipment productivities were used in conjunction with the proposed production rates to
determine daily machine use (in terms of hours) for both operating cost and equipment requirement
estimates.
A value of $0.887 per liter was used for the year 2013 price of diesel fuel, with no state or federal
taxes added. This price (as reported by the US Department of Energy, Energy Information
Administration) represents the average price for diesel fuel in Montana as of July, 2013. Electricity was
provided by Northwestern Energy at an average rate of $0.079 per kilowatt-hour.
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Tire costs were based upon list prices as reported in InfoMine USA, Inc.’s, Mining Cost Service. For
the larger machines, tire prices were factored for retreading, with an average of two recaps per carcass
assumed.

Conclusion
As one would expect, the costs of leach pad construction and heap leach operation increase in scenarios
where climate or terrain conditions are extreme. However, the cost increases associated with climate
alone are not so severe. In the scenarios represented by our models, operating costs (as compared to those
of our base-case scenario) are about 12% higher, and the capital costs associated with constructing the
facility are about 30% higher.
Table 8: Heap pad construction and operating cost comparison
Cost category

4,000 tpd

20,000 tpd

40,000 tpd

Operating costs (US dollars per tonne leached)
Base case scenario

$ 2.78

$ 1.97

$ 1.55

Steep and rugged terrain scenario

3.03

2.16

1.69

Arctic climate scenario

3.12

2.22

1.74

Wet climate scenario

3.12

2.18

1.73

Capital costs (US dollars)
Base Case Scenario

$ 11,064,700

$ 27,372,100

$ 39,200,400

Steep and rugged terrain scenario

22,466,300

54,700,100

73,354,000

Arctic climate scenario

12,771,000

30,216,100

43,011,200

Wet climate scenario

14,395,400

34,488,200

48,154,100

But the cost of constructing a leach pad in an area of harsh terrain can be significant. In some
instances (according to our modeling) this cost is as much 100% higher than that in an area of gentle
topography. Operating cost increases in steep terrains are not as significant in that they may be as little as
9.0%.
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Abstract
As tonnages increase and grades decrease, static leach pads increasingly resemble waste dumps, where
shiftable conveyors with spreaders have been successfully used for decades. The logical approach is to
consider this equipment also for leach pads. Unlike portable mobile conveyors and mobile bridge
conveyors, shiftable conveyors with spreaders are already scaled and available for the largest capacities.
The site preparations and acceptable ground-bearing pressure pose no problems for the larger equipment.
The total cost of ownership must be compared between the alternative technologies, including Capex,
Opex, and equipment life. When evaluating Capex, credit must be given to greater capacity. The big
difference lies in the Opex, which is considerably lower per tonne for the spreader-based system, thanks
to fewer moving parts, limited points of wear, less power draw, and the general robustness of the design.
The extra investment in the spreader is offset by the simplicity of the conveyor and the single drive and
tail stations, combined with longer life. Just consider the belt itself: two factors limiting belt life are wear
at the loading point and the cyclic bending at drive and tail pulleys. Consequently, a long and single flight
has superior life to multiple short ones. Consider also that utilization of upstream equipment depends on
the operating time of the static leach pad. The whole system must be balanced and maximum system
availability must be a primary target. Fundamentally, availability of a series system is a mathematical
relationship. As an example, a single conveyor with 98% availability has just that—98%—but a series of
twenty portable mobile conveyors with 98% availability has only 55.7% system availability. A side effect
of low availability is that peak capacity must be “oversized” to meet net production targets. By
comparison, a shiftable conveyor and spreader may have a combined 94% availability. Process designers
must also consider “safety by design” and their responsibility to reduce the risk exposure. Safety incidents
are often related to maintenance, making a strong case for the spreader-based design. Overall, the choice
of leach pad equipment is a balance of metals recovery, total cost, safety, and available space. In practice,
it becomes a trade-off between low availability of multiple short conveyors and the time needed to shift a
single long conveyor. If process designers are open to stacking heights greater than 10 m, the optimum
solution is more likely based on shiftable conveyors with spreaders.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to examine bulk materials handling equipment for use with heap leaching.
Various technologies and equipment used on leach pads are reviewed, with special focus on shiftable
conveyors and crawler mounted spreaders. The advantages and disadvantages of the different options are
discussed, emphasizing larger operations with higher tonnages. Therefore, the applications are mainly
geared towards copper leaching, although the equipment options are similar for other metals. The
chemical aspects of extraction, recovery rates, leaching time, etc., are outside the scope of this paper.
Heap leaching has been utilized for many years and is likely to continue to grow. Over the past 20
years, global copper production has roughly doubled, but the portion produced via heap leaching has
nearly tripled. Still, about 80% of all copper is produced through conventional milling and flotation
circuits, but there is reason to believe that heap leaching will continue to grow in importance.

Figure 1: Increasing global copper production along with a
gradual shift towards Solvent Extraction-Electro Winning (SX-EW),
which correlates with heap leaching (ICSG Directory of Copper Mines, March 2011)
The underlying driver is ore grade. Oxide ore is always suitable for heap leaching, while the
processing of sulfide ore depends on the grade. Generally speaking, high-grade sulfide ore goes through
milling and flotation, while low-grade sulfide ore is stockpiled for end-of-life throughput or used for heap
leaching. Barring a string of newly discovered high-grade deposits, we have already depleted the most
accessible and richest deposits in the world. While there is no shortage of copper ore bodies, the reality is
that the average grade will continue to decline. Over a 40 year period, the average grade is expected to
decline by roughly half.
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Viewed over several decades, it is easy to see how the numbers stack in favor of heap leaching: half the
grade, twice the copper production, and a shift from flotation towards leaching. Of course, this says
nothing of individual deposits or process optimization, but in the broader sense it clearly points to
significantly higher tonnages being processed though heap leaching.

Figure 2: Declining copper grades, which drive heap leaching as well as higher tonnages
(Rio Tinto Copper Supply and Demand Outlook, 2012)
The question then becomes whether heap leach pads will continue to be built in relatively small
bench heights, or whether bulk materials handling equipment will be used to handle these larger tonnages
more cost effectively in larger bench heights. It is against this background that shiftable conveyors and
crawler mounted spreaders are discussed as a viable option to traditional, smaller-scale equipment.
The type of leach pad is a key design parameter for the type of equipment. On a static pad, the
system simply spreads, while on a dynamic (on-off) pad, the system both spreads and reclaims the spent
leach material for disposal elsewhere (which requires a separate bucket wheel reclaimer).

2. Portable mobile conveyors
A common technology for leach pads are portable mobile conveyors. They are basically just conveyors
lined up in series, each transferring the ore to the next conveyor. These conveyors make up the flexible
system needed to move material from the fixed overland conveyor to the point of spreading. The design
concept has its origins in the quarry industry, and has been upsized and has evolved for mining.
All conveyors are the same up to the spreading area, where you have a transverse conveyor, a
spreader feed conveyor, and finally a spreader conveyor. The spreader feed conveyor simply slews left
and right (and also telescopes in and out), after which it retreats a few meters together with the feed
conveyor. Depending on the direction of advance or retreat, new modules are simply added or removed.
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One important parameter is the length of each module, as it directly impacts the number of transfer
points, motors, pulleys, etc. Another important parameter is the type of undercarriage. Smaller systems
are generally rubber-tire mounted and have to be towed into place. Larger systems are generally crawler
mounted and self-propelled. These systems come in various designs and capacities. The shorter rubbertired systems range from a few hundred tonnes per hour up to about 3,000 tph, while the longer crawler
mounted systems go to about 8,000 tph.

Figure 3: Examples of portable mobile conveyors (Terra Nova Technologies, 2013)

3. Mobile bridge conveyors
The specialized technology used in mobile bridge conveyors is tailored for heap leach pads, where the
ground supports are replaced by crawlers. As of 2014, there are 35 mobile bridge conveyors in operation
around the world, although not all are used on leach pads. These too come in various capacities and
lengths, with the largest moving 10,000 tph and the longest being 700 m. The average is about 5,000 tph
in capacity and 400 m in length.
The conveying function works like any other single-flight conveyor. The main difference is that the
entire system is self-propelled as a single unit. The crawler tracks are coordinated to shift the entire
conveyor in parallel or radially. A tripper car with a short boom travels on rails on top of the structure.
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Figure 4: Examples of mobile bridge conveyors (FAM, 2013 top, FL Smidth, 2013 bottom)

4. Shiftable conveyors with spreaders
4.1

System components

Shiftable conveyors are commonly used in continuous surface mining applications, behind bucket wheel
excavators or fully mobile crushers on the face, or in front of spreaders on the waste dump. They are
regular conveyors except they are resting on steel sleepers that are not fixed to the ground. Most
commonly, they are track-shiftable with the help of a specially equipped pipe-laying dozer that simply
lifts and drags the conveyor sideways in one motion.
Spreaders come in different designs depending on the purpose, including the compact type in Figure
5 and the pylon type in Figure 6. Crawler mounted, luffable, and slewable spreaders are normally in the
5,000 to 15,000 tph capacity range, although larger exist. A key parameter is the combined reach of the
receiving bridge and discharge boom, which is in the 60 to 170 m range. Despite the size of a spreader,
ground bearing pressure is actually low—lower than a standard dozer—making it suitable for leach pads.
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Figure 5: Examples of a track shiftable conveyor and a spreader (Sandvik, 2010)

Figure 6: Key components for the spreader are the tripper car, the receiving bridge, and the
discharge boom. Key functionalities are tramming, slewing, and luffing (Sandvik, 2012)

Figure 7: Drive station for the shiftable conveyor, fixed by ground
anchors during operation, but also movable by dozers (Sandvik, 2012)
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Unlike the portable mobile conveyors or mobile bridge conveyors, a shiftable conveyor remains
stationary most of the time. It is only shifted at certain intervals when the spreader has exhausted its
reach. Between the receiving bridge and the discharge boom, along with slewing and tramming, the
spreader can cover a large area with the conveyor stationary, thus extending the working time.

4.2

Spreader operation

In a regular waste dump, the spreader will typically dump in both down- and upcasts. The stacking height
in downcast may be limited by either the geotechnical stability or the maximum leach height. In upcast,
where heaps are stacked above the level of the conveyor, the limit depends on the discharge boom. For
the common 50 m discharge boom, the maximum stacking height is 21 m. It is unlikely the leaching
process would allow both a maximum down- and upcast. It may be easier to work in downcast only,
although it requires a higher pilot dump or a naturally sloping topography. Figure 8 shows a real mining
study conducted by Sandvik for a large, planned heap leach operation. In the final recommendation, the
combined reach of the receiving bridge and discharge boom was 130 m. To maintain a safe distance from
the dump crest, the conveyor and spreader are advanced 105 m each time the conveyor is shifted. Most
importantly, the stacking height of the leach pad was 45 m in downcast. With the stacking length being 3
km, the net capacity was 25 million tonnes between each shift of the conveyor. Even if the average
stacking rate is 10 ktph, the time between conveyor shifts approaches 4 months.

Figure 8: Cross section of stacking for each location of the conveyor (Sandvik, 2013)
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Conveyor shifting procedure

Track shifting is done in small increments and nothing has to be disassembled. Each offset is a maximum
of 0.8 m and the dozer initially makes four passes, shifting the conveyor 3.2 m, while the tripper car is
positioned at the end. The tripper car is then moved forward 130 m, after which the end of the conveyor
(including the drive station) is shifted 6.4 m. These shifts of 6.4 m and shuttling of the tripper car are
repeated as needed. Some leveling and alignment are necessary, but conveyor shifting is routinely done in
24 hours. Depending on the layout, the overland conveyor may have to be extended during these shifts.

Figure 9: Shifting steps for the conveyor, shuttling the tripper car (Sandvik, 2010)

5. Technology comparison
5.1

Stacking height and capacity

The optimum stacking height for a leach pad is a balance of cost and metal recovery. Lower height gives
better process control, whereas greater height gives more economy of scale. In the case of dynamic leach
pads, the time on the pad also affects the recovery. Space constraint is another factor. Whatever the
optimum process solution, it is not a matter of what stacking equipment is technically available. Rubbertired portable mobile conveyors are suitable for low-tonnage leach pads, self-propelled crawler mounted
conveyors for medium-tonnage leach pads (whether in the shape of portable mobile conveyors or mobile
bridge conveyors), and shiftable conveyors with spreaders for the highest tonnage leach pads.
a) Portable mobile conveyors. Since the slewing wheels or tracks work close to the stacking area,
they stack-and-retreat in upcast to avoid ore compaction. The height is limited by the final
stacking conveyor. The maximum conveyor angle ranges from 15 to 22°, naturally limiting the
stacking height to between 5 and 10 m. A large system can fill a 380 × 120 m pad in just a week.
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b) Mobile bridge conveyors. These are similarly used for upcast operations for 5 and 10 m height.
The operational constraints are more rigid and they are restricted to work in a designated area.
For dynamic pads, capacity is a matter of area and leaching time on the pad. This stacking
capacity must be matched by a reclaiming capacity, and ultimately spreader capacity on a final
waste dump. For static pads, either single layers over a large area or multiple layers are utilized.
c) Shiftable conveyors with spreaders. Since the spreader can work in both up- and downcasts, the
stacking height is determined by the recovery process and slope stability. The limitation is instead
the frequency of relocation. Even with the long reach of the spreader receiving bridge and
discharge boom, the method is most effective with long conveyors and high stacking heights.
Frequent relocation may cause: 1) compaction of the recently laid heap; and 2) loss of operating
hours. The stacking height should exceed 10 m to consider shiftable conveyors with spreaders.

5.2

Reliability and availability

Reliability comes down to the components that make up the system. Fundamentally, they are very similar
between the three technologies: Crawlers (or wheels), pulleys, motors, gear boxes, wear liners, belts,
idlers, etc. The three technologies differ vastly, however, in the quantity and use of these components.
Hence, the reliability is very different by design. Obviously, operating conditions and maintenance quality
varies from site to site, but not to overcome the implications of the design concepts.
a) Portable mobile conveyors. The entire concept is based on adding and removing modules, with
frequent moves and corresponding wear and tear. The rest is simply the mathematics of a series
system. One Sandvik mining study evaluated a system with 29 Portable Mobile Conveyors in
series. A given availability for a single conveyor of 98.0% translated into 55.7% system
availability. With relocation time and shift changes, the actual operating time per 24 hours was
only 9.6 hours. This was not acceptable due to the impact on the upstream processes. A surplus
module protects against prolonged outages, but does not solve the availability problem.
b) Mobile bridge conveyors. The tripper constantly travels back-and-forth on top of the conveyor
and the conveyor shifts gradually. The conveying and spreading are single, reliable systems, but
the constant movements drive high maintenance and potential downtime.
c) Shiftable conveyors with spreaders. This technology is by design simpler and more stationary.
Most movement is done by the slewing function, which is effectively a giant bearing. The
spreader obviously shifts, but the total movement of the two crawlers is limited, and the conveyor
is shifted only infrequently. If, again, the availability of the conveyor is 98% and the spreader
96%, the net mechanical availability is 94%. Of course, there is also time lost for conveyor
shifting, but this is planned downtime that can also be used for other scheduled maintenance.
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Energy cost

Electricity is a key individual cost driver, and having a single conveyor across the leach pad is more
efficient than multiple lined up in series. There are some friction losses, but the bulk of the energy goes
into vertical lift. Repeatedly raising and dropping material is inherently inefficient. An example compares
the energy cost between portable mobile conveyors and a shiftable conveyor with spreader. Total lengths
and discharge heights are the same, but tonnages reflect real-world scenarios. Per tonne, energy cost is
seven times higher for the portable mobile conveyor, lifting 88 m (total) as compared to 16 m.
Table 1: Indicative electricity costs

5.4

Portable mobile
conveyor

Shiftable conveyor
with spreader

Conveyor length

1,000 m

1,000 m

Net discharge height

10 m

10 m

Capacity

1,000 tonnes/hr

10,000 tonnes/hr

Module length

38 m

1,000 m

# modules

26 units

1 unit

Discharge height

3 m/unit

3 m/unit

Receiving bridge

N/A

3m

Total lift

88 m

16 m

Conveyor power

58 kW

930 kW

Discharge/spreader power

90 kW

1,200 kW

Total power (installed)

1,540 kW

2,130 kW

Load factor (power)

80%

80%

Electricity cost

US$0.12 /kWh

US$0.12 /kWh

Energy Opex

US$0.15 /tonne

US$0.02 /tonne

Total cost

Total costs must be analyzed on a case-by-case basis. Each of the technologies has its applications, and
rarely will all the methods be applicable. Still, it is relevant to make general and indicative comparisons in
order to understand the respective cost structures and implications of the methods. The proper approach is
to separate capital expenses (Capex) from operating expenses (Opex), and then evaluate net cost per
tonne. Although the industry is highly focused on Capex, most studies show that Opex is more important.
a) Portable mobile conveyors. Rubber-tire mounted modules may be cheap, but the duplication of
drives, pulleys, etc., along with short lifetimes adds up. Initially, Capex increases proportionally
with the combined length, but as availability drops the conveyors have to be “oversized” to
compensate for low operating hours. High wear and spare parts consumption, maintenance labor,
and personnel to move conveyors all contribute to high Opex. Just consider that each belt life is
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impacted by wear at the loading point and the cyclic bending at drive- and tail pulleys. In the
example in Table 1, the Portable Movable Conveyor has 26 modules, each with a high bending
frequency! The longer, crawler mounted conveyors reduce all these issues, but at a higher Capex.
b) Mobile bridge conveyors. The complexity of the conveyor is off-set by the simple spreading to
keep the Capex moderate. But Opex can be elevated due to the number of crawler tracks, power,
and control requirements. Misalignment can also become costly.
c) Shiftable conveyors with spreaders. The spreader is a sizeable investment which speaks against
this solution for systems smaller than 5,000 tph. The conveyor itself, though, is quite simple
without expensive components. The total system is always high in Capex, but also comes with
high capacity. The attraction of this solution is the low Opex; it is a robust and proven concept
with few moving parts and points of wear.
Leach pad equipment cannot be chosen strictly on cost as they vary in application. Small
equipment is best for small applications, and big equipment for big applications. It comes down to total
capacity and dimensions of the leach pad. Table 2 shows indicative sizes and cost structures for each type
of equipment. In round figures, the total cost per tonne halves when going from low to medium capacity,
then again halves when going to high capacity. Some of the cost reduction can be attributed to the
different technology and some to the increasing efficiency of scale. The impact of scale can be directly
seen when comparing the long, crawler mounted with the short, rubber-tired portable mobile conveyors.
Still, equipment based on continuous conveyors across the leach pads has lower total costs. For leaching
of large amounts of low-grade ore, costs must be proactively managed. The indicative costs in Table 2
point to potential savings using shiftable conveyors with spreaders.

5.5

Safety

Safety ultimately comes down to the site or the individual person. Still, risk exposure is a matter of
design. Most accidents are related to either moving vehicles or maintenance. Light vehicles (e.g. pickup
trucks) are most exposed, but there is risk with any vehicle moving on haul roads or working near a dump
edge. Any conveyor solution is safer than truck-based haulage. The risk exposure in maintenance partly
depends on the total maintenance hours, but also on the frequency of unplanned shutdowns. Planned
maintenance is always preferred over emergency repairs (or replacement of failed portable mobile
conveyors). Safety alone is a good reason to consider shiftable conveyors and spreaders.
a) Portable mobile conveyors. Having the highest maintenance needs as well as unexpected
breakdowns of one module or another, this solution has inherent safety issues. Longer modules
mean fewer problems, which directly supports better safety. Self-propelled systems are preferable
over the towed systems, with fewer people adding/removing and aligning modules.
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b) Mobile bridge conveyors. The risk exposure is largely tied to the reliability of the tripper car and
crawler undercarriages. Because it is an elevated conveyor, it cannot readily be “walked” to spot
any issues early. The key to safety, and reliability, is good preventive maintenance.
c) Shiftable conveyors with spreaders. Both the shiftable conveyor and the spreader are highly
reliable. That is no excuse to limit predictive or preventive maintenance, perhaps employing
condition monitoring technologies, but the overall risk exposure is manageable. People are most
exposed during track shifting, but it is infrequent and can be carefully planned and monitored.
Table 2: Indicative total cost of ownership
Low capacity

Medium capacity

High capacity

Type

Portable mobile
conveyor
(short/rubber tired)

Portable mobile
conveyor
(long/crawler
propelled)

Mobile bridge
conveyor

Shiftable conveyor
with spreader

Capacity

1,000 tonnes/hr

5,000 tonnes/hr

5,000 tonnes/hr

10,000 tonnes/hr

System length

300 m

400 m

400 m

3,000 m

Life

8 years

16 years

16 years

25 years

Module length

38 m

83 m

400 m

3,000 m

Operating

4,490 hr/year

4,770 hr/year

5,170 hr/year

5,170 hr/year

Annual production

4,490,000 tonnes

23,850,000 tonnes

25,850,000 tonnes

51,700,000 tonnes

Capex conveyor

US$8,000 /m

US$36,000 /m

US$30,000 /m

US$6,000 /m

Capex discharge

US$1,800,000

US$9,000,000

US$3,000,000

US$10,000,000

Total Capex

US$4,200,000

US$23,400,000

US$15 000 000

US$28,000,000

Cost of capital

8%

8%

8%

8%

Annualized Capex

US$731,000 /yr

US$2,644,000 /yr

US$1,695,000 /yr

US$2,623,000 /yr

Parts/repair

US$630,000 /yr

US$1,755,000 /yr

US$1,500,000 /yr

US$700,000 /yr

Labor

US$1,000,000 /yr

US$1,000,000 /yr

US$1,000,000 /yr

US$1,000,000 /yr

Electricity

US$179,600 /yr

US$596,250 /yr

US$387,750 /yr

US$1,292,500 /yr

Annual Opex

US$1,809,600 /yr

US$3,351,250 /yr

US$2,887,750 /yr

US$2,992,500 /yr

Cost per tonne

US$0.57 /tonne

US$0.25 /tonne

US$0.18 /tonne

US$0.11 /tonne
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6. Conclusion
Heap leaching has grown substantially in recent decades and this is expected to continue. As metals use
increases and ore grades decrease, the tonnages that need to be processed will grow dramatically. The
industry will need bulk materials handling equipment that are capable of delivering enough capacity. The
predominant solutions today are portable mobile conveyors and mobile bridge conveyors. These have
been scaled up over time, but retain the operating principles of smaller systems. However, there is an
alternative to utilize shiftable conveyors with spreaders. Proven in very large mine operations and dump
developments, they could be successfully utilized on heap leach pads. A key driver is the stacking height
of the leach pad. Process designers should not automatically assume heights of 5 to 10 m. A more prudent
approach is to balance process control and time on the pad (for metal recovery), total tonnage capacity,
Capex and Opex, site preparation and liner costs, and space availability. Chances are that for hightonnage, low-grade operations, the optimum solution will be shiftable conveyors with spreaders. It is also
an opportunity and responsibility for process designers to pursue safer and more reliable technology.
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Design considerations for mobile stacking conveyors for
challenging terrain and climate conditions
Grant Graber, PE, Terra Nova Technologies, Inc., USA
Ron Kelly, Terra Nova Technologies, Inc., USA

Abstract
Mobile belt conveyors and stackers are commonly used for stacking crushed ore for acid leaching
applications to recover copper, gold, uranium, and other minerals. For equipment-operating considerations,
ease of leach pad construction and operation, and reliable metallurgical recovery, it is desirable to locate
leach pads in areas offering the following features: (1) relatively flat or gently undulating topography; (2)
moderate temperature conditions; (3) low wind exposure; (4) low exposure to torrential precipitation events;
(5) and relatively low altitudes. However, such favorable conditions are not always possible, especially as
mining exploration continues to pursue lower-grade deposits, often in areas not offering such favorable
conditions. Employing standard equipment designs under such conditions can adversely affect equipment
safety, reliability, availability, and operating costs. Therefore, it is imperative to ensure that the relevant
site-design criteria and operating conditions are known at the time of equipment selection and specification,
since critical design elements for such conditions are less costly and complicated to implement in initial
equipment design as opposed to in-field retrofits. Specific equipment-design features associated with
challenging terrain and climate conditions will be presented with operating examples, including: (1) selfleveling structures and undercarriages, braking systems, and other protection for operating on sloping
terrain; (2) reducing equipment weight and/or increasing equipment footprint to reduce ground-bearing
pressure on ore surfaces made softer by heavy rains; (3) design and specification of critical components for
extreme (hot or cold) temperatures; (4) design of larger equipment for safe operation under extreme wind
conditions; (5) design of sensitive mechanical and electrical components for protection from fine dust; and
(6) high-altitude considerations for mechanical and electrical components.

Introduction to mobile heap leach stacking systems
Mobile belt conveyors have been used for the transport and placement of ore in heap leach operations
worldwide for some thirty years. Copper and gold comprise the majority of heap leach operations, with
uranium leaching recently becoming technically and economically viable. Mobile stacking conveyor
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systems have been successfully implemented for both permanent, multiple-lift heap leach pads, as well as
dynamic or “on-off” leach pads.
A multiple-lift heap leach pad involves the placement of ore in several layers, or lifts, with each lift
being leached with acid solution prior to placement of the next lift. The heap leach pad is stacked in several
lifts until its maximum height is reached, normally determined by mine ore volume, heap leach pad
geotechnical stability, and/or permitted height. A dynamic—or on-off—heap leach pad involves the
placement of ore in one lift over the footprint of the pad. It is then leached with acid solution and
subsequently reclaimed from the pad, then transported and deposited in a spent ore pad, commonly called
a ripios dump. Placement of new ore follows the reclamation of the spent ore, and the cycle repeats.
Mobile conveyor systems can be used for both applications.

Typical system configurations
Typical mobile conveyor systems for heap leach applications can generally be grouped into one of two
configurations:
1. A series of cascading mobile conveyors or “grasshopper” type conveyors with a radial stacker,
in which the grasshopper conveyors are intermittently rearranged to stack ore on a leach pad
evolving in both footprint and height.
2. A bridge conveyor with spreader, in which a mobile conveyor, usually spanning the leach pad
width, traverses and stacks across the length of the leach pad.
While both types of systems can be configured to operate in multiple-lift or dynamic pad operations, the
majority of multiple-lift leach pad operations tend to utilize grasshopper-type systems, while many dynamic
leach pad operations utilize the bridge configuration.

Mobile conveyor (“grasshopper”) and stacker systems
These systems normally include a conveying system to deliver ore (normally crushed to 6 to 25 mm) from
the plant to the leach pad, where it is transferred to a fleet of cascading mobile conveyors, or “grasshoppers”,
which feed an indexing conveyor and radial stacker. The stacker places the ore on the leach pad in a semicircular arc as the stacker pivots at the tail end and moves in a radial motion. Refer to Figure 1.
With each radial pass, the stacker discharge will need to either move backward (for “retreat” stacking)
or forward (for “advance” stacking) in order to maintain a constant stack height. This is commonly achieved
with a combination of a telescoping discharge chute on the stacker that provides a retreat/advance range of
approximately 6 to 8 m, along with an indexing conveyor unit upstream of the stacker which allows the
stacker to retreat or advance without having to shut the system down to remove (in retreat stacking) or insert
(in advance stacking) a grasshopper. Refer to Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Grasshopper type mobile conveyor stacking system (© Terra Nova Technologies, Inc.)

Figure 2: Radial stacker and indexing operation (© Terra Nova Technologies, Inc.)
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The line of grasshoppers and stacker continues to stack a “cell” along the width of the leach pad, with
the cell width normally defined by approximately twice the stacker length, effectively the radius of the cell
arc.
Once a cell is completed, the mobile conveyor system is repositioned in the adjacent cell and the
process repeats until the entire lift is completed. The length and number of cells per lift is determined by
the heap leach pad footprint and cell width. For multiple-lift leach pad applications, once a lift is complete,
the mobile conveyor system is repositioned to the first cell of the next lift, on top of the prior lift which has,
by that time, been sufficiently leached. In dynamic leach pad applications, the system would be repositioned
at the start of the leach pad, which by that time would have been reclaimed and the leach pad area would
be ready to receive new ore.
Grasshopper type stacking systems are manufactured by several companies, including Terra Nova
Technologies, Inc., FLSmidth, Senet, and Superior.

Bridge and spreader systems
These systems typically consist of a single mobile conveyor unit, or “bridge”, as wide as the leach pad, selfpropelled via several crawler-type tracks and traversing the entire length of a leach pad. The bridge is
oriented perpendicular to the direction of travel. Fed by a mobile tripper running the length of the leach pad
along an overland conveyor, the bridge incorporates a linear-traveling spreader boom on the bridge which
places the ore behind the bridge, along its full length. Refer to Figure 3.

Figure 3: Bridge and spreader system (© FLSmidth)
Once the spreader completes stacking along the full length of the bridge, the bridge advances forward
and the spreader repeats the cycle. Once the leach pad is stacked, the bridge would be repositioned at the
start of the leach pad, which by that time would have been reclaimed and the leach pad area ready to receive
new ore. In multiple-lift applications, the bridge would then be relocated to the top of the lift for stacking
the next lift. As the leach pad width decreases with each lift (due to the pad side slope), the bridge unit is
shortened by removing sections. Bridge and spreader type systems are manufacturing by companies
including FLSmidth and Takraf.
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The focus of this paper is the grasshopper type system, in particular the advancements in its technology
and flexibility for operating in challenging conditions.

Design basics – design and sizing of equipment for throughput
Traditional mobile conveyor or “grasshopper” type mobile stacking conveyor systems are commonly
employed for throughputs from about 200 tonnes/hour to 3,000 tonnes/hour, using conveyors ranging from
750 to 1,200 mm wide (belt width). Each grasshopper conveyor, typically 30 to 40 m long, consists of a
belt conveyor mounted on a steel truss structure supported on wheels, and is moved and positioned on the
leach pad using forklifts or loaders. Refer to Figure 4. The radial stacker and indexing conveyors, however,
are normally self-propelled via on-board diesel generators.

Figure 4: Typical 38 m long grasshopper conveyors
As throughput increases for a given stack height (which is normally a function of metallurgical
recovery), the rate of retreat or advance of the radial stacker will increase for a given set of stacking system
parameters: cell-width, grasshopper length, and index conveyor length. If this rate increases, the frequency
of system shutdown will also increase, in order to remove (for retreat stacking) or insert (for advance
stacking) grasshoppers, which clearly will adversely affect system availability.
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It follows then that if the retreat/advance rate can be slowed, higher throughputs can be achieved with
acceptable system availability.

Stacker length and cell width
Clearly, the longer the stacker—which determines the cell arc radius—the wider the cell. At a given
throughput, stack height, and stacker slewing rate, a wider cell will require more time to stack, which
effectively slows the stacker retreat/advance rate. A longer stacker, however, is heavier and must be
supported on a slewing undercarriage which carries and propels the majority of the stacker weight.
Excessive ground bearing pressure from mobile equipment on leach pads can be detrimental to the ore and
can cause mobility problems, especially if the ore has high moisture content from either acid or rain. In
addition, the stacker must be of a manageable length to allow easy movement on and around the leach pad.
Finally, a longer stacker has a higher capital cost than a shorter one for the same throughput. It is therefore
necessary to evaluate the capital and operating costs in order to determine the optimal radial stacker length
for a heap leach application. Generally, all other parameters being equal, a longer stacker can prove
beneficial over the life of the operation.
Radial stackers in the 200 to 3,000 tonne/hour range are typically in the 30 to 45 m length range.
Advancements in computer modeling of radial stacker structures (to increase strength/weight ratio),
undercarriage track or wheel design, and propulsion systems have made longer stackers (e.g., 50 to 70 m)
technically viable in terms of ground-bearing pressure and operability. Several stackers of this size are in
operation worldwide at heap leach facilities, including Cerro Verde (Peru), El Abra (Chile), Cerro Colorado
(Chile), and Safford (USA). These longer stackers significantly increase cell width and, along with other
system features, are able to achieve throughputs from 2,000 to over 10,000 tonnes/hour. Even with lower
throughputs (e.g., 2,000 tonnes/hour), the longer cell and thus wider cell will increase system availability.
Refer to Figure 5.

Figure 5: 64 m long radial stacker at Cerro Verde, Peru
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Mobile conveyor length and index conveyor length traditional grasshoppers of 200 to 3,000
tonne/hour capacity range in length from 30 to 45 m. Similar to the cell-width argument for the radial
stacker length, a longer grasshopper also has benefits: (1) fewer units required for a given heap leach pad
size; and (2) less frequent shutdowns to remove/insert a unit (provided that the index conveyor length is
matched to the grasshopper length).
Most grasshopper-type mobile stacking systems have an index conveyor as long as one grasshopper,
which matches the indexing distance with the removal or insertion of a grasshopper. With all other
parameters equal, it is possible to decrease by half the frequency of system shutdowns for removal or
insertion by doubling the length of the index conveyor, so that upon completion of a complete index, two
grasshoppers are removed or inserted instead of one. This type of system has been in operation since 2005
at Cerro Verde, which now uses a total of thirty-nine 38 m long grasshoppers and a 76 m long index
conveyor. One of the largest grasshopper systems in the world in terms of grasshopper quantity, this
operation achieves relatively high availability with the double-length index conveyor.

Mobile conveyor length and self-propulsion
Traditional grasshopper units are usually positioned on the leach pad with forklifts, loaders or dozers, as
they are not self-propelled. Traditional grasshoppers of 30 to 45 m length have become common in industry
due to their practical size and weight, which make them relatively easy and flexible to position around a
leach pad.
To achieve higher throughputs, it becomes necessary to consider significantly longer and larger
grasshopper units due to the conveyor system equipment requirements (i.e. belt width, drive power,
electrical equipment, etc.). In addition, the length and on-board equipment combine to increase weight to a
point at which self-propulsion become necessary for more efficient and reliable operation.

Figure 6: 76 m long self-propelled mobile conveyor (© Terra Nova Technologies, Inc.)
Advancements in portable conveyor technology have yielded significantly greater throughputs by
increasing length and adding self-propulsion. With the main conveyor structure supported on crawler tracks
at both ends, longer and heavier conveyors can be accommodated while maintaining acceptable ground
bearing pressure and maneuverability. Refer to Figure 6. Technological advancement in mechanical,
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structural, electrical, and control engineering and equipment design has made much higher throughputs
possible on these mobile conveyors. Structural computer modeling enables relatively light-weight but
strong and resilient structures, suitable for crawler-track type propulsion over undulating terrain while
supporting high-capacity conveyor systems. Custom hydraulics systems are used for several operating
functions, including self-leveling of the conveyor structure to allow for operation on side-slopes, automated
conveyor belt tensioning, and luffing of head and tail end structures to provide accurate positioning
capability of conveyors relative to each other. Complete on-board electrical power distribution systems,
including diesel generators for self-propulsion, provide the ability to safely power the units with high
voltage (e.g. 13 kV, 23 kV), thereby allowing multiple interconnected units to operate with acceptable
voltage drop. Variable-frequency-drives (VFDs) are used to control the crawler track units for ease of
mobility and positioning on the leach pad. Finally, advanced on-board PLCs are used to monitor and control
all conveyor and propulsion functions, while interfacing with upstream and downstream units.
This advanced mobile conveyor design has been used to achieve significantly higher throughputs at
several copper leach operations.
 El Abra (Chile): 23 units, 76 m long, 1,800 mm belt width, 9,000 tonnes/hour (copper leach)
 Safford (USA): 10 units, 76 m long, 1,800 mm belt width, 6,500 tonnes/hour (copper leach)
 Morenci (USA): 8 units, 76 m long, 1,400 mm and 1,800 mm belt widths, 3,000 and 5,000
tonnes/hour (copper leach)

Design for challenging conditions
For equipment-operating considerations, ease of leach pad construction and operation, and reliable
metallurgical recovery, it is desirable to locate leach pads in areas offering the following features: (1)
relatively flat or gently undulating topography; (2) moderate temperature conditions; (3) low wind
exposure; (4) low exposure to torrential precipitation events; and (5) relatively low altitudes. However, such
favorable conditions are not always possible, especially as mining exploration continues to pursue lowergrade deposits, often in areas not offering such favorable conditions. Employing standard equipment
designs under such conditions can adversely affect equipment safety, reliability, availability, and operating
costs. Therefore, it is imperative to ensure that the relevant site-design criteria and operating conditions are
known at the time of equipment selection and specification, since critical design elements for such
conditions are less costly and complicated to implement in initial equipment design, as opposed to in-field
retrofits.
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Terrain
Many projects require leach pads to be located in topographically challenging terrain, such as in
mountainous regions or in valleys. This can include valley-fill type operations, in which deposition of the
ore begins at the bottom of a valley, often requiring the mobile conveyors to operate in a downhill
configuration, with the stacking system retreating back up the slopes as the level of the heap rises. Other
applications may require relatively steep drainage gradients—in both strike and dip direction to the stacking
conveyors—which require the mobile conveyors to operate on compound grades.
Design measures to accommodate these conditions include:
 Truss-leveling: when mobile conveyors are positioned on side slopes, the conveyor belt will also
tilt laterally since it is supported on the truss structure. If the side slope is excessive—say greater
than 5%—belt mistracking may occur, causing material spillage and potentially conveyor
shutdown due to belt misalignment.
Mobile conveyors can be equipped with manual or automated truss leveling measures to maintain
the belt in a level orientation (laterally) while the undercarriage assumes the gradient. Figure 7
shows an automated leveling system for a crawler-track mounted mobile conveyor, in which
opposing hydraulic cylinders position the truss level while the crawler track carbody unit assumes
the gradient.

Figure 7: Hydraulic truss leveling (© Terra Nova Technologies, Inc.)
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 Automatic belt training: while the string of mobile conveyors remains fixed during conveying and
stacking operation, the radial stacker slews back and forth to stack the ore in a semicircular
pattern. The stacker therefore will traverse a continuously-changing compound gradient,
composed of both the strike and dip slopes. As a result, the conveyor belt on the stacker will tilt
laterally to one side then the other as the stacker slews through its range. Terra Nova
Technologies, Inc. employs automated belt training systems on its radial stackers, which use beltalignment switches to activate linear actuators which shift a series of training idlers to redirect the
belt back to center as it tends to drift to the low side.
 Traction: self-propelled mobile conveyors and stackers can be equipped with crawler-track type
undercarriages instead of rubber tires to provide significantly increased traction capability on
rough and steep terrain. Figure 6 shows a TNT Super PortableTM mobile conveyor equipped as
such to provide both high traction and maneuverability.
Wide stance design: if steep grade conditions are anticipated, consideration needs to be given to the
stability of mobile conveyors in order to prevent overturning. Increasing stability can be achieved
by lowering center of gravity and/or widening stance. Figure 8 shows a typical portable conveyor
with extra-wide stance.

Figure 8: Grasshopper conveyor with extra wide wheel track (© Terra Nova Technologies, Inc.)
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 Brakes: When operating in a downhill orientation, two components of mobile conveyors require
consideration to prevent an uncontrolled runaway condition: braking the conveyor unit and
braking the conveyor belt itself.
 Mobile conveyors on rubber tires without self-propulsion normally have the tail end of the
structure resting on the ground; this normally provides sufficient resistance to prevent the
conveyor unit itself from sliding. Self-propelled conveyors, whether on tires or tracks, are
normally driven with variable-frequency-drive (VFD) electric gear motors. When in motion, the
VFD’s are used to control the gear motor speed and therefore restrain the drives from overspeeding under gravity. When the propulsion system is stopped, internal electric brakes in the
gear motors automatically engage to hold the unit in place.
 If the downhill slope is sufficient to result in the conveyor belt itself being declined, then the
conveyor itself requires braking provision so that when the belt is stopped when loaded with ore,
it does not continue to run due to the gravitational load of the ore on the belt. Depending on the
slope condition and the magnitude of the load, brakes can be installed either internally in the drive
motor (to be automatically engaged when stopped) or on a pulley assembly to provide dynamic
braking as well as stopping.

Figure 9: Grasshoppers operating on a decline (© Eldorado Gold Corp.)

Poor ground conditions
The surface of the leach pad on which stacking conveyors operate can often become compromised due to
one or more conditions:
 High moisture and/or acid content in the ore, resulting in reduced ground-bearing strength.
 Periods of heavy rains that can cause similar effects as described above, in addition to carving
trenches in the pad as the rains drain from the pad.
These conditions require consideration of both traction capability and low ground-bearing pressure of
the mobile conveying equipment. Traction can be increased using crawler tracks, as described previously,
or with more aggressive tire treads. Ground-bearing pressure can be reduced by increasing footprint area
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and/or reducing equipment weight. Crawler tracks and high-flotation tires can provide significantly more
footprint area. Reducing weight can be achieved through design:
 Use of finite-element analysis and other computer-modeling techniques to reduce or eliminate
unnecessary structural elements, to ultimately increase equipment strength-to-weight ratio.
 Increased usage of more structurally efficient members (i.e., hollow tubular steel or high-strength
alloys) and lighter materials (aluminum, fiberglass, plastics, etc.) where structurally acceptable
and cost-effective. For example, fiberglass grating, in lieu of steel bars, for maintenance walkways
is commonly used for weight reduction.
 Use of open-top conveyor discharge chutes (with necessary safety guarding) to reduce chute
weight (normally the inherent moisture content of tailings will naturally mitigate dust emissions
at transfer points, making open-top chutes practical).
 Elimination or reduction of on-board maintenance walkways, and using mobile man lifts and/or
temporary scaffolding or platforms for equipment maintenance.

Extreme temperature conditions
Extreme high and cold temperatures must be considered in the design and component selection of mobile
conveying equipment. Generally, for mobile conveyor equipment design, extreme cold is considered to be
below −20oC, while extreme heat is considered to be above 40°C. Design considerations for these
temperature conditions include:

Extreme heat
 De-rating and/or proper selection of electrical equipment such as VFDs, electric motors,
transformers, diesel generators (for self-propelled conveyors)
 Cooling capacity of hydraulic power units
 Thermal capacity of gear reducers (consider electric fans or auxiliary cooling systems)
 Sunshades over motors, gear reducers, hydraulic power units, etc.
 Cooling systems for electrical and control panels
 Lubricant selection (e.g., synthetic versus petroleum-based)
 Paint and coating systems for steel and components with sufficient UV protection, and use of
white paint for motors, gear reducers, and hydraulic power units

Extreme cold
 Low-temperature-grade steel (i.e., greater ductility and toughness at low temperatures) for
impact-loaded structures
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 Nodular cast iron or cast steel bearing housings
 Alloy steel (e.g., AISI 4140) for conveyor pulley shafts
 Low-temperature-rated conveyor belt cover compounds
 Immersion heaters for gear reducers and hydraulic power unit reservoirs
 Heating systems for electrical and control panels
 Electric motor space heaters
 Lubricant selection (e.g., synthetic versus petroleum-based)

High wind conditions
High winds can introduce equipment-stability risk, primarily for larger radial stackers, as well as increase
the chance of dust ingress into rotating equipment.
Like building structures, larger equipment such as stackers should be designed with attention to wind
load. Minimizing flat vertical surfaces presented to the wind (e.g., with open-truss designs) will help reduce
wind-induced stresses on structures. Increasing equipment stance, as previously discussed, will also
improve stability.
Dust ingress from high winds into components such as cooling radiators for hydraulic power units
and diesel generators can cause significant damage. Where practical, these units should be positioned on
the equipment to minimize exposure to wind-blown dust and suitably shielded without compromising
cooling performance. Radiator manufacturers should also be consulted during component selection in order
to optimize the radiator cooling fin design.

High altitude conditions
Altitude must be considered when selecting certain mechanical and electrical components for conveying
equipment. The higher the altitude, the less air is available for cooling of critical components. Typically,
higher altitudes also bring higher UV radiation, as discussed previously.
Altitude must be specified by the equipment designer when selecting components that require cooling,
including:
 Electric motors
 Electrical gear such as VFDs, transformers, etc.
 Gear reducers
 Hydraulic power units.
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Conclusion
In a mineral processing operation involving heap leach stacking conveyors, no equipment—from crushing
and ore handling, through heap leach stacking and ultimately metal recovery—can be more adversely
affected by terrain and climate, if not properly designed, than the heap leach stacking equipment. Attention
to its design is as important, and in some cases more so, as any other component of the process. A crushing
and screening plant, SXEW plant, ADR plant, and so on can be designed and built to the highest efficiency
and production standards, but if the heap leach stacking system is down, metal cannot be recovered. More
and more mines are being developed or expanded in challenging sites that impose a different set of
conditions on the stacking equipment, including high altitudes, low temperatures, high winds and rain, and
adverse terrain. It is imperative that these conditions are identified when specifying the stacking equipment,
and that the stacking equipment manufacturer has the experience and design elements to incorporate into
the equipment to cope with such conditions to ensure reliable performance. Challenging terrain conditions
require attention to design aspects such as traction, braking, and leveling, while poor ground conditions—
resulting from heavy rains and/or ore characteristics—necessitate attention to low ground-bearing pressure
through weight reduction and/or undercarriage footprint. Proven principles of cold weather design for any
conveyor or mobile equipment apply to stacking equipment, including consideration of suitable alloys for
critical rotating shafts and impact-loaded structures, lubricant heating systems, and electrical equipment
protection. Other environmental conditions such as high winds, high altitude, and UV exposure also require
design considerations to ensure equipment reliability and longevity.
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Abstract
Heap leaching of oxide and sulfide ores presents considerable challenges in the development of effective
computer models to predict behavior, due to the wide range of very complex physical and chemical
reactions that are closely coupled with flow and thermal conditions. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
technology has been useful in the capture of multi-phase interactions and allows for the modelling of
complex fluid flow, gas, and liquid phases, through the heap, along with species transport. As the
mineralogy of new ore deposits becomes more complex the complexity of the leaching kinetics also
increases, and suites of very complex reaction sequences need to be accounted for, including ferrous
oxidation, bacterial, acid and sulfate balances, gangue reactions, and precipitation of species. In this paper
a comprehensive computational model is outlined that couples the thermal-gas-fluid CFD algorithms with
the reactive mineral dissolution models and allows for competing aqueous chemical and solid-liquid
reactions.
A three-dimensional heterogeneous “test” heap is simulated to illustrate how the multi-dimensional
nature of the heap model captures the heterogeneous leaching effects under diverse flow, climate, and
meteorological conditions, such as precipitation, evaporation, and notably temperature fluctuations. In this
paper, the kinetic leach reactions for a copper sulfide mineral are parameterized against data from a number
of experimental column tests. The parameterized ore is then placed on a “virtual” heap in the CFD model,
and copper recovery is then discussed for heap simulations performed for a range of thermal-flow
conditions.

Introduction
Heap leaching of ores for metal recovery, such as copper, gold, zinc, and uranium, offers a cost-effective
option for the recovery of a range of metals from low-grade mineral deposits. Over the last decade there
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has been an increasing interest in the development of computational models to capture the behavior of the
heap and optimize the process. Although in principle the heap leach concept is a simple one, the process
involves a wide range of very complex physical and chemical reactions that are closely coupled with flow
and thermal conditions. The efficiency of the leach is mainly controlled by a) access to mineral particles—
ore particle size; b) potential dissolution of metals—leach kinetics; c) good contact of leach solution with
mineral grains—solution percolation; and d) bacterial and oxygen activity for sulfide ores. Variability in
ore hydraulic properties within the heap can result in solute transport problems which limit the leach
reaction kinetics. Slow reaction kinetics can result with ambient thermal conditions, but if temperature is
increased, this will generally result in an increase in the reaction kinetics. The effect may be minimal for
oxides, such as gold, which are diffusion controlled, but can be significant if the kinetics are chemically
limited (Dreisinger and Abed, 2002), as in the case of copper sulfide ores.
Modelling the dynamics of a full heap leach offers considerable challenges due to the complex
interactions occurring in stockpiles with width and depth of hundreds of meters, variability of ore within
the heap (i.e., mineral concentrations, local blockages, impurities, hydrodynamic behavior), and timescales
that may be months and years. A number of authors have presented fluid flow models and investigated the
hydrodynamic behavior of the heap, such as Bouffard and Dixon (2001), Cariaga et al. (2005), Lima (2006),
Petersen and Dixon (2007), Bouffard and West-Sells (2009), and Guzman et al. (2013).
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) technologies have enabled more complex multi-phase
transport in the modelling of the heap leaching process (Bennett et al., 2012; Leahy and Schwarz, 2009;
Leahy et al., 2005, 2006, 2007; Wu et al., 2010), but much of this work has focused on one-dimensional
columns or two-dimensional slices. Variability in the hydrodynamic material properties within a heap can
lead to complex unsaturated conditions and saturated regions caused by significant rain events,
decrepitation of the substrate, compaction, channeling of the liquid phase, and percentage of fines. When
solution flows preferentially through a heap, metal recovery is reduced because of limited solution-ore
contact in regions of reduced flow; this can be the principle factor in reducing metal recovery in some heap
leach operations. Poor ore permeability can be improved by agglomeration prior to ore placement (Dhawan
et al., 2013) to improve solution flow. A three-dimensional model of the heap must be able to represent the
variability in ore permeability, including solution channeling or the development of impermeable regions
within the heap, to enable proper capture of the leach kinetics. McBride et al. (2012a, 2012b, 2014) applied
CFD technology to a three-dimensional heap with heterogeneous ore and permeability as a function of ore
depth, resulting in variably saturated conditions and solution traveling through non-interacting pathways.
Coupling the macro fluid-gas-thermal flow with the micro-leach kinetics adds another layer of
complexity to a computational model. There are numerous studies in the literature detailing the leaching
kinetics of copper sulfides, and Watling (2006) gives a review while others focus on chalcopyrite
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(Antonijevic and Bogdanovic, 2004; Córdoba et al., 2008, 2009; Pradhan et al., 2008; Nazari and Asselin,
2009; Kimball et al., 2010; Viramontes-Gamboa et al., 2010) among many others. The world copper
resources are mainly chalcopyrite, but these low-grade chalcopyrite ores suffer from low leaching
efficiency. Chalcopyrite bioleaching is a strong function of temperature and has lattice energy much higher
than that of secondary copper sulfide ores, such as chalcocite, requiring temperatures above 50°C to achieve
high rates of extraction. This can often be achieved by bacterial oxidation of pyrite to generate heat
exothermically and by manipulation of aeration and irrigation rates to enable the retention of heat to be
optimized (Robertson et al., 2010). A study on strategies for heap bioleaching of chalcopyrite is given by
Chen and Wen (2013). A brief introduction to the modelling of bioleach processes is given by Petersen
(2010) and Gebhardt et al. (2014) give an overview of the leach kinetics of chalcopyrite dissolution in heap
conditions and describe its incorporation into a CFD model.
Any model representation of the heap will inevitably be limited by characterization of the material
and hydrodynamic properties of the heap. In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in
measurements of the physical and hydraulic properties for ore under leach. Robertson et al. (2013) report
on laboratory procedures to characterize ores with respect to hydrodynamic properties and scale up to full
heap operating conditions. Dhawan et al. (2012a, 2012b) give an overview on the fundamental factors
influencing heap recovery and detail some characterization tools. The advances in characterization tools
and testing for metallurgical and hydrodynamic properties can allow for a detailed representation of the
heap, making fundamental models based on physics and chemistry more practical. In this paper, a
chalcopyrite heap leach is simulated employing a comprehensive CFD heap leach model. Small-scale
column tests provide the data to parameterize the model. Simulations are performed on a three-dimensional
heterogeneous “test” heap for a number of flow and meteorological conditions.

Computational model
The computational model employed in this investigation is described in detail by Bennett et al. (2012). The
model is implemented within the context of a CFD software framework, which is detailed by McBride et
al. (2012a). The model utilizes a finite volume numerical approach that ensures all spatial variables are
transported in a mass conserved manner. The ore under leach is divided into a geometrical mesh of
connected volumes, and numerical solutions are obtained for each variable at the center of each mesh
element volume. The governing equations are applied over the solution domain, where flow, gas, solute
and heat are solved at the macro-level and the reaction kinetics are solved at the local element volume level.
A schematic of the computational model is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Schematic of macro-procedure for a comprehensive heap leach model
Each mesh element contains three phases, a static solid phase of the ore body, a liquid phase of
solution flowing predominately downwards, and a gas phase (of primarily air) flowing predominantly
upwards. Within each mesh volume or element, the chemical reactions are accounted for, both for each
reaction sequence and also within each particle size fraction simultaneously. A schematic of the reaction
stages for a copper sulfide leach are shown in Figure 2.

Liquid-gas-thermal phases
Heap leach systems ideally operate in the unsaturated flow regime, but permeability issues can lead to heaps
with areas of saturation and flow through preferential pathways. Modelling systems containing both
saturated and unsaturated flow regions are a challenge for most CFD codes. A computational procedure for
handling both saturated and unsaturated conditions in the same domain environment was developed by
McBride et al. (2006) and has been implemented within the multi-physics framework embedding the heap
leach model. The influence of preferential pathways is accounted for by defining volume sink terms into
the governing flow equations where a proportion of the solution can travel down preferential flow paths.
The volume of solution moving through the preferential pathways will depend on the local conditions,
saturation, and ore permeability. It is assumed that once the solution has entered a preferential flow path,
there is limited reaction with the ore and the solution flows to the base with no more chemical reactions.
The residence time of the solution within the heap will depend upon the elevation and tortuosity of the
preferential pathway. The thermal effects on surface tension and liquid viscosity can also be accounted for
by amendments to the classical pressure-moisture-conductivity relationships (McBride et al., 2014). The
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gas phase is primarily driven by air injection sites and thermal gradients. It is assumed that the gas flow
does not impede the liquid flow and that the interaction between gas and liquid flow is one way, liquid
solution flow displaces gas flow. Oxygen is transported between the liquid and gas phases according to
Henry’s law.

Figure 2: Reaction stages of copper sulfide ore

Solid-liquid reactions
Each mesh volume contains a solid fraction of ore that is defined by a size distribution of representative
particle sizes, each with their own mineral properties. The overall chemistry balance is determined by
summing the reaction products for each particle size fraction. Reactions are accounted for between the
solution species and reactive minerals in the solid phase, typically ferric ions and/or acid for copper sulfides
and cyanide for gold oxides, and any other liquid-liquid or liquid-solid reactions, such as oxidation of
ferrous ions to ferric and the precipitation of salts. The reaction kinetics are described by Bennett et al.
(2012) for copper sulfides, McBride et al. (2012a) for oxide minerals, and Gebhardt et al. (2012) for gangue
minerals and precipitation of species. A detailed description of the leach kinetics of chalcopyrite, as
implemented in the model, is discussed by Gebhardt et al. (2014).

Column test parameterization
A large-scale heap simulation will invariably involve the leaching of a number of ore particles, each
exhibiting its own characteristics in terms of particle size, porosity, mineralogy, and reactivity. While the
chemical reaction models and equations are implemented generically, certain parameters require calibrating
to describe the reaction rate for a particular ore. The model is calibrated against small-scale column leach
tests for each ore type before performing large-scale simulations. Once the reactivity parameters have been
obtained for a specific ore, simulations can be performed for a number of operating conditions without any
further calibration. Figure 3 shows the copper recovery for a calibrated chalcopyrite ore leached at various
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temperatures, detailed in Gebhardt et al. (2014). As can be seen in Figure 3, the model predictions for
recovery at different temperatures compare well with experimental data.

Figure 3: Comparison of model predicted against experimental data
The simulated test heap reported in this paper is based upon a calibrated pyrite, chalcocite,
chalcopyrite, and malachite ore type. The model was calibrated against experimental data for a column
leach test with a height of 3.2 m and a cross-sectional area of 0.0324 m. The column is leached with an acid
solution of pH 1.02, containing ferric 0.64 mg/l, ferrous 2.16 mg/l, and copper 0.11 mg/l. The lixiviant is
applied at a constant rate of 6.17 L/h/m2 for 250 days. The column is initially at a temperature of 25°C and
air is blown into the base of the column at 255 L/h/m2. The particle distribution and head grade is shown in
Table 1. As can be seen in Figure 4, the model results are in reasonable agreement with the experimental
data for both recovery and pregnant solution (PLS) analysis.
Table 1: Head assay for pyrite, chalcocite, chalcopyrite and malachite mineral
Particle Class

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

Screen

1″

¾″

½″

¼″

2/25″

3/500″

1/200″

Weight (%)

0.5

2.9

12.6

23.9

22.5

24.6

13

Pyrite (%)

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

Chalcocite (%)

0.161

0.329

0.301

0.294

0.245

0.42

0.67

Malachite (%)

0.046

0.094

0.086

0.084

0.07

0.12

0.194

Chalcopyrite (%)

0.023

0.047

0.043

0.042

0.035

0.006

0.097
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Figure 4: Analysis of leaching with thermal reactions A) Copper % recovered,
B) Ferric concentrations C) Total iron concentration D) Acid in PLS
The simulation was performed again using the calibrated pyrite, chalcocite, chalcopyrite, and malachite ore
type, as previously specified, but assuming that the temperature of the leach column is maintained at 10°C.
A comparison of copper extracted at the different temperatures is shown in Figure 5A. As can be seen in
Figure 5A, the copper recovered is reduced by more than half for the column leached at the lower
temperature. The copper and iron concentration in the PLS for the 10°C leach is shown in Figure 5B).

Figure 5: Analysis of leaching A) Copper % recovered at 10°C and 25°C
B) Copper, iron and acid concentrations in the PLS at 10°C
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Test heap simulation
A three-dimensional “test” heap was created with base dimensions of 40 m by 60 m. The heap consisted of
three lifts, each lift containing three different ores with varying percentages of fines, 15, 20, and 25%. All
material was given the parameters of the calibrated pyrite, chalcocite, chalcopyrite, and malachite ore type,
as previously specified. The particle size distribution and head grade is given in Table 2 and was applied to
all material. Each lift is split into 6 cells of dimensions 20 m by 20 m by 18 m. The stacking of new lifts
was assumed to be instantaneous and no rest periods were simulated. Preferential flow channels were
assumed to not be significant until the third lift was placed. On placement of the final lift, a sink term was
set between each lift material to account for solution travelling through non-interacting pathways. Any
channeled solution was collected at the nearest outlet. Three outlets were defined, located at the base of
each ore type, 15, 20, and 25% fines. For the base simulation meteorological data, as shown in Figure 6b),
was applied to all external boundaries of the heap. The same simulation was then performed increasing the
atmospheric temperature by 15°C. Lastly, a periodic leach was applied to the base simulation.
Table 2: Material composition for test heap
Particle class

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

Screen

12″

6″

4″

3″

2″

1″

Weight (%)

14.3

4.7

6.2

14.7

15.5

44.5

Pyrite (%)

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

1.23

Chalcocite (%)

0.161

0.329

0.301

0.294

0.245

0.42

Malachite (%)

0.046

0.094

0.086

0.084

0.07

0.12

Chalcopyrite (%)

0.023

0.047

0.043

0.042

0.035

0.006

Base operating conditions
An acid solution of pH 1.02, ferric 0.64 mg/L, ferrous 2.16 mg/L, and copper 0.11 mg/L is applied to each
lift at an application rate of 5 L/m2/h for the three front lifts and 10 L/m2/h for the three back lifts, as shown
in Figure 6a. Air was blown into the base of the heap, and it was assumed that the ore was not oxygen
limited. The lixiviant was applied to lift 1 for 90 days. Lift 2 was then stacked on top of lift 1, and the
lixiviant was applied to lift 2 for another 90 days. Finally, lift 3 was stacked on top of lift 2, and lixiviant
was applied to lift 3 for 180 days.
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Figure 6: a) Stacking of lifts and materials b) Meteorological data

Hydraulic properties
The hydraulic properties of the in situ ore often depend on a number of factors, including particle size
distribution, compaction, elevation and operational conditions, irrigation rate, and schedule. In the model,
the operational conditions are explicitly accounted for, which in turn influences the hydraulic behavior of
the heap. However, the intrinsic permeability of the ore often has a greater effect on heap performance. The
permeability of the ore commonly depends upon the percentage of fines within the ore. A small percentage
of fines can prevent preferential flow channels developing and provide suction, allowing the solution to
spread laterally. However, as the percentage of fines increases, the ore can become compacted and hydraulic
conductivity will be reduced. This may lead to regions of high saturation and preferential flow paths through
zones with higher permeability. In the simulations reported in this paper, the hydraulic properties of the ore
are set according to percentage of fines and ore depth within the heap, which is dynamically changing
during the leach period. These relationships were obtained from in situ testing, where fines are defined as
ore with particle diameters of less than 74 µm (200 Mesh).

Simulation results
The base simulation extracted approximately 20% of the copper in lift 1 during the first leach period of 90
days. After 180 days and placement of lift 2, approximately 15% of the total copper had been leached, and
at the end of the simulation only 24% of the total copper had been recovered. For the second simulation,
the atmospheric temperature was increased by 15°C, and this increase in temperature allowed for an
increase in the reaction kinetics that in turn increased heat generation with nearly twice the amount of pyrite
reacting. Temperature plots of the heap, after 90 days, are shown in Figure 7. As can be seen in the plots,
local regions with higher temperatures have developed due to the thermal reactions. The total copper
recovered increased to 41% in the first 90 days, 26% after 180 days, and 31% at the end of the leach. The
pH, copper, and iron concentration of PLS, during the leach period, is shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 7: Isosurface temperature plots of the heap after 90 days a) Base b) Increased by 15°C

Figure 8: Concentration of recovered solution a) Base b) Increased by 15°C

For an optimum chalcopyrite leach, it is necessary to achieve higher than ambient temperatures within
the heap. As the applied solution is often at a lower temperature, this may result in cooling of the heap.
Intermittent irrigation may help to reduce cooling. The final simulation was performed on the base setup
using a periodic leach of one day on and one day off. The periodic leach did not significantly increase the
internal temperature of the heap, probably due to the intermittent leach using half as much leaching agent
than in the constant application, and this reduced the initial reaction kinetics, thus reducing internal heat
generation. However, although the overall recovery reduced by 8%, the copper recovered per kg of solution
applied increased by approximately 0.12 grams, as shown in Figure 9a). The pH, copper, and iron
concentration of PLS for the periodic leach is shown in Figure 9b).
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Figure 9: Periodic leach: a) Cu per kg of lixiviant, b) Concentration of PLS

Conclusion
This paper presented a comprehensive computational model that couples thermal-gas-fluid CFD algorithms
with the reactive mineral dissolution models and allows for competing aqueous chemical and solid-liquid
reactions on a three-dimensional heap is presented, and applied this to a chalcopyrite leach. Experimental
data from column tests on a chalcopyrite ore and hydrodynamic testing of in situ ore was used to
parameterize the model. Simulations were performed on a “test” heap with different ambient temperatures
and a constant and intermittent lixiviant application rate. Generally, increasing the temperature will increase
the leaching kinetics, and the calibrated model provides a tool to optimize leaching strategies to increase
recovery. There is only space here to provide a very brief overview of this comprehensive model and its
potential application, although more detailed publications are now in preparation.
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Abstract
Closure planning is an important component in the full life cycle of a heap leach operation. A properly
designed and executed closure plan will reduce postclosure treatment costs, reduce contamination risks to
downstream receptors, and improve stakeholder confidence. Conversely, failure to consider closure will
result in increased costs, greater liabilities, and a negative public image. A closure plan will always begin
with a conceptual design that sets the framework for what can be reasonably achieved in terms of
performance at the site. It is at the conceptual design stage that major constraints on performance such as
topography, climate, and material types can all be accounted for and incorporated in the detailed design. It
can be demonstrated through net present value costing that a well-executed closure design will lower
postclosure treatment costs, which leads to a positive financial benefit for the company. The purpose of
this paper is to outline the elements of a closure plan that need to be considered in order to achieve a
successful outcome. Lessons learned from similar projects in the high Andes will be used as a case study.

Introduction
Heap leaching has been demonstrated to be an effective method for recovering low- to medium-grade
oxide ores. In order to capitalize on economies of scale, heap leach operations have recently become
increasingly large, with piles reaching tens of meters that contain as much as 100 million tons of rock. In
many cases, cyanide is used as a lixiviant to dissolve precious metals such as gold and silver as it
percolates through the heap. Following cessation of leaching and ore recovery, a residual amount of
cyanide and other dissolved metals and constituents remains in the pore solution that has yet to drain. The
concentration of these constituents must be reduced in order to meet regulatory criteria. For example, the
United States federal drinking water requirement stipulates that spent heap leach effluent must be pH
neutral and have weak acid dissociable cyanide (CNWAD) concentrations of less than 0.2 mg/L (EPA,
1994).
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Two common methods used for heap leach closure are the removal of contaminants through rinsing
and stabilization of contaminants by the construction of a cover system (Zhan et al., 2012). While rinsing
may in some cases reduce effluent constituents to acceptable levels, subsequent flushing with fresh
meteoric water may actually remobilize otherwise stable constituents (Bowell et al., 2009). For example,
it was found that prolonged rinsing of cyanide in a spent gold heap resulted in a spike in cyanide
concentrations due to the destabilization of ferro- and ferricyanide that would otherwise have degraded
due to their low solubility. Prolonged rinsing was suggested to have the potential to actually increase the
rate of cyanide release and also lead to the desorption and release of mercury. It was concluded that
freshwater rinsing may not be effective in decreasing solute loadings of certain constituents, with arsenic,
cadmium, chloride, nitrates, and total dissolved solids being of particular concern (Bowell et al., 2009).
Furthermore, the rate at which a spent heap is oxidized and rinsed will have considerable control over the
release rates, concentrations, and speciation of arsenic.
Unsaturated cover systems have been successful in other mining sectors in achieving closure
objectives. Cover systems can have numerous design functions, including isolation of waste, controlling
oxygen ingress, and providing a medium for establishing sustainable vegetation (MEND, 2004; MEND
2012; INAP, 2011). Cover systems can range in complexity from a single layer of locally available
material to a complex series of layers that may include native soils, suitable overburden, nonreactive
waste materials, geosynthetic materials, and oxygen-consuming materials (MEND, 2004). The
complexity of a cover system design will depend on the climate at the site, the geochemical and hydraulic
properties of the spent heap leach material, the hydrogeologic setting of the facility, and the physical and
chemical properties of locally available cover materials.
The final cover system configuration of a cover system at a heap leach facility will depend on the
goal of the final closure scenario. Often the closure objective from an environmental perspective is to
reduce the concentration of certain effluent constituents to acceptable levels. The overarching control of
the final cover system configuration, however, will be the construction cost, and the subsequent tradeoffs
between construction costs and ongoing treatment costs. Cover systems that are designed to limit water
and oxygen ingress to the highest possible degrees are complex systems to construct, which is reflected in
the final cost. Conversely, if a less expensive, albeit lower performance, cover system is constructed, the
associated costs for long-term water treatment will rise accordingly. Therefore, it is imperative that all
aspects of closure planning be considered when designing a cover system for a heap leach facility, as the
long-term efficacy of the project is not necessarily dictated by the upfront costs of a cover system. The
objective of this paper is to demonstrate the costs and concepts that must be considered when developing
a closure plan for a heap leach facility. A generic case study using a South American mine in the Andes is
presented as an example.
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Methods
Site description
A generic case study of a heap leach facility in the South American Andes will be used as an example in
this paper. The site is a gold mine heap leach facility located in the Andean Cordillera. The leach heap is
approximately 200 million tonnes and covers an area of 9 ha. Climate at the site is characterized by
distinct wet and dry seasons with total annual precipitation of approximately 1,200 mm, with an estimated
annual potential evapotranspiration rate of 1,000 mm. The average annual air temperature is 5 °C.

Conceptual cover design
It is at the early stages of closure planning that a heap leach facility has options in terms of final landform
configuration and long-term treatment options. At the early stages the operator has the ability to weigh the
costs and benefits of their options. The choices lie on a continuum between designing and constructing a
high performance cover system that will limit infiltration of net percolation through the decommissioned
heap, thus limiting seepage requiring treatment, all the way to leaving the heap open to the atmosphere
and bearing a higher cost for treating the seepage (Figure 1). However, leaving the decommissioned heap
as-is is often not a viable or legal option, and some form of cover system must be implemented.

Figure 1: Cover system design alternatives with regards to increasing cost and complexity
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Once again, it is at the early stages of closure planning that an operator has the widest range of
options available in designing a cover system. It is at this stage that a conceptual cover design should be
undertaken. The primary constraint for any heap leach facility in mountainous terrain, especially in the
South American Andes, is the footprint area. There is limited space available for constructing a closure
landform, and any cover system design must work within that constraint to achieve the necessary
performance in steeply sloping terrain. The goal of the conceptual cover design is to establish a
framework for focusing options in light of the primary constraints that an operator faces.

Conceptual design process
Every mine site in the world is unique in terms of the climate, hydrogeology, topography, and materials
available for cover construction specific to the site. As a result, the solutions applicable to one site, even
within the same region, are not applicable to the next (Figure 2). It is helpful, then, to conduct a
conceptual design prior to undertaking a detailed cover system design. A conceptual design will serve to
define the range of cover system performance that can reasonably be expected at a site. It is important to
note that a conceptual design considers performance from a landscape perspective, where net percolation
through the cover is expressed as a percentage of total precipitation across the entire landform, and not
from a point scale.

Figure 2: Range of conceptually feasible cover system performance with respect to climate
The range of expected performance for the generic site detailed above is expected to be limited by
the climate at the site, namely the steady rates of precipitation during the wet season, and the low
evaporation rates (Table 1).
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Table 1: Expected achievable continuum of cover system performance
Expected cover system performance

Cover type examples

Landform net
percolation range

Very high net percolation ( very low performance)

Bare leach heap

>50%

High net percolation (low performance)

Non-compacted till or topsoil

40 – 45%

Moderate net percolation (moderate performance)

Landform with variable cover

20 – 30%

Very low net percolation (high performance)

Overall slope of 3H:1V with geosynthetic

<5%

The potential landforms considered in this analysis were those that could reasonably work within the
footprint constraints of a facility situated in the Andes. The following landform-based cover system
options were considered:
 push down to overall linear slope of 2H:1V;
 leave landform in current benched configuration with flat benches and steep slopes;
 re-slope to have a concave shape consisting of three to four linear segments; and,
 push down to 3H:1V to facilitate placement of a geosynthetic cover system.
In addition, the following cover system treatments were considered in the conceptual design:
 bare heap surface;
 single layer of topsoil;
 layer of compacted till with overlying layers of drainage sand and noncompacted till; and,
 geosynthetic cover system with overlying layers of drainage sand and noncompacted till.
The potential landforms were then combined with the potential cover system treatments in order to
evaluate the configurations that are most likely to achieve the closure objectives. It becomes apparent
early on that some configurations, although capable of providing the necessary performance to achieve
closure objectives, were simply not feasible within the confines of the footprint area. For example,
concave slopes with multiple linear segments were excluded from the conceptual analysis because the
design would require moving the toe of the dump, resulting in prohibitive construction costs. In addition,
although aesthetically pleasing, it was determined that concave slopes would perform in a similar fashion
to a benched landform.
Estimates of net percolation were made for each of the landform cover design options (Table 2). The
net percolation analysis was performed by calculating the surface area of each landform feature, such as
benches, slopes, plateaus, and covered and uncovered areas for each configuration. The total volume of
net percolation as a percentage of the average precipitation was calculated based on the area of the
landform feature and its expected performance. The benefit of this approach is that it allows for a direct
comparison between landform alternatives, as opposed to making blanket assumptions for a single type of
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cover system providing uniform results for an entire landform. Note that an ideal 3H:1V cover system
was retained in the analysis as a means of demonstrating the costs and benefits of having a very high
performance system that did not allow water to penetrate.
Table 2: Estimated net percolation (NP) values for the final candidate landform configurations
Configuration

NP (m3)

NP (%)

Bare leach heap

402,000

>50%

Benches and plateau covered with geosynthetic

214,869

27%

Benches and plateau covered with compacted till

264,114

33%

Push down slopes to 2H:1V with 30 cm cover (base case)

321,600

40%

Ideal 3H:1V cover (no NP)

−

−

Cost-benefit analysis
A cost-benefit analysis was conducted to demonstrate the comparisons that need to be made prior to
making decisions regarding closure of heap leach operations. Closure of heap leach operations is not as
straightforward as rinsing the heap and nothing more. Consideration must be given to the level of longterm stewardship involved, including the costs of treating effluent that will inevitably result from natural
percolation of precipitation once active leaching has ceased. Every attempt has been made to use
reasonable costing information for the following comparison. The objective of the cost-benefit analysis
was to facilitate comparison of the closure options from a costing perspective.

Cost-benefit analysis methodology
Assumptions and methods used include:
 Capital and operational expenditures were calculated using net present value with discount rates
of 3 and 5%.
 Costs began in the year following cessation of leaching.
 Future costs include collection and treatment of effluent from the heap:
o

Low performance covers required a $25M treatment facility, while higher performance
covers required a $10M treatment facility to reflect the lower volumes of effluent
collected and treated.

o

Treatment costs ranged from $5 m3 for the uncovered heap, to $3 m3 for the lower
performance covers, to $1.5 m3 for the high performance cover systems.

 Re-sloping costs were $15 m3.
 Analysis period was 100 years.
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Cost-benefit analysis results
A cost-benefit analysis of the cover system design alternatives outlined at the conceptual design stage
revealed that constructing a cover of moderate performance can result in overall cost savings of 8 to 14%,
depending on the configuration and discount rate (Tables 3 and 4). It is interesting to note that the Do
Nothing scenario actually led to increased costs relative to the Base Case, mostly due to the increased
water treatment costs. An ideal cover system was found to be the most expensive option, as the system is
prohibitively expensive to construct.
Table 3: Major costs for each landform configuration
option at 3% discount rate over the life of the project

Cover system

Est’d. capital
constr. costs
($million)

Est’d. NPV of
water treatment
($million)

Est’d. NPV
operation and
maintenance
($million)

Total NPV
($million)

Cost
increase
(%)

Bare leach heap

25

250

4

279

21

Push down slopes to 2H:1V
with 30 cm cover (base case)

87

139

4

231

0

Benches and plateau
covered with geosynthetic

56

139

4

200

−13

Benches and plateau
covered with compacted till

64

139

8

212

−8

Ideal 3H:1V cover (no NP)

4,592

114

8

4,715

1,946

Table 4: Major costs for each landform configuration
option at 5% discount rate over the life of the project

Cover system

Est’d. capital
constr. costs
($million)

Est’d. NPV of
water treatment
($million)

Est’d. NPV
operation and
maintenance
($million)

Total NPV
($million)

Cost
increase
(%)

Bare leach heap

25

191

4

220

4

Push down slopes to 2H:1V
with 30 cm cover (base case)

87

122

4

213

0

Benches and plateau
covered with geosynthetic

56

122

4

182

−14

Benches and plateau
covered with compacted till

64

122

8

194

−9

Ideal 3H:1V cover (no NP)

4,592

112

8

4,713

2,115

In both discount rate scenarios, the benched configurations result in cost decreases over the life of
the project. The major savings for the benched scenarios over the base case of pushing the slopes down to
2H:1V is in the construction of the cover system. The construction costs are also some of the more
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difficult costs to estimate and are subject to change. Therefore, a design that incorporates the existing
landform configuration while still meeting the closure objectives is desirable. The analysis also
demonstrates that in some cases having the highest performing system is not feasible in terms of cost.
Including an ideal cover system in the analysis is still a valuable exercise, as it serves as a point of
comparison when evaluating options of lower performance.

Conclusions
The present case study was presented to demonstrate the utility of considering closure planning and cover
design from a conceptual standpoint prior to undertaking closure operations. A conceptual cover design
allows for an examination of options that are feasible from the outset of the project, rather than
undertaking extensive and expensive studies and design efforts, only to discover that a certain option is
not viable. A cost-benefit analysis was conducted to underscore the fact that both short-term and longterm costs need to be considered when developing a closure landform. For the present case study, it was
found that while the highest performing system was cost prohibitive, a system of moderate performance
could actually realize cost savings due to reduced water treatment costs. It is clear that all options must be
considered within the full context of the overall landform and their long-term costs when developing a
closure system for heap leach operations.
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The application of unsaturated soil
mechanics to heap leach analysis
J. Stianson, Golder Associates Ltd., Canada
D.G. Fredlund, Golder Associates, Canada

Abstract
Engineering associated with heap leach operations is unique considering that mass is lost from the system
over time, the density of the pore fluid may deviate from that of water, and the leaching process involves
saturated-unsaturated flow. There are a number of physical processes associated with heap leach
operations that are amenable to solution within the context of a boundary-value problem. This paper
focuses mainly on the saturated-unsaturated flow of fluids through heap leach piles. The hydraulic
properties are nonlinear but can be estimated based on the measurement of the soil-water characteristic
curve (SWCC), that is, water content versus suction. In the case of heap leach materials the SWCC
generally takes on a nonlinear bimodal form. The bimodal character of the SWCC requires special
consideration when interpreting the SWCC, particularly when estimating unsaturated material properties.
The hydraulic conductivity under one condition needs to be measured to define the permeability function
(i.e., either the saturated hydraulic conductivity or the hydraulic conductivity under a controlled suction
condition). Laboratory techniques for obtaining suitable unsaturated material functions are discussed in
the paper. The information presented in the paper is based on experience gained from involvement in heap
leach problems involving nickel and copper leaching.

Introduction
The flow of chemically modified water is used to leach minerals from the heap of crushed ore under
varying degrees of saturation. In other words, the principles of unsaturated soil mechanics should be
applied when modeling leaching processes. Varying degrees of saturation make the heap take on the
character of a heterogeneous material with varying properties for fluid storage and hydraulic conductivity.
In addition, heap piles take on a structural heterogeneity associated with the method of depositing the
crushed ore.
The management of heap leach operations is unique in that mass is generally lost from the system
over time and the density of the pore fluid may deviate from that of water. Conventional soil mechanics
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relations have historically been derived based on referential type, representative elemental volumes
(REV), where the solids content remains constant throughout any process. While the loss of material is
common to most heap leach operations, the magnitude of the material loss varies and can be
accommodated utilizing appropriate volume-mass relations that preserve the conservation of mass
principle (Mundle et al., 2012).
The complexity of heap leach deposits has led to questioning as to whether or not it is possible to
apply saturated-unsaturated soil mechanics’ principles to the analysis of heap piles. The changes that
occur to the mineral ore during a leaching process result in changes in the material properties giving rise
to an added complexity when attempting to apply soil mechanics principles and formulations. The authors
suggest that in spite of the complexities and heterogeneities that exist in heap leach piles there are benefits
associated with applying the principles of saturated-unsaturated soil mechanics (Fredlund et al., 2012).
There is still much to learn about the analysis of heap piles, but the application of continuum mechanics
principles provides a valuable context for the path forward in improving our ability to simulate physical
processes. This paper describes some of the principles of continuum mechanics that can be used to form a
framework in which to improve the contributions that geotechnical engineers can make in managing heap
leach operations.

A special class of geotechnical engineering problems
Constitutive relations such as flow laws, compressibility laws, dissolution laws, and other relations need
to be used as part of the mathematical formulation when attempting to simulate the heap leach process.
These constitutive relations must embrace the saturated and unsaturated behavior of the heap leach
material. The unsaturated material properties take on a functional form and can be estimated through use
of the soil-water characteristic curve (SWCC). Consequently, the measurement of the SWCC and its
interpretation become of primary importance in simulating heap leach operations through use of
numerical models. This paper discusses the laboratory measurement of the SWCC for heap leach
materials. The material presented is primarily related to crushed, agglomerated copper ore. However, the
principles presented are also applicable to the leaching of other minerals.
Some of the features of heap leach problems can be listed as follows:
 There is a loss of mass from the system with time.
 There can be a combining (or coupling) of more than one process. In geotechnical engineering,
the term “coupled” is generally reserved for situations where more than one partial differential
equation needs to be solved simultaneously.
 Heap leach processes may have a thermal variation component.
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 The principles and theories of unsaturated soil mechanics must be incorporated into the
formulation of the partial differential equations that describe the physical processes. In other
words, the materials involved are commonly subjected to varying degrees of saturation.
 The partial differential equations associated with numerical modeling are nonlinear in form,
meaning that special “numerical solvers” may be required to ensure that solutions converge to
the “correct” answer.
 Modeling may be of the transient form which means that starting conditions (or initial boundary
conditions) must be independently determined or assumed.

Description of agglomerated material
Agglomerated ore (e.g., crushed copper ore) is quite different in character from soils commonly
encountered in nature. The ore is crushed such that there is a limit to the largest diameter size which may
be in the order of about 50 mm (Figure 1). However, the crushing process produces a relatively even
distribution of particle sizes down to a small amount of clay size particles. The crushed material is mixed
with liquor and processed to form agglomerates that take on the form of balls with a central rock. The
central rock is coated with finer material that clings to the larger central rock. The crushed ore may have
the visual appearance of having a bimodal grain-size distribution, but grain-size distribution
measurements generally show a uniform distribution of particle sizes.
Agglomerated ore is generally placed over an impervious membrane in the field. The agglomerated
ore takes on the structure of a gap-graded material with visible voids between the large agglomerates. The
primary process that needs to be modeled is the flow of fluid (i.e., water and liquor) through the in-situ
material. The material properties required for the simulation of fluid movement are the fluid storage
function and the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity function. The unsaturated fluid flow properties can be
estimated using the saturated flow properties and the SWCC (i.e., the relationship between the amount of
fluid in the material and the negative pore-water pressure, or soil suction.).
It is difficult to measure the SWCC of a material with large diameter particle sizes. One apparatus
that can be used is a large diameter Pressure Plate device with an air-entry ceramic disk placed at the base
of the apparatus. The sample being tested needs to be quite large. At the same time, the air-entry value for
the overall agglomerated ore is low (i.e., possibly less than 1 kPa). The low air-entry value creates a
challenge in accurately measuring the SWCC.
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Figure 1: Bag sample of agglomerated copper ore
One of the variations in the test procedure for measuring the SWCC of the agglomerated ore has
involved scalping of the material, thus separating the fine and coarse fractions. There are two scalping
separations that can be performed. First, the largest rocks can simply be separated from the overall
sample, as shown in Figure 2. The fines are brushed off the large rocks and left with the remaining
sample. The removal of the large rocks does not appear to have a significant effect on the overall SWCC
provided the appropriate corrections are applied (Yazdani et al., 2000). Second, a further scalping
separation can be performed whereby the fine material is recovered from the agglomerate. The fine
material is then tested separately in a small diameter Pressure Plate apparatus. (Details on the test
procedure and data interpretation are discussed later.)

Figure 2: Scalping a sample to remove large particles

Theory of the soil-water characteristic curve
The SWCC defines the relationship between water content and soil suction. The SWCC is usually plotted
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as a semi-logarithm plot of soil suction and reveals two breaking points; the first being the air-entry value
and the second being the start of residual conditions. The SWCC forms the basis for the estimation of
unsaturated soil property functions. The typical shape of the SWCC for most soils is shown in Figure 3.
The drying (or desorption) branch forms the bounding limit as soil suction is increased. The SWCC
depends on whether the material is undergoing a drying or wetting process; in other words, the
relationship is hysteretic. Usually the drying SWCC is measured in the laboratory and the wetting SWCC
is estimated based on general guidelines (Pham et al, 2003).
The SWCC for an agglomerated ore takes on a more complex bimodal form as shown in Figure 4.
The SWCC for the agglomerated ore shows two distinct air-entry values. One air-entry value is related to
the water emptying from the extremely large voids between the large agglomerates, and the second airentry value is related to the desaturation of the fines adhering to the larger rocks. Even though the grainsize distribution curve might not be bimodal, the SWCC takes on a bimodal character. The first air-entry
value may be less than 1 kPa and may show a rapid desaturation as the water content decreases to a value
defining the amount of water in the fines around the large particles. Once again, there are drying and
wetting branches of the SWCC. The material in the heap can experience both drying and wetting
conditions as liquor irrigation is turned on and off through leaching cycles.
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Figure 3: Typical desorption soil-water characteristic curve
with a unimodal distribution of particle sizes
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Figure 4: Typical desorption soil-water characteristic curve
with a bimodal distribution of particle sizes
The hydraulic conductivity needs to be measured at either one or more points along the SWCC. One
obvious condition is to measure the hydraulic conductivity for fully saturated conditions. However, a
measurement of the hydraulic conductivity corresponding to the horizontal portion of the SWCC may be
of increased value in determining the entire unsaturated material property function.

Measurement of the soil-water characteristic curve
There are several apparatuses that can be used in the laboratory to measure the drying SWCC. The testing
of agglomerate ore requires special consideration because of the extremely wide particle size distribution
(e.g., the coarse fraction may exceed 50 mm in diameter). The material specimen being tested should be 2
to 3 times as thick as the largest particle size, which results in a sample approximately 100 to 150 mm
thick. The differential negative pore-water pressure between the top and bottom of the specimen ranges
from approximately 1 to 1.5 kPa. Consequently, it is difficult to control applied suctions in the range less
than 1 kPa.
Figure 5 shows a special Pressure Plate device that was built for the Golder Unsaturated Soil
Laboratory in Saskatoon, SK, Canada. The large diameter Pressure Plate apparatus can accommodate a
material specimen 250 mm in diameter, and the sample can vary in thickness. The ceramic disk at the
base of the apparatus has an air-entry value of 100 kPa. It is possible to compact the material specimens to
the desired density within the large diameter Pressure Plate device. An overhead winch system is used to
lift the apparatus to and from a weigh scale. The mass of water drained from the specimen at the various
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applied air pressures is measured and recorded. Water contents corresponding to each applied suction are
back-calculated at the end of the test.

Figure 5: Large diameter pressure plate apparatus to accommodate large particle sizes
A device called the WP4-T from Decagon can be used to measure the water content versus soil
suction in the high suction range (i.e., in excess of approximately 1,000 kPa). The WP4-T device is a type
of hygrometer that operates on the basis of a chilled-mirror system. Only the fines portion of the overall
agglomerated ore sample needs to be tested in the high suction range.

Figure 6: WP4-T Potentiameter for suction measurements in the high suction range

Soil-water characteristic curve of scalped samples
It is possible to undertake a further scalping of the overall agglomerated ore sample. In this case, most of
the material larger than approximately 5 mm can be removed. This may mean scraping off the fines
portion adhering to the large, coarse particles. It is necessary to measure the percentage of the overall
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sample that is being retained for testing in a smaller Pressure Plate device.
A smaller Pressure Plate device has been constructed for the Golder Unsaturated Soils Laboratory
(see Figure 7) and can be used to measure the SWCC for the fines portion of the agglomerated specimen.
The Pressure Plate device consists of two parts with a 500 kPa air-entry ceramic cemented into the base
portion. The fines portion can be compacted into a confining ring and subjected to applied suction up to
500 kPa.
Scalping allows the overall sample to be divided into various particle size ranges. The laboratory
results from the various independent tests can be combined to produce the overall drying SWCC for the
agglomerated ore.

Figure 7: Golder Pressure Plate apparatus for measuring SWCC on the fine portion

Column testing to characterize unsaturated ore properties
The saturated-unsaturated material properties of agglomerated ore can be further studied through use of
an instrumented column (Figure 8). A column one to two meters in height (or higher) can be used to study
the drying and wetting processes associated with agglomerated ore materials. There are a variety of
studies that can be performed using a column test. A basic column test can be used to measure the drying
(and wetting) SWCCs for the overall agglomerated ore material. The mass of the overall column needs to
be measured, and the water contents (and densities) of various sections of the column also need to be
determined.
Various moisture flux conditions can be applied at the top of the column, and the response of the
material can be assessed through use of additional instrumentation installed through the sides of the
column. There are two measurements that can be made along the profile of the sample. The first
measurement is for volumetric water content using a suitable water content sensor. The water content
sensor needs to be selected considering the presence of a hostile chemical environment. The second
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measurement is for the negative pore-water pressure (or the matric suction) at various points along the
column length. Matric suction measurements can be made using a tensiometer, giving similar
consideration to the presence of hostile chemicals used for leaching.
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Figure 8: Column test setup

Interpretation of the soil-water characteristic curve results
The SWCC for agglomerated ore can take on a bimodal shape, as shown in Figure 11. The results shown
in this plot are fabricated to represent typical results from a series of three measurements in the laboratory.
First, there are the overall SWCC results measured using a large diameter Pressure Plate cell. The results
in the low suction range are obtained by applying the lowest possible suction and sampling the water
content across the specimen once equilibrium has been achieved. The results show that the first air-entry
value for the large agglomerates occurred at approximately 0.5 kPa and that the saturated gravimetric
water content for the overall sample was 18%.
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Figure 11: Interpretation of SWCC results for estimation of unsaturated material properties
The SWCC remained almost horizontal between a matric suction of 2 to 80 kPa. Over this range of
matric suction change, it is anticipated that the coefficient of permeability would remain relatively
constant. The second air-entry value occurred at about 100 kPa. The fine material adhering to the larger
particles begins to desaturate at this point.
The data obtained from the small diameter Golder Pressure Plate apparatus are shown starting with
an initial water content of about 10%. As the applied suction is increased, the results are shown to blend
in with those measured on the large diameter Pressure Plate apparatus. The results are also extended to the
500 kPa range of suctions.
The data for the final portion of the SWCC (i.e., suctions greater than 1,000 kPa) can be measured
using the WP4-T apparatus from Decagon. Small samples of the fines portion were either wetted or dried
to produce a range of water contents. After equilibrium, the total suction was measured on each sample.
The results show that it is possible to combine the results of several different measurements of the
SWCC in order to obtain an overall curve for the agglomerated ore. The SWCC must now be combined
with the measurement of one or more measurements of the coefficient of permeability. The saturated
measurements of permeability, or the coefficient of permeability measured at a controlled suction,
combined with the SWCCs, allow an estimation to be made of the hydraulic conductivity over the entire
range of suctions. The water storage function is relatively easy to interpret since it is always equal to the
slope of the volumetric water content versus suction SWCC.
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Summary and conclusions
The heap leach process has been used for several decades to retrieve a variety of minerals from crushed
ore. The engineering of heap leach operations has relied heavily upon past experience and a trial and error
approach. However, an important question placed before geotechnical engineers has been, “Is it possible
to undertake a rigorous simulation of heap leach processes within the context of continuum mechanics
formulations?” The authors would like to suggest that while the simulation of fluid flow through heap
leach piles constitutes a complex problem, it is a challenge that needs to be more fully addressed.
One of the key challenges associated with heap leach modeling involves the development of
laboratory testing procedures that can be used to characterize the material properties of agglomerated ore.
This paper provides a general context that shows how saturated and unsaturated material properties can be
determined in a manner similar to that used for other unsaturated soils problems. It appears that while the
heap leach problem is complex, it is possible to obtain material properties for the numerical modeling of
heap leach piles.
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Abstract
For feasibility studies which entail heap leaching of metal under severe rainfall, the lack of makeup water
supply, the presence of high annual evaporative losses, and extreme changes in rainfall, all contribute to
the necessity of a cost-effective water management system for the heap operation. METSIM can be used
to predict the behavior of heap leach operations for multiple ore reserves. METSIM’s heap-leaching
module is a dynamic simulation tool which can be used to determine key heap leach outputs, namely
pregnant solution flows, makeup water flows, pregnant leach solution (PLS) tenor, and ultimately, metal
product recovery rate. Variables such as application rates and leach rates can be examined under extreme
weather conditions with a view to keeping solution inventory at a minimum without affecting the backend
recovery circuit. The ability to view the behavior of the heap leach operation under such extreme
conditions allows users to determine optimum pond and catchment system sizes, dynamically. This tool
can be used to expand capability to provide more accurate estimations of heap leach packages without
needing to apply the more conventional steady-state mass balance approach.

Introduction
The process design of a heap-leaching operation requires a careful and rigorous consideration of
metallurgical, geotechnical, and environmental factors, all of which may present challenges to
establishing a sustainable operation preventing any major pad failures. METSIM provides a platform for
determining production forecasts for multiple scenarios of real operation. The customizability of the heapleaching module makes it especially useful for determining the hydrological response of the heap, with its
supporting infrastructure, under extreme weather conditions.
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Test work
The full understanding of the mineralogical, chemical, and leaching behavior of the material undergoing
treatment must be coupled with a definition of the hydraulic behavior of the ore under leaching conditions
to ensure the heap stability, permeability, and a consistent recovery of metal. The design data established
from these tests would provide the critical inputs to the METSIM simulation to enable the sizing of the
pads and ponds to meet the water balance requirements of the flow sheet. The metallurgical test program
conducted on ore samples would include initial ore characterization and mineralogical studies, crushing
and agglomeration testing with cement, and roll bottle cyanide leaching at various crush sizes, followed
by confirmatory column leach tests of agglomerates at full column heights to ascertain the metallurgical
response of the material over the expected leach cycle. Crushing equipment tends to produce a narrow
size range especially when operated in closed circuit. Generally, the top size used in such operations can
vary from as high as 50 mm to as low as 12.5 mm (Iasillo et al., 2013). Agglomeration and curing tests on
the crushed samples are conducted with cement to establish the required dosage of binder to produce
mechanically stable agglomerate.
The hydraulic performance of the ore under heap leaching is a function of crush size, cement
addition, and stacking height. The maximum stacking height under which compression of the agglomerate
due to the lithostatic load would limit the percolation of the solution has a significant influence on the pad
geometry, stacking plans, and therefore the geotechnical cost and stacking equipment outlay of the
project. Geomechanical and permeability testing of the ore determines key parameters such as the
saturated hydraulic conductivity under the anticipated load conditions. The test-work program is tailored
to replicate the loads which would be experienced in a multilift heap during operation as a result of the
chosen stacking configuration and operating philosophy. The measurement of the hydraulic conductivity
provides an indication of the potential loss of permeability in the lower lifts as a result of a multilift
stacking operation. The test-work program would also include the measurement of the change in bulk
density as a function of lithostatic load, representing heap height (stacking test). This provides an
indication of the physical stability of agglomerates under load, and the capacity of the ore to conduct
solution, which is a function of the bed porosity. In addition, the change in the degree of saturation as a
function of irrigation rates can be measured in hydrodynamic columns.
Once the optimal cement dosage for agglomeration is established, together with the required lift
height which adequately allows for heap permeability, a series of column leach tests are performed. The
kinetic extraction curve from the ore is simulated by conducting a series of column leach tests on the
agglomerated ore samples. The height of the column is set to match the optimal heap height established
from geomechanical results that allow for adequate permeability in the lift. The extraction curve and
mineralogical makeup of the ore is used in the METSIM model to provide a basis in the choice of “leach
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cycle parameters” such as Intermediate Leach Solution (ILS) and lixiviant (LIX) leach duration time,
application rate and reaction equations, and kinetics. The diagram below shows typical setup data
required in METSIM to dynamically simulate real operation.

Figure 1: Typical input data requirements of a METSIM model

Leach cycle determination
In METSIM, the heap is broken into color-coded cells. A cell represents an area of the heap that is to be
piped and leached and may or may not drain to a specific location. Each cell is assigned a leach cycle
(Iasillo et al., 2013). Stacked ore can be leached by a combination of both intermediate leach solution
(ILS) and barren solution. As the heap is filled with ore during the simulation, the flows to and from each
cell are controlled by the leach cycle. Daily flow rates are then recorded for all ILS, barren solution
(raffinate), drainage and other streams. Leach cycles may be created for each cell in the heap, or all cells
may be assigned the same leach cycle, allowing the user complete control over all solution flows in the
circuit.
The total leach cycle duration under which leaching of stacked ore takes place can be determined in
METSIM by using recovery data to generate both fast and slow leaching curves. A PLS to ore feed ratio
can normally be assumed depending on the type of ore being leached. This ratio can be used to fix a PLS
flow rate to the backend recovery plant in the simulation. A leach cycle allowance can be made for
recirculation of leached liquor to build desired metal tenor reporting to the back-end recovery plant. A
50:50 split (ILS:barren solution) on the METSIM calculated leach cycle is a good starting point for
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determining an optimum leach cycle—one that would contain a metal tenor that the back-end recovery
plant is designed to handle.
METSIM allows for metal tenor control to be specified to divert the exiting liquor with the highest
metal concentration to the PLS pond until the flow rate set point has been reached. This would be done in
practice by daily sampling and assaying of the liquor draining down in the collection canal. The
remainder of the liquor drained from the heap can then be directed from the canal to the ILS pond.
Dynamic simulation allows for graphical indication of when sufficiently high metal tenor is obtained for
feeding the back-end recovery plant. An indication of what ILS duration in the leach cycle could be
serviced with minimal ILS pond makeup required from the barren pond can also be determined
dynamically.

Leach pad capacity, construction and drain configuration
Before dynamically simulating a heap leach, a three-dimensional structure representing the ultimate heap
design must be generated. METSIM has the tools to either build a block model directly, through manual
input of the size and shape of each lift, or to import survey and/or AutoCAD drawings. Upon completion
of this “wire-frame” heap, METSIM then uses the material specific gravity and bulk density, along with
the volume of the heap, to calculate the total solids capacity. In the case of dynamic or on/off pads, this
capacity represents the total live capacity of the heap (Iasillo et al., 2013). METSIM simulations can be
customized to allow for simulation of staggered pad construction sequences which have their advantages.
The control of each drainage stream may have a large impact on downstream plant designs and total
metal recoveries, and may ultimately influence project success or failure. Using METSIM, numerous
drainage configurations may be evaluated to optimize solution flows over the changing conditions of the
project life. To best manage the drain design, METSIM allows for each cell to drain to a designated
location or stream. For dump leach operations, this may be a single pond for all cells in the heap, whereas
on/off operations may include a specific drainage pipe for each cell. Each of the drainage streams will
witness varying flows and solution tenors for each day of operation and must be controlled accordingly.
Drainage streams may be diverted based on cut-off grades, total flow capacities, or lixiviant stream
number. Drainage rates and field moistures, obtained through test work, are also included for each cell in
the model. Dynamically simulating various piping designs and operating set points allows for thorough
examination of all options and their results, therefore leading to better project performance (Iasillo et al.,
2013).
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Figure 2: Plan view of the ore block model for a single lift.
Blocks are color-coded based on their respective leach cells

Figure 3: Plan view of ore stacked on a single lift (same as above).
Areas in the heap where natural rock structures peaked appear as black lines

Water balancing and pond operation
In METSIM, the runoff water from the heap is determined by the total heap pad area (catchment area)
less the area of the heap covered with ore, less evaporation. Catchment areas may be assigned to any
location in the plant or mine site and may change with time. With regard to the heap leach area, the total
catchment area may be larger than the actual pad area to include any locations outside of the heap area
that divert rain water into the system. Total rainfall to a catchment is then determined based on this total
area. For any given rainfall event, METSIM calculates the mass of water that enters the heap as well as
the mass of water that enters the catchment area and performs the mass balance with evaporation under
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consideration. There is no limit to the number of catchment areas a single model may include and each
catchment area may divert flow to different ponds/locations. Should heap raincoats be considered, the
user may determine at what time (before or after leaching) raincoats are placed, their efficiencies (to
account for leakage) and to where the diverted rain water flows. Figure 4 shows the moisture profile of a
single block within the heap—upon completion of leaching (day 55), moisture drained through the block
down to a moisture of 12 percent (days 55−70).

Figure 4: Moisture profile of a single block within the heap plotted on a scale from 0−20 percent.
Ore was stacked at a moisture of 6 percent (days 0−9) and then leached for a period of 55 days
where the dynamic moisture reached approximately 14.4 percent
Internal to the heap, METSIM calculates the flow through each block of material, each day, using
user defined factors for field moisture and drainage factors. This method of calculation allows for delay in
metal recovery due to solution inventory. For example, with field moisture of 12 percent, representing the
final drain-down moisture, solution will not leave the block inventory until moisture of this value is
surpassed. Upon completion of leaching, solution will drain until 12 percent moisture remains in the
block; this solution remains in inventory throughout the calculation and will impact the mass and
chemistry of all solution that drains through the block from additional lifts above.
To mimic real operation where severe changes in rainfall are experienced, sprayer solution
application rates can be changed during both wet and dry seasons. During wet seasons a lower irrigation
rate can be specified in simulation to take into account the effect of excess rain water. Setting a higher
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flow rate from the PLS pond to the backend recovery plant to maintain a minimum inventory in the PLS
and ILS ponds without causing them to overflow can also be achieved in the simulation. With these
controls in place, pond high levels (during heaviest rainfall periods) and low levels (during dry seasons)
can be analyzed and the ponds sized accordingly to handle such fluctuations. Controls can also be put in
place to divert low metal tenor from the heap to the storm pond. Finally, METSIM includes raincoat
options for heaps in heavy rainfall locations. Raincoats may be added to the heap either before or after the
leaching cycle to divert fresh water (precipitation) directly to a fresh water pond for use during a dry
season. Figures 5a and 5b compare identical heap systems where a) was calculated over the life-of-mine
(26 years) without the use of raincoats on the heap resulting in PLS overflow during the wet season; while
b) was calculated with placing raincoats on the heap immediately following leaching which prevented
PLS pond overflow during the wet season. Conservatively, raincoats were assumed to have an 80 percent
efficiency to account for leaks and areas not covered, that is, 20 percent of the mass of rainfall entered the
heap.

Figure 5a: PLS pond level over life-of-mine without raincoats
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Figure 5b: PLS pond level for same system with raincoats
The start-up water requirement and normal and maximum catchment dam sizes can be determined
directly from a METSIM simulation model. Site topography will ultimately determine what is feasible.
Figure 6 shows the start-up water requirement for the heap operation when the simulation was run using
normal (average) rainfall and normal (average) evaporation. The simulation which produced this result
incorporates the use of a catchment pond.

Figure 6: Start-up water requirement for normal conditions
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Pumping detoxified water from a storm pond to one or many catchment dam/s can also be
simulated. In future, the METSIM model may be updated to include the available catchment area to
determine how much water may be captured during the wet season for use during the dry. Once the
design for the solution systems to and from the heap has been determined, the task of solution
management and water balancing over the life of the mine is manageable. The lixiviant and drainage
streams are recorded each day of the simulation as are all water makeup streams, daily precipitation to the
heap and ponds, daily evaporation from the heap and ponds, and all recycle stream flows from
downstream processes. Every unit and stream is balanced throughout the simulation. Appropriate plans
can thus be made to handle wet and dry seasons and major weather events (Iasillo et al., 2013).

Pond sizing
The ability to include weather data in the process simulation is built into METSIM and allows users to
enter historical regional weather data including temperatures, rainfall, evaporation, cloud cover, humidity,
and wind velocity and direction by hour, day or month. A complete weather matrix is created from this
data and referenced during dynamic simulations (Holtzapple et al., 2013). Taking into account the local
weather and its impact on a project translates into significant savings in process design and operation.
Figure 7 shows typical site weather data generated by METSIM.

Figure 7: Plot of site weather data over a one year span, including temperatures, rainfall,
evaporation, cloud cover, wind and humidity; note differences in rainfall amounts during wet
season (beginning of year) and dry season (middle-end of year)
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Historical rainfall data (including one-hundred-year flood peak data) can be read into the simulation
for one year during the life of mine to determine what pond sizes should be to cater for such an event.

Metal recoveries and production
Recovery of metals in the heap, as well as the plant, is managed by following very simple principles.
First, each block of ore in the heap is analyzed every day for solid inventories, aqueous inventories,
addition of solution, solution drainage, rainfall and evaporation, and finally chemical reactions taking
place within the block. As long as soluble metals are present in inventory, along with reagent, recovery
will occur at that specific mineral’s recovery rate. Rates of recovery are determined using test-work which
has been curve-fit using proprietary functions within METSIM. Companies around the world have taken
advantage of this algorithm to both cut back on test duration and for building forecast models. Use of tests
from different ore types under various conditions results in a matrix of reaction rates used to control the
chemistry in the heap blocks; fast and slow rates may be generated for a single ore type to account for
liberated/non-liberated metals. It is important to point out that recovery rates are assigned to ore types, not
to heap blocks, making it possible to track varying recoveries for a mixture of ore within a single block.
Figure 8 below shows the recovery curves for five different tests.

Figure 8: Recovery curves for five different tests and/or ore types. Circle points represent actual
data points while the solid lines show the METSIM curve-fit
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By applying reaction rates to each ore type, not simply interpolating the recovery curves, it is
possible to extrapolate recovery well past the given test period. Moreover, should a heap block become
reagent starved, metals within that block will no longer leach and recovery will halt. Should solution
containing residual reagent drain into these blocks from above at a later date, leaching will begin again
picking up where it had left off. Final production then depends on the downstream facilities also
simulated in METSIM. Models include carbon-in-pulp, carbon adsorption, ion exchange, solvent
extraction, electrowinning/electrorefining, precipitation/filtration, and many others. Figure 9 shows a heap
pad which is stacked and leached on the first lift for an initial period and then is followed by an
alternating sequence of stacking and leaching on the second and first lifts, respectively, thereafter.

Figure 9: PLS Au grade and gold recovery

Conclusion
The test program is used to ascertain the metallurgical response of the material over the expected leach
cycle and the hydrodynamic behavior of the heap. METSIM uses test program data to determine the total
leach cycle duration. Stacked ore can be leached by a combination of both ILS and barren solution.
METSIM simulations can be customized to allow for staggered pad construction sequences. Drainage
streams may be diverted based on cut-off grades, total flow capacities, or lixiviant stream number.
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Dynamically simulating various piping designs and operating set points allows for thorough examination
of all options and their results, therefore leading to better project performance.
There is no limit to the number of catchment areas a single model may include and each
catchment area may divert flow to different ponds/locations. METSIM allows catchment dams to be
constructed to capture water during wet seasons to service the heap during dry seasons. Raincoats may be
added to the heap either before or after the leaching cycle to divert fresh water (precipitation) directly to a
fresh water pond for use during a dry season. Start-up water requirements can also be determined under
varying rainfall conditions. A complete weather matrix is created from available historical weather data
and referenced during dynamic simulations. Recovery rates are assigned to ore types, not to heap blocks,
making it possible to track varying recoveries for a mixture of ore within a single block.
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Abstract
The design of heap leach pads over 150 m thick in large mining projects has occurred often in the last
decade due to economic issues, restrictive topographic conditions, lack of space on the property or mine
concession boundaries, reduction of closure and remediation costs, and reduction of the availability of
agricultural land. In general, the objective has been to reduce the impact of mining activity by designing
deeper ore heaps over smaller areas, which requires rigorous design and proper selection of geosynthetic
components.
This paper presents the experience of designing deeper heap leach pads, mainly valley fill facilities,
in which solutions to the issues related to the high loads affecting the behavior of the geomembrane and
solution collection pipes have been successfully implemented in the design and construction of the facilities.
Also, a revision of historical high-load pipe deflection tests and numerical modeling is presented. In
addition, recommendations for implementation and execution of high-load laboratory puncture tests, the
need for high-load large-scale deflection tests in large pipes, and the selection criteria and calibration of
numerical models for pipe deflection analysis are presented in order to simulate real and critical field
conditions. This may lead to future, more detailed studies.

Introduction
Thiel and Smith (2004) note that when heap leaching first became popular for gold recovery in the 1980s,
typical maximum ore depths were around 15 m. By 1990 that limit had been pushed to 50 m by the copper
industry. Now most heap leach designs have ultimate target depths of at least 60 m, and several have target
depths of over 100 m. At least two are in operation with ultimate depths of 180 m.
Figure 1 shows a valley heap leach pad projected to a 180 m depth in the Peruvian Andes. If
conventional heap leach pad design were to be applied to this case, then a very thick geomembrane and
very rigid and reinforced collection pipes would have to be selected, increasing the cost of the project.
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Therefore, solutions specifically developed for the design of deeper heap leach pads are needed (and
presented in this paper) to reduce the overall cost of the project and to obtain a proper performance of the
entire facility.
Deeper heaps require rigorous engineering design and proper selection of the geosynthetic
components, such as geomembrane and pipes. The geomembrane liner design must consider the potential
for punctures produced by the higher heap loads in the contact between the overliner or the ore with the
geomembrane liner; sometimes a reinforcement element such as a geotextile is needed instead of increasing
the geomembrane thickness, thus decreasing material costs. On the other hand, this reinforcement implies
the reduction of the geomembrane/overliner or geomembrane/ore interface shear strength, which increases
the risk of heap geotechnical instability and must be considered as part of the geotechnical analysis and
design. Also, there is not much experience and few testing results that evaluate the behavior of the collection
solution pipes when subjected to higher heap loads. However, in practice additional pipe confinement (by
placing them in trenches backfilled with compacted drainage gravel) is required to reduce the risk of pipe
large deflections, buckling, and collapse. Geomembrane protection through the use of geotextile inside the
trench is also required.

Figure 1: Very deep heap leach pad in the Peruvian Andes

Geomembrane liner
In a heap leach pad, the geomembrane liner is subjected to puncture caused by: 1) the loads of the equipment
hauling and spreading the overliner or the ore over the geomembrane liner; and 2) the loads of the ore
weight continuously stacked as part of the heap leach pad operation—which is more critical in deeper heap
leach pads. For the first case, two conditions can occur:
 When the ore stacked is run-of-mine (ROM) or crushed to a size (usually greater than 38 mm or
1.5 inches) that can damage the geomembrane because of the impact during ore dumping, or when
mechanized systems for ore hauling and dumping are used, usually a protection material called
overliner or cover is used, which is typically of 38 mm maximum size. The overliner thickness
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depends of the particle’s angularity. It is typically greater than 500 mm (final thickness) and is
spread using a D6 dozer (or smaller).
 When the ore size is less than 38 mm, the overliner is not required and the geomembrane puncture
is controlled by the ore lift thickness (usually greater than 4 m) which is placed by the hauling
equipment (trucks). However, if the ore permeability is relatively low, then an overliner layer
helps reduce potentially high piezometric heads on the geomembrane liner.

Geomembrane integrity test (puncture test)
For the second case mentioned above, the effect of the heap ore weight on the liner system is assessed
through integrity geomembrane or puncture laboratory tests in which a geomembrane sample, the type and
thickness of which have been previously selected for a particular application, is placed over a subgrade
material (typically low permeability soil or soil liner) installed inside a device test (square or cylindrical).
Then overliner or heap ore is placed over the geomembrane. The package soil liner-geomembrane-overliner
(or ore) is gradually loaded up to reach a pressure equivalent to the height of the heap. The authors have
routinely performed this test up to 4,400 kPa (about a 250 m heap). The maximum load is held for 48 hours
and then the geomembrane sample is removed and evaluated by subjective inspection to determine if minor,
moderate, or severeyielding has occurred. Also, a vacuum box is used to physically determine if a hole has
occurred. In Figure 2, two types of equipment used to perform puncture tests are presented.

Figure 2: Equipment for puncture testing. (Left) Square box and (Right) Cylindrical box
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Puncture severity
Usually in a heap leach pad, the angular soil liner particles are eliminated by hand after a visual inspection,
and the surface is repaired with clayey soil. Therefore, a geomembrane puncture is usually caused by the
angular particles of the overliner or the ore, both of which are commonly crushed to reduce maximum size.
It is very important to note that the liner damage must not only be assessed to determine the presence
of holes (i.e., to check whether the overliner or ore particles have perforated the geomembrane); the
puncture severity must also be assessed (to verify if the yield zones on the geomembrane sample have
compromised its integrity, which would significantly reduce its thickness, and therefore, its mechanical
properties). In Figure 3, two cases demonstrating the difference in puncture severity after integrity tests are
presented. In the first case, the geomembrane was subjected to a load equivalent to 100 to 110 m of heap.
As is apparent, the sample does not present damage by puncture; instead, only a few minor yield zones are
evident. In the second case, the applied load was equivalent to 250 m of heap and one can observe severe
punctures with several yield zones, as well as geomembrane perforations.

Figure 3: Samples after puncture testing. (Left) No damage. (Right) Severe punctures
The effect of the punctures is particularly important in deeper heap leach pads where the ore load can
be higher than 2,200 kPa (as in a heap deeper than 120 m). The experience indicates that even if no
perforations are observed for very high loads, in most of the cases tested for vertical stresses higher than
2,200 kPa severe yield zones have been observed, which compromise the geomembrane integrity.

Geomembrane thickness selection and protection
The current practice of heap leach pad design recommends the use of low linear density polyethylene
(LLDPE) single side textured (SST) geomembrane, instead of the formerly common high density
polyethylene (HDPE). The LLDPE exhibits higher flexibility and elongation which not only allows better
contact with the soil liner (thus improving the interface shear strength), but also exhibits better puncture
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resistance. Though the geomembrane thickness must be based on puncture tests, César et al. (2013)
presented a practical rule for this thickness based on the design and construction experience of dozens of
these kinds of facilities: 1.5 mm for heaps up to 100 m and 2 mm for higher heaps.
However, when the design deals with very deep heap leach pads, severe punctures are expected and
holes are possible even in a 2 mm LLDPE geomembrane. In this case, there are two options available to
the design engineer to improve geomembrane behavior:
 Increase the geomembrane thickness to 2.5 mm, or
 Use a geotextile to protect the geomembrane.
In both cases, the area to improve will be that in which damage (severe puncture or holes) is expected
to occur. The first option is a little complicated to carry out because the installation has to deal with two
different geomembrane thicknesses. On the other hand, the second option is preferred because geotextile is
easy to install and much cheaper than a thicker geomembrane. Puncture laboratory tests using a geotextile
over the geomembrane liner have shown that the yielding decreases, which indicates that this design
achieves its role as geomembrane protection element. Based on this experience, the authors recommend the
following:
 Use a 270 gr/m2 non-woven geotextile or heavier if the heap is very deep.
 The geomembrane protection must be performed in those zones where the heap is deeper than
120 m or 130 m. However, this value must be verified with puncture testing.
In Figure 4, an example of a 160 m deep heap leach pad is shown, as is the area in the pad base (blue
hatching zone) where the 2 mm LLDPE SST geomembrane requires protection using a 270 gr/m2 nonwoven geotextile. Figure 5 shows the geotextile already placed and partially covered with the overliner and
the ore of the heap.

Geomembrane-geotextile interface
It is also important to consider that the use of a geotextile will generate a new interface between the
geomembrane and the geotextile, all the more so because the smooth side of the geomembrane is placed in
direct contact with the geotextile. The shear strength of this interface is lower than the geomembrane-soil
liner interface; therefore the geotextile must be placed in just those areas of the leach pad where the stability
is not compromised. Though the areas subjected to high loads are located in specific zones in the leach pad
base (which are relatively far from the critical failure surface influence zone of the limit equilibrium
analysis), it is always necessary to determine the geomembrane-geotextile interface shear strength as well
as the global heap leach pad stability.
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Figure 4: Very deep heap leach pad and area where the geomembrane requires protection

Figure 5: Non-woven geotextile placed for geomembrane protection
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Solution collection pipes
Robust drainage systems to collect leach solution are required in order to improve mineral recovery, reduce
leaks through the liner system, improve slope stability, and reduce liquefaction potential. ROM or crushed
ore heap leach pads are irrigated with solvent solution (dilute alkaline cyanide for precious metals and dilute
sulfuric acid for base metals such as nickel and uranium). This solution, along with any storm water, snow
melt, and cumulative season surplus water is collected at the base of the leach pad through the solution
collection system which typically consists of dual wall HDPE perforated pipes (smooth inner pipes and
corrugated exterior pipes). The pipe diameter depends on the catchment area, irrigation rate, and the pipe
slope. Bigger diameters correspond to the main headers or primary collection pipes. Diameters up to
600 mm have been used in the industry, but in general the design of the main collection system uses pipes
up to 450 mm because bigger pipes will show more deflection, buckling, and potential collapse. On the
other hand, laterals or secondary pipes are smaller. These are usually 100 mm, though in on/off leach pads,
50 mm pipes are used.
The behavior of the collection pipes and their durability when subjected to the loads of the heap
depends mainly of the rigidity not only of the pipe but, more importantly, the surrounding soil. With respect
to the pipe, the bigger the diameter the lower its rigidity. For that reason, large diameter pipes are not
recommended because of the risk associated with large deflections, buckling, joint separation, and collapse.
It is preferable to increase the number of the pipes instead of their diameter. The problems mentioned above
would generate a decrease in the pipe flow capacity and the sufficiency of the collector system for
evacuating the leach solution. Though part of the flow would be captured by the drainage gravel
surrounding the pipe, there is a risk of an increase in the solution level inside the heap leach pad, which
would generate a potential static instability, saturated ore liquefaction, and seismic instability. The last
condition is not very common but is possible (Castillo et al., 2005).

High-load pipe deflection testing
Based on actual high-load deflection tests performed at the Vector Engineering Laboratory on loads up to
2,000 kPa (about 100 to 120 m of simulated heap depth), Smith (2004) concluded that up to approximately
30% vertical deformation (+/−5% depending on the pipe weight and structural design), the pipe would show
dimpling from the adjacent gravel, but no noticeable buckling. Above this level the pipe would begin to
exhibit buckling and approach a binocular shape. Tests were conducted on approximately 30 combinations
of soil and pipe (dual wall HDPE) using nominal pipe diameters of 100 mm, 150 mm, and 180 mm. Figure
6 shows the pipe deflection test apparatus and the pipe interior after loading.
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Figure 6: (Left) Pipe deflection test apparatus. (Right) Pipe after 2,000 kPa loading
Similar results were reported by Smith et al. (2005) on tests of 152 mm dual wall HPDE pipe. When
deflections up to 25% were obtained for a maximum load of 1,900 kPa, the pipes retained structural integrity
and no buckling was observed. However, other testing found that buckling of the pipe occurs with vertical
deformations between 25% and 35% of original inside diameter.
In both cases cited above, buckling results in significant loss in flow area (as much as 50%) and loss
of structural integrity, which compromises the pipe’s ability to withstand subsequent load increases and the
integrity of the joints. Also, Smith et al. (2005) remark that the soil properties must be well known and a
numerical model should be selected and calibrated to actual laboratory data in order to predict deflections
of various other combinations of overliner materials, overburden pressures (heap depths), and (mainly) pipe
diameters, because it is hard to perform tests on large diameter pipes.

Pipe protection
Currently, lateral pipe design practice uses 100 mm dual wall HDPE of 485 kPa with a minimum stiffness
at 5% deflection that weighs at least 850 grams per meter length. Also, the test results presented by Smith
(2004) show that the 100 mm pipe exhibits a deflection of about 15%, that is, less deflection compared to
the larger (as expected). Though the high-load deflection tests cited above were for cases where the pipe
was placed directly on the geomembrane and additional test data is needed for a final conclusion, good
performance is expected for the 100 mm pipe as the lateral collector for deeper heap leach pads. Therefore,
the authors strongly recommend against using pipes larger than 100 mm for laterals in deeper heap leach
pads.
However, main headers are at least of 300 mm diameter which obviously represents a pipe that is less
stiff than smaller pipes. Therefore, the main headers need additional support (as compared to the lateral
pipes) and one of the best ways for doing this (as recommended by the authors) is to provide additional
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confinement by placing the pipes into trenches that will facilitate the compaction of the drainage gravel.
This increases their rigidity and provides protection to the pipe.
Based on the authors’ experience, we recommend that the pipes be buried in trenches when the heap
is equal to, or deeper than, 120 m.

Numerical modeling of the pipe protection in trench
Numerical simulation of pipe deflection was performed by Castillo (2005) on 450 mm dual wall HDPE
pipes for a 180 m heap height. The Fast Langrangian Analysis of Continuum (FLAC) finite difference code
(Itasca, 2004) was used in the analyses. Two cross sections were analyzed, as shown in Figure 7. The trench
layout with one and two pipes used for the numerical modeling is shown in this figure.
As part of the modeling, a parametric linear analysis was performed by changing the soil’s elastic
properties. Additionally, a nonlinear analysis was performed based on the published technical references
for the drainage gravel and foundation soils. Typical pipe deflection results are shown in Figure 8. The
vertical deflections determined in this modeling effort ranged from 9.2% to 22.4%, which indicates that for
several combinations of soil properties, the pipe layout into trenches provided reasonable protection.
However, as there was no previous experience in pipe survival under a 180 m heap height, the author
recommended performing triaxial shear strength laboratory testing in the drainage gravel and foundation
soils, along with large pipe deflection testing, so that the model can be calibrated and better refined for
modeling other trench geometries and pipes locations.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: Trenches for confinement and protection with (left) one pipe and (right) two pipes
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Figure 8: Pipe deflection results in 450 mm HDPE pipe

Large-scale pipe deflection testing
Knight Piésold and Co. (2007) performed large pipe deflection testing for Advanced Drainage Systems
(ADS) to evaluate the performance of nominal 600 mm HDPE dual wall pipe under vertical load in a largescale laboratory test simulating a 160 m and 170 m deep heap leach pad. The testing program was performed
at the facilities of the US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) in Denver, Colorado.
A 2.1 m wide × 2.1 m long × 1.2 m high steel box was used for the test. A 200 mm thick compacted
layer of soil liner was placed in the bottom of the box, then three different geomembrane samples were
selected and placed in pieces on the soil liner after surface preparation: 2 mm DST LLDPE, 2 mm smooth
LLDPE, and 2 mm SST LLDPE. Thereafter, a protective layer material was spread over the geomembrane
panels and compacted to a minimum thickness of 100 mm. The soil liner and the protective layers were
compacted to a minimum of 95% of the maximum dry density as determined by ASTM D698. Then the
pipe was placed on top of the compacted protective layer, and finally an uncompacted drainage layer was
placed over the protective layer until the box was full.
Loads were applied incrementally to the soils in the box simulating heap heights of up to 160 m and
170 m. A total vertical displacement of 312.4 mm of the top of the drainage layer was measured during the
test as the result of the drainage layer material being loosely placed into the box, which facilitated
subsequent material re-arrangement, crushing, and settlement during loading.
The test report indicates that, at a load that corresponds to about an 80 m heap height, localized
crimping/buckling along the left and right walls of the pipe appeared to start. At the end of the test that
simulated a 170 m heap height, an average decrease of 177.8 mm in vertical diameter was measured, which
represents a reduction of about 29% of the original pipe diameter. Flow capacity of the deformed pipe was
reduced to about 62% of its non-deformed capacity, which represents a reduction of about 38%.
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Though the drainage layer was loosely placed in the box, the high loads applied and the effect of the
box size relative to the pipe outside diameter generated a compaction of this material, which provided a
confinement effect to the pipe in a similar manner to the trench discussed previously. Again, as stated
before, placing the pipes in trenches and compacting the drainage gravel provide protection to the large
pipes used as main headers.

Geomembrane overstressing
Based on finite element models run and calibrated to both small- and large-scale laboratory tests, Leduc
and Smith (2004) reported significant reduction in the load (as compared to the overburden stress)
immediately below the pipe. But the load increased to about 125% of overburden at a distance of one pipe
diameter, and the zone of overstress extended to about 4 pipe diameters. These results mean that there are
narrow strips of geomembrane on either side of each collection pipe that are receiving a higher stress than
commonly considered. The authors mentioned that the 25% overstress will vary depending on the rigidity
of the pipe, the type and the degree of compaction of the material surrounding it, and the height of the heap.
On the other hand, the results of the numerical modeling performed by Castillo (2005) of the cases
shown in Figure 7 indicate that for a single pipe the vertical stress on the liner close to the pipe increases in
about 14% of overburden for 130 m heap and 13% for the ultimate height of heap (180 m). The analysis
with two pipes shows that the vertical stress increases on the liner in about 15% of overburden for a 180 m
heap. In addition, stress increments were observed between 14% and 29% at the upper part of trench slope.
Based on the findings above, geomembrane protection inside the trench using a non-woven geotextile
is also needed in a similar way to that suggested for areas in the heap where the loads are very large. Figure
9 shows a typical detail of a main header in a trench designed to protect the pipe. Shown also are the
connecting laterals and the geotextile covering the whole trench for geomembrane protection. Figure 10
shows main header installation work in trenches.

Figure 9: Main header placed into trenches for pipe protection
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Figure 10: Main header installation works in trenches

Conclusions
When conventional design is applied to deeper heap leach pads, an increase of the capital cost of the project
is expected. Therefore, solutions specifically developed for the design of deeper heap leach pads are needed
and presented in this paper in order to reduce the overall capital cost of the project and to obtain a proper
performance of the entire facility.
Geomembrane integrity or puncture testing should be performed using robust equipment with enough
capacity to simulate the height of the heap. An additional 25% of the maximum load should be planned for,
which accounts for the effect of the geomembrane overstressing because of the influence of the solution
collection pipes.
The damage to the geomembrane liner should not be based solely on the fact that holes are present. It
should also take into account the severity of the puncture, and should determine if yielding has
compromised the geomembrane integrity. This would significantly decrease the effective thickness of the
liner and therefore its mechanical properties.
Geomembrane punctures caused by the high loads of a deeper heap leach pad can be relatively easy
to avoid through the use of a geotextile, preferably non-woven. Based on the results of puncture tests, a
270 g/m2 or heavier geotextile should be used for very deep heap leach pads. A practical recommendation
indicates that geotextile protection should be used when the heap is equal or deeper than 120 m depth.
Main headers for solution collection should be placed in trenches backfilled with compacted drainage
gravel. The authors recommend burying the pipes in trenches when the heap is equal to, or deeper than,
120 m.
Additional high-load, large-scale pipe deflection tests should be carried out when dealing with very
deep heap leach pads. Although these tests are expensive, data obtained will be very useful in preventing
design defects and potential problems.
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A numerical model for pipe deflection analysis should be properly selected and calibrated to actual
laboratory data so that designers can predict the deflections associated with various other combinations of
overliner materials, overburden pressures (heap depths), trench geometries, pipe locations, and (mainly)
pipe diameters. It is difficult and expensive to perform such tests for large pipe diameters. As the behavior
of the pipe depends also on the type and compaction of the material surrounding it, soil properties must be
well defined through shear strength laboratory testing.
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Performance of heap leach
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Abstract
The system responsible for collecting and transporting the leached solutions is a very important component
of any leach pad facility. Such a system generally is composed of geomembranes, flexible high-density
polyethylene pipes (HDPE), and granular material.
In general, the increase in production rates, combined with the limited availability of areas within
mining facilities have led to the design of heap leach pads whose heights may exceed 100 m. Therefore, a
good understanding of the behavior of drainage pipes subject to high-confinement pressures is critically
important.
This research presents the results of large-scale compression laboratory tests, designed specifically
for this analysis, that simulate the effect of 200 m (3.6 MPa) of ore stack placed on a typical liner-collection
system composed of a compacted soil foundation, a 2.0 mm-thick linear-low-density polyethylene
(LLDPE) geomembrane, an HDPE double wall corrugated pipe of 10 cm diameter, and an overliner
composed of granular material. The “package” (liner-collection system) was prepared inside of a steel
cylinder diameter of 1.0 m and 0.5 m high, the size of which was limited by the dimensions of the structural
load frame.
The purpose of the tests was to confirm the structural integrity of the pipes and to analyze the effects
of the placement of different granular materials on the pipe, identifying what is the influence on its
performance. Different types of granular material were analyzed with different grading curves, densities,
and geological origins.

Introduction
The drainage system is composed of geomembrane, flexible HDPE pipes, and granular material. The pipe
has a double-wall (a flat internal wall and a corrugated external wall), and the diameter usually ranges
between 7.5 cm and 10 cm (3″ to 4″). The pipes are equidistantly placed over a geomembrane liner and
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covered by a granular material layer. The 10-centimeter-diameter pipe used in this study is shown in Figure
1.

Figure 1: 10 cm (4″) diameter HDPE Pipe
The granular material is usually known as “overliner” or “cover” and has the function of capturing
and guiding the leached solution to the pipes (of the solution system). This controls the increasing of the
piezometric level at the base of the ore stack in a heap leach pad facility. The overliner material also has
the function of confinement and protection against the discharge of ore material and the traffic of high
tonnage on the heap leach pad facility.

Performance limits for buried polyethylene pipes
Criteria for establishing performance limits of buried pipes are described in terms of excessive vertical
deflection, ring compression, and ring bucking. These conditions are presented in Figure 2 and explained
in the bullets below.

Figure 2: Performance limits for buried PE pipe (Plastics Pipe Institute, 2007)
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 Ring deflection: The geometric stability of the pipe is compromised when the crown is flattened
and loses the ability to withstand the pressure transmitted by the ground. For deflections in the
order of 25% to 30% of the diameter, the crown can reverse its curvature completely inward and
collapse. The limit is usually defined at 7.5%, which provides at least a 3 to 1 safety factor against
reverse curvature (Handbook of PE Pipe, 2007). Smith (2005) considers these values of little use
for excessively thick leach pads.
 Creep of the pipe walls due to compression: The compression yield stress reported for the walls
of HDPE pipes for short-term use is 20.68 MPa (Handbook of PE Pipe, 2007).
 Buckling of the pipe walls due to compression: When the walls of the pipe reach a critical
compression value, they may have large local deformation and instability, or collapse. The vertical
buckling critical load for flexible pipe buried with great coverage can be estimated with the
formula of Moore-Selig (Moore et al., 1988):
2.4 ∙

∙

∙

∙

1

μ

Where:

μ

=

Critical buckling pressure.

=

Pipe diameter.

=

Calibration factor.

=

Pipe modulus of elasticity.

=

Soil Poisson’s ratio.

=

Moment of inertia of wall cross section per unit length of pipe.

Analytical methods to calculate pipe deflection
Modified Iowa formula (Watkins, 1958)
The deflection of flexible buried pipes has been traditionally calculated with this formula, which was
initially proposed by Spangler (1941) and then modified by Watkins (1958). The horizontal deflection is
calculated as:
∙

∙
∙
0.061 ′ ∙

Where:
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=

Deflection lag factor.

=

Bedding constant.

=

Vertical load per unit of pipe length.

=

Modulus of elasticity.

=

Mean radius of pipe.

=

Modulus of soil reaction.

=

Moment of inertia of wall cross section per unit length of pipe.

Watkins-Gaube method
This method establishes proportionality between the compression of a flexible pipe and the edometric
compression of the fill in which is inserted, in function of the ratio between the rigidity of the fill and the
rigidity of the pipe. This method is recommended in the Handbook of PE pipes (2007). The rigidity factor
is defined as:
∙
Where:
=

Rigidity factor.

=

Mean diameter.

=

Secant modulus.

=

Moment of inertia of wall cross section per unit length of pipe.

The secant modulus is calculated as:
∙ 1

μ ∙ 1
1 μ

2μ

Where:
μ

=

Poisson’s ratio.

=

One-dimensional modulus.

The designer can find the pipe deflection as a percentage of the diameter by multiplying the soil strain,
in percent, by the deformation factor:
∙ 100
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144
Where:

H

=

Unit weight of soil, pcf.

=

Deformation factor, which can be obtained from Figure 3.

=

Secant modulus of soil, psi.

=

depth of overliner (height of fill above crown), ft.

Figure 3: Watkins-Gaube Graph (Handbook of PE pipes, 2007)

Burns-Richard solution (1964)
This method determines the deformations of a flexible buried pipe in an infinite elastic medium based on
the condition of full-bond or free-slip at the soil-pipe interface. The complete set of equations for this
method can be found in the references. Although it is based on actual properties of the granular material
and the pipe, this method does not consider plastic deformations and the section of pipe differs significantly
from a circular section for larger deformations. Moser and Folkman (2008) report that by making the
reaction modulus (E’) used in the Modified Iowa formula equivalent to the soil deformation modulus used
in the Burns and Richard (1964) solution, both procedures have almost identical results. Howard (1977)
proposes E’ values for a coarse soil from 1,379 to 20,684 kPa. These values are dependent on the degree of
compaction of the bedding.
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Test methodology
The test apparatus consists of a steel cylinder that was designed specifically to be used with a load frame.
The A36 type steel cylinder (fy = 250 MPa) was designed to support 3,089 kN vertical load with a factor
of safety of 2. A steel lid was also designed to transfer the load from the load frame to the soil.
The load frame was chosen from an established laboratory so that it could reach high loads, but in a
minimum space that could hold the package of the pipe and surrounding soil. The steel cylinder was
designed and built based upon the maximum dimensions of a frame horizontal opening of 1 m and a vertical
opening of 50 cm.
The cylinder dimensions are 100 cm of interior diameter, 37 cm of height, wall thickness of 1.5 cm,
and base thickness of 1 cm. It also contains two diametrically opposed holes which allow visual access to
the interior of the pipe during the test. The steel cylinder also has a 10 cm high steel lid which was designed
to transfer the load from the load frame to the soil, which facilitates compatible deformations of the package
inside the cylinder. Figure 4 shows the steel cylinder both with the complete package and steel lid, and
without.

Figure 4: Steel cylinder, on the left with the steel lid
Test preparation started with moistening the foundation soil from between 4 and 6%. The soil was
then used to fill the cylinder with 3 compacted layers (98% Modified Proctor) up to a 10 cm height. Above
the foundation soil, a 2.0 mm thick linear-low-density polyethylene (LLDPE) geomembrane was placed.
The HDPE pipe was then installed over this geomembrane. The three tests were executed with three
identical 10 cm diameter HDPE pipes. After the pipe was placed, the cylinder was filled with relatively
homogeneous, slightly compacted overliner material to 24 cm of height (17 cm above the crown of the
pipe). Then the lid was put in place and the cylinder was installed in the load frame. The complete procedure
can be seen in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Test preparation
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The tests were executed with three different overliner materials, each with a different grading curve,
mounted density, and geological origin. If the particle size of the overliner is too coarse and angular, it can
puncture the geomembrane liner. If the overliner material is too fine, its permeability would be lower, which
could be affect the drainage system. These verifications are not presented in this study. Table 1 shows the
particle size distribution of the three types of overliner, their mounted densities, and their relative densities.
Figure 6 shows the cylinder filled with the three different types of overliner and their grading curve.
Table 1: Overliners’ particle size distribution
Percentage passing (%)

Sieve

Overliner 1

Overliner 2

Overliner 3
100

2”
100

1 ½″

100

76

1”

27

¾″

3

#4

29

35

#10

0

#40

0

#200
Mounted density

1

11
0

(t/m3)

1.84

1.67

1.54

Figure 6: Images of all types of overliner and their grading curve
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The loading plan for the tests is presented in Table 2. It consisted of 8 loading stages, each increasing
the applied load. For each stage the load was applied for 10 minutes. In stage 8, the load was applied for 24
hours and then the cylinder was unloaded.
Table 2: Loading stages

Stage

Manometer pressure
measure (MPa)

Vertical
load (kN)

Pressure
(MPa)

Equivalent leach
pad height (m)

0

0

0.0

0.0

0

1

5

526.8

0.7

38

2

10

1,127.2

1.4

77

3

12

1,367.5

1.7

93

4

14

1,607.9

2.1

115

5

17

1,967.9

2.5

137

6

19

2,208.2

2.8

154

7

21

2,447.6

3.1

170

8

24

2,808.6

3.6

200

The pipe deflection was measured using displacement transducers as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Measurement registration equipment
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Test results
The highest deformations occurred to the pipes tested with overliners 2 and 3 as detailed in Table 1 above.
Test results are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: 10-centimeter-diameter HDPE pipe deformation test results
Material

Vertical deformation (%)

Mounted density (t/m3)

Overliner 1

8.40

1.84

Overliner 2

23.00

1.67

Overliner 3

23.71

1.54

Figure 8 presents a graph that shows the reduction of the vertical internal diameter of the pipe for each
test. The deformation of the pipes was measured at L/4 (dashed line) and L/2 of the pipe (solid line).

Figure 8: Vertical internal diameter versus pressure
As can be observed, after reaching 3.6 MPa (equivalent to a 200 m leach pad height) and maintaining
the pressure, the pipes continued to deform. On reaching this pressure, the load was maintained for 24 hours
and then unloaded.
It also can be observed that the measurements at L/2 of the pipe had higher values for Overliner 1 and
3, but not for Overliner 2.
The integrity of the pipes after the test can be observed in Figure 9. Overliners 2 and 3 allowed the
most damage to the pipes, but none of them collapsed.
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Figure 9: Pipe integrity after the tests
The integrity of the pipe with Overliner 3 was also tested by another load cycle to an equivalent height
of a 400 m of ore stack. The pipe did not collapse and the maximum vertical deflection measured was
44.65%, as can be observed in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Results for an equivalent 400-meter-high ore stack on Overliner 3
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After removing the cylinder from the load frame, the arching effect could be observed by the
differences in the rigidity difference between soil and pipe. The foundation soil just below the pipe was
slightly compacted compared the foundation soil to the sides of the pipe, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Arching effect observed after the test

Conclusions
The following can be concluded from this paper:
 The 10-centimeter-diameter HDPE pipe exhibited different deformation levels mainly due to
variations of the overliner type.
 The test exhibiting the highest deformation was the one which used Overliner 3 (monosize
material with subrounded particles). From the pictures, crushing deformation at the sides of the
pipe can be observed, along with several encrusted gravel particles in the slots of the pipe. This
suggests that the grading of the overliner influences the degree to which particles are encrusted
on the pipe (mainly due to local stress accumulation).
 Depending on the overliner material, vertical deformations can vary by as much as 300%.
However, no one of the pipes collapsed under loads that simulated a 200-meter-high ore stack.
 Results demonstrated a wide range of vertical deflection values that were dependent upon the
associated modulus of soil reaction. Deflections obtained from the laboratory testing can be used
to back-calculate the modulus of soil reaction. The values obtained are: 17,375 kPa for Overliner
1; 5,137 kPa for Overliner 2, and 4,944 kPa for Overliner 3.
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 The test simulating a 400-meter-high ore stack showed that the pipe did not collapse but did reach
nearly a half diameter of vertical deformation (44.65%).
 Due to limitations of the frame load, the cylinder could not have more height. Also, higher
temperatures could not be used in the tests to simulate the heat that the leached solution transfers.
 An arching effect could be observed after the tests, due to the difference in the rigidities of the
pipe and soil.
 The most important parameter affecting the deformation of this type of pipe is the deformation
modulus of the overliner. For future testing it is recommended that this value be measured.
 Laboratory testing considered controlled conditions which differ from field conditions. It is
recommended that field inspections of installed drainage pipes in heap leach pads be made to
check their deformations and conditions.
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Abstract
One of the fundamental components of a heap leach drainage system is the overliner material. This
material is laid out over an impermeable sheet (liner) to fulfill two main objectives. The first is protecting
the liner from possible puncture damage due to direct contact with the stacked ore; the second is to allow
proper drainage of solutions towards the collection pipelines that are attached to it. To fulfill these
objectives and maintain them over time, the overliner material requires special geotechnical
characteristics, including: high permeability, chemical stability, and controlled grain-size distribution. All
this implies higher costs of production and material placement, because of the scarcity of borrows and the
extensive area that needs covering. Due to the abovementioned reasons, there has been a tendency to
optimize the use of overliner material in drainage systems in northern Chile. This optimization consists in
differentiating at least two kinds of overliner: a draining material of high permeability with exigent
geotechnical characteristics; and a protective material, with lower permeability and lower exigency.
Hence, the draining material is strategically arranged at the base of the heap leach, based on the
operations and the slope stability, to ensure the expected solution recovery rates and a lower phreatic level
in the surroundings of the heap slopes, where slope height is critical to minimize slides. In the remaining
area, a protective material is laid out.
The geometrical configuration of the overliner layer, formed by areas with different overliner
materials, added to the leach pad liner grading, means that simplified bidimensional (2-D) models are not
precise enough to determine solution flow within the heap. In this study, the flow in the interior of a heap
leach is analyzed in a comparative way, using a 3-D model and a 2-D model for equivalent sections. For
this purpose, a typical heap leach is defined, with two kinds of overliner material, according to actual
design and operating conditions. This analysis is developed through a finite-element calculation
methodology software. The differences between the results of both models are compared, and criteria are
established to determine equivalent bidimensional model flow. Moreover, the contribution of areas with
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higher permeability overliner is evaluated in strategic zones for drainage, in terms of heap leach slope
stability.

Introduction
The controlled behavior of leaching-solution flow at the interior of a heap depends on a series of factors
that are directly related to the characteristics of the leach pad design and the hydraulic properties of the
constituent materials. This paper analyzes the behavior of the phreatic level caused by a steady state flow
within a heap or dump; the configurations comprise different materials with important permeability
differences. The variables that were considered for this study are the distribution of the different
materials, their geotechnical properties, and the impervious Base grading. The presence of differentiated
areas of materials with very different hydraulic conductivity properties causes the solution flow paths to
be directed towards the areas where high-permeability materials are located. On the other hand, the
hydraulic gradient generated by the impervious Base grading will direct the solution flow towards the low
points of the leach pad. These conditions imply that the flow direction is variably distributed over the
three space dimensions; therefore, a representation through simplified bidimensional models will require
a series of assumptions and approximations in order to allow a proper representation of the tridimensional
flow behavior.
One of these assumptions is related to the permeability-coefficient value that is defined for an
overliner material layer on a bidimensional model, when high-drainage material strips are laid out parallel
to the analysis section.
Figure 1 shows the overliner material configuration of a flat leach pad with differentiated overliner
materials, in which the value of the permeability coefficient for a bidimensional model will depend on the
location of the analysis section. Therefore, in order to obtain a representative result, an intermediate
equivalent permeability has to be determined.
An equivalent permeability can be defined for situations where the fluid flows through two or more
materials with different permeability. The equivalent permeability is then determined by the flow
direction, and the dimensions of the material areas the fluid passes through. If the flow is parallel to the
material layers, the permeability is determined by equation 1. On the contrary, if the flow is perpendicular
to the material layers, the equivalent permeability is determined by equation 2. Figure 2 shows both
permeability conditions schematically. In the real conditions of a heap leach, the flow direction is
variable, and therefore the equivalent permeability will vary depending on the flow conditions.
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Figure 1: Overliner plan-view configuration of a flat dynamic leach pad
and sections for a bidimensional analysis

Kp = (ΣKi × bi) / B
Kp

=

Equivalent parallel permeability

Ki

=

i-th material equivalent permeability

bi

=

Layer thickness of each material layer

B

=

Total thickness, sum of all layer thicknesses
Kt = B / (Σ(bi / Ki))

Kt

=

Transverse equivalent permeability

Figure 2: Definition of parallel and transverse equivalent permeability
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Comparative flow analysis: 2-D versus 3-D
Methodology
In order to comparatively evaluate the results of the flow analysis between a bidimensional and a
tridimensional analysis, a flat leach pad configuration has been defined, representative of real design and
operation conditions. The results to be compared have focused on the hydraulic pressure at the interior of
the heap, phreatic level, and flow direction.
The selected heap leach configuration for the analysis corresponds to a dynamic heap, with a
drainage system composed by high-permeability overliner material stripes (cover A), and lowpermeability overliner material areas (cover B). Specific conditions and parameters were constant through
the analyses, such as the heap height, the overliner material thickness, and the solution application rate.
On the other hand, the specific parameters and conditions which are the focus of this analysis have been
varied. These are: width and distance between high-permeability overliner, permeability coefficients of
each material, and the base leach pad grading.
The analyses for both bidimensional and tridimensional models have been developed utilizing finite
element methodology. The flow condition corresponds to a steady state regime, and the material
properties definitions were based on saturated permeability coefficients.

Analysis cases
The heap leach configuration utilized in this study has a total 6 m height, a 0.8 m thick overliner material
layer, a solution application rate of 8 L/hr/m2, and a longitudinal base grading of 1% (perpendicular to the
main collector pipes). These parameters remained constant on all models. The analysis variables and the
corresponding values utilized in each case are shown on Table 1 and are graphically shown on Figure 3,
which maintains the same configuration as described on Figure 1.
Table 1: Study variable parameters
Variable

Symbol

On-center distance between high-permeability overliner (m)

D

Values
50 – 75 – 100

High-permeability overliner strip width (m)

A

10 – 15 – 20

Transverse base grading (parallel main header collection
pipes) (%)

I

1–3–5

Permeability coefficient of high-permeability overliner
material (cover A) (m/s)

Ka

5 × 10-3 – 5 × 10-4 – 5 × 10-5

Permeability coefficient of low-permeability overliner
material (cover B) (m/s)

Kb

5 × 10-6 – 5 × 10-7 – 1 × 10-7

Permeability coefficient of ore (m/s)

Km

1 × 10-4 – 5 × 10-5 – 5 × 10-6
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Figure 3: Schematic representation of the variables on the analyzed models
The analytical model corresponds to a representative inner portion of the heap, which comprises
three high-permeability overliner strips. Preliminary analyses performed on models that considered larger
portions of the heap, and therefore a larger amount of high-permeability overliner strips, have shown that
the results have no significant difference with respect to the reduced model of three strips; therefore, the
lateral boundary conditions have been established so that there is no influence on the results of each
analysis. The boundary condition at the base of the heap has been set as continuous atmospheric pressure.
This last consideration represents in a simplified manner both the primary and secondary leachate
collection pipe network, considering its distribution over the whole pad area, and the unpressurised and
gravitational flow regime.
On the 3-D analyses, the overliner configuration is modeled as it is raised in the case study, with the
corresponding permeability values for each material, as is shown in Figure 3.
On the 2-D analyses, different simplified models were performed for the same overliner
configuration, assigning different K values in order to represent the hydraulic conductivity for the
overliner layer. Given that the flow is routed in three spatial directions, and preliminarily the preferred
direction is not known, the K values that were used in the 2-D model represent the two border scenarios
of flow: solution flows towards the high-permeability strips; or solution flows parallel to the highpermeability strips. Of these two scenarios, the real situation should be found to be a composition of both
directions. Thus, K parallel values were used, represented by the two flow directions shown in Figure 4,
and K transverse values represented by the flow direction shown in Figure 5. Moreover, additional
models were analyzed with extreme K values, that is, cover A and cover B.
This approach is intended to assess the “real” flow condition, represented by the 3-D model, with
respect to the 2-D conditions, represented by simplified equivalent permeability, which values are
determined in geometric terms prior to analysis. The values determined for equivalent permeability for a
particular case that assumes 5 × 10-4m/s and 5 × 10-7m/s permeability coefficients for cover-A and
cover-B respectively are summarized on Table 2.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of flow direction corresponding to K parallel value

Figure 5: Schematic representation of flow direction corresponding to K transverse value

Table 2: Equivalent Permeability for 2-D models
Distance between
cover A strips (m)

Cover A
strips width (m)

Parallel equivalent
permeability
(m/s)

Transverse equivalent
permeability
(m/s)

50

10

1.004 × 10-04

6.248 × 10-07

50

15

1.504 × 10-04

7.140 × 10-07

50

20

2.003 × 10-04

8.328 × 10-07

75

10

6.710 × 10-05

5.768 × 10-07

75

15

1.004 × 10-04

6.248 × 10-07

75

20

1.337 × 10-04

6.816 × 10-07

100

10

5.045 × 10-05

5.555 × 10-07

100

15

7.543 × 10-05

5.881 × 10-07

100

20

1.004 × 10-04

6.248 × 10-07
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Results
The analysis of results was focused on the hydrostatic pressure and the phreatic level generated at the
interior of the heap. In general terms, the tridimensional models clearly show the distribution of the
phreatic level between the high-permeability overliner strips, and how the flow takes a predominant
direction towards them. This situation is graphically shown in Figure 6, which shows the results from
each analyzed model, where the blue surface represents the phreatic level between the cover A strips.

Figure 6: Graphic output of a 3-D model flow analysis
In relation to the analyzed variables, it has been observed that the distance between the highpermeability overliner strips has a considerable influence on the phreatic level height, which decreases
when the space between the strips is reduced. Regarding the impervious base grading, even when the flow
has an orientation tendency towards the lower areas, it has minimal influence on the results in terms of
hydrostatic pressure. The relative values of the permeability coefficient of the different materials, such as
overliner or ore, determine the degree of influence of the other studied variables, becoming more relevant
as there is a larger differentiation of the involved materials’ permeability.
On the other hand, by comparing the results of the 3-D with the 2-D models, it can be observed that
the resulting phreatic level of the bidimensional models do not coincide with the one determined through
tridimensional modeling, with higher or overestimated phreatic levels when utilizing the transverse
equivalent permeability, and lower or underestimated phreatic levels when utilizing parallel equivalent
permeability. The same results are obtained when the overall permeability is assumed to be equivalent to
either cover A or cover B.
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The graphic in Figure 7 shows the maximum height of the phreatic level as a function of the
distance between the cover A strips for different strip widths. The blue curves represent the
tridimensional analysis results, while the green and red curves represent the bidimensional analysis results
utilizing transverse and parallel equivalent permeability values respectively. The graphic includes the
results of bidimensional analyses for cover A and cover B permeability values. A constant transverse 3%
base grading was assumed for all of these models, and the materials were modeled assuming 5 × 10-4m/s,
5 × 10-7m/s, and 5 × 10-5m/s permeability coefficients for cover A, cover B and ore, respectively.

Figure 7: 2-D and 3-D comparative analysis. Phreatic level versus cover A strip spacing
The graphic shows that the phreatic level is lower as the distance between cover A’s strips
decreases, tending to the extreme value equivalent to utilizing the permeability value of cover B. It can
also be observed that the bidimensional cases that assume a parallel equivalent permeability value do not
properly approximate to the tridimensional behavior, obtaining phreatic level heights close to zero,
similar to the result obtained when using a value equivalent to the permeability of cover A. In the cases
that were analyzed assuming overliner permeability equal to the transverse equivalent permeability, the
phreatic level results were higher than those obtained through tridimensional modeling. It is also observed
that as the spacing between cover A’s strips decreases, the bidimensional model increases the
overestimation of the phreatic level; however, if the spacing increases, the prediction accuracy of the
bidimensional models with transverse equivalent permeability improves. This is due to a reduction of
influence of the high-permeability overliner areas on the overall permeability. Moreover, the tendency is
consistent with the hypothesis that at large distances between high-permeability overliner strips, the
phreatic level behavior is similar to that of a bidimensional model with only cover B.
The graphic also shows that the width of the cover A strips has little influence on the phreatic level
behavior compared to the effect caused by the distance between strips. This difference is even more
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evident on the tridimensional models, since a percent variation of the strip width causes a smaller
reduction of the phreatic level than when reducing at the same rate, the distance between strips.

Conclusions
In general, the tridimensional models allow the designer to characterize the real flow conditions within a
heap leach system, in terms of design characteristics and the properties of its different materials. The
bidimensional models on the other hand, require parameters determined through assumptions and
approximations in order to include the off-the-plane effects. Thus, on heap leaching systems that consider
a drainage layer composed by geotechnically different overliner materials, such as the aforementioned
case, the flow behavior will depend on the permeability coefficient value associated to the overliner
material.
The utilization of a transverse equivalent permeability (Kt) for the overliner material on a
bidimensional model will lead to obtaining overestimated phreatic levels, higher than those obtained
through a tridimensional model; however, in terms of permeability coefficients, this is the bidimensional
model that better represents the real flow behavior for the studied cases. The larger the distance between
high-permeability overliner, the more representative the bidimensional model becomes considering a
transverse equivalent permeability. On the contrary, the parallel equivalent permeability (Kp) models lead
to results considerably different to the tridimensional analysis and also non-recommendable since the
condition obtained is not representative of the behavior, and the phreatic levels are underestimated.
Regarding the overliner material configuration within the drainage system, the distance between the
high-permeability overliner strips is the most determining factor for the computation of the phreatic level.
The strips’ width, even if it does have influence on the phreatic level, has a minor significance. The
impervious base grading, within the range of the studied values, does not have a significant influence on
the results according to the analyzed models. The materials’ relative permeability will determine the
influence of the high-permeability overliner strip width and the spacing between them; the higher the
difference between the materials’ permeability is, the higher the relevance of the strip width and spacing
is. However, the flow general behavior will be the same as shown in the cases presented on this paper.
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Abstract
The Andean ore deposits (mainly gold and copper), especially those found in the Peruvian Andes, are
located in defined geological environments (ore deposit type). It is common that different heap leach
projects that are geographically distant are located in the same geological formations or groups, therefore,
the ore materials stacked on different leach pad facilities could have the same lithology and mineralization,
and therefore, similar geotechnical and physical properties.
This paper reviews many geotechnical laboratory test results of several heap leach pad projects located
in the Andes, where the stacked ore—primarily ROM (run-of-mine)—is mostly composed of andesite,
dacite, quartz-sandstone, quartz-monzonite, tuff, and so on. The laboratory tests reviewed were: grain size
distribution (fraction of less than 3″ of particle size), moisture content, unit weight, and triaxial compression
strength (consolidated undrained, CU, of 6″ diameter). Results were grouped by lithology.
The dry unit weights of all mineral samples varied between 12.3 and 20.7 kN/m3 (altered and fresh
andesites), while the triaxial compression strength in terms of effective stresses showed an average cohesion
of 7.5 kPa, and average friction angle of 39º, approximately. For the triaxial compression strength in terms
of total stresses the average cohesion is 48.2 kPa, and the average friction angle is 21º, approximately.
It is observed that the test results corresponding to ores composed of quartz-sandstone have less
variation in the result values, showing an average unit weight of 18.3 kN/m3, effective cohesion of 4 kPa,
and effective friction angle of 38°. Also, their size distributions are similar in all samples tested.
This study provides estimates of geotechnical parameters for heap leach pads in similar geological
settings where data may not be forthcoming.
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Introduction
In South America mining projects are being developed increasingly, and these require the design and
construction of important facilities such as heap leach pads, tailings impoundments, waste rock dumps,
plants, and ponds of process, and so on.
For leaching projects, heap leach pads are one the most important structures in the mine site. They
usually cover a large area (up to hundreds of hectares), have a great height (in some cases more than 200 m
of ore stack), and are located over aggressive and steep topographies. In South America, many of these
leaching projects are localized in the Andean region, where mineralization is hosted in both volcanic and
sedimentary environments.
The objective of this paper is to assess the geotechnical characterization of ore stack, by lithology and
nature. This geotechnical characterization is based on a review of geological data and results of geotechnical
laboratory tests, for ore materials of existing heap leach pad projects.

Geological characterization of ore deposits
Most the leaching projects in the Andean zone correspond to gold and copper ores. From the metallogenic
point of view, the Au-Cu leaching projects belong to one of the following types of ore deposits: epithermal
(in volcanic and sedimentary environment), and porphyry (Navarro, 2010).

Figure 1: Type of ore deposits in a continental arc (Lydon, 2007)

Epithermal deposits
Epithermal deposits (of Au and Ag) were first recognized because epithermal mineralization occurs at
crustal levels, which are shallower than mesothermal and porphyry deposits (Lindgren, 1922, 1933).
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The epithermal deposits are those where mineralization is located between 1 and 2 km depth (from
the surface), and which are produced by the action of hydrothermal fluids. It is estimated that the range of
temperature for these hydrothermal fluids is from 100°C to 320°C and, during the formation of the ore
deposit, these hydrothermal fluids can reach ground surface as hot springs, or fumaroles. The epithermal
deposits are preferentially located in active volcanism areas around active continental margins or arcs of
islands. The most important precious metals are Au and Ag, although varying amounts of Cu, Pb, Zn, Bi,
and so on may also be found (Maksaev, 2001).
In the Andean region, epithermal deposits in volcanic environments are hosted in lava and pyroclastic
rocks, mainly in rocks such as andesite, dacite, tuff, and so on. In sedimentary environments, the
mineralization is hosted in conglomerates, sandstones, siltstones, shales, and so on.

Porphyry deposits
Because of the Andean tectonic-magmatic settings, intrusive magmatic processes have developed over time
following successive and repetitive patterns, which have led to the formation of porphyry-type deposits
containing mainly Cu, Mo and/or Au.
Porphyry deposits are genetically and spatially associated with felsic igneous intrusions. Usually there
are several bodies of intrusive rocks in several pulses, and porphyry copper deposits are frequently
associated with breccias and dike swarms. The host rocks intruded by porphyries can be of any type
(sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic). Both intrusive rocks and flows typically show a strong and
pervasive fracturing. The only condition for mineralization is that the host rock is rigid or brittle (Maksaev,
2001).

Geotechnical characterization of ore
For this research the results of the geotechnical testing of 34 samples were compiled. Table 1 shows the
samples grouped by lithology. The laboratory tests performed to each sample are listed below:
 Test Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse Aggregates, ASTM C136-06.
 Test Methods for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and Plasticity Index of Soils, ASTM D4318-10.
 Classification of Soils for Engineering Purposes (Unified Soil Classification System), ASTM
D2487-11.
 Test Method for Consolidated Undrained Triaxial Compression Test for Cohesive Soils, ASTM
D4767-11.
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Table 1: Samples of ore materials grouped by lithology
Group

Samples

Group 1, Sedimentary rocks: Sandstones,
quartz-sandstones

SQ-1, SQ-2, SQ-3, SQ-4, SQ-5, SQ-6, SQ-7

Group 2, Volcanic rocks: Andesite, dacite

AD-1, AD-2, AD-3, AD-4, AD-5, AD-6, AD-7, AD-8, AD-9, AD-11,
AD-12, AD-13, AD-14, AD-15

Group 3, Pyroclastic rocks: Tuff

T-1, T-2, T-3, T-4

Group 4, Intrusive rocks: Quartz-monzonite

I-1, I-2, I-3, I-4, I-5, I-6, I-7, I-8

Grain-size distribution
Figures 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the grain-size distribution for Groups 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The grain-size
distribution of the samples has the same trend for each lithology. It must be emphasized that all grain-size
distribution analyses have been performed in the granular matrix of the ore materials, which means that
only the less-than-3three-inch portion was considered in the testing.
For sedimentary rock samples (primarily quartz-sandstones) the grain-size curves have the same trend
as shown in Figure 2, although the particle distribution ranges between 42 and 87% for gravel, 12 and 47%
for sand, and 2 and 20% for fines.
In Figure 3 for volcanic rocks (dacite and andesite), it can be appreciated that all samples have the
same trend of grain-size distribution, except sample AD-4 which is finer in comparison with the other
samples of the same lithology; this difference is because the sample was extracted from an argillic zone.
These samples contain between 49 and 87% of gravel, 11 and 46% of sand, and 1 and 13% of fines, not
considering in the calculations the presence of sample AD-4.
In pyroclastic rock samples (primarily tuff), the grain-size distribution is almost the same for all
samples, as shown in Figure 4. The content of gravel varies from 48 to 63%, of sand varies from 26 to 43%,
and of fines varies from 6 and 24%.
Figure 4 shows a wide grain-size distribution for intrusive rock samples (primarily quartz-monzonite);
however, the trend is the same for all samples. The grain distribution is composed of 16 to 64% of gravel,
25 to 53% of sand, and 6 to 35% of fines.
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Figure 2: Grain-size distribution for sedimentary rock samples
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Figure 3: Grain-size distribution for volcanic rock samples
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Figure 4: Grain-size distribution for pyroclastic rock samples
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Figure 5: Grain-size distribution for intrusive rock samples
Figure 6 shows the average grain-size distribution for the 4 lithology groups studied. All the grainsize distributions for the ore materials studied have granular characteristics. Sedimentary and pyroclastic
rock ore samples have a similar grain-size distribution (intermediate), intrusive rock ore samples have the
finest particle size, and volcanic rock ore samples are coarser than the other materials.
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Figure 6: Average grain-size distribution for each lithology

Shear strength properties
All the ore samples have been tested to obtain their shear resistance. Triaxial compression consolidated
undrained (CU) tests were performed in six-inch-diameter cells for each sample, without any compaction.
From the results of triaxial compression tests, the shear strength parameters were obtained in terms of
effective and total stresses. The confinement pressures of the test were 150, 300, and 600 kPa. Table 2
shows a summary of the results of geotechnical testing performed in all the samples.
Where: USCS means unified system of classification of soils, g is the dry unit weight of material, w
is the water content, c’ is the effective cohesion, ϕ’ is the effective internal friction angle, c is the total
cohesion, ϕ is the total internal friction angle, LL is liquid limit, and PI is plastic index.
As Table 2 shows, for each group of sample, the geotechnical properties vary as follows:
 Sedimentary rock samples (Group 1): c’ from 0 to 13 kPa, ϕ’ from 36° to 42°, c from 0 to 176
kPa, ϕ from 15° to 32°, and g from 17 to 20 kN/m3.
 Volcanic rock samples (Group 2): c’ from 0 to 53 kPa, ϕ’ from 33° to 44°, c from 0 to 204 kPa,
ϕ from 16° to 40°, and g from 12 to 21 kN/m3. Excluding the argillic altered sample the minimum
value of ϕ’ would be 37°.
 Pyroclastic rock samples (Group 3): c’ from 0 to 25 kPa, ϕ’ from 37° to 40°, c from 0 to 89 kPa,
ϕ from 16° to 24°, and g from 15 to 19 kN/m3.
 Intrusive rock samples (Group 4): c’ from 0 to 14 kPa, ϕ’ from 32° to 40°, c from 0 to 90 kPa, ϕ
from 12° to 23°, and g from 17 to 20 kN/m3.
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Table 2: Standard geotechnical laboratory tests results—ore material
w
(%)
9.40

c'
(kPa)
0.0

ϕ'
(°)
36.4

c
(kPa)
0.0

ϕ
(°)
16.0

%
Gravel
49.9

%
Sand
30.3

%
Fines
19.8

LL

PI

GC-GM

g
(g/cm3)
16.2

18

4

SQ-2

SP-SM

18.5

2.50

7.0

36.4

0.0

28.6

42.3

47.1

10.6

NP NP

SQ-3

GM

18.0

3.30

0.0

38.2

0.0

24.8

57.7

29.7

12.6

NP NP

SQ-4

GP-GM

18.2

5.00

9.0

35.8

2.0

23.1

56.7

36.0

7.3

NP NP

SQ-5

GW

16.7

1.10

0.0

41.5

176.0

15.0

86.7

11.7

1.6

NP NP

SQ-6

GP

20.1

6.50

13.0

40.2

118.0

31.8

71.7

23.4

4.9

NP NP

SQ-7

GC

20.4

10.20

0.0

40.1

79.0

17.5

56.2

25.0

18.8

24

10

AD-1

GP-GC

16.0

10.0

16.0

42.5

31.0

22.5

76.7

12.7

10.6

44

20

AD-2

GP-GM

13.8

6.00

7.0

40.9

0.0

19.8

60.9

29.2

9.9

17

NP

AD-3

GW

12.9

18.30

23.0

43.5

61.0

23.7

87.3

11.5

1.2

NP NP

AD-4

SC

12.3

18.30

8.0

33.4

5.0

16.4

15.9

37.6

46.5

44

AD-5

GW

16.4

5.00

21.0

40.8

204.0

28.2

67.5

26.3

6.2

NP NP

AD-6

GP-GM

19.1

7.50

53.0

41.2

189.0

25.8

70.0

25.3

4.7

NP NP

AD-7

GP

18.0

8.20

18.0

39.0

129.0

21.8

78.2

18.3

3.5

NP NP

AD-8

GC

20.0

8.20

9.0

36.4

19.0

15.9

63.6

23.2

13.2

19

AD-9

GP-GM

20.7

6.40

9.0

39.5

99.0

39.7

73.4

20.5

6.1

NP NP

AD-10

GP

15.3

3.00

0.0

43.0

74.0

19.5

71.9

23.5

4.6

NP NP

AD-11

GP

17.1

6.00

0.0

41.0

21.0

17.1

86.0

10.8

3.2

NP NP

AD-12

GW-GM

15.7

5.10

0.0

38.7

10.0

36.0

48.7

45.6

5.7

15

AD-13

GW

18.6

2.50

0.0

42.8

99.0

30.4

78.9

18.5

2.6

NP NP

AD-14

GW

18.5

3.00

23.0

39.3

148.0

22.6

67.6

28.7

3.7

NP NP

AD-15

GW

18.3

1.70

0.0

41.5

80.0

25.2

77.5

18.1

4.4

NP NP

T-1

GW-GC

15.0

11.40

5.0

37.2

8.0

16.3

50.2

43.4

6.4

35

19

T-2

GC

18.0

8.00

0.0

37.8

0.0

17.6

47.5

28.9

23.6

22

8

T-3

GP-GC

19.1

9.70

25.0

37.3

89.0

19.8

62.5

25.9

11.6

34

16

T-4

GC

18.8

5.00

0.0

39.5

3.0

23.5

57.7

27.2

15.1

26

13

I-1

GW-GM

20.1

7.20

13.8

40.0

89.6

15.0

63.7

30.5

5.8

NP NP

I-2

GC

19.8

9.20

0.0

38.3

7.0

23.0

59.3

25.0

15.7

31

16

I-3

GP-GC

18.3

5.30

0.0

37.6

0.0

16.4

57.4

31.2

11.4

26

9

I-4

GC

17.4

5.60

0.0

34.9

0.0

19.6

49.2

34.9

15.9

28

11

I-5

SC

16.7

6.50

5.0

35.9

0.0

20.7

37.3

39.5

23.2

19

9

I-6

SC

20.2

8.30

0.0

32.4

0.0

12.2

26.6

52.6

20.8

19

9

I-7

SC

20.0

8.50

0.0

34.8

0.0

14.1

16.4

49.1

34.5

19

8

I-8

SC

16.7

6.50

5.0

35.9

0.0

20.7

37.3

39.5

23.2

19

9

N°

USCS

SQ-1
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Table 3 shows the average geotechnical properties for each lithology. Volcanic rock samples (andesite
and dacite) show better geotechnical resistance characteristics than the other lithology.
The samples from intrusive rocks have an important percentage of fines (19% in weight passing sieve
#200). This fines content could lead one to consider both total and effective strength parameters in
performing slope stability analyses.
Table 3: Average geotechnical properties—ore material
Lithology
Sedimentary
Volcanic
Pyroclastic
Intrusive

g
(kN/m3)
18.3
16.8
17.7
18.7

w
(%)
5.43
7.28
8.53
7.14

c'
(kPa)
4.14
12.47
7.50
2.98

ϕ'
(°)
38.37
40.23
37.95
36.23

c
(kPa)
53.57
77.93
25.00
12.08

ϕ
(°)
22.40
24.31
19.30
17.71

%
Gravel
60.17
68.27
54.48
43.40

%
Sand
29.03
23.32
31.35
37.79

%
Fines
10.80
8.41
14.18
18.81

Conclusion
Most of the ore material in the heap leaching projects in the Andean region has been mineralized by
hydrothermal processes, and it is found in epithermal, porphyry, and epithermal-porphyry deposits.
Considering the results presented in this paper, for slope stability analyses it is recommended that the
following geotechnical properties are used:
 Sedimentary rock (quartz-sandstones): c’ of 0, ϕ’ of 38°, and g of 18 kN/m3.
 Volcanic rock (dacites and andesites): c’ of 0, ϕ’ of 40°, and g of 17 kN/m3, for not altered rock
samples.
 Pyroclastic rock (tuffs): c’ of 0, ϕ’ of 38°, and g of 18 kN/m3.
 Intrusive rock (quartz-monzonite): c’ of 0, ϕ’ of 36°, and g of 18 kN/m3.
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Abstract
Finer particle size distribution (PSD) obtained by the use of high pressure grinding rolls (HPGR) and
microcracks generated by HPGR are believed to be the major reasons for recovery improvement in heap
leaching. Finer PSD increases the surface area of the particles, which are in contact with the leach solution
and improves recovery. Microcracks in HPGR materials result in improved penetration of leach solution
into the grains and thus metal recovery. This research is being conducted in the Mining Department in the
Coal and Mineral Processing Laboratory at the University of British Columbia, beginning in 2013 and
ongoing. The intent is to develop a simple, quick, and timely evaluation technique for the evaluation of the
HPGR process for heap leaching of materials and of the benefits of utilizing HPGR in the comminution
circuits for heap leaching.
The objective of this work was to evaluate the differences between ores crushed by HPGR and by
cone crushers, in terms of microcracks and PSD, and assess the benefits of using HPGR in heap leaching.
The PSD data for HPGR and cone crusher materials for different ores were analyzed to differentiate
between the products of the two comminution techniques. Copper sulfide ore samples were used for the
experimental studies. Laboratory tests including slake durability, water absorption, nitrogen gas adsorption,
and Helium (He) pycnometry tests were used to evaluate the changes in the mechanical stability, water
absorption capacity, exposed surface area, and porosity of the samples.
PSD analysis showed finer size distribution for the HPGR materials independent of the ore types. The
results of experiments showed markedly lower slake durability indices, higher water absorption values,
larger exposed surface area, and higher porosity for HPGR samples in comparison with the cone crusher
samples. These observations may be attributed to the presence of microcracks in the samples prepared with
HPGR. Future metallurgical laboratory tests, such as bottle roll and column tests, and geotechnical tests,
such as ore percolation and shear strength tests, are required to determine the relationship between the
crushed ore’s properties and changes in recovery and geotechnical properties.
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Introduction
Heap leaching is a cost-effective hydrometallurgical method in which relatively coarse ore particles, usually
crushed in one or two stages, are used. In heap leaching, the access of the leach solution to the mineral
grains inside the particles directly affects the extent of metal recovery. Finer particle size distribution (PSD)
and the presence of microcracks in the particles improve the recovery of the heap leaching due to the
increased exposure of the mineral grains to the leach solution (Dunne, Goulsbra, and Dunlop, 1996). Feeds
with finer PSD have an increased surface area exposed to the solution and those containing microcracks
benefit from facilitated access of the leach solution to the interior of the particles (Ghorbani et al., 2013). It
is therefore expected that the performance of heap leaching can be improved by application of a crushing
method that produces finer PSD ores and generates more microcracks.
HPGR is a relatively new, energy-efficient comminution method in mineral processing that has found
application in the preparation of ores for heap leaching. HPGR can be used as a secondary or tertiary crusher
to replace the cone crusher commonly used in heap leaching operations. It has been shown that the ores
crushed by HPGR have a finer PSD and contain more microcracks, in comparison with those crushed by a
cone crusher (Kodali et al., 2011; Daniel, 2007; von Michaelis, 2005).
Since it is not clear whether the use of HPGR would be advantageous for all types of ores in terms of
recovery improvement (due to finer PSD and/or microcrack generation), the potential benefits of HPGR in
heap leaching must first be evaluated in the early stages of a heap leach project.
PSD is a critical factor affecting recovery in heap leaching. In several studies, the main benefit of
HPGR has been ascribed to its ability to produce finer PSD materials. Nevertheless, direct comparative
PSD data for HPGR and other techniques are scarce and the available PSD data for the two techniques are
scattered in the literature. Therefore, there is a need to gather and process such data for a better assessment
of the benefits of HPGR.
The other benefit of application of HPGR, in terms of microcrack generation, has been investigated
by several researchers. Various studies used x-ray microtomograpghy (XMT) to evaluate microcracks and
column leach tests to assess the effect of microcracks on recovery (Ghorbani et al., 2013; Kodali et al.,
2011). The use of XMT to study microcracks is associated with some drawbacks including its limited
resolution, particularly for relatively large particles, and ability to process only single particles that are not
necessarily representative of the whole ore. Reliable column leach testing is a lengthy process and several
months may be needed to obtain results. This makes the preliminary investigation a time-consuming task.
Therefore, there is a need to evaluate or develop other lab techniques that could characterize the microcracks
and their capacity for solution penetration prior to the column leach test in the earlier stage of the project.
The objective of this study was to identify the major difference between materials crushed by the two
different techniques in terms of both PSD and microcracks. Various literature data on PSD for different
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type of materials were collected and processed to show the differences between PSDs obtained with cone
crusher and HPGR for identical materials. The mechanical stability, water absorption capacities, specific
surface area, and porosity were chosen as experimental parameters to characterize microcracks. Slake
durability, water absorption, gas adsorption, and Helium pycnometry tests were adopted as experimental
procedures to characterize microcracks caused by HPGR and cone crushers. The combination of the data
from this study and their relation to recovery improvement, a future study, will be used to develop or select
a simple and fast laboratory test method for initial assessment of the potential benefits of replacing a cone
crusher with HPGR in heap leaching operations prior to performing the column leach test.

Cone crushers and HPGR PSD’s
Data on the PSD for different minerals crushed by HPGR and cone crushers were obtained from several
studies. In all the studies with different type of ores and independent of the HPGR pressure and the cone
crusher size, the results show finer PSD for HPGR products in comparison with the cone crusher materials.
Figures 1 to 6 show the PSD for different type of ores crushed by HPGR and cone crusher. Figure 7 shows
the relationship between the P(10), P(40) and P(80) of the cone and HPGR materials. Table 1 shows the
results of PSD for cone and HPGR.

Figure 1: PSD ore 1 (Palm et al., 2010)
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Figure 2: PSD ore 2 (van der Meer and Gruendken, 2010)
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Figure 3: PSD ore 3 (Chapman et al., 2013)

Figure 4: PSD ore 4 (Chapman et al., 2011)
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Figure 5: Ore 5 (Ghorbani et al., 2012)
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Figure 6: Ore 6 (Humphries et al., 2006)
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Figure 7: P(80), P(40) and P(10) of HPGR versus cone crusher
According to Figure 7, P(80), P(40) and P(10) of HPGR materials equal to less cumulative passing
sizes (P[size]) of the cone crusher independent of the ore type. In other words, the particle size range is
finer for the HPGR independent of the mineralogy or HPGR crushing pressure. Also data in Table 1 show
the P(80) in millimeters for both products, indicating the larger sizes for cone crusher materials. Therefore,
the assumption of finer PSD for HPGR versus cone crusher is in agreement with these results.
Table 1: Different ore types PSD of the cone crusher and HPGR
P(80)
Cone
(mm)

P(40)
HPGR
(mm)

P(80)
HPGR
versus
cone

P(40)
HPGR
versus
cone

P(10)
HPGR
versus
cone

References

Ore

Type

P(80)
HPGR
(mm)

1

Base metal
sulfide ore

1.9

2.7

0.3

P(60)

P(25)

P(5)

(Palm et al., 2010)

2

NA

8.0

8.5

0.7

P(75)

P(14)

NA

(van der Meer and
Gruendken, 2010)

3

Sphalerite ore

2.0

2.7

0.3

P(63)

P(23)

P(5)

(Chapman et al., 2011)

4

Platinum group
metals (PGM)

1.8

2.8

0.3

P(60)

P(18)

P(2)

(Chapman et al., 2011)

5

Zinc ore

10.0

10.8

1.8

P(40)

P(12)

P(2)

(Ghorbani et al., 2012)

6

PGM

3.8

8.0

1.0

P(56)

P(20)

NA

(Humphries, Rule, and
Wolmarans, 2006)

7

Copper sulphide

7.0

7.1

1.8

P(80)

P(18)

P(4)

This study

Materials and procedures
Copper sulfide bulk samples from a porphyry copper mine (Cu/Au ore) in central British Columbia were
used in this study. After crushing the samples by cone crusher and HPGR and measuring the PSD,
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subsamples were prepared for the laboratory tests. Microscopic images of mounted, sectioned, and polished
specimens were prepared.

Sample preparation
To prepare samples for the experiments, the ore sample, which was industrial belt-cut materials after
crushing by an industrial jaw crusher, was crushed, first using a lab-scale jaw crusher and then by cone
crusher and HPGR. By screening, the oversize materials were separated and crushed by a gyratory crusher
and sent back to the cone and HPGR. A subsample for sieve screening of HPGR (14.6 kg) was separated
by a rotary splitter. Figure 8 shows the sample preparation flow diagram.

Feed (after
lab jaw
crusher)

Oversized

242
kg

Gyratory crusher

32
mm

14.6
kg

HPGR
(2.75 N/mm )
2

Undersized

Sieve
screening for
PSD

4 kg
Sieve
screening for
PSD

Cone crusher

Figure 8: Sample preparation flow diagram
The equipment specifications are shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Crusher specifications
HPGR-pilot scale
Manufacturer:

Koppern Germany

Roll diameter:

750 mm

Roll width:

220 mm

Capacity:

35 – 45 tph

Maximum specific pressing force:

8.5 N/mm2

Jaw crusher
Gape:

89 mm

Cone crusher
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Open side setting:

38 mm

Closed side setting:

19 m

Figure 9 shows the particle size distribution for feed, HPGR, and cone crusher products. A finer PSD
was obtained for HPGR materials, but the P(80) for cone crusher and HPGR did not significantly differ.
The P(80) of HPGR was 6.96 mm and that for the cone crusher was 7.10 mm. F(80) of feed was 23.65 mm.

Cumulative passing %

Particle size distribution
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Cone
HPGR
Feed

0.01

0.1

1

10

100

Size (mm)
Figure 9: Particle size distribution of sulfide materials

Procedures
Laboratory tests carried out in this study were slake durability, water absorption, gas adsorption, and He
Pycnometry tests. The slake durability test evaluates the changes, due to crushing, in the mechanical
stability of the samples. The water absorption, gas adsorption, and He pycnometry tests were used to
measure the water absorption capacity and the exposed surface area and porosity of the crushed samples,
respectively.

Slake durability test
The slake durability test (ASTM D4644, 2008) was used to establish the effects of two different types of
crushing, cone crusher and HPGR, on the crushed ore’s mechanical properties. Subsamples of cone crusher
and HPGR between the ranges of 2 to 16 mm were screened to four size fractions for these tests. For the
feed, two size fractions between 2 to 32 mm were used. The ASTM D4644 test procedure was used for
smaller particles in comparison with the original procedure. The slake durability index is a measure of the
dry mass percentage of particles that are larger than 2 mm remaining after two cycles of wetting and drying
with tumbling and abrasion. The samples were weighed and then dried in the oven overnight. Dried samples
were weighed again and the moisture percentage was calculated. The samples were then placed in the drum
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and weighed with the lids. After rotating the materials and drums in the water for 10 minutes, the drum was
removed and the samples were dried in the oven overnight. Then the samples were rotated for 10 more
minutes and dried and weighed again. The slake durability index was calculated according to ASTM D4644.

Water absorption
To understand the effectiveness of microcracks on the solution absorption capacity, a water absorption test
was conducted. This test was used to measure the amount of water that is absorbed into the ore particle’s
pores and microcracks in a particle assemblage. The water absorption test was carried out for HPGR and
cone crushed according to ASTM C127, 2012. The absorption percentage indicates the amount of water
that penetrates into the particle cracks, because the sample surface is dried first. The amount of water that
adheres to the particle’s surface is not included in the measurements.
Two kilograms of samples from cone crusher and HPGR materials were used in this test. The samples
were placed in a wire basket of 3.35 mm mesh and the samples and basket were kept in the water for 24
hours. The samples were weighed and oven dried for 24 hours at 100 to 110°C and reweighed. The water
absorption percentage was calculated by dividing the sample weight loss by the dry weight (ASTM C127,
2012).

N2 adsorption test
Specific surface area (m2/g), pore width (A), and pore volume (mL/g) of samples prepared by HPGR and
feed particle were investigated by the gas adsorption test (Brunauer–Emmett–Teller [BET] Theory, 1938)
with Autosorb IQ Automated Gas Sorption Analyzer. First, outgassing was completed for 24 hours for each
samples. Then the operation of standard mesopore analysis was started with liquid nitrogen for 24 hours.
The physisorption analysis with multi-oints BET by selection of 40 points was completed.

He Pycnometry
This test was used to measure the porosity for both HPGR and cone crusher materials. The parameter
measured by this test is the bulk powdered density (ρB). By measuring the dimensional density, ρD, the
porosity, φT, is calculated by equation 1.
φT

ρB

ρD / ρB

Where:
φT

= connected plus isolated porosity

ρB (kg/m3)

= is bulk powdered density (measure by He pycnometer

ρD (kg/m3)

= is dimensional density
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The materials from HPGR and cone crusher within the size ranges of 600 to 300 micron, 300 to 150
micron, and under 150 micron were used for the analysis. The apparatus used for the tests was the
Micromerities AccuPye II 1340 Analysis System. Sample volumes for the tests were 5 cm3. The run time
for each test was around 60 minutes. After placing the sample in the chamber, the chamber was filled with
He and the bulk powdered density was measured. To calculate the connected plus isolated porosity,
measurement of dimensional density is also needed. For dimensional density the volume, which was 5 cm3,
was divided by the mass of each sample.

Results and discussions
Figures 10a and 10b show the optical microscope images of the polished surfaces of HPGR and cone
crusher respectively. HPGR material (Figure 10a) has deeper and wider microcracks in comparison with
the cone crusher material (Figure 10b). In HPGR, compression force occurs in the interparticle layer in the
material (Schonert, 1988; Senchenko et al., 2013). This compression force inside a bed of particles induces
more microcracks in the HPGR materials in comparison with impact forces in cone crusher.

Figure 10a: Image of HPGR product (scale 100 micron)

Figure 10b: Image of cone crusher product (scale 100 micron)

Slake durability
The results of slake durability tests are shown in Table 3 for the feed, cone, and HPGR materials for
different size ranges.
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Table 3: Slake durability results
Sample

PSD (mm)

Slake durability index % (%>2 mm retained)

Feed

32–12.7

98.9

12.7– 2

88.5

16–12.7

63.4

12.7– 9.51

98.2

9.51–6.73

97.6

6.73–2

94.4

16–12.7

51.2

12.7–9.51

67.9

9.51–6.73

73.9

6.73–2

67.5

Cone crusher

HPGR

The slake durability indices of HPGR materials in Table 3 are lower than those of cone crusher
products. This may indicate the effect of microcracks in the mechanical stability of the rocks crushed by
HPGR. Ores with lower strength have lower grain density, which can be due to the existence of more
microcracks inside the particle. This type of ore is more permeable for leaching solution and results in
higher metal recovery (Senchenko et al., 2013). Changes in ore mechanical properties are related to the
different breakage mechanism in different crushers. The interparticle breakage in HPGR influenced the ore
mechanical properties more than the breakage forces in the cone crusher.
Moreover, the whole size range (2 to 16 mm) of HPGR and cone crusher materials were used for
another slake durability test (listed in Table 4). The results show a higher slake durability index for the cone
crusher. One other reason (apart from the existence of microcracks) for this lower result for HPGR could
be the high amount of flakes in the HPGR materials that were broken during the slake durability test.
Table 4: Slake durability test on the whole size range for HPGR and cone crusher
Sample

Size P80

Moisture content %

Slake durability %

Cone

7.10

0.6

86.9

HPGR

6.96

0.8

41.9

Water absorption
Table 5 shows the test results of the water absorption test for the cone and HPGR products. Two kilograms
of samples between the sizes of 3.35 to 16 mm were separated after crushing by HPGR and cone crusher.
In both conditions of dry and wet material separation, the quantity of water absorption for HPGR was
higher. The higher value for the HPGR sample may be due to the effect of microcracks. Microcracks absorb
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water because of the capillary pressure differences inside the cracks, and more water can be absorbed inside
the particle. In other words, more water remains inside the materials that contain more microcracks and
fractures. Also, the percentage of water absorption was higher for materials after wet separation in
comparison to the materials after dry screening. The problem with dry screening was the excessive amount
of fines and flakes in the HPGR sample, and most materials finer than 3.35 mm were lost after soaking in
water. To solve this problem wet separation was conducted. Excessive amounts of fines were removed in
the wet condition and flakes broke when placed in water. In wet separation, the sizes less than 3.35 mm
were removed before weighing, and materials were soaked in water for 24 hours for both cone crusher and
HPGR products. Therefore, the wet materials had a narrower size distribution due to the elimination of the
fines and flakes produced by HPGR. As a result, the wet condition results are more reliable than the dry
screened materials.
Table 5: Water absorption for cone and HPGR
Particle size

3.35–16

Crusher

Water absorption % (after wet
screening)

Water absorption % (after dry
screening)

Cone

7.6

2.8

HPGR

9.4

4.9

Gas adsorption
Table 6 lists the results of the BET test for the specific surface area, pore volume, and pore width of the
single particles of feed and HPGR. Pore volume and pore width are higher for feed because the sample size
was larger. In the future, experiment samples with the same sizes must be used for these measurements.
The specific surface area of HPGR single particle is higher. The higher surface area obtained for the HPGR
sample may be due to the effect of microcracks.
Table 6: Surface area for a single particle
Samples

Sample size (micron)

Pore volume (ml/g)

Pore width (mode
A-10 -10 m)

Surface area
(m²/g)

Feed

5,000

0.012

41.517

6.617

HPGR

4,000

0.008

33.152

10.730

He Pycnometery
The results of He pycnometry tests for HPGR and cone crusher for size ranges between 600 to under 150
micron are shown in Table 7.
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Table 7: He pycnometry results
Samples

Sample size
(micron)

Mass
(gr)

Bulk density (ρB)
(gr/cm3)

Dimensional density (ρD)
(gr/cm3)

Porosity (φT)
(%)

Cone 1

600–300

8.65

1.73

3.07

43.64

Cone 2

300–150

7.37

1.47

3.20

53.93

Cone 3

<150

6.67

1.33

3.39

60.69

HPGR 1

600–300

6.61

1.32

3.10

57.38

HPGR 2

300–150

6.07

1.21

3.17

61.66

HPGR 3

<150

4.87

0.97

3.31

70.56

As shown in Table 7, for both cone and HPGR materials the porosity increased when the particle size
was finer. The HPGR porosity for each same size range is higher than cone porosity, which can be related
to the presence of microcracks. Also, particle physical shape can impact the packing and thus the porosity.

Conclusion
Based on analysis of the literature data on PSD, it was shown that in general, finer PSD is obtained for
HPGR for all ore types; this is considered to be a major benefit of using HPGR in heap leaching. The
experimental results show noticeably lower slake durability indices for the HPGR samples. Also, higher
water absorption value, specific surface area, and porosity were obtained for the HPGR samples. These
results could be related to the existence of microcracks. Once linked to metal recovery through a future
systematic study, these test procedures may be able to evaluate the benefits of using HPGR in the early
studies of heap leaching projects.
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Abstract
A focused data collection and analysis program was conducted to quantify and determine the location of
gold inventory at a commercial gold heap leach pad and to identify potential causes of limited gold recovery
from the facility. Thirty-two exploratory sonic coreholes were drilled into the leach pad to collect intact
leach ore samples. Core samples were logged to describe the rock type, texture, color, mass, and volume.
Subsamples were collected for metallurgical and physical property testing. Physical property testing
consisted of particle size distribution, particle density, and solution content. Metallurgical testing consisted
of fire, cyanide shake, and caustic rinse gold recoveries. Field and laboratory results were interpolated
across twelve subzones and averaged over each 20 foot lift. Data revealed an interval of ore containing
higher fines fraction. Solution content generally increased and dry bulk density decreased over the same
interval. An increase in cyanide-shake and fire assay gold values was also observed at and below this
interval, while a decrease in recoverable gold in solution was observed over the same interval. The
metallurgical and physical property results indicate that the fine-textured interval of ore is limiting solution
movement into the underlying ore and controlling long-term gold recovery within the leach pad. Using
additional hydraulic property data from ore samples, the mean saturated hydraulic conductivity was
estimated from the <#200 mesh size fraction and the estimated dry bulk density. Ore lifts within each
subzone were then classified into different hydrologic types based on estimated saturated hydraulic
conductivity. The hydrologic classification provides a large-scale relative assessment of heap permeability
that can be used to develop a hydrology-based model to evaluate alternative leaching strategies.

Introduction
Barrick Gold Corporation’s Bald Mountain Mine lies within the southern Ruby Mountains of northeastern
Nevada, USA. Bald Mountain Mine is an open-pit, run-of-mine, heap leach gold mine with three active
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leach pads: Bald Mountain, Mooney North, and Mooney South. The ore deposits mined are Carlin-type
hydrothermal ore deposits that have primarily undergone silicic, phyllic, or argillic alteration.
Leaching at the Mooney North pad began in 2006. Since 2006 over 34 million tonnes of ore at an
average gold grade of 0.6 g/tonne have been stacked on Mooney North and leached. The Mooney North
leach pad has significant gold inventories that should have been recovered based on the existing
metallurgical model. Ore material from the Saga and Bida Pits constitute the majority of ore material from
which gold recovery has been delayed. Top Pit ore material may also contain a significant portion of the
gold inventory. The Saga and Bida ores were believed to contain smectite (swelling) type clays that would
contribute to low permeability conditions. Additionally, the Saga and Top Pit ores also contain finegrained/non-competent rock types that may become lower permeability ores under consolidation.
In 2011 a data collection and analysis program was conducted at Mooney North to quantify and
determine the location of gold inventory within the active heap leach pad and to identify potential causes
of limited gold recovery from the facility. The program was designed to investigate relationships between
hydrologic and metallurgic properties using sonic core samples collected from Mooney North. Results from
the study will be discussed.

Methodology
Field investigation methods
In July and August 2011, 32 exploratory coreholes were drilled into Mooney North heap leach facility with
a sonic drill rig using a 15-cm diameter core barrel. Corehole locations are shown in Figure 1. Drill cuttings
were collected in approximately 0.75 m lengths and placed in plastic sleeves. The sonic drill rig was
advanced to within approximately 12 to 15 m above the leach pad liner. Drill depths ranged between 36
and 58 m, and totaled 1,490 m.
The length and weight of each 0.75 m core section was recorded. The core sample bags were opened,
photographed, logged, and sampled. Geologic logging was conducted on each 0.75 m core run to estimate
major particle size fractions, plasticity, and color.
Composited sub-samples (1 to 2 kg) were collected at 1.5 m intervals and placed in a sealed and
labeled one-gallon freezer bag for metallurgical and solution content testing. Dry bulk density calculations
were derived by converting sample wet masses to dry masses using the measured solution content and core
sample volumes.
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Figure 1: Mooney North corehole locations

Laboratory test methods
Measurements on each subsample from the 1.5 m composited intervals included wet and dry weights,
cyanide (CN) shake (gold assay), fire assay, and caustic rinse.
Prior to CN shake and fire assay analysis, samples were dried, crushed to less than 2 mm (#10 mesh),
then split and pulverized to less than 0.075 mm (#200 mesh). CN shake and fire assay samples were not
rinsed prior to analysis. Caustic rinse samples were not dried, crushed, or pulverized prior to analysis.
Fire assay testing measured gold in solution, CN soluble gold, and refractory gold. CN shake testing
measured gold in solution and CN soluble gold and demonstrated recoverable gold. Caustic rinse testing
measured gold in solution.
Samples were selected for wet sieve and hydrometer particle size distribution (ASTM C 117, 2004;
ASTM C 136, 2006) testing based on field textural descriptions and assay results. Because fines (silt and
clay) are typically a good indicator of the relative permeability of a material, samples were selected to
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represent the distribution of fines content observed in geologic log data and to represent samples with
elevated cyanide shake gold content relative to the corehole average.
Wet-sieved material was reconstituted into particle size groups <#100 mesh, >#100 to <#4 mesh, >#4
to <19 mm, >19 mm to <51 mm, and >51 mm for CN shake testing on each particle size group.

Subzone analysis
The Mooney North study area was divided into twelve equally sized subzones for use in describing field
and laboratory results. Each subzone was projected vertically into the Mooney North pad and delineated
vertically into 6 m sections to approximate the original ore lifts at Mooney North.
Kriging and inverse distance algorithms of Tecplot Focus® (2012, TecPlot, Inc., Bellevue, WA) were
applied to the field and laboratory measurements to estimate properties at locations in each subzone. Results
were averaged for each 6 m lift of each subzone for most physical properties, and were summed over each
6 m lift for recoverable gold.

Results
Fines content, solution content, and bulk density
Figure 2 presents the mean interpolated percent fines (minus #200 mesh), gravimetric content, and dry bulk
density across all subzones. Each point in Figure 2 represents the lift mid-point. Mean fines fractions ranged
from 21 to 30 percent and on a subzone basis ranged from 12 to 36 percent (data not shown). Mean percent
fines generally increased with depth to 2,172 m above mean sea level (amsl) and remained above 28 percent
to a depth of 2,160 m amsl. Mean percent fines steadily decreased below 2,160 m amsl. Mean solution
content generally increased with depth to 2,172 m amsl and decreased with depth below 2,166 m amsl.
Solution content trends corresponded to the fines trends due to increased water holding capacity (reducing
drainage). Mean dry bulk density generally decreased with depth to 2,160 m amsl, possibly due to
increasing fines over this interval. Values generally increased below 2,160 m amsl, possibly due to
decreasing fines and to ore consolidation from overburden pressure.
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Figure 2: Average interpolated percent fines, solution content, and bulk density

Cyanide shake, fire assay, and caustic rinse gold
Figure 3 presents mean interpolated average gold contents from CN shake and fire assay tests. An increase
in mean CN shake gold was observed between 2,172 m and 2,153 m amsl, at and below the layer of elevated
fines. Similar to CN shake gold, peaks in mean fire assay gold were apparent between 2,172 m and 2,153
m amsl. Interpolated mean percent CN-soluble gold in solution, calculated as caustic rinse gold divided by
CN shake gold, ranged from 29 to 41 percent (Figure 3) and on a subzone basis ranged 10 to 61 percent
(data not shown). A sharp decrease in mean CN-soluble gold in solution was observed between 2,166 and
2,160 m amsl, coinciding with observed increases in CN shake gold and decreases in caustic rinse gold.
The increase in CN shake and fire assay gold at and below the layer of elevated fines, coinciding with
a decrease in CN-soluble gold in solution over the same interval, indicates that the finer-textured ore layer
is controlling gold recovery from Mooney North by limiting leach solution movement into underlying ore.
That is, more gold is present in the solid fraction below the layer of elevated fines and less gold is present
in solution because of uneven solution flow in this layer.
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Figure 3: Average interpolated CN shake, fire assay, and gold in solution

Total recoverable gold
Total recoverable gold was calculated as the interpolated CN shake gold concentration (g/tonne) multiplied
by the tonnes of ore in each subzone lift. Actual CN shake gold concentrations from non-pulverized ore
material are likely less than the pulverized CN shake gold concentrations reported herein; however, the
relation between pulverized sample versus non-pulverized sample CN shake gold is not known for the
Mooney North ores. To address this uncertainty, total recoverable gold was estimated assuming nonpulverized CN shake gold concentrations range from 70 to 100 percent of pulverized CN shake gold
concentrations.
The total recoverable gold profiles for non-pulverized to pulverized ore CN shake gold ratios of 1.0,
0.9, 0.8, and 0.7 are provided in Figure 4. Most of the recoverable gold lies between 2,166 and 2,141 m
amsl, at or just below the layer of elevated fines (Figure 2). Total recoverable gold below the layer of high
fines (below 2,166 m amsl) ranges from 38,000 oz to 26,600 oz for non-pulverized to pulverized ore CN
shake gold ratios of 1.0 to 0.7 and represents gold that may be recovered from further leaching strategies.
Total estimated recoverable gold is estimated to range from approximately 47,100 oz, assuming recovery
of 100 percent of CN shake gold, to 33,000 oz, assuming 70 percent recovery of CN shake gold.
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Figure 4: Total estimated recoverable gold profile for non-pulverized to
pulverized ore CN shake gold ratios of 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, and 0.7

Leach residue gold values
Figure 5 presents the average cumulative distribution of residual CN shake gold as a function of particle
size and the average particle size distribution. Fifty-three percent of total residual CN shake gold is
associated with the >#4 mesh size fraction, whereas this size fraction makes up 42 percent of the total
particles on a mass basis. Thirty-three percent of total residual CN shake gold is associated with the <#100
mesh size fraction that makes up 29 percent of the total particles. Fourteen percent of the residual CN shake
gold is associated with the #100 to #4 mesh size fraction that makes up 29 percent of the total particle mass.
The particle size distribution-head grade relationship for the Mooney ores is unknown; however, assuming
gold is evenly distributed throughout the ore the results indicate that gold is not leached uniformly from all
particle sizes with residual gold skewed towards the >#4 size fraction and to a lesser extent, the <#100 mesh
size fraction.
The leach residue gold analysis results may indicate two separate rate limited diffusion processes
contributing to reduced gold recovery in the >#4 and <#100 size fraction:


For the >#4 mesh size fraction, larger diffusion distances from the particle surface to the inner
regions of the particle limit gold dissolution; and
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For the <#100 mesh size fraction, limited flow and reduced solution contact within the small
pores in that area associated with the fine fraction reduce the transport of dissolved gold from
these regions.

As a result, leach solution contact in both regions appear to be primarily limited to the diffusion of
leach solution.
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Figure 5: Average cumulative distribution of CN shake leach pad
residue by particle size fraction and average particle size distribution

Hydrologic ore types
Hydrologic ore types were assigned to all of the core samples based on laboratory derived saturated
hydraulic conductivity (Ksat) values and observed fines and dry bulk density values. A function relating
Ksat to fines content and bulk density was developed from consolidation permeability measurements on
Saga ore material (data not shown). Figure 6 presents measured consolidation permeability data for the
Saga ores versus the percent fines multiplied by dry bulk density, and the function fitted to the data. The
resulting Ksat estimation equation (R2=0.90) is:
5

.

10

(1)

Based on the average percent fines and dry bulk density values, the Ksat was estimated from Equation
1 for each subzone and lift (Figure 7). Estimated Ksat generally decreased with depth to 2,172 m amsl and
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increased with depth from 2,160 m to 2,141 m amsl. Below 2,141 m amsl Ksat trends generally decrease
or stay relatively constant. Assuming a Mooney North maximum irrigation rate of 3.7 L/m2/hr (1 × 10-4
cm/s) and a 10 times (10×) safety factor applied to the irrigation rate to account for variability in the ore
and irrigation rate, the predicted Ksat is less than the 10× safety factor (36.7 L/m2/hr, 1 × 10-3 cm/s) for one
or more lifts in all subzones but Subzone 11 and therefore indicates areas where ore permeability may be
controlling gold recovery. The estimated Ksat less than the 10× safety factor is found to occur
predominately between 2,172 and 2,160 m amsl and coincides with the interval of increased fines (Figure
2). Perched solution was also observed within this interval in 17 of the 32 coreholes. This is indicative of
saturation within the finer-textured layer and solution being forced into preferential flow paths with
subsequent bypass of much of the underlying ore.

Figure 6: Measured and fitted consolidation permeability
for Saga ores as a function of percent fines multiplied by dry bulk density
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Figure 7: Estimated Ksat
Based on the estimated Ksat values assigned to each corehole depth, ore lifts within each subzone
were classified into different hydrologic types in order of optimum hydrologic characteristics for leaching:


Unit 1 – High Ksat (Ksat > 1 × 10-2 cm/s)



Unit 2 – Intermediate Ksat (1 × 10-3 cm/s < Ksat < 1 × 10-2 cm/s)



Unit 3 – Low Ksat (Ksat < 1 × 10-3 cm/s)
Unit 1 ore is expected to have good permeability with effective gold recovery; Unit 2 may be

sufficiently leached with adequate leaching periods whereas Unit 3 ore may be considered “bad” ore
requiring modifications to leaching practices (i.e., pulsed leaching, agglomeration).
The distribution of lift hydrologic units within each subzone is presented in Figure 8. Unit 2 was the
predominant hydrologic unit observed. Unit 3 ores were present in all but Subzone 11 and predominately
in lifts above 2,153 m amsl. In addition, the lift-averaged Ksat may not capture the influence of thinner,
less permeable layers within the lift which may control percolation behavior. The hydrologic classification
provides a large-scale assessment of relative heap permeability that can be used to develop a hydrologybased model to evaluate alternative leaching strategies.
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Figure 8: Hydrologic unit distribution for each subzone

Conclusions
Data collected from this study identified a finer-textured layer of ore between 2,172 m and 2,160 m amsl.
The existence of finer-textured ore layer is supported by hand texture analysis, solution content, and dry
bulk density trends with depth. Specifically, percent fines fraction increased with depth to 2,172 m and
gradually decreased with depth below 2,160 m amsl, whereas solution content generally increased and bulk
density decreased over the same interval.
An increase in CN shake and fire assay gold was observed at 2,172 m amsl and below, coinciding
with a decrease in CN-soluble gold in solution over the same interval. This indicates that the finer-textured
ore layer is controlling solution percolation and gold recovery within Mooney North by limiting solution
movement into the underlying ore. The lower permeability of the finer-textured layer most likely causes
solution movement into preferential flow paths, bypassing the bulk of the ore.
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Estimated interpolated recoverable gold for the study area ranged from 47,100 oz, assuming 100
percent of CN shake gold is recoverable, to 33,000 oz, assuming 70 percent of CN shake gold is recoverable.
Leach residue gold analysis indicated that gold is not leached uniformly from all particle sizes with
residual gold skewed towards the >#4 size fraction and to a lesser extent the <#100 mesh size fraction.
These results indicate diffusion constraints due to large diffusion distances associated with the >#4 mesh
size fraction and limited flow and reduced solution contact and gold recovery in the small pores associated
with the fine fraction.
Based on laboratory derived Ksat values correlated to percent fine and bulk density values, corehole
samples were classified into hydrologic units. Predicted average Ksat values of the ores decreased from the
pad surface to approximately 2,160 m amsl; predicted Ksat values increased at depths below the finegrained leach ore layer. Ksat values less than 10× safety factor irrigation rate of 36.7 L/m2/hr (1 × 10-3 cm/s)
may indicate areas where ore permeability is limiting solution percolation. Predicted Ksat values less than
the 10× safety factor were predominantly found to occur between 2,172 and 2,160 m amsl, coinciding with
the layer of increased fines.
Based on the hydrologic unit analysis, ore lifts within each subzone were classified in order of
optimum hydrologic characteristics for leaching. The hydrologic classification provides a large-scale
relative assessment of heap permeability that can be used to develop a hydrology-based model to evaluate
alternative leaching strategies.
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Abstract
Inspections in June 2013 of the Pierina valley-fill leach pad revealed zones of recent cracking along several
operational benches associated primarily with now-discontinued injection well practices. Apparent ground
surface movement rates—quantified by the deployment of fixed prisms for precise optical survey as well
as a surface radar monitoring station—were reduced by immediate changes to the ore placement and
irrigation scheme, placement of raincoats over the affected pad area, improvements to the rainfall diversion
and runoff discharge system, and rapid design and construction of the first stage of a stabilization buttress
at the downslope toe of the pad. Surface geophysical and geotechnical field and laboratory investigations
were initiated in parallel to the immediate response efforts with the objectives of characterizing the
movement mechanism; supporting seepage, slope stability and earthquake deformation analyses; finalizing
the required stabilization buttress design for resuming the final stages of life-of-mine pad operation and for
long-term (i.e., post-closure) stability requirements; and upgrading the geotechnical instrumentation for
final life-of-mine and post-closure performance monitoring.

Introduction and background
VFL pad design and operation
The Pierina Gold Mine is located in the Cordillera Negra mountain range of north-central Peru some 10 km
northwest of Huaraz, the capital city of the Department of Ancash. As summarized by Zhan et al. (2007),
the climate at the open pit mine is characterized by an October to April wet season and a May to September
dry season with total annual precipitation around 1,200 mm and annual pan evaporation around 1,060 mm.
Natural slopes in the mine’s principal operating areas can range from around 5% to over 70%. Seismic
hazard in the area can be described as moderate to high, with predominate seismogenic sources being the
coastal subduction zone and the active Cordillera Blanca fault system.
Pierina began operating in 1998 with gold and silver recovered via a valley-fill leach pad (VFL Pad)
and a Merrill-Crowe processing plant. The VFL Pad is situated in the upper extent of the Pacchac Valley
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at original ground surface elevations ranging from around 3,940 masl to 4,180 masl. Ore is crushed to a
nominal 40 mm maximum particle size and stacked in approximately 10 m lifts for cyanide solution
irrigation and precious metals recovery; bench geometry is arranged to achieve an overall 2.5H:1V slope.
VFL Pad liner construction, ore placement, and irrigation have proceeded in phases with the initial Phase 1
being developed at the lower elevation (east end) of the operating area and subsequent Phases 2, 3, 4, and
5 located from north to south at mid to upper elevations to the west of Phase 1. In early 2011, Phase 0 ore
placement commenced over the leached Phase 1 material while the Phase 6 liner at the very upper end of
the Pacchac Valley operating area was being constructed for ore placement from mid-2011 onward. To
date, around 175 Mt of ore have been placed on the approximately 1.5 Mm2, fully-lined VFL Pad area to a
maximum stacked thickness of about 115 m.
In the upper elevation areas, the primary liner system is comprised of a single-sided textured (SST),
high-density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembrane overlying compacted clayey soil or (in steep areas) a
geosynthetic clay liner (GCL). Within the internal pregnant leach solution (PLS) Pond area at the base of
the VFL Pad facility and to elevation 3,995 masl in the Phase 1 area, the primary liner system incorporates
a double-sided textured (DST) HDPE geomembrane over compacted clayey soil, overlain by either a
gravelly sand or geocomposite drainage layer, which is in turn overlain by a SST HDPE geomembrane.
The gravelly sand or geocomposite drainage layer provides a leak detection and recovery system that is
monitored as part of routine operations. In all areas of the VFL Pad, the primary liner system is underlain
by an under-pad drainage system which routes shallow groundwater, as well as any potential leakage,
through the primary liner system to an external sump downgradient of the VFL Pad.
The internal PLS Pond at the base of the Phase 1 ore is impounded by the PLS Dam: a zoned,
engineered embankment constructed of mine waste rock and quarry materials on a prepared foundation.
Solution is pumped from an internal sump in the PLS Pond to the process plant from a group of steel
caissons founded on a reinforced concrete slab overlying the liner system. Geotechnical performance
monitoring of the PLS Dam includes regular readings of survey prisms, fill and foundation piezometers and
inclinometers, as well as detailed tracking of the solution fluid balance. Data from inclinometers and survey
prisms at key areas within the VFL Pad, such as around the mid-slope booster station, are routinely collected
and reviewed.

Injection well program
The mineralogy of the Pierina deposit has been described by Rainbow et al. (2005) and Marsden and House
(2006), among others. Steam-heated alteration and oxidation were critical to the formation of the orebody,
resulting in the development of kaolinite and illite clay minerals (Fifarek and Rye, 2005). As the ore has a
fine-grained, low-plasticity oxidized fraction and is prone to further oxidation and degradation in the VFL
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Pad, the potential for channelization (the development of preferential seepage paths) was recognized as an
impediment to the efficient residual leaching of older ore lifts. Consequently, the mine developed a trial
injection well program in mid-2009, the first stage of which was comprised of a 60 m deep central injection
well and four adjacent monitoring boreholes in which piezometric, moisture, conductivity, and temperature
sensors were installed. Based on the positive operational results suggested by the trial injection well
instrumentation data, thirteen additional injection wells were added to define the second stage of the
program, at locations selected to isolate as best as possible the contribution to the PLS inventory, thus
allowing an assessment of well injection to precious metal recovery.
The results of the 2009 trial program were sufficiently encouraging to promote the installation of an
additional 110 injection wells, which commenced in 2012 and ended in April 2013. The new installations
were completed to 40 m depth at various locations and bench levels within the VFL Pad, generally at 50 m
spacing.

Deformation
During a regular inspection of the VFL Pad in late June 2013, a 500 m long longitudinal crack zone was
observed at the 4,150 masl bench coincident with a line of injection wells operated nearly continuously
since June 2012. Detailed inspections revealed less extensive crack zones aligned with injection well sites
along other benches and a review of recent data from a pair of inclinometers located near the mid-slope
booster pump station indicated relatively shallow lateral movement and subsequent buckling. Immediate
responses to the observed cracking included executing the required communications protocols;
discontinuing injection and other irrigation around the distressed sites; placing and reading extensometers
across the main cracks; installing a radar system and prism network with a robotic station to provide
frequent, accurate movement data; and convening at the mine external consultants as well as corporate
geotechnical and hydrology specialists to discuss deformation mechanisms, site investigation requirements
and remediation solutions. Water quality data from the leak detection and collection system and in the
under-pad drainage system were reviewed to verify that no recent anomalies had been reported.
Given the impending wet season and concern that additional, significant movement could be triggered
by an increase in pore pressure, a short-term program to improve drainage and stability was developed and
initiated. The efforts included a staged cessation of the overall injection well program, offloading of ore
from the 4,150 masl bench, crack sealing, increasing HDPE geomembrane cover (raincoat) deployment
over exposed ore in critical areas, improving the internal stormwater diversion ditch scheme, and increasing
monitoring of water quality from the under-pad drainage system and the leak detection and collection
system sumps. PLS solution inventory within the VFL Pad was also reduced. This work was substantially
completed by October 2013, just ahead of the onset of the wet season rains.
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Two models were postulated for the observed deformation: a deep-seated translational or rotational
movement, extending to and along the liner system, at a state of limiting equilibrium when pore pressures
were elevated during the injection well operation, which resulted in liner interface and ore shear strengths
being reduced toward residual values; or alternatively, extensive zones of softening and weakening
associated with loss of suction strength in the previously drained-down (unsaturated) ore along the injection
well alignments, leading to the formation of tension cracks above the saturated zones which would remain
as permanent defects when the ore was allowed to draindown again. The latter mechanism was proposed
by the independent geotechnical review team that was retained in early 2014 to assess the deformation
observations, preliminary stability analyses (including back-calculated strengths) and initial results of the
field and laboratory investigations.

Proposed remediation plan
Although no indication of deformation or distress was observed at the toe of the VFL Pad, the primary
concern with respect to the potential extent of instability within the ore was the existence of a deep-seated
slide surface along the critical liner interface(s), manifest by the mid to late 2013 radar and prism data that
indicated on-going, precipitation-sensitive downslope creep. As adequate global geotechnical stability of
the VFL Pad had to be demonstrated in the closure design (i.e. long-term), as well as for any final operating
and rinsing stages, the concept of a buttress system with an integrated rainwater, process overflow pond
(POP) and PLS management scheme was identified early on as the most practicable solution.
The proposed buttress arrangement was comprised of an Upper Buttress to be built of Phase 6 ore
relocated from the upper extent of the VFL Pad to the Phase 1 toe, including within the PLS Pond, and a
Lower Buttress of select waste rock from the open pit mine, to be built on the PLS Dam downstream slope
and adjacent native ground. The Upper Buttress was to be completed in two stages: the first stage to
elevation 4,010 masl to provide rapid support to the VFL Pad toe and help arrest the creep-like movements
observed in the surface monitoring data, and the second stage to a final elevation (provisionally estimated
at about 4,015 masl) based on the results of the geotechnical field investigation and subsequent design
analyses, with interim and final PLS and other fluid management requirements satisfied in the respective
initial and final stage designs. The Lower Buttress, required for structural support of the final Upper Buttress
fill and the PLS Dam, was to be designed and constructed to its final configuration in a parallel schedule.

Geotechnical investigation and monitoring
Field investigation
Scopes of work for the geotechnical field investigation, laboratory testing, and current and long-term
performance monitoring were developed to advance the proposed buttress system plan, with the initial
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investigative effort in late 2013 focused on the rapid design and construction of the first stage buttressing
at the downslope toe of the pad. The laboratory program also included unsaturated soil testing of
representative ore obtained from the field investigation work to assess the potential for significant negative
pore pressure (matric suction) development during drain-down and provide input parameters for the
unsaturated flow modeling of the VFL Pad.
The field work commenced in late September 2013 with a surface geophysical investigation program
that included the spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) from seismic refraction work to produce shear
wave velocity (vs) profiles, seismic refraction compression or p-wave velocity (vp) profiles as a further aid
to assessing ore density, moduli and saturation, and resistivity and induced polarization surveys to help
identify any large-scale material and/or fluid zonations in the VFL Pad. As well, test pits completed in the
4,150 masl bench as part of the initial field investigation revealed that the main crack surfaces maintained
their near-vertical orientation to at least 5 m depth, the maximum extent of the excavations.
With some delay for sourcing, contracting, and mobilization, the borehole investigation campaign to
help characterize the in situ ore began in late 2013 and included both sonic and reverse circulation (RC)
drilling with standard penetration test (SPT) and large penetration test (LPT) capability, in situ permeability
testing and sample collection. The field work finished in late May 2014, with 34 boreholes completed in
the VFL Pad to depths ranging from 40 m to 130 m. Nineteen inclinometers and 27 piezometers (standpipes
or vibrating wire transducers attached to inclinometer casing) were installed in the boreholes to provide
immediate and long-term geotechnical and hydrologic monitoring capacity. The sonic rig was used almost
exclusively to recover reasonably intact and complete core and thus help characterize the in situ soil fabric,
density and moisture content. For the most part, downhole geotechnical and hydrological testing was
completed using the RC drill rig. Borehole depths were designed and completed so as to not penetrate a
15 m exclusion zone above the geomembrane liner system, with that boundary established based on the
degree of confidence held in the best-available as-built records of the Phase 1 VFL Pad. Additional deep
test pits were completed in the Phase 0 ore to characterize material density and moisture content and thus
help calibrate the near-surface borehole data. Although not described further in this paper, considerable
geotechnical drilling and test pit work were also completed in the PLS Dam and the downstream foundation
area in support of the Lower Buttress design.
Results of the surface geophysical program indicated that the pad was in draindown with some zones
of nearly saturated to saturated material at depth. The seismic refraction data and SASW results suggested
a lower velocity (loose to moderately dense) upper ore layer some 12 m to 20 m thick (230 m/s < vs <
360m/s; 450 m/s < vp < 750m/s) underlain by very dense ore (230 m/s < vs < 360m/s; 450 m/s < vp).
Estimates of Poisson’s ratio and elasticity parameters such as the shear and bulk moduli were derived using
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inferred ore bulk density values, and comparisons were made to blow count data obtained in the subsequent
geotechnical borehole exploration program.
Borehole logging records and field moisture contents from sonic core samples indicated that the VFL
Pad had essentially reached a drained-down condition. Attempts were made to measure moist densities
directly from sonic core samples, and along with moisture content values determine dry densities and
saturation values. However, numerous instances of calculated saturation values greater than 100%
suggested that the samples had been compacted by the sonic drilling process. As an alternative, dry density
values obtained from water displacement testing and moisture content determination results from the deep
test pits and from laboratory large-scale consolidation testing were used to estimate in situ ore saturation
levels with depth, based on the recorded borehole moisture content data. Using this approach, a mean
saturation value of around 70% with no distinct trend to greater saturation with depth was reported.
In consideration of the anticipated ore particle size, primarily LPT work was completed within the
VFL Pad, with the results reduced to normalized, equivalent SPT N1(60) blow count values following the
procedure of Daniel et al. (2003). The estimated N1(60) values indicated that the leach pad ores were in a
loose to medium dense state with a distinct trend to increasing relative density with depth. Figure 1 presents
the ore moisture content and estimated N1(60) profiles.

Figure 1: Profiles of moisture content (left) and LPT equivalent SPT N1(60) blow count values
Twenty-six borehole permeability tests were conducted at various depths and over various intervals
within the VFL Pad Phase 1 and Phase 0 materials using constant or variable head procedures as deemed
appropriate for the inferred ore gradation in the test zone. Estimated saturated hydraulic conductivity (ksat)
values ranged from 2.0 × 10-7 m/s to 3.0 × 10-4 m/s with the Phase 1 ore apparently marginally more
permeable than the Phase 0 material, but no distinct trend to decreasing permeability with depth in either
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ore types was observed. Field ksat values were generally one to three orders of magnitude lower than the
laboratory permeability testing results, which suggests that locally saturated conditions may not have been
attained, or unsaturated conditions not compensated for, in the values derived from the borehole testing.

Laboratory ore testing
Laboratory index property testing of the ore samples, including moisture content, Atterberg limit, specific
gravity and particle size distribution (PSD) determinations, was carried out at a dedicated site laboratory
and in Lima. Large-scale consolidation, constant head rigid-wall permeameter, draindown moisture content
and direct simple shear tests of representative composite Phase 1 and Phase 0 ore samples were also
conducted in the Lima laboratory. As well, composite Phase 1 and Phase 0 ore samples were shipped to the
USA for specialized laboratory work, which included montonic and cyclic triaxial shear testing, unsaturated
flow testing, and additional large-scale direct shear testing. When possible, the new laboratory ore testing
data were compared to documented results from laboratory testing done in support of previous VFL Pad
designs, most predominantly for the initial Phase 1 and more recent Phase 0 configurations.
Index property testing results indicate that the Phase 1 and Phase 0 ore borehole samples could be
classified as clayey gravel to silty sand of low to moderate plasticity. Comparisons of PSD curves from the
sonic, LPT and SPT samples indicate that while there was no significant distinction between comparable
materials (by depth and inferred ore type) between the sonic core and LPT split spoon sampler, the material
recovered by the smaller-diameter SPT split spoon was notably finer, as larger particles were presumably
either broken or pushed aside (and blow counts potentially affected). However, LPTs comprised the vast
majority of the borehole penetration work as the potential for incompatible ore gradation with the morereadily available SPT equipment was recognized in the planning stage. While there did not seem to be a
significant difference in PSD among ore types over a given depth range, nor a trend to finer PSD with depth
in any one ore type, comparison of the new PSD curves for Phase 1 ore to those reported for that material
in 2001 suggests a decreased gravel and increased sand and silt sized content, which is potentially indicative
of rapid particle weathering within the heap under applied irrigation. Figure 2 presents ternary diagrams of
gravel, sand and fines contents for the three main ore type samples tested.
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Figure 2: Gradation characteristics for Phase 1 (left), Phase 0 (center) and Phase 4 (right) ores
The large-scale rigid-wall permeameter testing conducted in the Lima laboratory yielded a ksat range
of 3.2 × 10-6 m/s to 1.2 × 10-4 m/s for the Phase 1 ore composite sample under a 2,000 kPa confining load
and ksat = 1.7 × 10-4 m/s for the Phase 0 composite sample under an 800 kPa load. Independent, constant
head rigid-wall permeameter testing of similarly-graded composite samples at comparable dry densities
yielded Phase 1 ore ksat values of 2.9 × 10-6 m/s and 2.4 × 10-4 m/s and a Phase 0 ore ksat = 1.1 × 10-5 m/s.
By comparison, laboratory rigid-wall permeameter testing completed in 2001 on Phase 1 ore samples under
applied loads from 7 kPa to 2,068 kPa yielded a ksat range of 9.4 × 10-3 m/s to 1.1 × 10-3 m/s. Results from
the large-scale consolidation testing and draindown moisture content determinations indicate that the ore
structure was not susceptible to collapse under loading upon wetting and corroborated the inference that
the VFL Pad ore had essentially reached draindown to residual moisture content values.
Monotonic direct shear and consolidated undrained (CU) triaxial shear testing results suggest that
estimated peak and residual (large-strain) effective strength parameters for the Phase 1 ore were φ′ = 42°,
c′ = 0 and φ′ = 36°, c′ = 0 respectively, where φ′ = effective angle of internal friction and c′ = effective
cohesion. Similar shear strength values (φ′ = 37°, c′ = 0) were used for a 2002 stability analysis update of
the VFL Pad, reportedly based on CU triaxial testing of leached Phase 1 ore samples collected from shallow
test pits. Estimated Phase 0 ore effective shear strength parameters were φ′ = 36° and c′ = 0, with no strainsoftening behavior observed under the 800 kPa maximum consolidation pressure as tested.
Cyclic triaxial testing results for the composite ore samples will be used if required for advanced
earthquake triggering and VFL Pad deformation modeling; as an initial approach, simplified deformation
analyses were completed and the potential for large post-seismic movements (i.e. runout) was evaluated via
slope stability analyses in which estimated liquefied Phase 1 ore strengths were considered within the PLS
Pond and lower VFL Pad zone, adjacent to the liner interface. The unsaturated soil testing results for the
composite ore samples suggests limited potential for significant matric suction effects in the Phase 1 and
Phase 0 ores for the inferred in situ draindown moisture contents (and thus saturation levels). The moisture
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retention test results, predicted soil water characteristic curves and derived van Genuchten modeling
parameters were used for unsaturated flow modeling of the VFL Pad.

Laboratory liner interface testing
While characterization of the geotechnical and hydrological properties of the heap leach ore was considered
essential to understanding and modeling deformation and fluid transport within the VFL Pad, the
geomembrane liner interfaces underlying the ore were recognized as the controlling elements for a deepseated translational or rotational movement and thus an understanding of their stress-strain behavior was
critical to the design of the buttress system. As the liner interface geosynthetic and soil components could
not be sampled or tested in situ, the previously-used design parameters were reviewed and verified through
new shear strength testing of comparable materials at a specialized laboratory.
Earlier laboratory large direct shear testing (LDST) of the liner interfaces was restricted to a maximum
confining or normal stress of around 400 kPa, roughly equivalent to an overlying ore height of some 22 m.
To validate extrapolation of the liner interface shear strengths for stability analysis sections with maximum
ore heights of about 115 m, LDST was conducted on a laboratory-prepared specimen representing the
existing upper-elevation primary liner system using an SST HDPE geomembrane placed textured side down
on a compacted clayey soil. The respective index properties of the SST HDPE and clayey soil used to
prepare the primary liner system specimen were believed to be similar to those in situ. Figure 3 presents
the large-strain shear strength data from earlier and new laboratory work; the results validate the selected
interface design values for the upper-elevation primary liner system.

Figure 3: Results of liner interface LDST and design shear strength values
No new LDST of the textured geomembrane to geocomposite drain interface was completed due to
uncertainty associated with selection of a geocomposite drain representative of the in-situ material and the
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inference that the selected large-strain shear strength design value (refer to Figure 3) is appropriately
conservative at large imposed loads.

Performance monitoring
Performance monitoring data as obtained from the radar and fixed prism network surveys established in
late June 2013 indicate that the VFL Pad ground surface movement continued and remained sensitive to
precipitation until the end of the year, when the first stage of the Upper Buttress fill had been substantially
completed. Ground surface radar coverage over the lower to mid-slope area of the VFL Pad was provided
by leaving open panels or windows in the raincoats at limited, selected locations. Figure 4 presents ground
velocities obtained from radar monitoring to April 2014, with a strong correlation between movement and
precipitation evident until late 2013.

Figure 4: Reported VFL Pad surface movement velocity and daily precipitation
The 19 new inclinometer locations in the VFL Pad were selected to provide an adequate distribution
of movement monitoring capacity at depth in the ore and to make efficient use of the boreholes completed
as part of the geotechnical investigation program. As the inclinometers could not be anchored (completed
into stable ground) due to the 15 m liner exclusion zone, each installation was provided with a fixed prism
and a parallel reading program of precise collar surveys was established. Five sonic core holes were
completed at 45° and 65° to horizontal just downslope of the 4,150 masl bench in an attempt to verify the
existence, orientation and character of the crack system observed within 5 m of the ground surface.
Although no distinct shear zones were observed in the recovered core, a slight textural change was noted at
depths corresponding to a near-vertical projection of the ground surface cracking. Inclinometers were
installed in the five inclined boreholes and a specially-calibrated probe was purchased to read these
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instruments. All the inclinometer casings have been surveyed with a spiral sensor, and required corrections
were made to the data.
To date, no significant deformations or collar prism deflections have been recorded in any of the VFL
Pad inclinometers. In contrast, the existing and new inclinometer casings in the PLS Dam have responded
in an expected manner to nearby placement of Upper and Lower Buttress fills. The expanded performance
monitoring system can be automated for long-term use by installing dataloggers and telemetry equipment
and retrofitting inclinometer casings with in-place deformation sensors.

Geotechnical analyses and assessment
Two-dimensional, limit-equilibrium slope stability analyses were completed to support the buttress
stabilization design using the large-strain shear strength parameter values derived from or validated by the
new laboratory testing. The assumed base-case phreatic surface was set to elevation 3,985 masl in the Phase
1 ore of the double-lined PLS Pond area, and at 1 m above the VFL Pad liner surface above that elevation.
The results of sensitivity analyses performed with the assumed phreatic surface raised 11 m in elevation
indicated that the estimated factor of safety (FS) was not overly sensitive to variations in the assumed pore
pressures. Further, the inferred elevated and wide-spread phreatic surface conditions generated during past
injection well practices would not be repeated in future VFL Pad operations, nor would they be expected
in the post-closure scenario with the design cover in place.
More critically, the results of the various analyses emphasized the extent to which the inferred liner
interface strength properties control the deep-seated movement model.

Figure 5: Typical slope stability analysis result illustrating liner interface control
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Figure 5 presents a typical slope stability analysis result for a proposed final Upper Buttress elevation
of 4,015 masl in which the relative length of the critical surface along the liner interface can be compared
to that within the proposed new ore, the Phase 1 ore and the Upper Buttress fill. Simplified seismic
deformation analyses following the methodology of Bray and Travasarou (2007) were conducted, with
estimated mean displacements in the order of 50 cm indicated for the maximum credible earthquake (MCE).
Post-earthquake slope stability analyses were completed as a screening-level assessment of runout potential,
conservatively assuming full triggering to liquefied shear strength values of the Phase 1 ore in the PLS
Pond and to elevation 4,030 masl along the liner interface. Estimated liquefied shear strength ratios of 0.17
to 0.23 were selected based on calibrations of Phase 1 ore PSD data with published gradation and liquefied
strength values by Dawson et al. (1998) and Naeini (2006). The resulting FS values were greater than 1.0,
suggesting that ore runout would not be anticipated.

Summary
Recent surficial movement and borehole deformation monitoring data indicate that rapid completion of the
initial buttressing, aided by improved precipitation management, have arrested VFL Pad deformation. With
completion of the stabilization buttress to final design, future operation and post-closure slope stability
criteria will be satisfied and the estimated maximum amount of deformation under the design earthquake
in the post-closure scenario is judged to be tolerable.
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Abstract
The physical stability of a heap leach pad is a key issue in its design since critical failure surfaces tend to
run along the liner system and tear the geomembrane, causing leakage of pregnant solution, economic
losses, and severe environmental damage. Current geotechnical design of heap leach pads involves a twodimensional (2-D) slope stability analysis using the limit equilibrium (LE) method; usually, critical
failure surfaces are translational, running through the liner system. Previous three-dimensional (3-D)
analysis for translational failures were reviewed and showed that the “3-D effect” is more important for
rotational failures.
In order to quantify the 3-D effects not accounted for by the 2-D analysis and evaluate the
overconservative 2-D analysis for heap leach pad (and high associated costs), a 3-D model of a case study
located in a common Peruvian aggressive terrain, where 3-D effects are higher, was created and
evaluated. The results showed that the factors of safety (FoS) increased by 20 to 49% for the static
analyses and 74 to 86% for the pseudo-static compared with the minimum 2-D factors of safety for
translational failures. Complex layout heap leach pads and topography are usual in the Andes region, so
greater differences between the results of 2-D and 3-D analysis are expected for more complex cases.

Introduction
Modern mining operations manage many facilities specifically designed for storing material with high
engineering and environmental standards. These materials are removed, produced, or used by the mining
operation itself. Some examples of these materials are: tailings, ore, mine waste or low grade ore, water,
and topsoil. Heap leaching technology has become more usual due to increasing mineral demand and
diminishing high grade ore reserves. The physical stability of a heap leach pad is important not only
because of the economic and environmental threats related to its operation, but also because after the
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leaching is over, a heap leach pad becomes a spent ore facility containing material that can leach with the
liner system as a weak layer for potential failure surfaces.
In Peru and in the countries among the Andes region, mining operations are undertaken at altitudes
higher than 2,500 meters above sea level and in rugged, mountainous, and often aggressive terrain. For
this reason, when designing a heap leach pad, problems such as slope stability and locating a suitable site
for disposing the ore are encountered. Valleys are usually the only place available for heap leach pads, so
civil and geotechnical design require additional effort and specific design criteria that differ from those
used on flatter terrain at lower altitudes (César et. al., 2013).
The geotechnical design of heap leach pads involves site investigations that include geotechnicalgeological mapping, boreholes, test pits, geophysical and in situ tests on the foundation soils, and an
extensive laboratory program to properly characterize the geotechnical properties of the ore, liner system,
and foundation soils. Current state of practice of slope stability analysis involves the use of the limit
equilibrium (LE) method in 2-D sections selected to represent the most critical heap leach pad conditions.
Critical rotational failures are usually not used when the foundation is composed of dense soils or
competent rock after removing all unsuitable soil, therefore, translational failures are most of the time the
most critical. However, the selection of both representative and critical sections is often difficult due to
the aggressive terrain and complicated heap layouts, so the tendency is to be conservative.
This paper focuses on the slope stability analysis of a heap leach pad located in southern Peru in a
very narrow valley with a complex heap leach pad layout. Previous case studies of translational failures
were reviewed in order to understand the 3-D translational failure mechanism of heap leach pads. A 3-D
analysis was performed for this facility, and because conventional 2-D stability analysis was performed as
part of the design, differences between 2-D and 3-D factors of safety (FoS) are addressed. This 3-D
analysis represents another step for Peruvian geotechnical practitioners and the mining industries in
performing 3-D slope stability analysis in mining facilities.

The limit equilibrium method for heap leach pads
In current practice slope stability analyses are usually done with the LE method using a 2-D procedure,
due to their simplicity and because they are general understood. Calculations usually consist of computing
a FoS using one of several LE procedures, each one of them using the same definition of the FoS and
equations of static equilibrium (Duncan and Wright, 2005). In the LE method the FoS is defined as the
minimum factor by which the soil strength must be reduced to bring the slide to the verge of failure. The
soil mass is assumed to be at the verge of slide failure and the equilibrium equations are solved for the
unknown FoS (Akhtar, 2011). The FoS equations of static equilibrium for all LE procedures can be
written in the same form if it is recognized whether momentum and/or force equilibrium is explicitly
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satisfied (Fredlund and Krahn, 1977). 2-D procedures assume that the slope is infinitely wide (plane
strain) in the direction perpendicular to the plane of interest, and therefore 3-D effects are negligible.
Clearly, all slopes and failure surfaces are not wide and generally are not symmetric, so 3-D effects
influence the stability of the slope. Gitirana et al. (2008) found that analyzing 3-D models can lead to
differences in the lowest FoS between 15% and 50%; these differences are greater when dealing with
translational failures (Stark and Eid, 1998; Arellano and Stark, 2000).

Two and three-dimensional limit equilibrium procedures
Reyes and Parra (2014) did an extensive review of the research of Fredlund and Krahn (1977), Duncan
(1996), Akhtar (2011) and Kalatehjari and Ali (2013) and compared the most used LE 2-D procedures
and most of the available 3-D procedures to date.
Bishop’s simplified (Bishop, 1955) and Janbu’s simplified (Janbu et al., 1956; Janbu, 1973) are two
of the non-rigorous procedures often used by geotechnical practitioners. Spencer’s (1967), Morgenstern
and Price’s (1965), and the General Limit Equilibrium (Fredlund et al., 1981) are rigorous procedures that
have been successfully implemented in most of the commercially available software and are among the
most used procedures for routine design of heap leach pads (Reyes and Parra, 2014).
Since 1969, several 3-D LE procedures have been proposed; however, after more than four decades,
geotechnical practitioners have not yet accepted 3-D procedures over the various 2-D procedures used
nowadays. Extending 2-D LE procedures to 3-D necessitates more assumptions for rendering the problem
statically determinate (Akhtar, 2011) and building the 3-D geometry of a real slope and determining its
critical failure surface are issues still not well understood for practitioners, particularly for translational
failures. Reyes and Parra (2014) reviewed most of the 3-D LE procedures available and noted that most of
them were direct extensions of 2-D procedures of slices by adding the third dimension and changing them
into columns.
Akhtar (2011) concluded that 3-D FoS is greater than 2-D FoS and showed that there were serious
inaccuracies involved in the studies that indicated the opposite. Additionally, past researchers used
assumptions and geometries that did not represent field behavior. Furthermore, less than half of the 3-D
procedures reviewed utilized field case histories to validate their formulations—and even then, only field
case histories that were applicable to their formulations were studied instead of a wide range of case
histories with different conditions. Despite the disagreement between researchers and the general
confusion between practitioners, commercially available software usually performs 3-D analysis using
columns and published 3-D extensions of 2-D LE procedures. 3-D software must properly model slope
geometry, material properties, and general failure surfaces (Reyes and Parra, 2014).
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Side strength in translational failures
As previously stated, 2-D LE analysis is based on plane strain conditions, assuming a nonvariable cross
section in the direction perpendicular to the direction of sliding (DOS), therefore 3-D “effects”, such as
the end effects, are negligible. 2-D analyses are conservative because the resistance along the out-of-plane
faces of the slide mass is neglected in the analysis (Akhtar, 2011).
Neglecting the end effects can severely affect the FoS, particularly in narrow slopes with slope
angles higher than 20 degrees (Lefebvre and Duncan, 1973). Stark and Eid (1998) and Arellano and Stark
(2000) showed that translational slides, which are the most critical in heap leach pads, exhibit a
significant difference up to 40% between 2-D and 3-D FoS. Differences are less pronounced in slopes that
fail in rotational failure mode (Akhtar, 2011). Stark and Eid (1998) and Arellano and Stark (2000) cite the
following reasons for the more pronounced end effects in translational failures:
 Slopes failing in translational mode usually involve either a significantly higher or lower
mobilized shear strength along the back scarp and sides of the slope mass than along the base.
This specifically applies to heap leach pads, where the ore always has higher shear strength than
the liner system interface, usually consisting of a low permeability soil or geosynthetic clay
liner (GCL) and a textured geomembrane.
 A translational failure can occur in relatively flat slopes because of the weak underlying
material (e.g., liner system).
 A translational failure often involves a nearly horizontal failure surface through a weak
underlying layer or a geosynthetic interface, such as the ones found in landfills and heap leach
pads.
 A translational failure often involves a drained shearing condition. This facilitates the estimation
of the mobilized shear strength of the materials involved because the shear-induced pore-water
pressures do not have to be estimated, only the hydrostatic pressures.
As the inclination of the sides parallel to the direction of motion of the slide mass increases, the
shear surface area decreases. Therefore, in translational slides, vertical sides provide the minimum
amount of 3-D shear strength, because the effective normal stress acting on these sides is only due to
lateral earth pressure (Akhtar, 2011). However, in heap leach pads located in narrow valleys, sides that
match the liner system along of the valley may provide the minimum 3-D FoS.
In 3-D slope stability software, the side resisting forces due to cohesion and/or friction generated by
earth pressure applied to the vertical sides of the end column of the slide mass are not computed (Akhtar,
2011). Stark and Eid (1998), Arellano and Stark (2000), Eid et al. (2006) and Eid (2010) proposed
techniques to account for side resistance using the concept of including forces calculated from lateral
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earth pressure coefficients. Akhtar (2011) performed a parametric study to improve previous techniques
and calculate an accurate earth pressure coefficient, using 3-D finite difference and finite element
analyses. Akhtar (2011) found that an earth pressure coefficient (KT) that is between the classical at rest
(KO) and active (KA) earth pressure coefficients provides a better estimate of shear strength acting along
two vertical sides. It is important to mention that the earth pressure concept is only being used as a
reasonable approximation of the side shear strength and does not explain the lateral pressure applied to
the slide mass. The applied earth pressure is really not applicable to the side shear strength because the
strength is developed along the sides of the slide mass as it moves perpendicular to the applied earth
pressure (Akhtar, 2011).

Limit equilibrium accuracy for heap leach pads analysis
Duncan (1996) concludes that even though it is difficult to know the correct FoS, it is possible to
determine sufficiently accurate values of FoS. This conclusion is based on findings that all methods that
are considered to be accurate provide a similar FoS. The continuum mechanics method has the ability to
model complex problems without simplifying assumptions, which is an advantage over the LE method.
Within the continuum mechanics method, finite element (FE) and finite difference (FD) are different
procedures. Researchers such as Griffiths and Lane (1999), Chugh (2003) and Griffiths and Marquez
(2007) have performed slope stability analyses using FE and FD procedures and shown that these
procedures provide comparable results to LE methods.
Akhtar (2011) compared LE, FE, and FD methods of analyzing 2-D and 3-D slope problems. For 2D LE analyses, the procedures of Morgenstern and Price, and Spencer, yielded reasonable estimates of the
2-D FoS for any shape of failure surface; however, Spencer’s procedure is preferred because Morgenstern
and Price’s procedure needs to select an appropriate interslice force function. Bishop’s and Janbu’s
simplified procedures are also suitable for routine analyses. In their experience, the authors have found
that the difference of the 2-D FoS yielded by Spencer’s, and Morgenstern and Price’s, procedures are
greater when analyzing translational failures of heap leach pads over 100 meters high.
For 3-D LE analyses, accepted 3-D extensions of Bishop’s simplified, Morgenstern and Price’s, and
Spencer’s, 2-D procedures provided comparable results with continuum methods and are within 3% of
each other. As Morgenstern and Price’s, and Spencer’s, procedures satisfy all conditions of equilibrium,
they are preferred over Bishop’s simplified procedure. However, as in 2-D, Morgenstern and Price’s
procedure requires the selection of an appropriate function for interslice forces, so the 3-D extension of
Spencer’s procedure is preferred. Akhtar (2011) also suggests correction factors for the 3-D extension of
Janbu’s simplified procedure. For translational slides, the 3-D extension of Spencer’s procedure
frequently has convergence problems so Janbu’s simplified procedure (with the 3-D correction factor) is
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preferred. Using Akhtar’s (2011) correction factor, Bishop’s and Janbu’s simplified procedures are viable
alternatives to the 3-D extension of Spencer’s procedure.

Slope stability analysis of heap leach pads in current practice
In 2-D analyses, a number of cross sections are selected in such a manner that they represent the inherent
3-D problem, simplifying 3-D geometry, 3-D failure surface shape and length, soil variability and, in the
case of translational failures, side shear strength. Hence, the accuracy of the analysis depends on the
ability to select both representative and critical cross sections, determine the DOS, and even assume
overconservative simplifications (Reyes and Parra, 2014).
In relatively flat slopes or in side-fill leach pads, cross sections used to determine the 2-D FoS are
considered sufficient because the material’s properties and configuration involved in the analysis do not
vary significantly in the perpendicular direction of the cross section and the assumed DOS (Reyes and
Parra, 2014). Figure 1 shows examples where 2-D analyses may yield overconservative FoS. Cross
sections used to analyze each example are also shown in plan view. It can be noted that a large number of
sections are used; some of them specifically modeled for analyzing particular soil layers and geometry
configurations, especially to evaluate translational failures. It is also really difficult to determine the main
DOS. It is important to mention that in all of these examples of real projects, an extensive program of
geotechnical investigations were carried out to characterize all materials involved in each section, with
special effort made to determine the non-linear shear strength envelope for the liner system. Heap leach
pads configurations such as those shown in Figure 1 are very common in the Andes region.
The focus of this paper is to present a 3-D analysis of a heap leach pad, such as the ones shown in
Figure 1. During the authors’ consulting experience, they have designed and analyzed several heap leach
pad facilities, most of them located in the rugged, mountainous, and aggressive South American Andes’
terrain. Heap leach pads in the Andes region are located in heterogeneous terrains and in consequence
they have complicated layouts. In order to get proper FoS on 2-D analysis for cases such as the ones
showed in Figure 1, the design must incorporate the use of stability platforms, interior berms or trenches,
gentle slopes, buttressing, massive inadequate material removal, use of higher cost but stronger interfaces
for the liner system, and also limiting the height of the facility. In order to quantify the 3-D effects not
accounted for by the 2-D analysis and evaluate the overconservative 2-D analysis for heap leach pad (and
high associated costs), a 3-D model was built.
As the accuracy of the LE method has been clarified in previous sections, this method is
recommended for 3-D slope stability analysis mainly because its mechanics and parameters are easier to
understand. In consequence, the model geometry, the DOS, and in particular the translational failure
shape, are the main issues when a 3-D model of a heap leach pad is analyzed. Model geometry is usually
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based on interpolating input cross sections or creating several 3-D surfaces, so realistic models depend on
the amount of topographical, geological, and geotechnical information available. Failure surfaces should
match field failure mechanisms; in the case of translational failure, failure surfaces should follow the
interface in the base and have vertical sides or sides following lateral interfaces, if any.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1: Heap leach pads where 2-D LE analyses yield overconservative results: (a) narrow
valley fill; (b) and (c) multiple narrow valley fills; (d) side fill with narrow ends
Akhtar (2011) reviewed field case histories and determined the nature of slides. Rotational failures
are ellipsoidal, with aspect ratios varying from 0.8 to 2.67. Translational failures commonly occur when a
stronger material underlies a weaker one, as is expected for a heap leach pad. 3-D analysis is strongly
recommended for back-analysis of slope failures, because a 2-D analysis back-calculates in a conservative
(higher) way the shear strength (Arellano and Stark, 2000). The unique DOS is hard to determine because
common commercially available software analyzes models in one direction only. Also, most of them have
not incorporated Akhtar’s (2011) 3-D correction factor for Janbu’s simplified procedure and the KT
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coefficient for side shear strength. Therefore, it is strongly recommended to consider choosing the most
suitable software, depending on the characteristics of the slope stability analysis.

Three-dimensional slope stability analysis of a heap leach pad
General background
One of the biggest copper mining companies in Peru has its principal mining operation in the Andes
region, where they deal, as is usual in Peru, with aggressive terrain, narrow valleys, and very limited
space. Their rapid growth in production requires constant expansion plans and new designs for heap leach
pads. Selecting the appropriate location for this kind of project is a mainly matter of civil design, so the
geotechnical design must guarantee its stability. This scenario is similar all over Peru, where mining
companies are forced to build not only heap leach pads, but mine waste dumps and tailing dams, in
narrow valleys and with a complicated ore, mine waste, or tailings layout. Figure 1a shows a plan view of
the heap leach pad analyzed in this study.

Geotechnical characterization
As is standard in Peru, design of heap leach pad projects includes extensive geotechnical investigation
programs for ore, construction materials, and soil foundation characterization. Common investigations
involve a large quantity of field work that includes geological-geotechnical mapping, boreholes (with
depth as much as 1.5 times the maximum height of the heap leach pad), test pits, geophysical in situ tests,
and in situ determination of global size particle distribution, along with an extensive laboratory test
program to model accurately all material involved in the design.
Lately, large-scale direct shear (LSDS) tests with high confining pressures are being performed in
order to properly define the non-linear shear strength envelope of the liner system interface, as it heavily
influences the calculated 2-D FoS (Parra et al., 2012). Textured geomembrane asperity height
measurements are performed before and after LSDS tests, as well as when geomembrane is being
installed, due to its influence in the interface shear resistance. Peruvian regulatory agencies are also
requesting mining companies for a constant reevaluation of the overall physical stability of most of their
facilities. In order to do so, during operation it is common to compile engineering design and construction
information (quality dossier) focusing on the data related to soil liner characteristics, take undisturbed and
disturbed samples of soil liner and leached ore, respectively, and reevaluate the physical stability (Ayala
et al., 2013).
For the case study evaluated in this paper, standard geotechnical investigations were performed
around the area. Additionally, six LSDS tests were performed to evaluate shear strength of different kinds
of interface: GCL and geomembrane, low permeability soil and geomembrane, overliner and
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geomembrane, among others. The design required that all unsuitable material had to be removed from the
foundation and replaced with massive and structural fill; therefore, the heap leach pad was designed over
competent rock and in small zones over structural fill or massive fill. As 2-D analysis showed that
translational failures along the interface and rotational failures along the leached ore were the most
critical, the 3-D model considered only the materials showed in Table 1.
Table 1: Shear strength parameters for soil layers involved
in the two and three-dimensional analysis
Material

Specific total
weight (kN/m3)

Specific saturated
weight (kN/m3)

Cohesion
(kPa)

Friction
angle (°)

Leached ore

19

20

0

38

Interface

19

20

Bedrock

21

23

Nonlinear shear strength
envelope
100

30

Two-dimensional slope stability analysis
Due to the layout of the heap leach pad and the valley topography, six critical cross sections were selected
to evaluate both rotational and translational failure surfaces. These cross sections, however, were by no
means representative of the area correspondent to each section, as they were located within the valley,
assuming only critical conditions. Thus, an unknown degree of overconservatism was incorporated.
Furthermore, 2-D failure surface locations were selected not taking into account a possible 3-D failure
surface that might limit the extension of the failure, which led to the assumption of even more critical
conditions. Spencer’s procedure was used in a long-term static and pseudo-static (0.19 seismic
coefficient) 2-D LE slope stability analysis. FoS calculated for each cross section were higher than the
minimum required by the design criteria. It is important to mention that these FoS were calculated for the
final design of the heap leach pad; previous stabilization measures were used such as the decrease of the
overall slope angle, design of intermediate benches (therefore, diminishing the heap leach pad storage
capacity), and the selection of a borrow area of a stronger low permeability soil, but with higher
associated costs.

Three-dimensional slope stability analysis
To quantify how overconservative 2-D analyses were, a 3-D model was built, that accounted for sufficient
information to represent the geometry of the topography, slope, soil layer distribution, and geotechnical
parameters (Reyes and Parra, 2014). For this case study, detailed topography and heap layout were
available. The same geotechnical parameters as shown in Table 1 were used for the 3-D analysis. Only
translational failures were analyzed in the 3-D, as they are the most critical for heap leach pads.
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The SVSLOPE-3-D software package (Fredlund and Thode, 2011) from SoilVision Systems (2011)
was used to create the 3-D model. SVSLOPE-3-D performs LE analyses using the columns method and
3-D accepted extensions of classical 2-D procedures (Fredlund and Thode, 2011), according to most of
the recommendations presented on Akhtar’s (2011) research. However, it does not include Akhtar’s
(2011) 3-D correction factor for Janbu’s simplified procedure. In consequence, 3-D FoS based on this
procedure are underestimated; additionally the KT coefficient for side shear strength is not used, but it has
implemented the KO coefficient described by Stark and Eid (1998) and Arellano and Stark (2000).

Selection of direction of sliding
Prior to modeling, a 3-D DOS was selected for translational failures. The main valley that was analyzed
previously by one cross section (referred to from now on as A-A’) that had the lowest 2-D FoS for
translational failure, was selected as the location for the critical 3-D DOS for the translational failure.
Simplifications were only made to the sides of the valley in order to overcome limitations when locating
the translational failure surface; no modifications were made to the critical cross sections so comparisons
of the 2-D and 3-D FoS were possible. Section A-A’ matched the 3-D DOS for the translational failure.

Model geometry and failure surface shape
SVSLOPE-3-D allows creating a 3-D model by, among other methods, interpolating cross sections and
importing surfaces from, for example, a DXF file. Unlike Reyes and Parra (2014), who interpolated over
34 cross sections for a case with a complex foundation conditions, surfaces were imported mainly because
only three materials were involved in the analysis. SVSLOPE-3-D represented accurately the heap leach
pad complex site topography and layout. Figure 3 shows the model as presented in SVSLOPE-3-D,
section A-A’, and a typical section of the valley.

A

B’
Section A-A’

B
A’

Section B-B’ - Valley’s cross section

Figure 2: Three-dimensional model of the heap leach pad as presented in SVSLOPE-3-D
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Translational failure surface shape was modeled using planes to form “wedges”—each plane is
defined by dip and dip direction angles. As mentioned before, the lateral faces of the valley were
smoothed, but no modifications were made that would affect the critical cross section. The moving
wedges technique implemented in SVSLOPE-3-D, that varies the location of the planes that define a
wedge, was used to determine the critical failure surface. Dip and dip direction angles of each plane were
defined by the topography, with the exception of the angles of back-scarp plane that needed several
iterations to find the critical values. As this is not a conventional translational failure, two shapes were
defined. The first one, named “continuous” shape, had sides that matched the valley’s lateral sides, so that
it could run along the interface on the sides and the ore on the back with the same inclination. The second
one, named “scalped” shape, had sides that first matched the valley sides and interface and then vertical
sides when running through the ore, according to Akhtar’s (2011) suggestions for translational failures.
Figure 3 shows both shapes as modeled by SVSLOPE-3-D. The 3-D extensions of Spencer’s, and
Morgenstern and Price’s, procedures were used in order to compare them with the 2-D results.

Results of the three-dimensional analysis
Table 2 present the results from the 3-D analyses for translational failures and Figure 3 shows the two
translational failure surfaces shapes defined. The “continuous” shape yielded the lowest 3-D FoS, and the
“scalped” shape was analyzed with and without the side shear forces. Ratios of 3-D/2-D FoS are
presented, comparing the minimum 3-D FoS for both shapes and the minimum 2-D FoS for section A-A’,
as suggested by Cavounidis (1987). Results showed that 3-D FoS are greater than 2-D FoS for about 20 to
49% for the static analyses and 74 to 86% for the pseudo-static analyses. It is important to mention that all
results presented were calculated with Spencer’s procedure; FoS of Morgenstern and Price’s procedure
are sensitive to the interslice shear force function and were not used.

Figure 3: Continuous (left) and scalped (right) shapes for the translational failure
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These results allowed the authors to understand the nature and failure mechanism of translational
failures in heap leach pads, as well as measuring the overconservatism inherent in 2-D analysis for this
type of facility. More research and 3-D analysis of real cases are needed to begin to optimize design of
complex heap leach pads and reduce construction costs. This 3-D analysis represents another step for
Peruvian geotechnical practitioners and the mining industry in performing 3-D slope stability analysis in
mining facilities.
Table 2: Calculated factors of safety for the 2-D and 3-D analysis
Analysis
type

Section/Shape

Failure Type

Static
FoS

Pseudostatic
FoS

Static
3-D/2-D ratio

Pseudo-static
3-D/2-D ratio

2-D

A-A’

Translational

1.983

1.041

–

–

3-D

Continuous

Translational

2.381

1.809

1.201

1.738

3-D

Scalped without side
shear forces

Translational

2.306

1.753

1.163

1.684

3-D

Scalped with side
shear forces

Translational

3.549

1.937

1.491

1.861

Conclusions
Current state of the art for evaluating slope stability involves 2-D LE analysis and the use of rigorous
procedures, such as Spencer’s, in cross sections that neglect 3-D effects. These effects are greater when
analyzing translational failures, which is usually the main failure mechanism for heap leach pads. 2-D
analyses in heap leach pads in the Andes are usually overconservative; however, conservatism is accepted
because no real measure of 3-D/2-D FoS ratios applicable to its reality is known. 3-D LE method analysis
can quantify this conservatism when geometry and soil strength parameters are known in detail and it is
relatively simple to assume the DOS and the failure surface shape. More research and evaluation of
complex models are needed to be able to use 3-D analysis for design since a heap leach pad failure
represents important economic losses and environmental liabilities.
The potential for 3-D analysis in a given slope stability software should be evaluated before its use,
as it needs to accurately model slope geometry and soil strength. Additionally, it must allow the user to
evaluate the methods and techniques of 3-D LE procedures, and to understand failure surfaces search
techniques and failure surface geometry. As 3-D analysis and procedures are constantly evolving,
software developers should include important aspects, particularly for the calculation of side shear forces
in translational failures.
A 3-D analysis of a heap leach pad was carried out using the software SVSLOPE-3-D, considering
that 2-D analysis yielded overconservative 2-D FoS due to the complex topography with a narrow valley
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and complex facility layout, which is very common in the Peruvian Andes region. Only translational
failures were analyzed since they represented the most critical scenario for the heap leach pad analyzed.
Spencer’s procedure was used in the calculations and comparison, since when using Morgenstern and
Price’s procedure, the selection of the interslice shear force function heavily influenced the results. Two
failure surface shapes were considered. The continuous shape yielded the lowest 3-D FoS; however, it did
not contain any vertical sides which, as suggested by previous researches, would yield the lowest FoS.
The scalped shape, that had vertical sides outside of the valley, yielded higher 3-D FoS when considering
side shear forces. 3-D FoS proved to be greater than 2-D FoS, showing an increase of 20 to 49% for the
static analyses and 74 to 86% for the pseudo-static analyses. These results agree with charts provided by
Akhtar (2011), who demonstrated that for a particular configuration of a slope similar to the heap leach
pad analyzed, the “3-D effect” is high. However, Akhtar (2011) also proves that the usage of KO (at rest
earth pressure coefficient) to calculate side shear forces in SVSLOPE-3-D, may overestimate this effect.
More research is needed to define a critical 3-D shape that matches real failures and a realistic interslice
shear force function. As a lot of effort and budget is invested in determining a detailed topography,
performing extensive field work and a laboratory program, additional effort could be made to perform 3D analysis for a more realistic and precise slope stability evaluation in the near future.
These results will allow practitioners to know how conservative heap leach pad designs are when
using 2-D analysis. More analyses of heap leach pads in aggressive terrain and complex layout, common
scenarios in the Andes region, must be evaluated for a better understanding of 3-D effects. However,
common design of slopes should be performed using 2-D analysis to maintain the current conservatism
inherent in a 2-D analysis. Regulatory agencies and codes should specify a minimum 2-D FoS as a design
criteria, and further research is needed to specify proper criteria for 3-D analyses.
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Abstract
Heap leach pads are common in the mining industry. In their design and management, criteria based on
coupled hydro-geomechanical-geochemical processes are not commonly taken into account. However,
these are of paramount importance for two main reasons: (1) they could play an important role in the
physical stability of the pad; and (2) they are critical for metallurgical efficiency, especially in the mid to
long term.
As an example of the relevance of complex coupled phenomena, it may be mentioned that the
geotechnical stability of the heap is related to the distribution of liquid pressures which, at the same time,
is related to the permeability through Darcy’s law. In its turn, permeability will be affected by porosity
changes, which depend on the consolidation state and the dissolution/precipitation of minerals. Obviously,
the hydrometallurgical performance of the heap ore is also strongly linked with the abovementioned
coupled processes.
In this work, we present a numerical model to solve the hydro-geomechanical-geochemical coupled
processes, developed with COMSOL-PHREEQC, a Java interface developed for combining COMSOL
Multiphysics—a well-known commercial FEM platform—with PHREEQC, the open-software
geochemical simulator developed at USGS and used worldwide. The resulting numerical tool is able to
solve simultaneously unsaturated liquid flow, soil effective stress, and geochemical dissolution and
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precipitation. Geochemical changes affecting porosity and permeability are coupled explicitly in the
hydraulic and geomechanical calculations.

Introduction
Heap leach facilities are complex systems involving processes related to hydrology, mechanics, and
geochemistry. Although these processes from different disciplines can be treated separately, it is obvious
that they are related to each other. An example of the coupling between processes from different disciplines
is the relationship between the geotechnical stability and the distribution of liquid pressures within the heap,
which, at the same time, is related to the permeability through Darcy’s law. In its turn, permeability will be
affected by porosity changes, which depend on the consolidation state and the dissolution/precipitation of
minerals. Obviously, the hydrometallurgical performance of the heap ore is also strongly linked with the
abovementioned coupled processes. However, the prediction or even the interpretation of the behavior of
the heap is a complex issue that should be addressed with the help of modeling tools.
There are several models in the literature related to geotechnical, hydrogeological, and geochemical
disciplines, but it is not common that these models are coupled in an actual engineering problem. The usual
approaches for heap leaching models solve the different phenomena in an uncoupled or just partially
coupled way, due to their resolution complexity. Some of the existing approaches were formulated to
calculate hydrodynamics and solute transport (Decker and Tyler, 1999), or soil mechanics and
hydrodynamics (Pacheco et al., 2011).
In the last decade some efforts about incorporating the chemistry in Hydro-Mechanical (HM)
problems (Liu and Brady, 2004; Mata et al., 2005; Mohajeri et al., 2011) have been made, but most of them
only considered simple geochemical models regarding synthetic cases. Also some attempts to solve the
Thermal-Hydro-Mechanical-Chemical (THMC) equations in the context of the design of radioactive waste
facilities have been reported as well (Guimarães et al., 2002). Also, there is a clear demand for numerical
simulators that can help in the design, planning, and predicting of leaching operations at industrial scale
(Cross et al., 2006; Bennett et al., 2012; McBride, Gebhart and Cross, 2012; McBride et al., 2013). In this
context, McBride, Cross & Gebhart (2012) developed a mathematical model based on CFD technology that
considered operational aspects of a leaching process, such as active 3D leached and unleached heap areas.
Nevertheless, the flow through the heap is modeled in 1-D, which can lead to substantial errors in the
prediction of metal recovery as the lateral flow is disregarded. In addition, mechanical phenomena were not
considered.
Improving the design of heap leach pads requires performing an integrated analysis of the HMC
phenomena. Key aspects of the construction and operation, such as mechanical stability and mineral
recovery efficiency, cannot be estimated accurately without taking into account multiple coupling of
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complex chemistry, soil mechanics, and hydrodynamics. To our knowledge, there is no numerical
simulation of a coupled HMC model that accounts for the kinetics of several mineral species and the
evolution of a multilift heap. In this paper, we present a model that considers all the above-mentioned
coupled phenomena and a numerical tool for the simulation of copper heap leaching.

Methodology
In this work we provide a simulation of a synthetic copper heap leach pad to demonstrate the relevance of
the HMC coupling, as well as the capabilities of the numerical tool utilized. In brief, the methodology
followed in this study consists of: (i) development of a numerical tool for the simulation of HMC problems;
(ii) application of the numerical tool for simulating copper heap leaching; and (iii) demonstration of the
potential of the tool for the design, planning, and prediction of industrial heap leaching operations.

Hydro-mechanical-chemical model
Several coupled HMC processes are involved during the construction and operation of a heap leach pad. In
this section we describe the governing equations assumed in the modeling of the heap leaching process.
First, the mass balance equation of liquid under isothermal conditions is expressed as follows:

l Cm  Sl S  t pl  l   ql  lt vol  f extw

(1)

where l the liquid density, Sl is the liquid saturation, C m is the specific moisture capacity, pl is the liquid
pressure, S is the storage term, q l is the liquid flow velocity,  vol is the volumetric deformation and f extw
is an external source term. The liquid flow velocity equation is given by Darcy’s law (Bear, 1988):
ql  

kk r



pl   l g 

(2)

where k is the intrinsic permeability tensor, kr is the relative permeability,  is the dynamic viscosity of
the liquid and g is the gravity tensor. The van Genuchten’s retention function (van Genuchten, 1980) was
considered to account for the relationship between liquid saturation and pressure. Also, the relative
permeability was calculated according to the model of van Genuchten (1980).
On the other hand, we used the so-called nonconservative formulation for reactive transport of a
chemical species (Bea et al., 2009):

 t c  Lt c a   f extw c*a  l  r eq r kin
  S l  l

(3)
(4)

where c is the concentration vector of species, c a is the concentration vector of aqueous species, c*a is the
vector of external concentrations of species,  is porosity, r eq and r kin are the vectors of equilibrium and
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kinetics reactions, respectively. In (3) we have introduced the linear operator accounting for advection,
dispersion, diffusion, and nonchemical sink-source terms:

Lt     l q l     l D    f extw 

(5)

where D is the tensor of dispersion and diffusion coefficients. The equation (3) consists of a system of Ns
equations, where Ns is the number of chemical species. However, it can be reduced to a system of size Nc,
the number of chemical components, by eliminating the equilibrium reactions. Chemical components are
defined as linear combination of species whose mass is not affected by equilibrium reactions (Steefel and
MacQuarrie, 1996; Saaltink, Ayora and Carrera, 1998):

 t m  Lt m a   f extw m *a  Mr kin

(6)

where m is the vector of components, which can be decomposed in subcomponents containing the chemical
species of the component present in the aqueous ( m a ), gaseous ( m g ), mineral ( m m ) and sorbed ( m d )
phases;

M is a component matrix, which is defined as a matrix that eliminates the equilibrium reactive

term, i.e., Mreq  0 (Saaltink, Ayora and Carrera, 1998); and m *a is the vector of external aqueous
component concentration.
Finally, the soil mechanics of a heap leach pad were assumed to be governed by the equilibrium
equations (Zienkiewicz and Taylor, 1989):







    1   s   Sl l g  0

(7)

where  is the total stress tensor and  s is the soil density. In a variable saturated porous medium the
effective stress,  ' , controls the mechanical behavior. We adopted a simple approach, in which:





 '    pa I   Sl  Slr  1 Slr   pa  pl  I

(8)

where p a is the air pressure, I is the identity matrix and S lr is the residual liquid saturation. The CamClay elasto-plastic constitutive law (Wood, 1990) and plane strain conditions were assumed to close the
problem.
The initial suction and composition of the ore material layers are represented by pl0 and m0a ,
respectively. Initial mechanical conditions assumed are zero strains and stresses for each layer. No flow
conditions are assumed at the boundaries of the bedrock. Also, no flow conditions are imposed at the lateral
boundaries of the ore layers and the free surface of those layers beneath the current layer under irrigation.
Atmospheric pressure and mass outflow conditions are imposed at the lateral boundaries of the drainage
system. An inflow condition (qin) is considered at the surface of every layer to reproduce the irrigation
process. Horizontal displacement (ux) at the lateral boundaries of the rock foundation is set at zero. Also
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zero vertical (uy) and horizontal displacements are considered at the bottom boundary of the bedrock. No
mechanical constrains and no loads are considered at the remaining boundaries.

Numerical implementation in COMSOL-PHREEQC
The governing equations (1 to 8) have been solved with the numerical interface COMSOL-PHREEQC
(iCP) (Nardi et al., 2014). iCP is a Java interface that couples the general purpose finite element framework
COMSOL Multiphysics and the geochemical simulator PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013). In brief,
the tool is based on implementing an operator splitting technique for solving the hydro-mechanical problem
(a coupled or uncoupled system of partial/ordinary equations and algebraic differential equations) on
COMSOL and the chemical system of algebraic and differential equations on PHREEQC. A problem is set
in iCP through three types of input files: (i) a COMSOL file for solving the hydro-mechanical phenomena,
(ii) a set of PHREEQC files defining the chemical system, including initial and boundary conditions; and
(iii) a XML file that establishes the link between COMSOL and PHREEQC, sets the time discretization
and specifies the outputs.
In addition, to deal with the large computational requirements of THMC models, iCP automatically
divides the model domain into subdomains where geochemical reactions are solved in parallel by balancing
the computational load over multiple threads. In particular, the simulation of this work comprised of 14,641
elements simulating a 500 day leach operation and employing a transport time step of 86,400 s, required
1 GB of storage and 1 day of CPU time on a 3.8 GHz processor with 4 cores and 16 GB RAM. These
numbers are in the range of other codes and computational methods that only solve flow and reactive
transport (e.g., McBride, Gebhart and Cross, 2012; McBride, Cross and Gebhart, 2012).

Application example: Simulation of a multilift heap leach pad
The present HMC model was applied to simulate the construction and operation of a synthetic copper heap
leach pad consisting of five ore layers settled on a terrain with a slight slope (2%). Each layer (stacking
level) is simulated sequentially, mimicking the sequence of construction and operation of a real heap leach
pad as schematized in Figure 1. In this sequential simulation approach the results obtained during the
calculation of the previous layers (un-1, pn-1, cn-1) are used to define the initial (u0, p0, c0) and boundary
conditions of the next layer.
We have considered that the construction of each layer is performed over 10 days, followed by an
irrigation period of 90 days at a constant irrigation rate of qin = 7.5 l h-1 m-2 applied on the top surface of
each layer. The initial liquid pressure in the ore layer (pl0) is considered equal to −30 kPa. The temperature
of the system is assumed to be 25°C. The rock and ore densities were set at 3,000 kg/m3 and 2,600 kg/m3,
respectively. An initial porosity of 30% was assumed both for the liner system and ore bed, while the initial
intrinsic permeabilities were set at 5 × 10-10 m2 and 4 × 10-11 m2, respectively. The longitudinal dispersivities
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of the liner system and ore bed were assumed to be equal to 50 m and 10 m, respectively. The respective
transversal dispersivities were set at 10 m and 2 m. These values were chosen to ensure numerical stability
of the simulation, but they may be representative of industrial heap leaching, where the total heap height
can be up to 200 m and the area under leach can be in the order of 106 m2 (Schlesinger et al., 2011).

Figure 1: Sequence of construction of a heap leach pad layer by layer.
The layer “n” is represented by “step n”. State variables of the problem
are displacement (u), liquid pressure (p) and concentration (c)

Table 1: Chemical reactions considered in the geochemical model
Mineral

Kinetic reactions

Chrysocolla

CuSiH4O5 + 2H+ = Cu+2 + H2O + H4SiO4

Chalcopyrite

CuFeS2 + 2H+ = Cu+2 + Fe+2 +2HS-

Pyrite

FeS2 + 2H+ 2e- = Fe+2 + 2HS-

Albite

NaAlSi3O8 + 2H2O = Na+ + Al(OH)4- + 3H4SiO4

K-Feldspar

KAlSi3O8 + 8H2O = K+ + Al(OH)4- +3H4SiO4

Mineral

Equilibrium reactions

Jarosite-K

KFe3(SO4)2(OH)6 + 6H+ = Fe+3 + 6H2O + K+ +2SO4-2

Jurbanite

AlOHSO4 + H+ = Al+3 + SO4-2 + H2O

Basaluminite

Al4(OH)10SO4 + 10H+ = 4Al+3 + SO4-2 + 10H2O

Fe(OH)3(a)

Fe(OH)3 + 3H+ = Fe+3 + 3H2O

Schwertmannite

Fe8O8(OH)4.5(SO4)1.75 +20.5H+ = 1.75SO4-2 + 8Fe+3
+12.5H2O

The assumed rock composition is as follows: chrysocolla (20 wt%), chalcopyrite (10 wt%), pyrite (8
wt%), albite (30 wt%), and K-feldspar (32 wt%), and a Cu grade of 0.48%. This composition may be
representative of a zone of increased fracturing with a low pyrite/chalcopyrite ratio. The chemical evolution
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of the above minerals is assumed to be governed by kinetic reactions (Dreier, 1999; Kimball et al., 2010;
Williamson and Rimstidt, 1994; Chou and Wollast, 1985; Schweda, 1989) (see Table 1). Equilibrium
precipitation-dissolution reactions of Jarosite-K, Jurbanite, Basaluminite, Fe(OH)3(a) and Schwertmannite
are also taken into account (Table 1). To simplify the problem, bioleaching of chalcopyrite was not
considered in the model. The chemical compositions of the initial pore water and irrigation solution are
shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Chemical compositions of the initial pore water and irrigation solution
Initial pore water, ma0

Irrigation solution, ma*

pH

5.95

0.94

Eh, mV

738

1161

Al, mol/l

2.56 × 10-10

10-22

C, mol/l

3.49 × 10-2

1.04 × 10-5

Ca, mol/l

3.49 × 10-2

2.70 × 10-3

Cl, mol/l

1.30 × 10-6

9.63 × 10-2

K, mol/l

1.89 × 10-2

6.30 × 10-4

Fe, mol/l

2.50 × 10-7

7.50 × 10-6

Mg, mol/l

3.99 × 10-8

1.30 × 10-5

Na, mol/l

10-14

6.10 × 10-4

S, mol/l

3.79 × 10-2

4.50 × 10-2

Si, mol/l

9.25 × 10-17

3.20 × 10-4

Results and discussion
Figure 2 shows the evolution of concentrations of selected dissolved species at the output of the drainage
system. The evolution of pH shows the arrival of the acidic solution at the liner system in a time of around
60 days (Figure 2a). Kinetic dissolution of chrysocolla and chalcopyrite is triggered by the infiltration of
the acidic solution and, as a result, an increase of Cu concentrations is observed in the outlet flow (Figure
2b). The chemical evolution of Si and Al concentrations (Figure 2c) clearly shows that under these low pH
conditions kinetic dissolution of aluminosilicates is also favored. This process is highly dependent on the
pH and, over a long period of time, porosity can be significantly modified.
Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution of chalcopyrite and chrysocolla concentrations. The
concentration of chalcopyrite hardly changes, while the chrysocolla is almost completely dissolved at the
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end of the leaching of each layer. This is due to the combination of three factors: the slow dissolution rate
of chalcopyrite, the fast dissolution rate of chrysocolla, and the initial amounts of both minerals, which are
very similar.
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Figure 2: Evolution of pH (a) and concentrations of Cu (b) and Al (c) in the pregnant leach
solution. Irrigation and drainage mass flows during each stage are also included

Figure 3: Evolution of the chalcopyrite (left) and
chrysocolla (right) concentrations in the leach pad
The copper recovery is presented in Figure 4a. Note that the copper recovery associated with the
leaching of each layer displays a common pattern that reflects the difference in the leaching rates of
chrysocolla and chalcopyrite. During the first days of leaching of a new layer, the copper is recovered
mainly from chrysocolla. The fast dissolution rate of chrysocolla is associated with a higher slope of the
recovery curve. Once chrysocolla has been spent, the copper recovery continues from chalcopyrite at a
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lower rate (lower slope of the copper recovery curve). This pattern is more evident during the leaching of
the first layer, which provides a copper recovery of about 30%. The copper recovered from the leaching of
subsequent layers is about 8%. At the end of the operation (500 days), approximately 60% of the copper
has been recovered. The recovered copper increases due to the leaching of residual mineral from previous
layers, depending on the thickness of the loaded layers and the irrigation times.
The competition between chrysocolla and chalcopyrite is more evident when looking at the acid
sulfuric consumption, which is shown in Figure 4b. During a given irrigation period, the consumed acid
increases at an almost constant rate until reaching a plateau coinciding with the construction of a new layer.
After 25 days from the start of a new irrigation period, the acid consumption experiences a small decrease,
due to the complete dissolution of chrysocolla. Note that this time coincides with the time at which the
copper recovery changes its rate (see Figure 4a). These changes in copper recovery and acid consumption
last about five days, after which the acid consumption increases again at the initial rate of the current
leaching stage. That is, the copper recovery and acid consumption curves directly reflect the different
dissolution rates of the mineral species considered in the model, especially the chrysocolla (fast dissolution
rate) and the chalcopyrite (slow dissolution rate). Also, the plateau of acid consumption is clearly associated
with the behavior of the irrigation and drainage flow rates (see Figure 2). In addition, acid consumption
during the leaching of a new layer is progressively lower than the acid consumption of previous leaching
stages. This is because the mass of mineral of the new layer is lower, and the impact of acid consumption
from previous leached layers is minor.
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Figure 4: Predicted copper recovery (a) and acid consumption (b)
The hydrodynamic behavior of the system is conditioned by the time required for the irrigation
solution to saturate the heap as it flows to the drainage system. The evolution of the liquid saturation is
shown in Figure 5a. After a short period of time, a quasi-steady state is achieved for every layer. In the
present case it takes about 40 days from the layer construction. We have set an observation point to
understand the evolution of the liquid pressure (red spot on Figure 5a). As shown in Figure 5b, two stages
are found for every leaching step: the construction and the irrigation periods. The effect of construction
does not generate pore water pressure (as occurs in undrained conditions), as the ore is mainly unsaturated
and the construction has been simulated in a progressive manner. The increase of liquid pressure at the
beginning of each leaching step is caused by irrigation. Nevertheless, as shown in Figure 5b, this increase
is progressively lower because the irrigation decreases in the next leaching step. The irrigation time plays
an important role in the system behavior. This is due to the influence of irrigation on the liquid pressure
and the mass of recovered minerals. Some amount of copper remains in the pad close to the slope limits,
because irrigation is not very effective in those zones. Ideally, those zones could be exploited as well.
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Figure 5: Evolution of the liquid saturation in the leach pad. The red circle on
the upper figure (a) denotes the observation point for pressure evolution shown in (b)
Changes in porosity and permeability due to mineral dissolution/precipitation and irrigation time can
affect significantly the hydromechanical behavior of the heap leach pad. Figure 6a shows the evolution of
the global porosity due to the combined hydromechanical and chemical effects. We found that there are
zones of the ore where the porosity increases due to the mineral dissolution, and other zones where the
consolidation of the layers leads to a porosity decrease. In turn, the mechanical effects consist in an increase
in the vertical stress developed mainly on the rock foundation as the layers are progressively loaded. This
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vertical stress increase also reaches the top of the third layer, where the vertical displacement reaches a
maximum.

Figure 6: Evolution of global porosity (a) and vertical stress in the leach pad (b)

Conclusions
This paper presented iCP, a numerical tool that is able to solve simultaneously unsaturated flow, soil
mechanics, and reactive transport in porous media. This tool allows integrating in a single framework
hydromechanical and geochemical coupled phenomena and the processes involved in the construction and
operation of heap leach pads. Geochemical changes affecting porosity and permeability are coupled
explicitly in the hydraulic and geomechanical calculations. The model calibration may be conducted in a
two-stage optimization process based on (i) experimental data from batch tests and kinetics test columns
for reaction rate parameters optimization in PHREEQC; and (ii) field scale measurements and operational
indicators (e.g., pressures, flow rates, copper recovery, and acid consumption) for inverse modeling of
hydro-mechanical-solute transport parameters in COMSOL.
The simulation results show that changes in porosity due to mineral dissolution/precipitation and
irrigation time affect significantly the hydromechanical behavior of the heap leach pad, and vice versa. For
the synthetic case of a multilift heap considered in the study, the simulated copper recovery and acid
consumption responds directly to the dissolution rates of the copper bearing minerals considered in the
model. A strong advantage of the present model is that it can treat multiple chemical species simultaneously,
providing solutions that are best for interpreting all the chemical interactions within a leaching system. In
addition, the stability of the pad and the ore recovery efficiency can be predicted with more accuracy
because the model considers the interaction between variable saturated flow, mechanical deformation, and
chemical reactions during the construction and irrigation of the different layers of the heap. Finally, the
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modeling methodology presented in this work can help to improve the stability of the heap pad and optimize
mineral recovery efficiency.
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Abstract
This paper utilizes cases histories to show the use of bituminous geomembrane (BGM) as a liner in heap
leach pads (HLP) in Europe and South America, and discusses some of the technical and financial
advantages and disadvantages of BGM for such applications. We describe the structure of BGM, a hybrid
geosynthetic manufactured by impregnating a polyester geotextile with a bitumen compound. The
geotextile provides mechanical resistance and an especially high puncture resistance. The bitumen provides
the waterproofing properties of impregnated geotextile, essentially creating a geomembrane, and ensures
its longevity. The paper discusses the reasons why BGM was selected on some projects, and some of the
challenges encountered in using it, as well as the successes.

Heap Leach Pad Liners
Heap leach pads (HLP) are typically lined with a composite liner system that consists of the following
components, from top to bottom:
 A drainage layer (also labeled the overliner), typically consisting of gravel or free draining
material.
 A geomembrane (the primary liner).
 A barrier layer (the secondary liner) which can be a compacted clay liner (CCL) typically 30 cm
thick, or a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL), or a double liner with HDPE.
The ore is then piled up on top of the overliner. The leachate solution is applied on top of the ore and
collected after it has percolated through the ore and leached out the precious metal though the overliner and
the pipe network installed on top of the geomembrane. A typical cross section is shown in Figure 1. The
main role of the composite liner system is to control (eliminate) leakage of the pregnant solution into the
subsoil and allow full recovery for at least two reasons: i) it holds the ore which is the source of revenue
from the mining operations; and ii) it contains chemicals that may harmful to groundwater.
Loss of revenue from leakage of pregnant solution was estimated at roughly $26,000/year at a HLP
in South America (Beck, 2014).
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Figure 1: Typical heap leach pad cross sections
In designing the composite liner system, the engineer has many choices for the selection of the
geomembrane. Since the geomembrane needs to be brought on site, the engineer has full flexibility in his
selection. By contrast, the selection of either a CCL or GCL is dictated by the local geology, availability of
an adequate low permeability soil, site logistics, hauling distance, availability of water, and schedule. Given
that HLP often covers ten of hectares, the volumes of low permeability soil to haul and install are very large
and the installation time may be fairly long, impacting development of the mine. Therefore the use of GCL
has increased in recent years.
The selection of the geomembrane is dictated by a series of factors that are both objective and
quantifiable, and subjective and not quantifiable. Objective factors include location, climatic conditions,
the nature of the subbase, the technical ability of the work force at the mine, mechanical properties, and
cost. Subjective factors include the engineer’s personal preferences, the mine owner/operator personal
preference, acceptance by regulators, and overall perception.
In recent years, mines have been opened in regions of the globe that are harder to reach, where good
subbase material or clays are not available in quantity and quality, and where a specialty geosynthetic
installer may be hard to access–such as in remote locations or locations at high altitude (in excess of
4,500 m), characterized by very harsh climates (high wind, frequent and abundant precipitation, and
extremely low and high temperatures), and where the schedule is of critical importance and reliability is
paramount.
Consequently a very strong, easy-to-deploy, and climate-insensitive geomembrane such as BGM has
proven to be an ideal answer to the challenges faced by many mine owners and operators.
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Bituminous geomembrane
The first bituminous geomembrane used for civil engineering applications was invented in 1974 by an oil
company (Shell) and one of the largest road construction contractors (Colas), both bitumen specialists. The
product was named Coletanche for Colas and ‘étanche’—the French word for waterproof. The first uses
were in France under the supervision of the world renowned geosynthetic expert Jean-Pierre Giroud for
industrial applications near Grenoble and potable water storage reservoirs in the Alps.
The first BGM were manufactured on site by spraying the compound bitumen on top of the geotextile
already laid on the ground, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: BGM in the early days
Following these early uses and the demonstrated success of the BGM, it was decided to manufacture the
geomembrane in the controlled environment of a factory. BGM are now manufactured in plants and are
subject to the same Quality Control requirement and procedures as other geomembranes (LLDPE, HDPE,
PVC, etc.) Coletanche for instance is manufactured in a recently constructed factory in the north of France
with a very new and efficient mixture plant producing a high quality and sophisticated bitumen compound
that includes SBS modifier (elastomer) and fillers to yield very specific properties very far from the initial
“raw” bitumen used in the beginning. Manufacturing is done under strict quality control procedures certified
under an ISO 9002 quality assurance scheme. The factory also operates with an ISO 14001 environmental
certification.

Description
A BGM is a geomembrane manufactured by impregnating a polyester geotextile long fiber with a bitumen
compound. The geotextile provides mechanical resistance and especially high puncture resistance. This
bitumen provides the waterproofing properties of the geomembrane and ensures its longevity by totally
impregnating the geotextile. The BGM includes other components described in the following and illustrated
in Figure 3.
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 A long fiber, nonwoven, polyester geotextile with a variable mass depending upon the grade of
the geomembrane.
 A 50 g/m² glass fiber fleece.
 An antiroot film Terphane (polyethylene cepthalene) on the underside of the geomembrane.
 A sand coating on the upper side of the geomembrane.

Figure 3: Schematic cross section of BGM
The geotextile and glass fleece are impregnated with the bitumen compound and the final thickness
of the geomembrane is controlled by the geotextile used in manufacturing the BGM. Typical geotextiles
weights are 200, 250, 300 and 400 g/m² leading to (in the case of Coletanche) Grade ES1, ES2, ES3, and
ES4, where ES stands for Elastomeric. The final thicknesses of the geomembrane are 3.50, 4.00, 4.80, and
5.60 mm. For special projects, thicker and stronger geomembranes have been designed (ES5 and ES6).
Likewise, the underside antiroot film can be replaced with a nonsand coating to provide both sides with the
same high-friction angle.
Friction angles as high as 34° have been measured in interface shear strength tests between BGM and
soil backfill. This high interface shear strength is linked to the ability of BGM to deform and interlock with
the soil particles without tearing because of the very strong puncture resistance. The visco-elastic bitumen
coats the particles, and therefore the integrity of the BGM is maintained even under the very high normal
stresses of very tall HLP.
BGMs are by far the thickest and heaviest geomembranes on the market and combined with the
inherent properties of bitumen exhibit some unique qualities, including a very high puncture resistance
which allows the use of large grain size material as overliner, lightweight vehicular traffic directly on the
geomembrane, and the possibility of installing in very harsh climatic conditions with wind speeds in excess
of 100 km/h and temperatures as low as −45 .
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General characteristics of bituminous geomembrane
The hybrid nature of BGM leads to unique and specific mechanical properties and behavior.

Tensile properties
The tensile properties of BGM are derived primarily from the geotextile at the core of the product. When
stressed, BGM will show an approximately linear response typical of a nonwoven geotextile, up to failure
at a strain of approximately 70% to 100%. There is no yield point. The bitumen component of BGM can
accommodate very large strains as a result of its visco-elastic property that do not damage its structure or
affect its properties. This is in contrast to polymeric geomembranes that have a well-defined yield point at
about 12% strain. Up to this point polymeric geomembrane behaves elastically without damage to the
polymer’s structure, but at greater strain behavior is plastic up to failure.
Design procedures for polymeric geomembrane normally dictate that strains in service should not
exceed about 4% in order to reduce the likelihood of environmental stress cracking. This level of strain can
easily occur as a result of basal settlements, temperature-induced stresses, and indentation by overlying or
underlying materials. By contrast, BGM can operate safely at much greater strains without risk of failure
till 35 or 40%.

Ageing
The effect of ageing on tensile strength of BGM has been investigated by laboratory testing and by testing
of material exhumed after years of service. Testing of BGM after exposure under a Xenon lamp, per ASTM
D 4355, has shown no significant reduction in tensile properties. As mentioned previously, the tensile
properties of BGM are derived primarily from the polyester nonwoven geotextile at its core. This geotextile
is very well protected from ageing and degrading processes, being totally impregnated and encased with
bitumen. Therefore, significant degradation of its properties over time would not be expected. In order to
determine the long-term ageing and effectiveness of existing potential covering membranes, ANDRA (the
French National Agency for managing radioactive wastes) developed a mathematical model and calibrated
it with test results from samples from different existing sites where the materials had been installed for
varying periods of time.
ANDRA determined that based on their modeling about 1.5 mm in thickness of Coletanche would be
bio-degraded in 300 years in the worst conditions possible, which is assuming that the bacteria are in an
environment not likely to occur in mining applications. The multibarrier system studied by the Hanford Site
Surface Barrier Development Program (DOE, 1994) to provide a long-term surface barrier capable of
isolating wastes at the US Department of Energy Hanford Site near Richmond, Washington included
polymer-amended bitumen because of its ageing performance. Note that bitumen has been used for a very
long time to waterproof structures (Krishnan and Rajagopal, 2004).
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Puncture resistance
Because of its thickness and the presence of nonwoven geotextile, BGM exhibit a strong resistance to
puncture resistance. Larger particles can be tolerated in the subbase or in the cover soil than most other
geomembranes without the need for a cushion geotextile. The cushion is essentially in the BGM. Further,
even when penetrated or indented by a protrusion, the visco-elastic nature of the bitumen comes into play
and the bitumen follows the shape of the protrusion and coats it, as shown in Figure 4a. This strong
resistance to puncture allows light to medium ground pressure equipment to drive directly on the BGM, as
shown on Figure 4b where a front loader deploys the BGM and is then driven on it. Note that there are no
tire indentations in the BGM.

Figure 4a: Indentation in bitumen Figure Figure 4b: Construction equipment on BGM
This high puncture resistance allows the use of coarse grain material directly on the geomembrane,
namely for the overliner of the HLP as shown on Figure 5, eliminating the need for the screening of material
or the placement of a cushion geotextile, thereby saving time and money.

Figure 5: Large particles soil directly on BGM

Connectivity to other materials
BGM may be welded directly to steel and concrete pipe work and structures by use of a bituminous primer
applied to the pipe or structure, which is then heated and bonded directly to the melted surface of the BGM,
forming a complete watertight seal (there is no loss of leachate even after any kind of intrusion). A batten
strip (aluminum or stainless steel) may be fixed to increase the longevity of the weld. BGMs can also be
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effectively sealed to PVC and polymeric geomembrane and pipes by using a special adhesive mastic
developed by Shell.

Extreme temperature application
Because of its very low thermal coefficient compared to that of resin-based polymeric geomembrane (up to
a hundred times less than HDPE), a bituminous geomembrane does not expand or contract very much when
exposed to cold or heat. The benefit is the absence of wrinkles. Figure 6a shows a BGM being laid in a
pond in Guatemala on a sunny day with a temperature of about 39°C. The geomembrane lies flat on the
foundation soil with no wrinkles. Figure 6b shows an LLDPE geomembrane installed in Vermont, USA,
under the same temperature conditions. A large number of wrinkles can be observed on the geomembrane.
It was necessary to wait till the temperature came down to install the geocomposite and the cover soil, to
ensure that the wrinkles would not be as high and could not fold over, since it is well documented that
excessive wrinkles lead to a series of problem, as listed below.

Figure 6a and 6b: BGM and LLDPE geomembrane
installed under the same temperature conditions
 The folding over of the geomembrane when the cover soil is pushed over—even when
geocomposites or geotextiles are placed on top of the geomembrane, high and long wrinkles may
fold over. This folding leads to stress concentration on the folds, which in time may lead to
localized failure of the geomembrane and loss of performance
 The increased volume of leakage. The work conducted by Prof. Rowe (Rowe et al., 2012) has
shown that when defects are present (and defects are always present) then the wrinkles act as a
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reservoir for the liquid leaking through the geomembrane, and larger volumes may leak. Because
full contact is no longer maintained between the geomembrane and the underlying soil, the effect
of the composite liner in reducing flow through leaks (see Giroud’s approach) is essentially no
longer there.
In very cold climates, the very nature of bitumen allows installation of BGM in very cold temperatures
(down to −45°C) with no problems. By contrast, polyethylene-based geomembranes (LLDPE and HDPE)
with moderate to high crystalline structures are much more sensitive to environmental stress cracking,
which is exacerbated by cold temperatures. The seaming method of BGM relies on melting the bitumen
with a torch and pressing the two panels together. A high energy output is generated by this process and is
not affected by the exterior temperature, and the temperature of the torch can be controlled easily by the
installer. By contrast, the temperature of the seaming machine used for polyethylene geomembrane may be
harder to control and preheating of the geomembrane may also be required, making seaming operations
more complicated and therefore incurring a higher risk of having some defective seams. In addition, because
BGM does not contract or expand when heated, the seam is also as flat at the parent material—as shown in
Figure 6a, compared to the seam in an LLDPE geomembrane shown in Figure 6b. Therefore no stress is
imparted to the BGM at the seam, which will behave exactly like the geomembrane.
BGM was successfully installed at Diavik Diamond Mine in the Northwest Territories of Canada
(Figure 7) and in Kupol, Siberia—two of the coldest places on earth. At both locations, installation of the
BGM geomembrane continued through part of the winter and even under light snow conditions, as shown
in Figure 7. At Diavik, installation of the BGM went on for 10 months of the year (excluding January and
February when the temperature could drop as low as −70°C), whereas installation of a polyethylene
geomembrane had been limited to 4 months. This increased productivity in liner installation was a
tremendous financial bonus for the mine, which was able to use the facility in half the time initially planned.
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Figure 7: Installation of BGM in Diavik, Northwest Territories, Canada

Wind uplift resistance
The BGM used usually for heap leach pad has a minimum mass per unit area of about 4,850 g⁄m2 for ES2
to 5,800 g/m² for ES3, or more than three times that of a 2 mm thick polymeric geomembrane, or four times
that of the common 1.5mm polymeric geomembrane. Combined with a higher tensile resistance (due to the
presence of the geotextile), BGM can sustain wind speeds three to four times higher than LLDPE, HDPE,
or PVC geomembrane without damage or excessive strain. Consequently, a BGM can be installed in
stronger wind than other flexible geomembranes, and needs less ballast if large areas need to remain
exposed for a while. This is beneficial for large HLPs with high incoming tonnage, as it allows construction
of large cells and minimizes disruption of operations. This resistance to high wind was essential in the use
of BGM at the Toromocho Mine in Peru, located at an altitude of 4,800 m, and in Patagonia—known for
its often-windy conditions. For most of the year, winds with a speed of about 15 to 20 km/h are expected,
and in the summer months winds pick up and can increase to speeds of about 120 km/hr.

Recent applications
BGM have been used in HLPs built for different metals. One of the earliest applications was in Limoges,
France, for uranium leaching. The HLP was lined with BGM as shown in Figure 8. BGM was selected for
it durability and high puncture resistance.
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Figure 8: Uranium HLP in Limoges, France
Some of the largest copper heap leach pads are in Chile and Peru. In Antamina (which has an altitude of
more than 4,000 m) Peru, BGM was used to line a pilot rock pile for environmental testing, as shown in

Figure 9. For Codelco, BGM was used to line a perimeter canal for collecting leachate, as well as
the HLP.

Figure 9: Preparation of cell subbase on left and lined cell on right
BGM was used in these applications despite its higher capital cost because it could be installed by the
general contractor and provided a greater puncture resistance than other flexible geomembranes. Therefore,
a cushion geotextile was not needed, reducing the volumes of material to bring to the site and lay down.
The larger mass per square meter compared to other flexible geomembrane was also a deciding criterion
since the areas are characterized by high winds. At the Codelco Mine, BGM was also used in the leachate
collector channel because of its UV resistance and surface mass. BGM is heavier than water (density =
1.22) and will not float and can remain exposed. The low Manning coefficient of BGM is another significant
advantage for using BGM in HLPs. A transversal slope of 2% is enough for assuming a good flow of
leachate (less excavation).
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Figure 10: Facilities at the Codelco Mine in Chile
BGM was also used in gold leaching facilities throughout the world, including at a mine in
Efemçukuru in Turkey. Figure 11 shows deployment of the geomembrane with the anchor trench on the
left-hand-side of the photograph. BGM was selected because it could be installed by the mine’s own staff
after training, the high puncture resistance, and the high interface frictional resistance. The area is
characterized by a high seismicity and stability of slope under seismic load, i.e. critical and dependent upon
strong dynamic properties of the materials.

Figure 11: Liner for HLP in Efemçukuru, Turkey

Conclusions
The use of BGM in mining has increased over the past few years due to both technical and financial
advantages. As described in this paper, those technical advantages include;
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 Strong puncture resistance, which allows the use of local material or mine wastes even for the
drainage layer above BGM.
 Can be installed in very harsh climatic conditions where winds speed can exceed 100 km/h and
temperature could be less than −45 .
 Does not require a specialty installer; BGM can be installed by the mine’s own staff or by the
general contractor (after training by the manufacturer).
 The ability to run light to medium weight equipment on the geomembrane.
 A low Manning coefficient, allowing rapid flow of fluids.
 The high interface shear strength that can be mobilized between the BGM and the overlying and
underlying materials may allow steeper slopes, thereby increasing available air space, and is of
great benefit in high seismicity regions of the world.
The financial benefits include:
 The fact that cushion geotextiles are not needed, thanks to its high puncture resistance and UV
resistance.
 The fact that large-size soils can be placed on top directly, eliminating the need for screening and
segregation.
 The fact that the general contractor or the mine’s own staff can install the geomembrane, thereby
eliminating the need to bring a specialty subcontractor with special equipment, and enabling the
mine to carry out its own repairs.
 Easy connections to concrete, steel, and other materials reduce the installation costs and make the
liner more watertight.
 The ability to install under harsh climatic conditions allows the HLP to go on line faster and
generate revenue earlier.
 The reduced leakage through the liner saves ore-laden leachate.
The use of a very robust geomembrane such as BGM also has environmental benefits:
 The reduced risk of leakage through the liner minimizes the risk of contamination of the
groundwater.
 Because there is no need for geotextile cushions and screening of materials for use under and
above the BGM, the consumption of fuel (transport and screening machine) is reduced, leading
to a reduction in greenhouse gas emission.
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Abstract
The heap leach mining process, just like many other mining processes, is continuously evolving, pushing
the limits of engineering to maximize the efficiency of the process. As such, equipment and materials
used in the process need to be continuously improved in an innovative way.
High-density polyethylene (HDPE) geomembranes, the preferred solution for most designers as
containment means for the pregnant solution, are no exception to this fact. While traditional GRI GM-13
HDPE geomembranes have performed well for many years, some issues that have come up can now be
avoided with new premium HDPE geomembranes. Recent advancements in resin production as well as
innovative processes and formulas allow today’s geomembranes to offer unparalleled mechanical,
physical, and endurance properties. Ruggedness, deformation, stress-cracking, oxidation, and ultraviolet
(UV) issues from the past can all be avoided due to advancements within HDPE geomembrane
technologies.
This paper will look at the technical benefits of the premium HDPE liners within the heap leach
mining process and also offer a review of past issues and an outlook on the future of HDPE geomembrane
technologies.

Introduction
HDPE geomembranes have been used in the mining industry since the early ’70s. Their impermeability
properties, chemical resistance, durability, resistance, and proven installation procedures have made these
liners the natural solution for heap leach projects requiring containment of sometimes chemically
aggressive pregnant solutions. From the early ’70s to the mid ’90s, the HDPE geomembrane’s physical,
mechanical and endurance properties, as well as installation procedures, evolved, adapting to the needs of
processes such as the heap leach mining process.
In 1997, the Geosynthetic Institute (GSI) adopted the first edition of the GRI GM-13 standard for
HDPE geomembranes, making it the reference standard for most critical applications. This standard has
been used across the world for over fifteen years in applications such as the heap leach mining process
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and is still used. While the performance of this specification is proven and does satisfy the industry’s
needs, technological and material advancements have continued to improve the performance and benefits
of HDPE geomembranes over the same period, making the new HDPE geomembranes better-suited liners
for the heap leach process.
This paper will look at how new premium products utilize adapted resins and improved additives, as
well as how technologies such as reflective and conductive liners will improve the aging, physical, and
mechanical properties. This paper will also examine performance of the impervious barrier systems and
how these products facilitate quality control.

Improved aging properties
From a rusted screw to an elderly person’s aching back, aging is a phenomenon that nothing can escape.
Many elements factor into the aging process but one is prevalent with just about everything on this planet:
oxidation. Geomembranes are not exempted from this phenomenon, and therefore special additives are
added to geomembranes to prevent the three main types of oxidation:
 thermo-oxidation (heat degradation);
 photo-oxidation (UV degradation);
 chemical oxidation;
HDPE geomembranes have three main ingredients in their formulation: resin (≈96.5%), carbon
black (≈2.5%), and anti-oxidant additives (≈1%). Table 1 shows each type of degradation mentioned
above and what ingredients within a geomembrane are there to prevent it.
Table 1: Degradation types and ingredients used to prevent
Degradation type

Geomembrane ingredient

Thermo-oxidation

Anti-oxidant additives

Photo-oxidation

Carbon black + anti-oxidant additives

Chemical oxidation

Resin quality + anti-oxidant additives

As seen in Table 1, while the concentration of anti-oxidant additives and carbon black within the
material is very low, their importance is significant to the long-term performance of the liner.
Improvements to the anti-oxidant packages and quality of the resin have allowed new premium HDPE
geomembranes to perform for longer periods than ever before.

Improved OIT and HPOIT
The Oxidation Induction Time (OIT) Test (ASTM D3895) and High Pressure Oxidation Induction Time
(HPOIT) Test (ASTM D5885) are the standard test methods to evaluate the anti-oxidant additives’
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performance. The GRI GM-13 specification requires HDPE geomembranes to have an OIT minimum
value of 100 minutes or an HPOIT minimum value of 400 minutes. While the initial value of antioxidants is important, the depletion rate is also to be considered. This is evaluated within the GRI GM-13
standard through the oven-aging test (ASTM D5721) and the UV-exposure test (ASTM D7238). The
standard specifies that the OIT value be no less than 55% of its original value after 90 days at a
temperature of 85°C for the same oven aging parameters. In the same test method, the HPOIT must be no
less than 80% of its original value. As for the UV resistance, while the OIT test is not tested, the HPOIT
values must be no less than 50% of their original values after 1,600 hours of UV exposure.
The new premium HDPE geomembranes have much better aging performance. Table 2 shows the
difference between the GRI GM-13 standards and the performance of the premium geomembranes, using
improved additives and resins for the same tests.
Table 2: Property differences between GRI GM-13 liners and premium HDPE liners
Properties

GRI GM-13

Premium HDPE

% Difference

OIT (ASTM D3895 – min)

100

160

+60%

HPOIT (ASTM D5885 – min)

400

800

+100%

UV (ASTM D7238 – HPOIT %)

55

80

+45%

The oven-aging properties were not considered in Table 2 as there are no performance differences
between premium HDPE liners and the GRI GM-13 liners. However, other technological advancements
for HDPE geomembranes have improved the life cycle of a liner when considering its thermo-oxidation.

Reduced service temperature of liners
As Figure 1 shows, the higher the service temperature of a liner, the shorter its life span will be.

Figure 1: Three Stages of lifetime prediction for HDPE geomembranes
(after Hsuan and Koerner 1998)
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New and innovative reflective liners reduce the amount of rays that are absorbed by the liner,
reflecting them instead. This phenomenon has a direct impact on the temperature of the liner. Data shown
in Table 3 shows significant liner temperature differences between black geomembranes and white (or
reflective) geomembranes.
Table 3: Effects of geomembrane color on its temperature
(after Cadwallader, Cranston, and Peggs, 1993)
HDPE GMB liner

ΔT (°C) from smooth

temperature (°C)

black HDPE GMB

Smooth black

67

−

30

Textured black

64

−3

30

Grey/white

49

−18

30

White

43

−24

Ambient air temperature (°C)

HDPE GMB liner

30

Reducing the temperature of the liner will have a direct impact on the thermo-oxidation reaction. A
20°C in-service temperature difference can lead to an estimated lifespan difference of approximately 380
years in buried applications (Koerner et al., 2011).
How a geomembrane performs over time is one of the most important parameters when choosing a
specific product over another. New premium geomembranes are more resistant to harmful elements, such
as oxygen, UV, and heat, than ever before.

Improved mechanical properties
Geomembranes were developed to contain. Therefore, no mechanical tension should be placed on a liner.
However, that is a theoretical concept. In practice, all liners are submitted to certain mechanical efforts.
While engineers try to minimize these efforts, geomembranes must have a certain resistance to
mechanical efforts. As such, geomembranes using premium resins do offer engineers and designers an
improved product in comparison to traditional standard HDPE liners.

Improved stress crack resistance (SCR)
In the late ’80s, Peggs and Carlson said:
Without a stress, there can be no stress cracking. Thus, all liners should be designed and
installed to perform solely as a barrier and not to contain stress. However, as we all know,
this is not practical in a construction site / landfill environment. Therefore, every attempt
should be made to select a geomembrane made from a resin that has sufficient stress
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cracking resistance, to tolerate the damage induced during deployment, overheating during
welding, and installation stresses that unavoidably occur. (Peggs and Carlson, 1989)
HDPE geomembranes are known for their excellent broad-range chemical resistance and superior
mechanical properties due to their high crystallinity. However, when the material is subjected to stresses
induced during installation or from the environment in the permanent installed state, HDPE
geomembranes are susceptible to the stress cracking phenomenon.
Stress cracking resistance (SCR) is the only tested parameter that reflects the broad range of
mechanical durabilities of HDPE geomembranes made from different resins. All other index properties
(tensile, tear, puncture, etc.) are essentially identical in all HDPE geomembranes.
The GRI GM-13 standard specifies that an HDPE geomembrane with 300 hours of SCR, as per
ASTM D-5397, is the minimum requirement for HDPE geomembranes to be deemed acceptable for this
parameter. However, environmental stress crack has remained an issue for HDPE geomembranes, which
has led resin and geomembrane manufacturers to develop HDPE resins with improved stress cracking
resistance. As shown on Chart 1, today’s premium HDPE geomembranes have over 1,000 hours of SCR,
as per ASTM D-5397, which is more than 3 times the minimum requirement in most projects and
specifications.
Chart 1: Premium versus GRI GM-13 SCR
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This improved property will allow HDPE geomembranes to be less susceptible to stress cracking
and therefore failure, in heap leap projects using aggressive chemicals, high temperatures, and angular
stones that may scratch or damage subtly the liners or put the liners under tension.

Improved flexibility performance
Uniaxial tensile properties following ASTM D6693 provide an index tensile strength of geomembranes.
However, it is rarely used for geomembrane design as such conditions do not occur in the field. In order
to better simulate stresses applied to geomembranes, geomembranes should be tested in the multi-axial
direction.
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ASTM D5617 is a standard test included in the GRI GM-17 standard for LLDPE, for multi-axial
elongation. The minimum value for LLDPE in the GRI GM-17 specification is 30%. This property is not
tested in the GRI GM-13 standard as traditional HDPE geomembranes do not perform well in this test.
However, the new premium resins used in HDPE geomembranes have multi-axial tension values, as per
ASTM D5617, greater than 30%, just like LLDPE geomembranes.
Chart 2: GRI-GM 13 versus GRI GM-17 vs Premium HDPE multi-axial values
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This mechanical property is important for heap leach projects as heavy loads will be placed on liners
and their sub-base. Should the sub-base settle, the ability for the liner to stretch is very important as this
will reduce the amount of tension that will be placed on the liner.

Improved performance of the impervious barrier systems
As explained above, the main function of a geomembrane is to contain. However, no liner is absolutely
impermeable. This is why impervious barrier systems like composite liners are used to contain critical
liquids and solids, such as the pregnant solutions in the heap leach process. However, even these systems
have limitations. New premium HDPE geomembranes, while still not absolutely impermeable, offer
much more containment than the traditional HDPE geomembranes due to specific properties.

Better intimate contact
While geomembranes have a very low permeability coefficient (≈ 1 × 10-15 m/s), they are susceptible to
puncture. Therefore since 1984, as seen in Figure 2, Compacted Clay Liners (CCL) have been used as a
secondary containment to geomembranes to prevent any leaks through holes in the liner.
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Figure 3: Poor contact composite liner detail

Composite liners are now frequently used in critical applications all over the world. They are most
efficient when the geomembrane is intimate contact with the CCL. When intimate contact is achieved, a
composite liner’s impermeability is potentially 1,000 times better than just a geomembrane liner alone.
(Giroud and Bonaparte, 1989). As per Giroud and Bonaparte, a composite liner with good contact
between the layers could potentially be as much as six times better than if contact was poor, as shown in
Figure 3.
Due to its high coefficient of expansion / contraction, HDPE geomembranes have a tendency to be
very sensitive to temperature changes. When both ends of an exposed geomembrane are anchored and
temperature rises, wrinkles tend to appear in the liner, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Wrinkles on HDPE geomembrane (courtesy of Chappel et al., 2012)
Giroud et al. (1989) developed a formula for a situation of low hydraulic head on top of liner
compared to thickness of CCL. They found that the free flow Q (in m3/s) follows the following formula
when the contact between the CCL and the geomembrane are good:
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Q = 0.21 a0.1h0.9ks0.74

(1)

Where:
Q

=

Free flow (m3/s)

a

=

Defect area (m)

h

=

Water head (m)

ks

=

Hydraulic conductivity (m/s)

For the same parameters, when there is contact between the CCL and geomembrane, the formula
found by Giroud et al. (1989) is:
Q = 1.15 a0.1h0.9ks0.74

(2)

Therefore, reducing the wrinkles on an HDPE geomembrane is very important for the containment
system. The new reflective finishes offered on most premium HDPE geomembranes have a direct impact
on the service temperature of the liner, as seen previously in the aging section of this paper. The
expansion and contraction of any material is calculated as per equation 3:
ΔL = α ● ΔT ● L

(3)

Where:
ΔL

=

Difference in length (m)

α

=

Thermal linear expansivity (10-5/°C)

ΔT

=

Difference in temperature (°C)

L

=

Original length (m)

The only variable in equation 3 is ΔT as α is a material property and therefore constant for HDPE
geomembranes, and L is constant as it is a measurement of the sample. Therefore, ΔL will be directly
proportional to ΔT. Hence, reducing ΔT will reduce ΔL and at the same time, reduce the wrinkles on the
liner.
As seen in Table 3, reflective liners will reduce the surfacetemperature of the liner when compared
to a black liner. Therefore, the ΔL will be reduced and lead to less wrinkles. Fewer wrinkles will increase
the intimate contact of the liner to the CCL and, at the same time, increase the impermeability of the
system, improving the efficiency of the barrier.

Enhanced friction properties
Following a landfill failure in 1988, the industry rapidly learned that interface shear strength property has
to be critically evaluated in order to arrest translational instability along geosynthetic interfaces,
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particularly smooth polyethylene geomembranes. Textured polyethylene geomembranes using three
common techniques, namely embossing, co-extrusion, and spray-on, have since been introduced to
improve the interface friction properties of polyethylene geomembranes.
The GRI GM-13 standard specifies that the asperity height of a textured surface of an HDPE
geomembrane should be greater than 10 mils (0.25 mm) for the geomembrane to be considered textured.
Testing by Blond and Elie (2006) has shown that increasing the asperity height will increase the peak
friction angle between a textured HDPE geomembrane and different products. However, as seen in Figure
5, while the friction angle will increase rapidly for asperity heights ranging from 10 to 20 mils (0.25 mm
to 0.5 mm), above 20 mils (0.5 mm), the difference in performance is marginal.

Figure 5: Friction angles and adhesion between HDPE textured
geomembranes and various products (Blond and Elie, 2006)
Therefore, while bigger is often better, too big might not be useful. Today, most premium HDPE
geomembranes have asperity heights of about 20 mils (0.5 mm) which allow more stability for liners
being used in slopes, such as certain heap leach projects.

Easier for quality control
Important assets of HDPE liners are the quality-control procedures that have been developed over the
years. The International Association of Geosynthetic Installers has developed installation and qualitycontrol procedures that ensure quality installations. However the procedures, while ensuring proper
seams, have some limitations, such as identifying small holes with a liner panel.
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Electrical leak location using conductive finishes
Most HDPE geomembrane manufacturers use automatic hole detection on the production line that should
prevent any perforated roll leaving the manufacturing plant. However, should any hole happen during
handling and panel deployment, installation, due to irregular subgrade or animal intrusion, or placement
of soil cover/gravel drainage layer/leachate collection material over installed geomembrane, the only
method to identify these holes would be through an electrical leak location (ELL) method.
Some premium HDPE liners are offered with a conductive finish. Using these premium products
with ASTM D7240, a leak location standard offers the following advantages when compared to other
electrical leak location methods:
 very easy to set up equipment;
 does not require water;
 is not dependent on the subgrade’s conductivity;
 can identify holes on wrinkles, waves, and penetrations;
 can test on steep slopes and vertical platforms; and
 can test on the primary liner of a double lined system.
Traditional ELL methods all have some if not all of these factors as problematic issues, which does
not make them very popular with designers and QC laboratories. However, the new conductive finish
allows QC labs and designers everywhere to ensure that their liners will be as impermeable as possible.

Use of reflective finish for visual hole identification
When large areas are covered with geomembranes for applications such as heap leach pads, small defects
and weakness points are difficult to identify. Reflective liners have a white finish with a black core. The
white layer can be as thin as 2 or 3 mils (0.05 mm). Therefore, any scratch, hole, or defect can easily be
identified, as can be seen by the scratch on Figure 6.

Figure 6: Visual identification of scratch on reflective liner and traditional black liner
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Conclusion
Today, most heap leach projects still use HDPE geomembranes meeting the GRI GM-13 standard. While
this standard still offers adequate containment for most projects, new and improved HDPE geomembranes
have been developed. These geomembranes offer advantages such as better aging resistance, improved
mechanical properties, and better performance; and it is easier to perform quality control on the
installation. The benefits of using these types of liners are that they are better barriers to protect the
environment and also improve the efficiency of the projects, as there are fewer leaks.
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Abstract
The design of heap leach pads has become more challenging over the years, in the quest for efficient
solutions that will guarantee the constructability, quality, and economic feasibility of such projects. The
solutions are usually focused on activities related to earthworks that consume up to 70% of heap leach
projects’ capital cost.
A critical factor for a heap leach project is that the soil liner or low-permeability soil needs to be in
contact with a geomembrane as a composite heap liner. One of the alternatives is to replace such soil
material—when it is unavailable or unsuitable—with a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL), which is a
prefabricated geocomposite made of bentonite, or another kind of very low-permeability material, that is
encapsulated by two geotextiles layers, which may be mechanically joined by a needle-punching process,
stapling, or using adhesive chemicals. The engineering function of a GCL is the formation of a second
hydraulic barrier, with the first one being the geomembrane sheet. This approach is used mainly on steep
slopes, usually greater than 2H:1V, where the use of earthworks equipment is impractical, unsafe, and
expensive for placing and compacting a soil liner.
This paper presents a discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of the use and applications of
GCL compared to low-permeability soil in different heap leach pad projects in Peru and other countries
where very steep slopes and aggressive terrains are found. It also discusses the positive aspects of GCLs,
primarily in terms of cost and time savings. Design considerations for optimizing the use and hydraulic and
mechanical behavior of GCL installations are also discussed.

Introduction
The use of a GCL as a replacement for low-permeability soil in the construction of heap leach pads is
increasing for several reasons, including: limited availability of low-permeability soil borrow areas near the
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project location, earthworks optimization, alternative for soil liner in steep slopes, optimization of
construction time. However, the use of this material requires taking into account several considerations
during design and installation, such as: identifying areas where a GCL can be placed without compromising
the stability of the heap leach pad because of the very low shear strength of the GCL and geomembrane
interface; using intermediate benches because the GCL roll’s length is always much shorter than that of the
geomembrane roll; overlap design for preventing GCL edge separation; and good quality control during
installation.

Considerations for using GCL
The choice on whether or not to use a GCL as a second impermeable barrier in a heap leach pad must be
based on the specific characteristics of the project. The location, distance to soil liner borrow source,
available quantity and quality of soil liner, and environmental conditions are relevant aspects that must
determine whether the use of a GCL is the best alternative for the project. Below, the most important aspects
to be considered in GCL selection are described.
In slopes steeper than 2H:1V, the placement of conventional soil liner becomes difficult and takes a
long time, and rigorous safety precautions must be taken. In some projects safety restrictions preclude
pulling a roller with wire for soil liner compaction on steep slopes; therefore, only a GCL can be placed as
a substitute for a conventional soil liner.
The distance from the project to the low-permeability soil borrow source and the availability of
enough of this material, plus the cost of hauling the material to the site, must be evaluated and be compared
with the cost of using a GCL. Additionally, the moisture content of the soil liner at the borrow source is
also important, particularly if construction will be done during rain events or the rainy season.
In many cases, construction time is quicker using a GCL, because surface preparation and GCL
placement is much faster than the surface preparation, grading, placement, and compaction of lowpermeability soil. However, it is important to note that in some cases when rocky outcrops are being graded
by blasting, the extreme irregularities may damage the GCL and the geomembrane; in such cases the surface
must be smoothed by using shotcrete or mortar (see Figure 1), or by placing sandbags, or in some cases by
using electrowelded wire mesh.
In Table 1, a comparison between GCL and conventional clay liner installation is listed (modified
from Cesar et al., 2013).
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Table 1: Soil liner and GCL comparison
Compacted soil liner

Geosynthetic clay liner

Generally the most economical alternative as long as
the slope is less than 2.5H:1V or even 2H:1V, and
proper borrow sources are available close to the site.

More economical on irregular slopes after blasting,
and when soil liner is not available close to the site.

Can be used on slopes up to 1.5H:1V. Restricted in
some places to 2H:1V or 2.5H:1V.

Can be used on any slope of a leach pad with the
previous verification of overall geotechnical
stability.

Can be placed directly on subgrade and structural fill,
according to the grading design.

In steep, rocky slopes with irregular shapes, must
be placed in conjunction with geocomposite or
geotextile to avoid punctures.

Can be placed on very irregularly shaped subgrades.

Because of the roll length, intermediate benches
have to be designed and constructed for anchoring.

Does not require intermediate benches,
unless the solution collection system needs them.

Vulnerable to hydration by phreatic level in
foundation, decreasing its efficiency as protection.

Considerations, procedures, and installation of GCL
The use of GCL as a second impermeable barrier requires some considerations for proper installation,
performance, and protection.

Anchoring
Benches are needed for GCL anchorage in an anchor trench, which attaches the GCL to the subgrade,
providing resistance against pullout and avoiding seams between GCL panels on steep slopes. The location
and configuration of the benches are based on the maximum length of the GCL rolls, which is typically
45 m, although some manufacturers provide 75 m roll lengths. Figure 2 shows a typical bench where a GCL
is anchored into a trench filled with compacted low-permeability soil.
The benches provide some advantages, such as:
 They can be used as a phase border or phase division in a construction, because they provide an
independent solution-collection system, making solution recovery more efficient.
 They allow the control of the rainwater upstream of the bench by collecting and evacuating the
flows along the bench.
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Figure 1: Surface preparation before GCL and geomembrane installation

Figure 2: Typical intermediate benches in a leach pad

Protection
Cost should be taken into account when adding layers to prevent damage to the GCL (tearing) from
nonuniform and aggressive surfaces like rocky outcrops as result of blasting. This cost must be assessed in
order to obtain an accurate final budget for the implementation of GCL in the project; then it should be
compared with the cost of using a conventional soil liner.
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Figure 3: Surface prepared before GCL and geomembrane installation

Mortar
Sometimes a thin layer of mortar (sand plus cement) is needed in order to provide a uniform surface (see
Figure 3).

Geotextile
A heavy geotextile such as 500 g/m2 can be used for protection in order to prevent puncture and tears in the
GCL.

Geocomposites
The use of geocomposite is necessary in nonuniform slopes, where sharp rock fractures can damage the
GCL or even the geomembrane. Geocomposites have often been used in heap leach projects in Peru. As an
additional advantage, the geocomposite can collect any underground water not collected by the underdrain
system, avoiding hydration of the GCL, as shown in Figure 4.

Wire mesh
In more aggressive slopes or rocky terrain with sharp rock faces because of blasting, such as the slope
shown in Figure 5, electrowielded wire mesh is placed in contact with the rock, then the geocomposite is
placed, followed by the GCL. The figure 6 shows the surface where a mesh will be placed to obtain a
smoother surface before the placement of a geocomposite and subsequently a GCL.
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Figure 4: Geocomposite, GCL, and geomembrane installation

Figure 5: Protection must be included in sharp slopes in order to avoid damage to the GCL
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Figure 6: Surface where a mesh will be placed

Geotechnical design
When a GCL is used instead of a soil liner, the shear strength of the GCL-geomembrane interface is much
lower than the soil liner-geomembrane one; therefore, heap leach pad stability needs to be addressed. A
large-scale direct shear test is usually performed to determine the shear strength of this interface, which
includes hydration due to solution leakage through the liner system or from underground water.
Cesar et al. (2013) note that GCL must not be used in platforms or lower zones in the leach pad in
order to avoid stability problems; thus low-permeability soil liners have to be used in those circumstances.

QA procedures for GCL installation
Observation and testing procedures required for the installation of GCL are described in this section. In
order to monitor installation, a construction quality assurance (CQA) manual must be compiled and
followed; this should include material conformance testing and construction observation. Conformance
testing refers to activities that can be performed prior to installation. Construction testing includes activities
that are performed during installation.
A CQA engineer should observe all of the installation activities at the site. It is the responsibility of
the CQA engineer to ensure the monitoring required and specified in the CQA manual, such as:
 Before the GCL manufacturing, suppliers should be informed of the quality requirements
indicated in the technical specifications of the project.
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 Prior to the GCL shipment, suppliers should deliver to the owner and CQA engineer the relevant
certificates of manufacturing quality assurance (MQA) for review.
 Before receiving the GCL on site, the CQA engineer should review the quality certificates issued
by the manufacturer in order to verify conformance with the technical specifications of the project.
 When the GCL is admitted on site, the CQA engineer should verify the status of the GCL rolls,
as well as ensuring their proper storage.
 The CQC engineer and the installer should coordinate regarding the procedure of GCL
installation, checking recommendations from the manufacturer and reviewing the technical
specifications and the CQA manual.
 The CQA engineer must inspect the GCL installation and ensure there is procedure conformance.

Conformance testing
The CQA engineer should take samples according to the requirements of the CQA manual at a frequency
of one test per 10,000 m2. All conformance tests should be done with the appropriate methods and following
the recommended standards.
Unless the CQA engineer determines otherwise, the GCL samples should be tested in an external,
qualified laboratory in order to check the following properties:
 Mass per unit area, to verify that the GCL roll retains at least 95% of the original bentonite that
was used in the factory (with a 0% of moisture content).
 The hydraulic conductivity should be tested in accordance with ASTM D-5048.
 The strength and elongation should be tested in accordance with ASTM D-4632.
Any roll that does not meet the minimum properties indicated in the technical specifications should
be rejected, unless the CQA engineer authorizes otherwise.
Any material that is not certified in accordance with the technical specifications of the project, or that
has a higher hydraulic conductivity than that described therein, should be rejected and replaced with new
material by the supplier.

GCL installation
The GCL should be installed in the areas shown in the drawings of the project. Before GCL installation,
the surface should be as smooth as possible, free of obstructions, depressions, and sharp objects. As
previously indicated, protection must be placed if needed. The GCL should be deployed with the long
dimension on the slope and should be extended in order to obtain a smooth surface, free of tension, stress,
folds, or wrinkles.
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At the top of the slopes, the GCL will be attached to an anchor trench and then deployed downslope.
Then a manual relocation must be done, if necessary, to minimize wrinkles and folds. Also, during the
placement of an underlying protection layer (geotextile, geocomposite, or wire mesh), the installer has the
responsibility to verify that the protection layer is not obstructed and that no stones are present that could
damage the geomembrane or GCL.

GCL reparation
All holes or tears in the GCL should be repaired with a patch (using the same grade of GCL), which should
extend 300 mm beyond the edges of the hole or tear; this must have a chamfer of granular bentonite or
another seal material (free of foreign materials such as needles), accepted by the CQA engineer. No nails
or staples should be used to secure the patch.
The owner should give his approval when the CQA engineer finishes all of the CQA tasks, all defects
have been repaired, and all documentation from the manufacturer, supplier, installer, and laboratory has
been received and accepted.
One of the main problems encountered after GCL installation is the shrinkage of the GCL panels,
causing separation between the GCL panels; therefore, there should always be a minimum overlap of
between 150 and 400 mm, depending on the slope, the weather conditions, and the recommendations of the
manufacturer. However, GCL contraction depends on climate changes, not on surface slope.
Figure 7 shows a contraction in the GCL after being placed that led to the separation of the panels
because of insufficient overlap. Radical changes in temperature between day and night were likely the
reason for contraction and later separation. In areas where large temperature variations are expected, the
minimum overlap should be 300 mm in slopes less than 1H:1V, meanwhile it should be 500 mm as
minimum in slopes greater than 1H:1V due to the slenderness generated in the body of the strip because of
the weight thereof.

Case histories of GCL usage
Observation and testing procedures required for the GCL installation are described in this section by
presenting two case studies.

Case 1: Optimizing earthworks
This heap leach pad project of 89.9 ha, located in southern Peru, will be built in a narrow valley, where the
slopes average 1.5H:1V. The earthworks projected, mainly cutting, in order to reach the subgrade surface,
were about 830,000 m3, of which 30% was cut from solid rock. Of the 89.9 ha of the leach pad, 35.7 ha
corresponds to areas where the slopes were steeper than 2.5H:1V, which represents 39% of the area. For
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the conventional placement of low-permeability soil liner, an additional cut would be necessary for grading
the surface lower than 2.5H:1V; this would require a volume of 1,840,000 m3, which would be 221% of the
original cut. The zones where additional cuts were needed are shown in Figure 8 in green, with a typical
section shown in Figure 9. However, all of these additional earthworks were avoided through the use of
GCL in slopes steeper than 2.5H:1V.

Figure 7: GCL contraction and panel separation due to insufficient overlap

Figure 8: Zones where additional cut is needed for reducing steep slopes
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Figure 9: Typical section showing the additional cut, which finally was avoided by using GCL

Case 2: Availability of low-permeability soil
This particular case is a situation where there is limited availability of optimal material that could be used
as a low-permeability soil liner and a lack of borrow sources where this material could be obtained. In this
case it was necessary to place as much GCL as possible without compromising the stability of the leach
pad.
One of the main problems arising in this case is that it could generate a large volume of earthworks in
order to improve stability. Also, in rainy environments and especially on flat areas, care must be taken to
avoid the hydration of the GCL; even moderate rainfall could cause deterioration.
Figure 10 shows a typical project drawing for a region in northern Peru (rainy region) where soil liner
availability is restricted mainly because of moisture content issues; the design criteria for installing GCL
includes some areas of the leach pad where the slopes are lower than 2.5H:1V.

Conclusions
The conclusions and recommendations drawn from this evaluation are the following:
 When low-permeability soil liner is not available near the project or is limited because of high
costs for obtaining or preparing this material, it is important to perform a comparative cost
analysis with GCL usage.
 The GCL should be protected from punctures by nonuniform or sharp-edged surfaces, by using
mortar, geotextiles, geocomposites, wire mesh, or another system.
 The use of a GCL is an option for heap leach pad projects in very aggressive terrain; earthworks
optimization should be performed to reduce the overall cost of the project.
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Figure 10: The zones for GCL installation (brown areas)
 It is important to perform controls for optimum material and installation quality, in order to
provide a material which meets the design requirements and will deliver good performance during
the heap leach pad’s operation.
 Stability analyses, earthworks quantities, construction timeline, location of borrow source area,
and construction process are the main issues to consider when taking the decision of whether to
use a GCL instead of low-permeability soil.
 The constructability analysis and knowledge of the construction process and details during the
engineering design stage is also an important factor for an optimum heap leach pad design when
using a GCL.
 A very clear description needs to be presented in the technical specification and quality manuals
for technical data such as: material mechanical properties, testing frequency and installer
requirements.
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 A CQA engineer should monitor every step of the process and take samples as required for testing,
following the project’s CQA manual.
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Abstract
To reduce leakage through defects in heap leach pad and tailings impoundment liners, geomembranes are
often used together with a low-permeability soil layer to form a “composite” liner system. The lowpermeability material underneath the geomembrane can be either a layer of compacted fine-grained soil, or
a bentonite-clay-based geosynthetic clay liner (GCL). Due to the limited availability of fine-grained soils
at many mine sites and the speed of installation afforded by geosynthetics, GCLs are seeing increased use
in heap leach pad liner systems. However, conditions under an ore heap can be extreme—sulfuric acid
leaching solutions and ultra-high normal stresses can exceed the limits of conventional GCLs. This paper
will describe new, state-of-the art developments related to GCL chemical compatibility with acid solutions
and GCL shear strength under high normal stresses. Topics covered will include bentonite/polymer
enhancements for improved tolerance to acids, with supporting long-term permeability data, as well as
manufacturing improvements for higher peel strength, with supporting direct shear test data.

Introduction
To reduce leakage through defects, a low-permeability layer can be used beneath the geomembrane to form
a “composite” liner system. The low-permeability material beneath the geomembrane is typically either a
compacted soil (clay or silt) liner or a bentonite-clay-based GCL. These systems have been used for base
liners for leach pads as well as covers and base liners at municipal solid waste landfills in the USA for more
than 20 years. Based on liner leakage measurements collected by the US Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) at 287 landfill cells, spanning 91 sites (Bonaparte et al., 2002), GCL-based composite liner
systems have been shown to allow less leakage than traditional clay-based composite liner systems. Due to
improved hydraulic performance, limited availability of fine-grained soils at many mine sites, and speed of
installation, GCLs are seeing increased use in heap leach pad liner systems.
However, since conditions under an ore heap can be extreme—harsh chemical environments, high
temperatures, enormous normal stresses aggravated by shearing or horizontal loads from sloping ground
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and stacking equipment, and coarse-grained angular soils—the use of geosynthetics and GCLs in these
applications requires special design considerations. This paper will discuss new developments related to
GCL chemical compatibility with acid solutions and GCL shear strength under high normal stresses.

Chemical compatibility
GCLs are factory-manufactured liners containing sodium bentonite clay with a hydraulic conductivity of
5E-11 m/sec with deionized water. The amount of bentonite swelling, and therefore, the GCL hydraulic
conductivity, can be influenced by the presence of divalent cations (e.g., calcium and magnesium), high
ionic strength, and/or extreme pH solutions. GCL chemical compatibility is therefore an important
consideration in heap leach pad applications because high-pH cyanide solutions are used to leach gold and
silver, and low-pH sulfuric acid solutions are generally used to leach copper, uranium, and nickel laterites.
With respect to acidic leaching solutions, Jo et al. (2001) found that sodium bentonite exhibited
approximately a 50% decrease in swell at pH values less than 3. As part of the same study, GCL
permeability values on the order of 1E-8 to 1E-7 m/sec were measured at pH values less than 2. Ruhl and
Daniel (1997) found that when exposed to strong acid, a GCL’s buffering capacity was not exhausted until
after 15 pore volumes of flow. At the low water flow rates expected in a liner, it may take years for the first
15 pore volumes to flow through the liner. By this time, the liner will likely be covered and compressed by
several meters of ore. Several researchers, including Athanassopoulos et al. (2009), Daniel (2000) and Thiel
and Criley (2005) showed that a GCL’s permeability will be greatly reduced under higher effective stress,
even when in contact with harsh chemical solutions.
Research is underway to evaluate the use of polymer-amended bentonites and bentonite-polymer
nanocomposites for improved GCL hydraulic performance in contact with low-pH mining solutions. Scalia
et al. (2014) permeated mock GCLs containing composites of bentonite and polyacrylate polymers with a
range of aggressive solutions, including a 1 M nitric acid solution (pH = 0.3, EC = 112 mS/cm). The
bentonite-polymer composite maintained a long-term hydraulic conductivity of less than 4E-11 m/s, even
after 2 years of direct permeation with the 1 M nitric acid solution. In contrast, a GCL-containing sodiumbentonite clay permeated with 1 M nitric acid exhibited a steady and high hydraulic conductivity (>1E-7
m/s).
More recent research on new bentonite-polymer composite systems has focused on a copper pregnant
leach solution (PLS), for an active copper mine in the southwestern USA. The copper PLS chemistry is
summarized in Table 1. Three experimental prototype GCLs containing different bentonite-polymer
composites were directly permeated with the copper PLS. Tests are ongoing, with the current hydraulic
conductivity values summarized in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the bentonite-polymer composites
developed for low-pH environments are showing a significant improvement in performance, with hydraulic
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conductivity values two to three orders of magnitude lower than a conventional GCL-containing sodiumbentonite clay. Testing continues, with additional results expected to be published in 2015.

Table 1: Copper PLS chemistry
Value

Constituent
pH

2.7

Electrical conductivity

29.2 mS/cm

Aluminum

3,484 ppm

Calcium

487 ppm

Copper

5,437 ppm

Iron

616 ppm

Magnesium

3,428 ppm

Sulfate

16,250 ppm (as S)

Zinc

1,968 ppm

Table 2: GCL Hydraulic conductivity with Copper PLS
GCL Specimen

Hydraulic conductivity, K (m/s)

GCL containing sodium bentonite clay (Control)

4.3E-8

GCL containing Bentonite-Polymer Composite A

6.5E-11

GCL containing Bentonite-Polymer Composite B

9.0E-11

GCL containing Bentonite-Polymer Composite C

7.4E-10

Internal shear strength
Since many leach pads involve a combination of steep slopes and high normal stress, shear strength and
heap stability is a critical design consideration. Historically, laboratory direct shear devices were limited to
loads less than 690 kPa, representing approximately 36 m of ore, which falls far short of the maximum
loads expected in most leach pads.
At high normal stress, the interface strength between a textured geomembrane and a needlepunchreinforced GCL can exceed the strength of the needlepunched reinforcement and the critical interface could
occur internally within the GCL. The critical normal stress associated with this failure mode transition
depends on the specific materials (e.g., GCL peel strength, geomembrane texturing, and asperity height)
and testing conditions (e.g., hydration/consolidation, displacement rate) and, as such, can vary over a wide
range.
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Observations of internal shear failure of needlepunch-reinforced GCLs have thus far been limited to
the laboratory, as there are no known cases of internal shear failure of needlepunch-reinforced GCLs in the
field (Fox and Ross, 2011; Koerner, 2012). Nonetheless, the potential for both interface and internal failure
should be considered for designs that subject hydrated GCLs to high normal stress levels.
Manufacturers test the quality of GCL needlepunch reinforcement using the peel strength test (ASTM
D6496). A conventional needlepunch-reinforced GCL would be expected to have a minimum peel strength
of 0.4 kN/m. To minimize the potential for internal failure/rupture of the GCL (and residual conditions
representative of unreinforced hydrated bentonite), designers commonly specify GCLs with higher peel
strength (>0.9 kN/m) for heap leach liner applications where high loads are expected. However, even GCLs
with such high peel strengths have seen limited use in heap leach pads, particularly in critical stability
zones.
In response to these challenges, recent improvements in the needlepunching manufacturing process,
coupled with the use of heavier-weight geotextiles, have allowed for the production of GCLs with much
higher peel strengths, approaching 4 kN/m, or almost three to ten times higher than conventional GCLs.
Internal shear strength tests were recently performed on a range of needlepunched GCL specimens,
including both conventional products and new, more-heavily reinforced products. The results of internal
shear tests performed at a normal stress of 1440 kPa (equivalent to approximately 70 m of ore) are
summarized in Table 3. Table 3 shows that the new, more heavily reinforced GCLs exhibit much higher
peak internal shear strengths, ranging from 23 to 47% higher than the conventional GCLs tested. Such
higher peak internal shear strengths help ensure that the critical slip plane will be along one of the liner
interfaces and not through the hydrated bentonite, allowing a higher overall factor of safety against sliding
under both peak and residual conditions. Further shear testing on heavily reinforced, ultra-high peel strength
GCLs is underway at normal stresses up to 2500 kPa, with results expected to be published in 2015.

Conclusions
GCLs are being increasingly used in leach pads due to improved containment, the limited availability of
fine-grained soils at many mine sites, speed of installation, and reduced risk of cost overruns and
construction delays. Since conditions under an ore heap can be extreme—harsh chemical environments,
high temperatures, enormous normal stresses, and coarse-grained angular soils—the use of geosynthetics
and GCLs in these applications requires special design considerations. New research in the areas of GCL
chemical compatibility with acids and GCL shear strength under high normal stresses is showing
encouraging early results. GCL prototypes made with innovative bentonite-polymer composites are
showing low long-term hydraulic conductivity with copper PLS solutions, two to three orders of magnitude
better than traditional GCLs. Additionally, improved manufacturing techniques are now being used to
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produce GCLs with very high needlepunch reinforcement and internal shear strengths, close to 50% higher
than conventional GCLs. Testing in both areas continues, with additional results expected to be published
in 2015.
Table 3: Internal shear strength results for needlepunch-reinforced GCLs
with high peel strength (all tests at 1,440 normal stress)
Bentonite mass/area Peel strength Peak secant LD secant
(g/m2 dry)
(kN/m)
angle
angle

Cover geotextile

Base geotextile

200 g/m2 NW

200 g/m2 W-NW

4,189 g/m2

1.3

21o

5o

200 g/m2 NW

200 g/m2 NW

4,179 g/m2

1.9

24o

6o

300 g/m2 NW

200 g/m2 W-NW

4,355 g/m2

2.7

29o

6o

300 g/m2 NW

200 g/m2 NW

4,502 g/m2

3.1

30o

6o

300 g/m2 NW

200 g/m2 NW

4,384 g/m2

3.7

31o

6o

Notes:
(1) NW = nonwoven; W = woven; W-NW = woven-nonwoven composite.
(2) All tests performed on GCL specimens hydrated in water under low normal stress, and then consolidated.
(3) Large displacement strengths measured at 75 mm of shear displacement.
(4) All tests performed at normal stress = 1,440 kPa (equivalent to approximate weight of 70 m of ore).
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Abstract
The objective of the European Parliament’s Directive 2006/21/EC on the management of waste from
extractive industries is to prevent or reduce as far as possible any adverse effects on the environment or on
human health brought about as a result of the management of waste from the extractive industries. It requires
that measures taken to achieve its objective are based inter alia on Best Available Techniques (BAT), as
defined by Directive 96/61/EC concerning integrated pollution prevention and control, later codified by
Directive 2008/1/EC. Directive 2008/1/EC will be repealed in January 2014 by Directive 2010/75/EU,
which provides for a similar definition of BAT.
A BAT Reference Document (BREF) on the “Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining
Activities”, published in January 2009, provides information on mining techniques and mineral processing
relevant to tailings and waste rock management including BAT for tank leaching techniques. Heap leaching
techniques are briefly addressed in this revised BREF document but are not sufficiently described. The
review process of this document by the Joint Research Centre’s Institute for Prospective Technological
Studies of the European Commission started in 2014.
The heap leaching process has been successfully applied to very low-grade base metal (copper, zinc,
nickel, and cobalt) and precious metal (gold and silver) ores since the late 1960s. Techniques developed
during the last decades have demonstrated that it is a viable process which can be applied in such a manner
as to address all the regulatory issues identified in the above-mentioned BREF and to ensure a high level
of environmental protection.
The objective of this paper is to provide the relevant information to consider heap leaching within the
context of BAT as defined under the regulatory framework of the European Union.

Low-grade ore beneficiation methods in mining
Selection of an ore beneficiation technology is based on economic viability, which is directly dependent on
ore type (namely, oxide or sulfide), mineral composition, matrix features of ore and reserves, and average
grade (based on the “cutoff grade”) of the ore.
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Figure 1: Relationship between excavation quantity and average grade of
mined ore as a function of “cutoff grade” (modified from McNab, 2006)
It should be borne in mind that lowering in cutoff grade of ores increases asymptotically the quantity
of ore to be excavated and treated (Fig. 1), increases energy and chemical usage in pressure/tank leaching
generating larger volumes of tailings to be managed, and decreases profitability, making the beneficiation
process uneconomical below certain grades.
In response to global increases in metal commodity prices, low grade base metal and precious metal
ores (<1% copper, <1 g/ton gold, <0.5% nickel) previously considered uneconomical, became feasible with
the introduction of heap leaching technologies.
A generalized diagram showing applicable ore beneficiation technologies for oxide/sulfide ores versus
ore grade is given in Figure.2.

Figure 2: Applicable ore beneficiation technologies as a function of ore grade
for oxide and sulfide ores (modified from Robertson et al., 2005)

Leaching in nature
Leaching is a physico-chemical process in which minerals in rock masses go through dissolution under
percolating water and anion/cation exchange reactions to generate metal salts in solute/colloid phase that
migrate and accumulate under hydrological forces.
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Depending on the presence of pyrite (FeS) and acidic/alkaline conditions, the biological process of
sulfur oxidation by certain natural bacteria may also be coupled in the leaching process.
Lateritic ore deposits, the major resources of aluminum, nickel, platinum, cobalt, and even gold, are
clear evidence of the ongoing natural leaching process. Leaching is the second fundamental step following
physical alteration in the rock-to-soil weathering cycle taking place in nature under atmospheric pressure
conditions.
Similarly, leaching is also a natural process that occurs at depths in the evolution of hydrothermalorigin ore deposits that are the products of complex chemical interactions involving hydrothermal fluids
and gases with the host rocks; thus, there is a natural high temperature and pressure leaching followed by a
cooling process on a geological time scale.

Leach lixiviants in mining
The primary objective of leaching processes applied in mining is the dissolution of metals of interest in
ores, to segregate the loaded solution from solids and recover available metals either in metal compounds
or in metallic forms through further hydrometallurgical treatment.
Lixiviants are chemical solutions used in leach mining to enhance dissolution of metals in ores.
Sulfuric acid and cyanide salts are the most common lixiviants used in heap or vat (tank) leaching processes
applied under atmospheric conditions.
Thiourea and thiosulphate are also known lixiviants for copper and gold ores; however, they are not
used in world mining practice because of their more complicated chemical management issues and
environmental concerns.

Basic efficiency factors in heap leach process
The recovery rate of metals (as a percentage of the ore grade) is an indicator of leaching effectiveness. In
practice, the recovery rate is characterized by the dissolution kinetics of metals, namely: percentage of metal
of interest in ore transferred into the leach solution, and time required for metal dissolution.
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Dissolutioning of metals in heap leaching process is controlled mainly by:
 The degree of mineral liberation—crushed ore particle size: Ore is crushed to a certain particle
size prior to stacking. Certain portions of a run-of-mine ore material can be placed directly on the
leach pad.
 Lixiviant contact with mineral grains: The percolation rate of the fluids should be slow enough to
provide good contact with the lixiviant to dissolve the metals. Therefore, achieving a uniform
heap permeability is required for optimal flow of leach fluids. In cases where fine particles are
present, agglomeration techniques are used for optimization of heap permeability.
 Dissolution potential of the metal/mineral composition—leach kinetics: The major factors
affecting the dissolution rate of metals of interest are lixiviant concentration, temperature, pH,
dissolved oxygen, and presence of other metals and ions in the solution. Leach recovery rates
generally increase under higher lixiviant concentrations, temperature and dissolved oxygen and
higher pH (>9) for cyanide leach, and lower pH (<2) for acid leach conditions. A comparative
leach kinetics (dissolution rate) of oxide, secondary and primary copper sulfide ores and oxide,
and transitional and sulfide gold ores in heap leaching is presented in Figure 3, respectively.
 Bacterial activity on metal sulfides—leach kinetics: The presence of metal sulfides (mainly
pyrite) in the ore heaps initiates bacterial activity, especially for copper, nickel, and zinc sulfide
minerals. Bacterial activity can be utilized to catalyze the oxidation of iron in sulfides (ferro to
ferric state) which improves the leach kinetics.

Figure 3: Comparative leach kinetics of transitional, oxide and sulfide gold
ores in heap leaching (Tuprag Gold Co., Kisladag Mine, Turkey)
In all ore leaching processes the gangue (undesired) metals consume lixiviants along with the metals
of interest: copper, zinc, and iron in gold ore leaching; iron, manganese, calcium, and potassium in copper
and nickel ore leaching; to name a few. Also, pre-precipitation products of some of these gangue minerals
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(gypsum, jarosite, silica) have potentially negative effects on leach permeability by plugging up the pores
in the heaps.

Leaching techniques in mining
Comprehension of the natural leaching mechanism has led the way to developments in hydrometallurgy
techniques for low-grade ores. Techniques employed in modern leaching technologies mimic the naturally
occurring leaching processes under optimized operational conditions for improved productivity, namely:
 Dump leaching: a technique used in historical and early modern times in which generally run-ofmine sulfidic copper ore dumps with no composite pad liner are wetted with water and/or sulfuric
acid as a lixiviant to leach copper salts. Currently, the use of this technique is limited to a few
sites due to environmental concerns and inefficiencies in copper solution recovery.
 Heap leaching: a technique where crushed (>5 mm) and/or agglomerated ores are stacked over an
impermeable pad, wetted with lixiviant chemicals under atmospheric conditions, and leachate
(metal loaded solutions) are collected for metal recovery. Because a solutioning process is realized
under atmospheric conditions by percolation of the lixiviant solution, completion of metal
recovery requires longer time periods (weeks to months) for each pad loading sequence compared
to tank leaching (hours to days). Upon completion of heap leaching, the barren ore stack is
decommissioned in place; therefore, this technique does not require the use of a tailings disposal
facility.
 Tank leaching: a technique in which ground ores are chemically treated in open tanks under
atmospheric pressure conditions to extract metal salts from the ore at an accelerated rate. This
technique requires handling and grinding of all run-of-mine ores and disposal of treated materials
in tailings ponds/dams.
 Pressure leaching: a technique where ground ores are chemically treated in reactors (otoclaves)
under high pressure and temperature conditions to extract metal salts from the ore at an
accelerated rate. This technique also requires grinding of all run-of-mine ores and disposal of
treated materials (tailings) in tailings ponds/dams.
 In situ leaching: a technique used for recovery of salt/trona and uranium ores in appropriate
hydrogeological settings.

Historical leach mining
The earliest written records of leaching as a technique can be found in V. Biringuccio’s book Pirotechnica
(1540) describing leaching of saltpeter from decayed nitrified organic matter and in G. Agricola’s De Re
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Metallica (1557) illustrating a heap leach to recover alum (aluminum sulfate) (Habashi, 2005; Kappes,
2002).
In the 16th century the extraction of copper by dump/heap leaching was known to be practiced in the
Harz Mountains area in Germany and in Rio Tinto mines in Spain.
The first uses of pressure leaching of bauxite ores were in France and St. Petersburg in 1887 by L.
LeChatelier and K.J. Bayer for the recovery of alumina. The Bayer process is still used for bauxite ore
beneficiation (Habashi, 2005). The first use of cyanide for leaching of gold and silver ores was in England
by J.S. MacArthur in 1887. Worldwide application of the cyanidation process with heap and vat leaching
increased greatly during the 1900 to 1920 period. Heap leaching of gold ore started to gain prominence in
the late 1960s when it was applied on a large scale to low-grade ores that were uneconomic to process by
conventional tank leach methods.

Modern day leach mining
In mining operation flowsheets, leaching processes follow ore crushing, where (a) ore is directly stacked
on leach pads—heap leaching and (b) the ore is further ground/milled and treated in vessels—pressure/tank
leaching (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Leaching processes in mining
There are two tank leaching processes in which activated carbon is used for adsorbtion of cyanidized
gold; namely, carbon in pulp (CIP) and carbon in leach (CIL). Another process, carbon in column (CIC), is
used in gold recovery from heap leach solutions. Currently, 60 to 65% of world production of mined gold
is done using leaching techniques.
A special heap leaching technique is used on certain types of sulfidic copper ores where copper
sulfides are converted into sulfates in a two-step leaching process with the help of natural iron oxidising
bacteria with sulfuric acid (bio-heapleaching). Since 2000, application of the heap leaching technique, using
sulfuric acid as the lixiviant, gained wide acceptance for recovery of nickel/cobalt from very low-grade
(<0.5%) lateritic ores, where pressure leaching has not been feasible.
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Design components of a heap leach unit
The objective of the heap leaching process is to chemically dissolve the metals out of gravel/pebble-size
crushed ore, stacked on an impermeable lined pad, into a solution where metals are recovered through
further chemical processing (Figure 5).
The basic components of a heap leaching unit are (a) a leach pad and liner system, (b) heaped ore, (c)
ponds and (d) lixiviant solution application units.

Figure 5: Generalized flowsheet of a heap leach unit

Leach pads
Leach pad is a general term for the overall foundation of the heap (ore stack). The design objectives of a
leach pad are to (a) provide a stable foundation for the ore heap, (b) collect the leachate (pregnant solution)
and (c) protect the environment (soil and groundwater quality).
Depending on land availability, the pads are constructed either on large, relatively flat surfaces or in
topographical valleys.

Figure 6: Generic leach pad components
Typical components of a leach pad are a contoured natural ground surface and an overlying liner
system (Figure 6). The design objective of the leach pad liner is to contain and prevent the loss of solutions
generated in the overlying ore that will be subject to a leaching process for both economic and
environmental reasons. In current heap leach practice, the most preferred leach pad liner is the composite
liner system. Composite liners are made up of a sequence of (starting from bottom):
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 compacted low-permeability subgrade soil/clay liner (CCL) or a geosynthetic clay liner (GCL);
 a leak-detection/collection system;
 a geomembrane liner (with geotextile) and a drain cover fill (gravel and drain pipes).
Geosynthetic clay liners (GCL) are also used in leach pad construction, in lieu of low-permeability
subgrade soil/clay liners (CCL).

Ponds
Ponds are an integral part of heap leaching technology to collect and contain the leaching solutions. Ponds
are sized to have sufficient capacities to optimize the processing of pregnant solution and safely manage
the liquids in case of power outages and major rainstorm events. Common design practice is to have the
following ponds, located downslope of the heap:
 a pregnant solution pond (for heap leachate);
 a barren solution pond (for containment of processed pregnant solutions);
 an intermediate solution pond (for recycling of leachates from the older heaps to the newer heaps
to build up the solution metal grade);
 an overflow/stormwater pond (standby for emergencies).
Considering that the pregnant solution is a valuable asset of the mine operation, current design practice
for the process liquid ponds is to install double layer composite liner system fitted with leak detection pipes
and pumps.

Ore heap
Crushed and/or agglomerated ore can be stacked on the heap leach pad by either truck dumping or via
telescopic/grasshopper conveyor belts with travelling bridges in sequential lifts.
Segregation of fines from coarse material during ore stacking is a common problem observed in heaps,
creating excessive concentration of fines in the center and causing different pockets of permeability.
Therefore, special care is needed for even distribution of crushed/agglomerated ore in order to obtain
uniform permeability in leach heaps. Conveyor stacking, especially for agglomerated ore cases, are
commonly used for handling crushed material because of its ease and mobility, more homogeneous grain
distribution in the heaps and its favorable economics (Kappes 2002).
Ore stacking may proceed in the up or downslope direction provided the advancing face is stable. It
is more usual to stack in an upslope direction for increased slope stability. From a geotechnical point of
view, stability mechanics of ore heaps are analogous to crushed rock piles stacked in lifts resting on a
geomembrane layer. Circular or block failure stability analyses for soil slopes, available in geotechnical
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engineering practice, are applicable to the heap slopes where the geomembrane layer is a well-defined basal
discontinuity with no cohesion and has a friction angle of between 14 and 18o. Liquefaction potential should
also be taken into consideration, especially in earthquake-prone regions (Thiel and Smith, 2003).

Lixiviant solution application and pregnant solution collection
The objective of lixiviant application is to achieve uniform and complete wetting of ore through continuous
percolation of liquids between the ore particles. Lixiviant solutions are applied on the top surface of the
heaps using either irrigational spraying or drip irrigation techniques. The selection of spray or drip irrigation
is generally based on the climatic conditions of the site, taking into account the evaporation rate and freezing
potential. Currently, drip irrigation is the more commonly applied technique.
Cyanide (generally NaCN) and sulfuric acid are the most commonly used lixiviant chemicals in
gold/silver and copper/nickel leach mining, respectively. Lixiviant chemical concentrations in the leach
solution and feed application rates on the heaps are dependent on site-specific factors of (a) permeability
of the heap, (b) chemical depletion rate (chemical consumption by all metals in the heap) and (c) climatic
conditions (evaporation, rain), which needs to be determined by bench/pilot-scale testworks on
representative heap samples and optimized during operations.
The pregnant solution is drained into the pregnant ponds for chemically stripping dissolved metal salts
in the pregnant solution, where resultant water is sent to a barren pond and pumped to the lixiviant solution
dosing unit for reuse in the leaching cycle.

Heap rinsing and pad closure
At the end of the heap leaching cycle, the heap material is subjected to rinsing with the lixiviant chemical
with water circulation. During closure of the pads, the solution management of heaps is conducted in three
phases:
1. Residual metal recovery—in which metal recovery continues via recirculation of solutions
without the addition of lixiviants.
2. Inventory disposal—drained solution is evaporated and/or treated and discharged.
3. Draindown— in which draindown of residual solutions continues passively.
The decision for completion of the heap rinsing process is based on depletion of free lixiviant chemical
draining from the heap, as demonstrated with continous monitoring of the return water. Excessive rinsing
with water is to be avoided to prevent generation of acid mine drainage in the sulfidic ore heaps. Upon
application of a cover layer on the heap to prevent the entry of rain water, the heap material is left for
gravitational draindown of residual water. Any water drained from the heap is treated with active or passive
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treatment methods prior to release into the receiving media. Protocols for monitoring and treating of
drainage from closed heap pads are to be developed on a case-by-case basis for each pad.

Regulatory definition of Best Available Techniques—BATs
The Directive 2006/21/EC on the management of waste from extractive industries (Mining Waste
Directive) requires that measures taken to achieve the above-mentioned objective of preventing or reducing
environmental impacts are based inter alia on Best Available Techniques (BAT), as defined by Directive
96/61/EC concerning integrated pollution prevention and control, later codified by Directive 2008/1/EC.
The Directive 2008/1/EC will be repealed in January 2014 by Directive 2010/75/EU providing for a similar
definition of BAT, which reads as follows:
 “BAT” means the most effective and advanced stage in the development of activities and their
methods of operation which indicates the practical suitability of particular techniques for
providing the basis for emission limit values and other permit conditions designed to prevent and,
where that is not practicable, to reduce emissions and the impact on the environment as a whole.


“Techniques” includes both the technology used and the way in which the installation is designed,
built, maintained, operated and decommissioned.

 “Available Techniques” means those developed on a scale which allows implementation in the
relevant industrial sector, under economically and technically viable conditions, taking into
consideration the costs and advantages, whether or not the techniques are used or produced inside
the Member State in question, as long as they are reasonably accessible to the operator.


“Best” means most effective in achieving a high general level of protection of the environment as
a whole.

BREF on management of tailings and waste-rock in mining activities
The European IPPC Bureau, one of the scientific institutes of the European Commission’s Joint Research
Centre (JRC), produces reference documents on Best Available Techniques, called BREFs. These reference
documents are used by competent authorities in member states to issue operating permits for the relevant
industrial installations.
It is important to note that, according to article 4 paragraph 3 of the Mining Waste Directive, “emission
limit values, parameters or equivalent technical measures should be based on BAT without prescribing the
use of one specific technique or technology”. Therefore, the Mining Waste Directive does not impose or
ban the use of any available technology. As a consequence, if a project or operation decides not to adopt—
for various reasons linked to technical characteristics or geographical location—a technology that is
considered as BAT under the BREF document on “Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining
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Activities”, it will have to justify why the proposed technological choice is the most suitable technique to
be implemented. A revised BREF document on “Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining
Activities” adopted in January 2009 provides information on mining techniques and mineral processing
relevant to tailings and waste rock management, including BAT for tank leaching techniques. Heap leaching
techniques are briefly addressed in this revised BREF document but not sufficiently described. The review
process of this document started in 2014 and is being carried out by the Joint Research Centre's Institute
for Prospective Technological Studies of the European Commission.

Framework concept for evaluation of a technique in consideration as a BAT
The framework concept of a BAT is to identify available techniques that are developed on a scale which
allows implementation in the relevant industrial sector, under economically and technically viable
conditions, taking into consideration the costs and advantages in order to prevent or reduce as far as possible
any adverse effects on the environment and human health brought about as a result of the management of
extractive waste, as expressly provided by the Mining Waste Directive.
Heap Leaching is a worldwide demonstrated technique that fulfills the criteria for BAT in Chapter 4
of the Mining Waste BREF and the relevant environmental management issues as reviewed in a recent
document supported by Euromines, which is available on Euromines’ website (Zanbak, 2012).

Conclusions
In response to the ever increasing prices of base metals, heap leaching has become a major beneficiation
technique used for low- grade ores which cannot be economically processed through tank leaching or any
other available techniques.
The heap leaching process has been successfully applied to very low-grade base metal (copper, zinc,
nickel, and cobalt) and precious metal (gold and silver) ores since 1969. Techniques developed in the world
and in EU member states during the last several decades have demonstrated that heap leaching is a viable
process that can be applied in a manner (a) to address all of the regulatory issues identified in the BREF on
“Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining Activities” and (b) to ensure a high level of protection
for the environment as a whole.
Currently, there are numerous copper, nickel, and precious metal heap leach mining projects in
operation in the world and in Europe. However, there are many projects in the design and permitting phase
in Europe that suffer from the fact that heap leaching techniques were not sufficiently described by the 2009
version of the BREF on Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining Activities. Therefore, it is the
opinion of the author that inclusion of the heap leach mining process as a BAT in the next revision of the
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BREF document would increase the consistency of the regulatory framework and ease the permitting of
current and upcoming EU responsible mining projects planning to use modern heap leach technology.
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Abstract
Heap bioleaching technology presents significant opportunities for the mining industry, both in terms of
increased productivity from existing operations and in terms of the development of new resources, provided
the mineral value contained within sulfide-dominated ores can be fully unlocked. The magnitude of these
opportunities becomes more significant in the context of low-grade ores already identified within the world
mineral inventory and current economic constraints to develop high CAPEX intensive projects (i.e.,
concentrators, smelters, and high pressure leaching). These opportunities do not come without challenges
as proper design of a bioleach process requires comprehensive understanding of several disciplines
including geology, mineralogy, chemistry, biochemistry, hydrodynamics, and metallurgy. For instance, in
the copper industry, bioleaching of chalcopyrite dominant ore has received significant interest over the last
several years. To date, the controlling mechanisms are well understood and the potential of this technology
has been successfully demonstrated under controlled conditions at different scales including demonstration
heaps. The ability to achieve the designed outcome (metal extraction, reagent consumption, length of leach
cycle, among others) required to prepare a strong business case is limited by the extent to which one can
answer the following questions:
1. How does one scale up the techniques and results obtained at relatively small scales?
2. How does one best quantify and control the geological, biochemical, hydrodynamic, and
metallurgical uncertainties associated with an industrial-scale process?
3. How does one achieve and maintain the required operating conditions at the industrial scale under
ambient conditions?
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The main areas of risk/uncertainty to go from technology development at the demonstration scale to
implementation at a commercial scale include:
 ramp-up time and procedures to achieve the required conditions to ensure efficient leaching of
the sulfide minerals;
 the effect of ambient conditions on the thermal balance of the process;
 the performance of microorganisms at different temperature regimes;
 the control of the chemical composition of the process solutions, their temporal change and impact
on the efficiency of the bioleaching process; and
 the effect of irrigation/aeration on the thermal balance and ultimately on metal extraction.
This paper discusses the effect of scale, dimensionality, and heterogeneity on the potential
metallurgical response of a heap (bio) leach process. A conceptual validation approach is presented where
real-time monitoring of the in situ heap conditions leads to an improved understanding of the overall
leaching mechanisms. The monitoring approach can be used to characterize the key variables of the leaching
process (temperature, oxidation-reduction potential, solution chemistry, pore pressure, and moisture and
oxygen distribution) along the heap profile both at the laboratory and industrial scales. This technology has
been used to monitor leaching conditions of several minerals of interest (copper, gold, nickel, and uranium).
It is envisioned that the conceptual validation approach could become the basis for an operational control
system to facilitate operation and eventually optimization of the (bio) leaching process.

Introduction
Successful implementation of a percolation (dump, heap, and in situ) leaching process depends on an
accurate understanding of the geological, mineralogical, metallurgical, physical, and hydraulic properties
of the resource (Caceres-Hernandez, 2013; Scheffel, 2013), their interrelation, and their spatial variability
within the ore body. The design of a percolation leaching process is based on a limited number of ore
samples which are tested under ideal conditions and on small scales. The economics of the project and
engineering design of the process facilities are therefore developed on the basis of limited information. A
key element of the design is the predicted scaled-up metallurgical response of the process, which becomes
the basis for the commercial case and the dimensions and specifications of the required facilities. Different
groups have developed alternate approaches for scaling up the results from laboratory experiments for their
industrial application. These approaches include, to name a few, reducing the solution application rate
depending on the column height, reducing the ultimate recovery by an “engineering” factor, increasing the
duration of the leach cycle by a “safety” factor, or a combination thereof. Because of the lack of fundamental
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understanding of the mechanisms responsible for scaling from column to the heap domain (Robertson et
al., 2013), even scaling full-height columns is not necessarily straightforward (Scheffel, 2014).
On the basis of empirical data, numerical analysis, and theoretical reasoning, we argue that there are
three key mechanisms which control our ability to scale-up metallurgical and hydrodynamic (physical and
hydraulic, as well as other properties) from the laboratory scale to the industrial domain, namely scale,
dimensionality, and heterogeneity. Several examples are presented below which show the relative impact
of these mechanisms. It is shown that in situ monitoring provides a unique opportunity to, on the one hand,
compare and quantify the effect of each of these mechanisms, and on the other, monitor, control, and
optimize the leaching process.

1

Heap leach controlling mechanisms

Given the underlying physical, geological, mineralogical, metallurgical, and geochemical properties of
mine-for-leach materials, in a percolation leaching process:
1. The heap is made of heterogeneous, compressible materials.
2. The mode of heap construction induces heterogeneity on the hydrodynamic and geochemical
properties.
3. These heterogeneous conditions control the metallurgical and chemical processes responsible for
metal dissolution and extraction.
Despite these being well-known facts, it is commonly thought that the leaching process can be
represented by “piston-like” moisture and reaction fronts. The stark contrast between the complex reality
and this simplified conceptual model has led to misinterpretations of the metallurgical data and
miscalculations of the process requirements and the potential economic outcome, especially when
additional factors like bacterial activity must be considered.
The body of this document presents a theoretical discussion, numerical calculations, empirical data
(at the laboratory, column and large column, and industrial scale) that illustrate the effects of scale,
dimensionality, and heterogeneity on the metallurgical response of various samples. Data and examples
provided are from real operations, but names and details are withheld to safeguard confidential information.
Section 2 presents a conceptual validation-design approach designed to incorporate the data generated at
various scales and integrate this information within a feedback loop between the conceptual/numerical
model and in situ measurements of the key operational variables. The final section of this document
recommends tests and analysis of metallurgical data to facilitate the design process of a heap leach
operation.
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Effect of measurement scale

An important feature of ore-for-leach materials that is often overlooked is the fact that these granular
samples are in fact compressible materials. The compressibility is controlled by the geology, degree of
mineralogical alteration, particle size distribution, crushing methods, method and degree of agglomeration,
conveying and stacking method, and so on. All these variables have an important effect on the geotechnical,
hydrodynamic, and metallurgical behavior of the rock pile (heap). The following discussion focuses on the
hydrodynamic and metallurgical response, while a future paper will deal with the geotechnical behavior of
an ore-for-leach in the context of reactive chemical transport.
From a practical point of view, the compressibility of the rock induces changes in the pore structure
as the heap height increases. Ore deeper on the profile has a greater bulk density, lower porosity, and lower
hydraulic conductivity (percolation capacity) as a result of the increasing lithostatic load (compressive
force). Ample empirical evidence has been collected confirming the relationship between bulk density and
percolation capacity of an ore sample over the last several years (Guzmán et al., 2008). These relationships
are best illustrated by the Density and Conductivity Profiles (left frame) and the Hydraulic Conductivity
Curves (right frame) as shown in Figure 1.1 (after Guzmán et al., 2013). The left frame of Figure 1.1 shows
the density profile (relationship between bulk density and heap height—open circles) and the conductivity
profile (relationship between bulk density and maximum percolation capacity—solid circles) for a ROM
ore with 20% fines (φ < 200 mesh). The density profile shows that the density of this sample increases from
1.4 t/m3 (metric tonnes per cubic meter) to more than 2.2 t/m3 as the heap height increases from 0.4 m to
54 m. In this particular case, the hydraulic conductivity decreases nearly five orders of magnitude (100,000
times) as the heap height increases.

Figure 1.1: Fundamental hydrodynamic parameters of an ore-for-leach
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The relationship between the hydraulic conductivity (percolation capacity) and the degree of liquid
saturation as a function of bulk density (heap height) for a tertiary crushed secondary sulfide copper ore is
illustrated in the right frame of Figure 1.1. These data show two important characteristics of compressible
porous media: a) for a given bulk density, the percolation capacity increases as the degree of saturation
increases; and b) the solution retention capacity increases as the bulk density of the ore increases. These
characteristics play a critical role in the behavior of a heap and are the reason behind misconceptions
regarding solution (metal) inventory in the context of scale-up.
Robertson et al. (2013) show that modern testing techniques can be used to quantify the dependence
of hydrodynamic properties on density (lithostatic load) which in turn can be used to properly scale up the
metallurgical response from 1 m, to 2 m, to 4 m columns. This work makes a strong case that the parameters
used to represent the chemical reactions can be considered invariant as long as the experimental conditions
are indeed similar, and then only the hydraulic properties of the ore need to be scaled up. These authors
show that increasing the column height from 2 m to 4 m results in a slight reduction of the ultimate recovery
and an increase in the leach cycle to attain this recovery (left frame of Figure 1.2). The interested reader is
referred to Robertson et al. (2013) for additional detail and discussion of the conceptual model and its
application. The right frame of Figure 1.2 shows an additional example of the effect of increasing column
height on the metallurgical response (Guzmán, 2004).

Figure 1.2: Metallurgical performance as a function of column height
These data illustrate that changes in the hydrodynamic properties with position (densification as a
function of depth) impose a nonlinear behavior on the flow and chemical reactions. As the heap height
increases, ore located deeper in the profile becomes more dense, resulting in a reduction of porosity, which
in turns reduces the percolation capacity (hydraulic conductivity) and aeration capacity (air conductivity)
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of the heap profile. As solution moves down the profile, densification results in larger ore mass per unit
volume, which increases the reagent demand as a function of depth. In other words, the hydrodynamic and
hydrometallurgical properties of an ore sample are a nonlinear function of position along the heap profile,
even for an otherwise homogeneous material. These mechanisms combine to produce a reduction in copper
extraction and an increase in leach time as the height of the column increases. Therefore, scaling up
laboratory results to the industrial scale will require quantification of these mechanisms to produce an
accurate prediction of the process performance.

1.2

Effect of dimensionality

The dimensionality of a process determines the relationship between the physical and chemical properties
(hydraulic head, flow velocity, metal concentration, temperature, etc.) and their spatial location within the
domain (geometry) of interest. It is important to note that although all flow and reactive transport
phenomena of interest in the context of a percolation leaching process are in reality three-dimensional, it is
convenient (and at times sufficiently accurate) from the conceptual and mathematical point of view to speak
of one-dimensional (1D), two-dimensional (2D), and three-dimensional (3D) flow and transport.
Two cases are of particular interest for the issue of scale-up within percolation leaching: the 1D and
3D. In simple terms, in the 1D case the state variables (the fluid properties representing the process of
interest) vary only as a function of one of the Euclidian dimensions (x, y, and z). For instance, in the case
of flow and transport in a small-diameter column irrigated from the top, the hydraulic head, the moisture
content, and solute concentration vary mostly as a function of depth (z). As long as the ore within the
column is uniform, making the assumption that the flow and transport are one-dimensional would typically
be sufficiently accurate. In the case of an actual heap, where irrigation occurs via drip irrigation or on a
dump leach (where the size of the rock fragments vary widely), the resulting flow system would be
necessarily three-dimensional.
Figure 1.3 presents the results for numerical simulations of copper extraction of an oxide ore stacked
at 5 m depth. The ore was agglomerated with acid and the agglomerates tested to determine their relevant
hydraulic and transport parameters (Robertson et al., 2013). These simulations were performed using
TRACR3D (Travis and Birdsell, 1991), modified to include partitioning of the liquid phase into mobile and
immobile domains with a first-order mass transfer between the two (Kartha and Srivastava, 2008). The blue
line shows the PLS concentration and copper extraction for the case where the flow is simulated under a
one-dimensional system (representative of column conditions). These calculations indicate that a recovery
of about 77% of the total copper is attained in about 35 days of leaching. The red line shows the results for
the same ore with identical hydraulic and transport parameters, but where the three-dimensionality
associated with dripper spacing is more accurately represented by applying the solution over a smaller area
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and at a higher flux rate in order to keep the total flow rate the same (representative of the heap conditions).
These results indicate that, for this particular case, the recovery attained for the 3D case is lower than that
obtained in 35 days under the 1D flow conditions, even after 68 days of leaching. Everything else being
equal, the reduced solution-to-ore contact that results from the 3D flow patterns requires a nearly 100%
increase in leach time to achieve lower copper extraction than obtained under 1D conditions. In other words,
the 1D conditions overestimate the metal extraction obtained under 3D conditions.

Figure 1.3: Metallurgical response as a function of flow dimensionality
It is critical to understand that the magnitude of the difference between the 1D and 3D results is a
function of both the hydrodynamic properties of the ore and the specifications of the irrigation systems
(density of drippers and nominal irrigation rate). Therefore, the extent of this effect cannot be accurately
evaluated without full knowledge of the density profile and the corresponding hydrodynamic properties of
the ore.
Figure 1.4 illustrates the effect of hydrodynamic properties for two different ores, each simulating a
10 m heap, under a solution application rate of 7.3 L/h/m2 with 3 drippers at a 1 m distance. For simplicity,
this particular example assumes the hydrodynamic properties of the ore are uniform with depth. The frames
in Figure 1.4 depict the degree of saturation (the ratio of moisture content to porosity) at four points in time
from the onset of irrigation. The upper frame of Figure 1.4 shows that for a partially agglomerated ore with
high level of fines (22% < 200 mesh) the wetting patterns are controlled nearly equally by capillary forces
and gravity, which results in semicircular wetting fronts around each of the drippers. As time progresses,
the individual wetting bulbs coalesce into larger semicircular patterns (t ≥ 2 days). The growth of these
wetting bulbs results in a 100% solution-to-ore contact. Given enough time, these expanding wetting bulbs
(in this particular example) reach the vertical boundaries of the model which limits lateral spreading and
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promotes vertical solution movement—not dissimilar to what would be observed in a column. Without a
complete understanding of the wetting patterns, a column test of this material would result in an
overestimate of its metallurgical performance.

Figure 1.4: Effect of hydrodynamic properties on flow patterns (q = 7.3 L/h/m2)
The lower frame of Figure 1.4 presents simulation results which correspond to a nonagglomerated
competent ore crushed to minus 2.54 cm. The content of fines for this ore is minimal (4% < 200 mesh). In
this particular case, the effect of gravity overwhelms the capillary forces, producing elongated vertical
wetting patterns. A number of observations are worth noting:
1. The solution-to-ore contact (wetting efficiency) of this case is lower than for the partially
agglomerated ore with high level of fines (upper frame of Figure 1.4).
2. The wetting and hence the reaction front of the competent ore (with limited amounts of fines) is quite
sharp while in the fines-rich ore these fronts are diffused.
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3. Extraction of metal in the areas between the main flow paths in the coarser nonagglomerated ore are
limited by diffusion.
4. Given the low level of fines, both hydraulic and chemical diffusion would be limited, requiring a
longer leaching cycle to produce an economically viable recovery.
5. Moreover, depending on the diameter of the column used to test an ore with the hydrodynamic
properties of the competent, nonagglomerated ore, these effects could have been missed which results
in overestimation of its metallurgical performance.
These examples illustrate that proper scale-up of laboratory results requires not only accounting for
the reduction of metal recovery and the increase in leaching time that results from the difference in
dimensionality of the flow patterns from the laboratory to the industrial setting, but should also include an
understanding of the flow patterns arising from the capacity and separation distance of the drippers. The
main factor in reduced copper extraction is the 3D-flow patterns associated with drip irrigation that
concentrate solution on a fraction of the available ore and, depending on the properties of the ore, limit the
effectiveness of the leach solution (e.g., left frame of Figure 1.3 and bottom frame of Figure 1.4).

1.3

Effect of heterogeneity

Heterogeneity on a heap operation arises from several causes: geology, mineralogy, particle size
distribution, mineralization style (vein controlled versus disseminated), mode of stacking, quality of
agglomeration, weather conditions, and so on. This heterogeneity translates in turn into spatially variable
physical (density, particle size distribution, surface area, etc.), hydraulic (hydraulic conductivity, moisture
retention capacity, hydraulic diffusivity, micro- and macro-porosity), and geochemical (mineralogy,
reagent consumption, liberation, gangue chemistry, etc.) conditions. Our observations of many leaching
operations worldwide indicate that the degree of heterogeneity has a significant effect on the amount and
timing of metal recovery.
Numerical simulation of flow in 2D provides an effective way to visualize the potential effect of
heterogeneity on the leaching process. Two cases are presented here: the first assumes a homogeneous 13 m
tall heap irrigated at an application rate of 8 L/h/m2 using drippers at 80 cm intervals (Figure 1.5). The
hydraulic properties of the ore correspond to a secondary crushed ore with relatively low fines (6% < 200
mesh). The numerical simulation for this case was accomplished using the UNSAT-2 code (Guzmán and
Newman, 1989). The second case is based on an extensive characterization program which included core
drilling, mapping of trench faces, sampling, in situ measurements of moisture content and saturated
hydraulic conductivity, as well as geotechnical, physical, and hydraulic laboratory tests as part of a
postmortem evaluation of a failed ROM copper heap leach operation. These measurements indicated a wide
PSD which, due to poor agglomeration and a high level of fines (14.5% < 325 mesh), resulted in significant
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particle-size segregation and formation of coarse rock channels along the angle of repose (Figure 1.7). The
in situ measurements of the saturated hydraulic conductivity indicated a range between 6.3 × 10-6 cm/s and
6.9 × 10-1 cm/s. The design solution irrigation rate was 6 L/h/m2 with drippers located at 60 cm intervals.
A numerical representation of the hydrodynamic properties along a vertical cross-section of the heap was
generated using the TOUGH code (Pruess, 1987). This representation was based on the characterization
data and used to determine the potential flow paths that develop within the heap.

Figure 1.5: Degree of saturation on a homogeneous vertical heap profile
The degree of saturation depicted in Figure 1.5 shows the selected distance between drippers and
selected solution application rates uniformly wets the ore, except on the upper 2 m of the heap. Notice,
however, that given the hydraulic properties of the ore, the ore under the slopes will not be wet. As a
consequence irrigation lines must be installed on the slopes in order to leach this ore. A close inspection of
the results shows that the velocity vectors below the upper two meters are essentially vertical and of equal
magnitude (i.e., very high sweeping efficiency). Under these conditions, the leaching process would
progress steadily from top to bottom of the heap with each parcel of ore receiving the same amount of
leaching solution and reagent, which would provide “equal opportunity leaching” for all the ore under the
crest of the heap.

Figure 1.6: Degree of saturation and velocity vectors on a heterogeneous vertical heap profile
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Despite the closer spacing between the drippers and the lower solution application rate (in contrast
with the previous case), the degree of saturation and velocity vectors in Figure 1.6 reveal the significant
impact arising from the physical and hydraulic heterogeneity associated to the ore management and heap
construction practices. In this case, the variability of the flow and moisture content are such that the leaching
process would have progressed in an erratic manner with some ore receiving excessive solution and reagents
while others would be significantly deprived of both. Inspection of the numerical results shows that in this
particular case, 80% of the solution percolated through 20% of the ore. Analysis of the metal extraction
curve from this particular case could mistakenly interpret the control of metal extraction as entirely
attributable to a slow leaching ore (slow kinetics) rather than (in reality) the solution-to-ore contact (i.e.,
physics of flow). The numerical calculations for this particular case show that the ore near the surface is
basically saturated, which would prevent atmospheric air from entering the heap, further hampering the
leaching process. An additional observation for this type of situation is that the variance of the state
variables (hydraulic head, flow velocity vectors, and degree of saturation in this case) increases as a function
of depth. This is a critical factor which has been overlooked in the design of several multilift (permanent)
heap facilities and has significant implications for metal recovery of the lower lifts. Additional research on
the effect of heterogeneity is ongoing and will be presented in an upcoming paper.

Figure 1.7: Alternating coarse rock channels imbedded into layers of fines
In order to further illustrate the effect of heterogeneity, Figure 1.8 presents the results from
conservative tracer tests conducted on two leach cells at an industrial operation where one of the cells
encompassed ore with a large content of fines (20% < 100 mesh) which had been poorly agglomerated
(blue line), while the other included ore with a smaller content of fines (10% < 100 mesh) which had been
better agglomerated (red line). These breakthrough curves illustrate the type of effects observed from the
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flow conditions associated with the examples presented in Figures 1.5 and 1.6. The tracer breakthrough
curve for the “low fines—better agglomerated” cell (red line) results from a more homogeneous flow
system where the ore is more completely contacted by the leaching solution (more akin to the case depicted
in Figure 1.5). In contrast, the breakthrough curve flow on the cell with a high level of fines and poorly
agglomerated fines would be characterized by flow channelization and high variation of the flow velocity
field (akin to that depicted in Figure 1.6).

Figure 1.8: Conservative tracer tests for two levels of flow heterogeneity (after Scheffel, 2013)
Controlling the negative impacts of heterogeneity at an industrial scale has produced significant
improvements. Figure 1.9 illustrates the metallurgical performance of a secondary copper operation before
(left frame) and after (right frame) improved operational conditions (Guzmán et al., 2007a). Each of the
lines represents an average of about 610,000 metric tonnes of ore. Inspection of these data shows several
benefits from improved agglomeration and irrigation, namely: a) faster recovery; b) more consistent
recovery; and c) a reduced leaching cycle—all critical for the economics of the operation.

Figure 1.9: Metallurgical performance—pre and post process optimization
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It follows from this discussion that flow (and hence the metal recovery) through a given ore mass on
a ROM heap (dump) will necessarily show a higher level of heterogeneity than a heap built with crushed
ore and even more so if the ore has been properly agglomerated. The metal recovery of the ROM pile will
be lower and require longer leach cycles.

2

Conceptual validation-design approach

From the information presented above, it follows that field conditions will result in complex flow and
geochemical patterns that will determine the financial performance of the leaching process. Given the
limited level of information typically available during the design of a new leaching facility and the
associated uncertainty on the scaled-up metallurgical response of the process, it would be important to have
the means to validate the quality of this prediction. An approach for the validation of the design process is
outlined here. The necessary steps for a conceptual validation/design process are as follows:
conceptualization, ore characterization, numerical modeling for prediction and/or analysis, and real-time
monitoring of the process performance.
Starting with the conceptual model, these steps are followed either sequentially or in a positivefeedback loop to arrive at an improved design. Validation of a given step may require an iterative procedure
depending on the findings of each of the steps to advance the design process. Changes in conditions (e.g.,
different ore type) would trigger a new stage of ore characterization, and revised numerical analyses that in
turn will need to be supported by real-time monitoring to confirm that adequate conditions are indeed
present at the industrial scale. Figure 2.1 presents a diagram of this conceptual validation approach.

Figure 2.1: Conceptual validation/design approach for heap leach design
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This validation approach provides a positive feedback loop where the outcome of one step is
tested/verified within the next. As understanding of the various processes improves, this conceptual
approach could become the basis for an operational control system where in situ monitoring is used to
provide real-time feedback to numerical calculations that are used to select optimal operational conditions.
It is our contention that this process control approach would be of significant value in the case of complex
leaching conditions such as those encountered in the context of bio-leaching of primary sulfide ores.
The objective of a heap monitoring system should be to provide real-time, three-dimensional
distributed information regarding the complex physicochemical conditions within the ore mass. The
information generated in this fashion can then be used to guide operational decision making (key during
pilot testing and start up), confirm process conceptualization and parameter selection, facilitate model
calibration and validation (design improvement), and eventually enable process optimization. Besides the
measurement of operational variables—such as flow rate, pressure, and temperature for the solution and
air, PLS temperature, pH, and flow—the key parameters to measure within the ore mass in the context of a
bio-leaching process include: temperature, oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), pH, moisture content, pore
pressure, and oxygen content in the gas phase. These data supplemented with solution samplers within the
ore mass and a complete weather station provide a clear picture of the mechanisms controlling the
metallurgical performance of the operation. The in situ measurements help assess whether the heterogeneity
results from hydrodynamic mechanisms (e.g., variability of the percolation capacity and/or density) as
indicated by variability in the moisture content or from geochemical mechanisms (e.g., variability in the
mineralization and/or reagent delivery and consumption) as indicated by the variability of the ORP,
temperature and solution chemistry.
As illustrated in the following paragraphs, these measurements help address the main areas of
risk/uncertainty in moving from technology development at the demonstration scale to implementation at
a commercial scale. These include:
1. ramp-up time and procedures to achieve the required conditions to ensure efficient leaching of the
sulfide minerals;
2. the effect of ambient conditions on the thermal balance of the process;
3. the performance of microorganisms in different temperature regimes;
4. the control of the chemical composition of the process solutions, their temporal change, and impact
on the efficiency of the bioleaching process; and
5. the effect of irrigation/aeration on the thermal balance and ultimately on metal extraction.
To date, a field-deployable, multipurpose sensor capable of measuring temperature, ORP, and
electrical conductivity (EC) has been developed—dubbed TORPEC sensors. In a heap with crushed
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agglomerated ore, the TORPEC sensor arrays can be placed during or after ore stacking. Solution and gas
samplers can be installed during heap construction at selected positions along the profile. In ROM piles the
TORPEC arrays and solution and gas samplers can be installed via boreholes, which allow placement of
this equipment at any depth. The gas samplers are fully automated so they are measured together with the
TORPEC arrays at preselected time intervals. Research is ongoing for the development of a fielddeployable pH sensor. The following paragraphs illustrate the application of the monitoring system at the
column, crib, and industrial scale to highlight some key observations derived from these measurements.

2.1

Temperature measurements during ramp-up

The temperature range necessary for the optimal function of the various microorganisms relevant for the
oxidation of sulfide minerals is well established (Brierley, 1978), so much so that laboratory experiments
are conducted at a particular temperature to determine the effect of a particular bacteria string: mesophiles
(30°C to 42°C), moderate thermophiles (45°C to 50°C), or extreme thermophiles (65°C to 85°C). At
laboratory scales, controlling the temperature of the ore is straightforward. However, reaching and
maintaining a selected temperature at an industrial scale, where the extent of pyrite oxidation and climatic
conditions impose significant control on the temperature of the ore, is more difficult. The key climatic
variables are temperature, solar radiation, rainfall, wind velocity, and relative humidity.
Real-time measurements of ore temperature can be used to guide and quantify the effect of those
operational changes aimed at maximizing conservation of thermal energy inside the heap. Figure 2.1
illustrates the temperature data generated by the TORPEC array (the positions indicate depth from the heap
surface in meters). In this particular case, the temperature readings were used to assist in the selection of
operational conditions which maintained ore temperature despite the falling ambient temperature which
dropped about 29°C from the end of September to −5°C by the end of December. The selected operational
conditions were then able to increase the ore temperature by an average of 10°C through January and
February, while the ambient temperature showed an average of about 1°C.
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Figure 2.1: Example of ore temperature record
Figure 2.1 shows a temperature increase from top to bottom. These data can be presented as
temperature profiles to better depict the temperature gradient for particular dates. Figure 2.2 shows
temperature profiles for two different leaching cells within the same heap. Note that the shape of the
temperature profiles are different for these two zones; the ones for Zone 3 show that the bottom half of the
heap is at a relatively constant temperature but then decreases towards the top of the heap. The data for
Zone 5 show a more uniform temperature profile and then a sharp temperature drop close to the surface of
the heap. Solid samples collected from the vicinity of the instruments show direct correlation between
higher temperature and metal extraction.
In general, the shape of the temperature profile ranges from relatively uniform from top to bottom,
hot on the bottom, hot on the top, or hot in the middle depending on operational and ambient conditions
and on the stage of the leach cycle (see for example Figure 6 of Guzmán et al., 2006). Dixon (2000) provides
valuable insight into the process of thermal energy transport in the context of leaching of copper sulfide,
albeit with some simplifying assumptions (1D flow and transport, uniform rate of sulfide oxidation
considered independent of temperature) which may not properly represent field conditions. As such, the
shape of the temperature profile which is more conducive to better leaching performance needs still to be
defined. Regardless of the particular shape of the profiles, it is important to note that if no ore temperature
measurements are collected along the profile, one has to rely solely on the temperature of the PLS, which
will make it difficult to select the most appropriate operational conditions.

Figure 2.2: Example of ore temperature profiles
Ore temperature data can also be used to calibrate reactive-transport models. Given the complexity of
the flow and physicochemical conditions inside a heap, it is imperative that the numerical tools used to
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represent these processes be validated. Otherwise, one runs the risk of ending up with a very elaborate black
box which will have no predictive capabilities. A calibrated model will be invaluable for trade-off studies
(to decide if solution heating systems or thermal covers are required) and for selecting the most favorable
operational conditions.

2.2

Moisture distribution as a function of depth

The data and analysis presented in Section 1 illustrate the impact of solution distribution on metal
extraction. From the point of view of hydrodynamics, the variables that can be measured to quantify the
flow system inside a heap include pore pressure (capillary pressure) and moisture content. Although pore
pressure measurements are possible they have two main disadvantages: 1) they are relatively more complex
to install in an existing heap; and 2) their values provide point data. As such, measurement of moisture
distribution is desirable to determine the degree of heterogeneity within a heap. Electrical conductivity
(ER), or its reciprocal electric resistivity (ER), provides an effective way to measure the moisture content
(or degree of liquid saturation) for variable-saturated porous media (Guzmán et al., 2007b). Figure 2.3
shows measurements of ER inside a large-diameter column during a metallurgical test.
The diagram in the left frame of Figure 2.3 presents the distribution of the TORPEC sensors within
the 3 m diameter, 10 m high column loaded with ROM copper ore. Each pair of consecutive planes of
sensors is used to determine the ER as a function of position and time. The record depicted in Figure 2.3
includes six days before the onset of irrigation and about two months of irrigation when the flow reached a
nearly steady state condition.
Several interesting observations result from these data, namely:
1. There is some variation on the average resistivity of the ore as placed (500 Ohm-m < ER < 650
Ohm-m).
2. More importantly there is significant variation across the cross-section of the column as indicated by
the standard deviation of the ER (up to 300 Ohm-m) for the different levels.
3. The changes in ER values show the position of the wetting front as a function of time.
4. The wetting front near the surface is sharp and becomes diffused as it penetrates the column.
5. The humps on the ER lines labeled 9.5 −h8.0 and 8.0 −.6.5 are related to changes in the electric
conductivity of the solution arising from ion dissolution (increased TDS).
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Figure 2.3: Example of ER measurements in a large-diameter column
Although the average ER values for the various measurement levels become relatively uniform as
time goes on (indicating a relatively uniform moisture content along the column profile), the standard
deviation of the individual measurements show an noticeable increase as a function of depth. This last
observation is in agreement with theoretical considerations of flow in heterogeneous materials and the
results from the numerical computations presented in Section 1 that indicate that flow heterogeneity
increases with depth as the solution percolates away from the boundary condition (dripper network). Flow
measurements at the bottom of the column during the leach cycle and assays of residual copper as a function
of depth at the end of the cycle confirm the negative effect of increased heterogeneity.

2.3

Oxidation-reduction potential measurements

As discussed above, one of the purposes of an in situ monitoring system is to assess whether the observed
heterogeneity is related to hydrodynamic or geochemical mechanisms, or both. Figure 2.4 shows the
distribution of the TORPEC sensors within a 60 m by 60 m, 8 m tall demonstration heap loaded with
crushed agglomerated secondary copper ore. The southern edge of the heap is exposed to the atmosphere
while the others are surrounded by ore. Each sensor measures temperature, ORP and EC as a function of
position and time. ORP (ORP = Eh – 200 mV); measurements were collected at six-hour intervals while
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the temperature was measured at three-hour intervals. The plots in Figure 2.4 present the 3D distribution of
the daily average ORP and temperature for a particular day during the operation.

Figure 2.4: Example of ORP measurements in a demonstration heap
The 3D distribution of ORP and T and their temporal variability indicate that in this particular case:
1. There is a relatively strong correlation between ORP and T which results from the improved rate of
sulfide oxidation associated with the increased ferric iron content at higher ORP values.
2. There is a trend of increasing temperature and ORP from West to East associated with solution and
reagent delivery (irrigation lines running from W to E) on the one hand and efficiency of aeration
(aeration lines with flow from E to W) on the other.
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Figure 2.5: Example of the evolution of ore ORP in a demonstration heap
The data from the monitoring system was used to adjust both irrigation and aeration rates that resulted
in an increase of the ORP in the ore as shown in Figure 2.5. Residual copper values from ore samples at the
end of the cycle show a direct correlation between ORP and T and copper extraction.
Similar to the observation related to temperature measurements on the heap profile, if no ORP
measurements are collected along the profile, one has to rely on the single measurement of ORP in the PLS,
which will make it difficult to select the most appropriate operational conditions.

2.4

Oxygen measurements within the heap profile

Aeration is a critical component for the bio-oxidation of metal sulfides. Forced aeration serves two main
purposes: a) replenish the oxygen consumed by the microbes and the chemical reactions; and b) redistribute
the thermal energy within the heap profile. These two objectives are not necessarily compatible as an
excessive rate of forced aeration will negatively impact the thermal balance of the heap. With this in mind
and with the understanding of the heterogeneous nature of a heap leach pile, a fully automated oxygen gas
analyzer has been developed. The design of the oxygen sampler is such that it can be used to create a 3D
network within the heap which allows definition of the oxygen content on the vertical and across the heap
at a selected sampling interval. Oxygen content measurements allow calculation of oxygen utilization—a
key indicator of the rate of sulfide oxidation which drives the temperature of the ore along the profile.
Figure 2.6 shows the oxygen-content measurements obtained from the automatic sensors placed 2 m,
4 m, and 8 m down from the surface in a 10 m tall demonstration heap loaded with crushed agglomerated
primary copper ore. Forced aeration is accomplished via perforated pipes placed on top of the overliner
material. In this particular case, the oxygen measurements were collected at half-hour intervals over a fiveweek period to develop an understanding of the effect of irrigation rate on the oxygen distribution along
the heap profile. Also included in Figure 2.6 (bottom frame) is the record of the solution application rate
over the same period.
Inspection of these data shows that the center of the heap (the 4 m depth) is oxygen deprived (< 4%)
even during the period with no irrigation. During irrigation, the oxygen content in this position along the
profile shows an inverse relationship with irrigation rate; oxygen content increases when the irrigation rate
decreases. The oxygen content near the bottom of the heap increases shortly after the onset of irrigation.
The oxygen content near the surface remains relatively constant regardless of the solution application rate,
likely as a result of the influence from atmospheric air. The observed behavior of the oxygen measurements
at the 4 m and 6 m depth is indicative of less permeable ore with a high degree of liquid saturation midway
along the heap profile even under no irrigation. High liquid saturation limits air percolation (Guzmán et al.,
2008) and prevents the air from the forced-aeration system from moving upward.
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Under irrigation, the saturation of this less-permeable zone increases, further reducing the ability of
the air to move upward, which creates a slight positive pressure in the lower portion of the heap and results
in an apparent increase of the oxygen content reported by the 6 m sampler. When the irrigation flow
decreases, the degree of saturation on this less permeable zone also decreases, allowing the air below to
move upwards as a result of its relatively elevated pressure. These data illustrate the complex nature of the
process and the benefit of distributed oxygen measurements. The automatic nature of this setup allows for
detail that would not be possible with manual measurements.

Figure 2.6: Example of the oxygen content as a function of irrigation rate

3

Summary and discussion

The underlying physical, geological, mineralogical, metallurgical and geochemical properties of mine-forleach materials gives rise to a complex physicochemical environment within a heap leach process. This
complexity presents a significant challenge for the scale-up of standard laboratory characterization tests
(physical, metallurgical, or otherwise). The key mechanisms responsible for this complexity are scale and
dimensionality of the tests and the intrinsic heterogeneity of the ore. Incomplete understanding of the effects
of these mechanisms can result in improper data interpretation, incorrect specifications of the required
facilities, and overoptimistic financial estimates.
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A conceptual validation-design approach is put forth to address the effect of these key mechanisms.
This approach relies on a positive feedback loop to allow verification of critical assumptions and their
impacts at each step of the design process. At the core of this approach are:
1. a complete characterization of the sample (outlined below);
2. a real-time, 3D monitoring system; and
3. a comprehensive numerical model capable of dealing with fully 3D, coupled multiphase flow and
reactive chemical transport under nonisothermal conditions.
As discussed in this document, 1D models do not accurately represent field conditions and
overestimate metal extraction.
The current understanding of the leaching process suggests that improved testing methods beyond the
standard metallurgical testing techniques are necessary. Guzmán (2011) proposed two alternative
procedures to address the limitations of the current standard metallurgical tests. Based on these procedures
and the state-of-the-art of the leaching process, the following updated testing sequence is recommended:
1. Fully characterize the mineralogy of representative samples for both the minerals of interest and the
mineral gangue and the maximum potential reagent consumption.
2. Prepare ore samples to produce optimal hydrodynamic response (minimum density, maximum
hydraulic conductivity, optimal micro/macro porosity partition).
3. Define the relationship between heap height and bulk density and hydraulic conductivity (density and
conductivity profiles).
4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 on samples across the ore body to define potential variability in the hydrodynamic
and metallurgical response.
5. Conduct integrated metallurgical tests at selected bulk density values using a sufficiently large sample
to allow proper representation of flow conditions at the field scale, if possible test full lift height, and
simultaneously determine the hydrodynamic properties and metal extraction of the sample.
6. Instrument the test cell to accurately define the spatial variability of the moisture content and relevant
chemical parameters (ORP, pH, acidity/alkalinity and concentration of critical ions such as iron,
ferric, sulfate, and the metal of interest) within the cell, the feed and discharge solution.
7. Analyze the data in the context of a comprehensive numerical model to define the scaled-up
metallurgical response of the process.
The cornerstone of any testing sequence is of course the availability of a representative sample. In
addition, every effort should be made during sample preparation to reduce the negative effect of
heterogeneity. Proper agglomeration and well-designed irrigation schemes are the best tools to accomplish
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this goal. Based on currently available technology, operation of a heap leach process as an industrial reactor
rather than a black box is entirely feasible.
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Abstract
The permeability of stacked ore is critical for the success of heap leach operations. Numerous projects
have failed due to poor consideration of this parameter. The present study shows how the issue of
permeability was treated in two very different cases for the heap leaching of uranium ore.
In Arlit, Niger, Somaïr treats a part of its ore by heap leaching with sulfuric acid. The limits of
permeability of the ore are linked to the proportion of clays. The preliminary tests and first years of
operation allowed a maximum limit of 12% clays according to the design criteria. Clayey ores and
sandstones are blended, but in view of the ore resource, it will be necessary to increase the clay content as
from 2017. This study evaluated the influence of the particle size distribution, the height of the heaps, and
the composition of the ore on the saturation of the heaps. A significant gain in permeability was achieved
by reducing the height of the heaps from 6 m to 3 m.
In Trekkopje, Namibia, AREVA Namibia plans to treat its ore with alkaline heap leach. Problems
with permeability were identified on the pilot heaps, mainly during the rinsing stage of the heaps. This
stage is essential in terms of the economics of the project as it allows for the recycling of carbonates and
bicarbonates held in the heaps. The permeability tests confirmed the reduction of permeability during the
rinsing stage. The conditions of agglomeration and the particle size distribution were optimized. The best
solution to improve heap permeability was found to be adding some cement to bind the agglomerates.
This solution is being validated by additional work.

Background
Good permeability of the heaps is the key criteria for the success of heap leaching. AREVA owns two
plants for the treatment of uranium ore by heap leaching: Arlit in Niger and Trekkopje in Namibia. In
both cases, it was necessary to solve issues of permeability.
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In Niger, the heap leaching project for Somaïr started operation in 2009. Its annual processing
capacity was initially designed for 1,000 kt of ore. This was gradually increased to 1,400 kt of ore during
the project phase and then to 1,800 kt of ore in 2012. This has enabled Somaïr to produce a total of nearly
1,000 t of uranium by heap leaching in 2012.
The heap leach process comprises five parts. The ore is first crushed in three stages to a particle size
of −10 mm to −20 mm. It is then agglomerated by adding water and concentrated sulfuric acid, and finally
placed onto a heap pad, 40 m wide, 400 m long, and 6 m high. Each pad is composed of more than 24
cells. The ore is then leached using an acidic irrigation solution. The solutions produced are recovered in
ponds, and the uranium is extracted using tertiary amine in a solvent-extraction plant. The advancing
uranium flow then joins the dynamic treatment stream and undergoes double precipitation using soda to
eliminate the zirconium contaminant. The effluents from the solvent plant are re-acidified and recycled
for heap irrigation.
During the first months of operation (July to November 2009), the ore used was particularly high in
sandstone. No problems of permeability were observed. The first problems appeared in December 2009,
when this deposit was exhausted and replaced by a deposit that was much more clayey. Solution pools
appeared on the surface of the heaps and some of the heap edges collapsed. To resolve these permeability
problems, the irrigation flows were reduced from 6 to 3 L/h/m2 and the particle size was increased from
−10 mm to −17 mm. However, the most effective measure consisted of limiting the clay content of the ore
to 12 percent by ore blending. But this processing route, which consists of blending of sandstone and
clayey minerals, will reach its limit within a few years, when all of the sandstone deposits are exhausted.
In Namibia, it was planned to start the Trekkopje plant in 2013. Although plant construction has
almost been completed, its startup was delayed because of the fall of the uranium price.
The process has 8 stages. The ore is crushed in three stages to a particle size of −38mm. It is then
agglomerated by adding water and finally stacked on a large area. The ore is then irrigated in three cycles.
The first cycle consists of washing the ore with water to eliminate chlorides and sulfates. The second
cycle consists of dissolving the uranium with a solution of carbonate (40 g/L) and bicarbonate (8 g/L).
The heap is then rinsed to recover the carbonates and bicarbonates which it contains. The uranium in
solution is concentrated using ion exchange. Resins are eluted with sodium bicarbonate, and the uranium
is precipitated with a solution of hydrogen peroxide in a fluidized bed reactor.
The process was validated through heap pilot operation from 2010 to 2013. Problems of
permeability were mainly highlighted during the phase of rinsing of the ore.
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Methodology
First of all, for each of the sites, the ore was sampled and crushed at the desired mesh. Samples of ores of
various types were prepared.
Permeability tests in small columns: This study initially consisted of tests in small columns (0.3 m
height) with approximately 10 kg of ore. These served to determine the influence of the following
parameters on permeability:
 the particle size distribution and the height of the heaps for Somaïr; and
 the particle size distribution, the ratio L/S for agglomeration, and the addition of cement for
Trekkopje. (L: Liquid [m3]; S: Solid [kg] )
Permeability tests consist of agglomerating a sample of ore using a cement mixer by adding some
water (Trekkopje) or some acid and water (Somaïr). The agglomerated ore is introduced into a column of
diameter 0.2 m and height 0.3 m. Then it is compacted with a pressure of 3,400 N for Trekkopje (height
of the heaps: 9 m) and a pressure from 1,000 to 2,500 N for Somaïr (heights of the heaps: 2.4 to 6 m). The
column is put on a balance and irrigated with a solution at various flowrates (2 to 20 L/h/m2). The
solutions used were sulfuric acid at 10 g/L for Somaïr and a solution of Na2CO3 at 40 g/l + NaHCO3 at 8
g/l, or some water, for Trekkopje. For each flowrate, the weight of the column allows for the
determination of the quantity of liquid retained in the column, thus the rate of saturation. The rate of
saturation is defined by the relationship (1):
S=

Vwater
Vvoid

(1)

Where:
Vwater

=

water volume in the ore bed (m3)

Vvoid

=

void volume of the ore bed (m3)

S

=

rate of saturation of the ore (%)

Permeability with air: Additional tests were completed to measure the permeability of the ore with
air in the columns. These tests consisted of agglomerating the ore for the permeability tests in a cement
mixer as previously. The agglomerated ore was placed in columns of 1 to 6 m in height. It was then
irrigated at a flowrate of 6 L/h/m2 for Somaïr and at various flowrates for Trekkopje (5 L/h/m2 for the
washing phase, 4 L/h/m2 for the leaching phase, 8 L/h/m2 for the rinsing phase). At the end of each test, a
flow of air is introduced into the bottom of the column to measure pressure drop ∆P in the column and to
calculate the permeability in air of the ore following formula (2):
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VL
P

(2)

Where:
µ

=

viscosity of the liquid (kg.m-1.s-1)

∆P

=

hydrodynamic pressure in the ore bed (Pa)

L

=

ore bed height (m)

V

=

total volume of the column (m3)

Permeability by drainage: On completion, a drainage test consisting of stopping the irrigation and
measuring the volume of pregnant leach solution (PLS) drained versus time was conducted. According to
Rauld et al. (1986), the collected volume can be related to the permeability using formula (3):
3

2 kg  l  l * 
2  l  l* 
=
K
Q=



3    l* 
3     l* 

3

(3)

Where:
µ

=

viscosity of the liquid (kg.m-1.s-1)

g

=

= acceleration due to the gravity (m.s-2)

ρ

=

liquid density (kg.m-3)

l

=

liquid content of the ore bed (kg.m-3)

l*

=

critical liquid content of the ore bed (kg.m-3)

K

=

hydraulic conductivity (m.s-1)

k

=

intrinsic permeability (m2)

Q

=

specific flowrate (m.s-1)

Data and discussion
Somaïr: The Somair ore treated by heap leaching originates from various deposits which were sampled
and characterized. It is a mixture of sandstone and clays. As shown by the column tests and various
phases of exploitation in 2010, the permeability of the ore is directly related to the clay content (Durupt et
al., 2013). In the 1970s, geologists determined a relationship (4) between the clay content and the
concentrations of alumina and silica:
[clay] (%) = 3.215 [Al2O3] (%) – 1.585 [SiO2] (%) + 134.72

(4)

This empirical formula is approximate as it does not take into account the various clays present
(kaolinite, illite, interstratified illite/smectite), but does allow for comparison of the ores.
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Each deposit sample was crushed to less than 20 mm. The fraction finer than 160 µm is essentially
clayey. The intermediate fraction from 160 µm to 2 mm is essentially a sandstone. The fraction, coarser
than 2 mm, is a mixture of sandstone and clays. Figure 1 clearly shows the link between the quantity of
fine particles and the clay content.
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Figure 1: Clays content in fines particles at Somaïr
Two alternatives were studied to improve the permeability of the very clayey ores:
 Reduction in the height of the heaps.
 Modification of the PSD by the elimination of a portion of the fine particles (< 160 µm) by
classification with air or by sieving at 2 mm.
Each of the alternatives present disadvantages:


A decrease in the heights of the heaps would involve an additional cost for the construction of
the leach pad. With the current “waste heap” operation, this implies increasing the surface of
the leach area and thereby increasing the construction costs. It would be especially interesting
should the operator select an “on/off” process. For this study, heights from 1 m to 6 m were
tested.



The modification of the PSD would involve an additional cost for the preparation of the ore.
Furthermore, the removal of fines by air classification (−160 µm) would considerably reduce
the uranium content of the ore treated by heap leaching because the uranium is concentrated in
the fines. Sieving at 2 mm would considerably reduce the tonnage treated by heap leaching
(approximately 70% of the ore). In both cases, it will be necessary to treat the fines using the
dynamic process of the plant at Somaïr.

For this study, three samples of ore from areas SR-K (rather clayey) and SR-J (rather sandstone)
were prepared:
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For samples SR-J1 and SR-K1, the ore was sieved at 2 mm.



For samples SR-J2 and SR-K2, the ore was sieved at 160 µm.



For samples SR-J3 and SR-K3, the ore was sieved at 160 µm and 50% of the fines was returned
to the sample composite.

Trekkopje: The Trekkopje ore mainly consists of calcite. On the heap, it undergoes three
processing steps: washing, leaching, and rinsing. Permeability issues appear mainly during the rinsing
phase. The leach process is an on/off operation and it is not possible to change the specific flowrates and
the durations of the leaching cycles. The only alternative options are to improve the permeability of the
ore by the addition of a binder or by optimizing the L/S ratio for agglomeration. The binder used is a
cement (Lafarge Classic) and the objective is to permit irrigation at a flowrate of 8 L/h/m2.
During this study, four different particle size distributions (TKP1, TKP2, TKP3 and TKP4) were
tested (Figure 2). This permitted the effect of the influence of the variability of the PSD on the
permeability to be observed.
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Figure 2: PSD of Trekkopje samples

Results
Somaïr
Influence of clay content
The permeability tests in small columns were completed for each deposit. The rate of saturation was
determined using a range of flowrates. Figure 3 shows that the rate of saturation decreases with increasing
clay content. This observation could seem paradoxical and is explained as follows. The clay content and
the quantity of fine particles are related, as seen in Figure 1. Their increase leads to more voluminous
agglomerates, to a reduction of the bulk density of the ore, and to an increase in the porosity in the
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column. During stacking and irrigation, the ore is going to settle and reduce the porosity. Even if the
degree of settling is higher with the clayey ores, the available space for the flow of solution remains
higher and the rate of saturation lower for ores with higher clay content.
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Saturation (%) or Porosity (%)
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50%

40%
Saturation (%)
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Figure 3: Porosity and rate of saturation at a flowrate of 6 L/h/m2 with several samples of ores
However, the risk of plugging of the heap is higher with the clayey ores (Durupt and Blanvillain,
2010). It is probably related to the agglomeration of the ore. The agglomeration has to be perfectly
controlled (L/S ratio, residence time, quality of the mixture) to avoid fine particle migration and to block
the free spaces. In small columns, with 10 kg of ore, the agglomeration is very well controlled. On a
larger scale, in a column of 6 m or in a commercial heap operation, this control of agglomeration is more
delicate and difficult to control.

Influence of PSD
The influence of the PSD was studied with a sandstone (SR-J) and with a clayey ore (SR-K). Permeability
tests in small columns allowed the determination of the rate of saturation and the leach tests in a column
of 1 m height allowed the measurement of hydraulic conductivity by drainage at the end of test as well as
the permeability with air for an irrigation flowrate of 4.5 L/h/m2. The results are included in Table 1.
Table 1: PSD, saturation, hydraulic conductivity,
permeability and bulk density of Somaïr samples
k (D)
Permeability
with air

Bulk
density

Samples

>2 mm

<2 mm

<160 µm

S (%)

K (cm/s)
by drainage

SR-J

24.1

65.0

10.9

65.3

−

−

−

SR-J1

100.0

0.0

0.0

40.4

0.0794

656

1.466

SR-J2

27.0

73.0

0.0

57.1

0.0161

52

1.687
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SR-J3

25.5

68.7

5.8

61.5

0.0125

41

1.711

SR-K

40.8

24.4

34.8

58.4

−

−

−

SR-K1

100.0

0.0

0.0

40.4

0.1068

281

1.431

SR-K2

62.6

37.4

0.0

70.0

0.0138

138

1.694

SR-K3

49.4

29.5

21.1

70.5

0.0542

167

1.514

For all the samples, a direct link between the bulk density and the hydraulic conductivity is clear and
is highlighted in Figure 4. The measurement of permeability with air is less precise than the measurement
of hydraulic conductivity by drainage, but indicates the same trend.
0,12

Hydraulic conductivity (cm/s)

0,1

0,08

0,06

0,04

0,02

0
1,4

1,45

1,5

1,55

1,6

1,65

1,7

1,75

Bulk density

Figure 4: Hydraulic conductivity versus bulk density
For the lower clay ores (SR-J), the bulk density decreases when the PSD increases. The decrease in
fine particle content reduces the rate of saturation of the ore and increases its hydraulic conductivity. For
the very clayey ore (SR-K), there is no simple link between the ore size and the bulk density. The ore SRK1 (> 2 mm) supplied indicates better results for permeability, but for ores SR-K, SR-K2 and SR-K3, the
effect is reversed relative to that of the SR-J: the reduction of the quantity of fine particles decreases the
bulk density, increases the rate of saturation, and decreases the hydraulic conductivity. These results show
that it is possible to obtain a good hydraulic conductivity (0.05 cm/s with 21% of particles lower than 160
µm), in spite of high clays and fine particle grading, if the agglomeration was correctly realized.
The elimination of a part of fine particle component by a classifier with air, for instance, does not
indicate systematically improved permeability of the heaps. On the other hand, the sieving at 2 mm is an
effective solution to improve the permeability, but it eliminates approximately 70% of the ore. This
solution is possible only if there is a process, in addition to the heap leaching, to treat the finer fraction of
the ore.
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Influence of the heights of the heaps:
Permeability tests in small columns allowed the study of the influence of the height of the heaps for ores
SR-A and SR-B. The agglomerated ore was compacted at 1,000 N, 1,500 N, 2,000 N, and 2,500 N to
simulate the respective heights of 2.4 m, 3.7 m, 4.8 m, and 6.1 m. The obtained curves of saturation are
represented in Figures 5 and 6.
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1
0,55
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0,57
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0,59

0,61

0,63

0,65

0,67

0,69

0,71

0,73

0,75

Saturation

Figure 5: Saturation of SR-A ore

Figure 6: Saturation of SR-B ore

The higher the height of the heap, the greater the degree of saturation. A reduction in the height of
the heap from 6.1 m to 4.8 m would not have much effect because the rates of saturation remain similar.
To obtain a significant effect, it is necessary to reduce this height below 3.7 m.
To confirm these results, tests in columns of 1 m, 2.4 m, 3.5 m, and 6.1 m were completed with ores
SR-A and SR-B. By using the model of Rauld et al. (Equation 3), the flowrate with time allows one to
calculate the hydraulic conductivity K and the intrinsic permeability of the ore k (Table 2).
Table 2: Determination of the permeability by drainage of the columns
Samples

Height (m)

K (cm/s)

k (cm/s)

SR-A

1

0.0668

6.8 10-07

SR-A

2.4

0.0206

2.1 10-07

SR-A

3.5

0.0005

5.2 10-09

SR-A

6.1

0.0002

2.0 10-09

SR-B

1

0.0515

5.2 10-07

SR-B

2.4

0.0385

3.9 10-07

SR-B

4.2

0.0021

2.1 10-08

SR-B

6.1

0.0021

2.1 10-08

Beyond 3.5 m, columns are very close to plugging. The determination of the hydraulic conductivity
by drainage was much less precise in large columns. The flowrate of liquid was rather irregular. The
hydraulic conductivity decreases considerably between 2.4 m and 3.5 m, especially for the ore SR-A,
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which is the more clayey. These two series of tests resulted in a recommendation to decrease the heights
of the heap from 6 m to 3 m so as to be able to treat ores containing more than 12% clay.

Trekkopje
At first, the influence of the PSD was studied by permeability tests in small columns and irrigation with
water. The ore of Trekkopje displays a behavior different to that of Somaïr. The rate of saturation
increases with the quantity of fine particles (Figure 7). In operation, the variations of PSD will occur. It is
not planned to regulate the PSD by intermediate stocks. The cost of the transport of the ore would be far
too high. It is thus necessary to look for means of processing the most problematic ore (TR1) by
management of the flowrate desired for each step (washing, leaching, and rinsing).
100
TKP1
TKP2

Specific flowrate (L/h/m2)

TKP3
TKP4

10

1
0,50

0,52

0,54

0,56

0,58
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0,62

0,64

Rate of saturation

Figure 7: Saturation according to the PSD
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0,70
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Figure 8: Saturation according to ratio L/S
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The first solution consisted of increasing the quantity of water added during agglomeration. The L/S
ratio is a key parameter to agglomerate the ore correctly. With L/S ratios ranging between 0.08 L/kg and
0.10 L/kg, the rate of saturation evolves little (Figure 8). It increases considerably when the L/S ratio
added to agglomeration reaches 0.14 L/kg. For each test, the hydraulic conductivity K was calculated
using Van Genuchten’s model (Van Genuchten, 1980). The obtained maximum values correspond to an
L/S ratio of between 0.10 l/kg and 0.12 l/kg. For the following tests, an L/S ratio of 0.10 L/kg will be
maintained. Various quantities of cement (0 to 5 kg/t) were added to improve the permeability. The bulk
density of the ore decreases relative to the increasing quantity of cement added from 1 to 5 kg/t (Figure
9).
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Figure 9: Bulk density versus mass of cement
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Figure 10: Hydraulic conductivity versus mass of cement
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For each phase of the treatment, the hydraulic conductivity was calculated by using Van
Genuchten’s model (1980). Up to 2 kg/t, the quantity of cement seems to have little effect, but beyond
2 kg/t, it improves the hydraulic conductivity significantly (Figure 10).
The washing and leaching phases lead to good hydraulic conductivities. According to Guzman
(2011), it is necessary that K is up to 100 times the irrigation flowrate desired (8 L/h/m2). It is thus
necessary that K > 0.02 cm/s. This is always the case whatever the quantity of cement added during the
washing and leaching phases. On the other hand, during the rinsing phase the hydraulic conductivities can
fall below 0.02 cm/s. To be able to irrigate at the desired flowrate (8 L/h/m2), during the rinsing phase, it
is necessary to add at least 4 kg/t of cement. This reduction in permeability had been noticed during the
pilot operation of the heaps. Chemical precipitation might have occurred, but neither physical observation
nor DRX analysis permitted confirmation of this hypothesis. It therefore remains unexplained at this
stage.
Two tests in large boxes (area: 6 m2; height: 9 m) are currently in progress on the site with 2 kg/t
and 4 kg/t of cement respectively. At the end of the washing stage, a measure of permeability by drainage
was realized. It confirms that the permeability is not a problem for this stage of the process. The obtained
hydraulic conductivities are however clearly lower than those of permeability tests in small columns
(0.057 cm/s against 0.285 cm/s with 2 kg/t of cement; 1 cm/s against 1.83 cm/s with 4 kg/t of cement).
For the leaching and rinsing stages, the results are still to be generated.

Conclusions
The solutions found for improvement in the permeability of heap leaching at the Areva sites are very
different in Niger and in Namibia.
For Somaïr, the current solution consists of blending of ores to maintain the grade of clays below
12%. This solution will not be possible in the future when the sandstone component of the ore deposit is
depleted. The permeability tests realized during this study showed:
 A complicated influence of clays and fine particles on the hydraulic conductivity. The rates of
saturation can decrease in spite of the increase of the clay content. It is possible to reach high
hydraulic conductivities with a clay grade over 12%. These results are probably connected to
the quality of the agglomeration. This parameter is still not well understood and is too poorly
controlled to be considered as a solution to the issue of permeability.
 An important improvement in permeability can be obtained by reducing the height of the heaps
from 6 m to 3 m. It is this option which seems the most interesting and the safest to treat the
very clayey ores. It will have to be accompanied with a change in operating philosophy from a
waste heap operation to an on/off operation to limit any increase in operating cost.
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For Trekkopje, the problems of permeability appear essentially during the rinsing phase of the heaps
with water at 8 L/h/m2 to recover residual carbonates. The permeability tests examined the influence of
three parameters:
 The PSD: the quantity of fines in the ore is a very important parameter. In the operating
conditions of Trekkopje, it is however very difficult to control.
 The L/S ratio for agglomeration: the optimal ratio is approximately 0.1 L/kg. However, the
optimization of this parameter does not allow for achieving a sufficient hydraulic conductivity
to rinse the heaps at 8 L/h/m2.
 The addition of cement: by adding 4 kg/t of cement, during the agglomeration of the ore, the
hydraulic conductivity is considerably improved. It is sufficient to irrigate the ore at the
flowrates desired for the three stages (washing, leaching, rinsing).
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Abreviations
g

=

acceleration due to the gravity (m.s-2)

µ

=

viscosity of the liquid (kg.m-1.s-1)

ρ

=

liquid density (kg.m-3)

∆P

=

hydrodynamic pressure in the ore bed (Pa)

l

=

liquid content of the ore bed (kg.m-3)

l*

=

critical liquid content of the ore bed (kg.m-3)

L

=

ore bed height (m)

V

=

total volume of the column (m3)

Vwater

=

water volume in the ore bed (m3)
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Vvoid

=

void volume of the ore bed (m3)

K

=

hydraulic conductivity (m.s-1)

k

=

intrinsic permeability (m2)

S

=

rate of saturation of the ore (%)

Q

=

specific flowrate (m.s-1)
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Abstract
The recent growth of mining operations and increasing use of the heap leaching process as an effective
mineral extraction method around the world have generated a necessity for further knowledge of ore
physical characterization, in order to model stress-strain and dynamic behavior so as to optimize the civil
and geotechnical design of heap leach pads. This paper reports a thorough study of the results of triaxial
compression tests (consolidated undrained, CU of 6″ diameter) and a multi-channel analysis of surface
waves (MASW) geophysical field investigation of a ROM (run-of-mine) ore stacking of quartz-sandstone.
The study focused on the determination of the variation of the values of modulus of deformation (E) and
shear (Gs) of ore material in relation to the effective confining stress ('3) and mean effective confining
stress ('m), respectively. The study was done considering existing relationships widely used for
determining the elastic properties of soils, such as Janbu’s relationship, which is used in the formulation of
the hyperbolic model originally developed by Duncan and Chang (1970). The features of the mechanical
behavior of ore material are compared with existing soil behavior data, especially with the exponent
parameter (n) of the hyperbolic model. It is shown that the elasticity and shear modulus are in a direct
relationship with high confinement (150, 200, 600 kPa). The multi-channel analysis of surface waves
(MASW) has been shown to be a very fundamental tool to determine Gs and study its variations with 'm.
For the ore material, two correlations for estimating the initial and secant elasticity modulus (Ei, E50) and
the maximum shear stress modulus (Gmax) in terms of effective confining pressure, are suggested.

Introduction
Part of the geotechnical design of heap leach pads is the physical stability analysis. It is common to perform
dynamic response and stress-strain analyses during construction and mine closure. Depending of the type
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of those analyses, strength parameters to characterize the stress behavior of the ore material are needed. In
this paper, correlations to obtain elasticity modulus (Ei, E50, Gmax) and its variations with the confining
stress, considering hyperbolic model parameters (n, K), are presented.

Properties of the quartz-sandstone ore material specimens
Physical properties and parameters
A database of laboratory tests performed on seven samples of quartz-sandstone ore material from leaching
projects located in the Andean region of Peru was used for this analysis. Figure 1 shows the grain-size
distribution of the samples analyzed, considering a sample fraction with a maximum particle size of 3
inches. The characteristics of these materials, including USCS classification, dry unit weight, and effective
Mohr-Coulomb parameters (obtained from triaxial compression tests of consolidated undrained 6 inch
diameter samples) are presented in Table 1.
The grain-size distribution of these quartz-sandstone ore materials is very variable, and according to
UCSC these samples are classified as: GC-GM, SP-SM, GM, GP-GM, GW, GP, and GC. The MohrCoulomb strength parameters determined from the TX-CU tests vary, in terms of effective internal friction
angle (’), from 36.4 to 41.5°. They also vary, in terms of effective cohesion (c), from 0 to 13 kPa.
The stress-strain curves at different confining stresses have shown a strain hardening trend for all the
samples, as Figure 2 shows. This strain hardening behavior emphasizes the increase of confining pressure
having a good correlation with the Duncan and Chang (1970) formula.

Lithological characterization
The specimens tested were composed mainly of quartz-sandstone of fine to medium grain from the Chimu
Formation in the northern Andes of Peru. This sedimentary formation is arranged in thick layers (over
0.50 m) and has great strength. It almost always is rough and steep. In some areas one can see the presence
of silt-claystones and siltstones, which are sometimes interbedded with coal layers (Navarro et al., 2010).
Loose materials from this formation usually have a granular nature with minimal fines content. They
are primarily nonplastic materials of angular to very angular shape, and with high resistance. Granular
materials from the quartz-sandstones of the Chimu Formation are considered as competent material,
potentially suitable for use as structural fill, drainage gravel, and rockfill.
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Figure 1: Grain-size distribution of angular quartz-sandstone ore material samples
Table 1: Mechanical properties of the quartz-sandstone ore material
Sample
ID

UCSC
classification

d (kN/m3)

Initial confining
stresses, ’3 (kPa)

c’ (kPa)

’ (°)

M-1

GC-GM

15.92

600; 300; 150

0

36.4

M-2

SP-SM

17.05

600; 300; 150

7

36.4

M-3

GM

17.67

600; 300; 150

0

38.2

M-4

GP-GM

17.88

600; 300; 150

9

38.8

M-5

GW

16.47

600; 300; 150

0

41.5

M-6

GP

19.79

400; 200; 100

13

40.2

M-7

GC

20.02

400; 200; 100

0

40.1

* Parameters and properties obtained from 6″ TX-CU tests

Hyperbolic model
The hyperbolic model is a variable-parameter model used to simulate the nonlinear stress-strain behavior
of cohesionless and cohesive soils (Hansen, 1963). Since the stress-strain behavior of soils depends on
confining stress, Duncan and Chang (1970) incorporated that effect and used the hyperbola in conjunction
with the relationship between the initial elasticity modulus (Ei) and confining pressure proposed by Janbu
(1963), as shown in Equation 2. Duncan and Chang (1970) and Duncan et al. (1980) presented a nonlinear
stress-strain model based on a hyperbolic type of relation between the deviator stress (2q=1-3) and the
axial strain (a), which is determined from triaxial compression test results (Figure 2). In accordance with
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this model, the gradient of the stress-strain relationship (q:a), denoted as tangential deformation modulus
(Et), is defined as follows:

 R f 1  sin  ( 1   3 ) 
 Ei
Et  1 
2ccos   2 3 sin   


(1)

Where:



=

Internal friction angle

c

=

Cohesion

Rf

=

Failure ratio

Ei

=

Initial elasticity modulus

1,3

=

Maximum and minimum stresses

This model is defined by a variable Young’s modulus, as follows:
n

 
Ei  KPa  3  kPa
 Pa 

(2)

Where:
K

=

Modulus number

n

=

Exponent number

’3

=

Minimum effective stress

Pa

=

Atmospheric pressure (101.325 kPa)

The parameters K and n are obtained by plotting the variation of the data in terms of log(Ei/Pa) against
log(’3/Pa), where the slope of the trending straight line is n and the intercept at ’3/Pa = 1 is K (Figure 3).

Shear modulus for granular soils
Most available data on maximum shear modulus (Gmax) has been developed for either sand or gravelly soils.
Because most soils have curvilinear stress-strain relationships, Gmax is not constant but is usually expressed
as the secant modulus determined for the specific value of shear strain. Seed and Idriss (1970) and Seed et
al. (1986) have shown that Gmax values for gravelly soils are strongly influenced by confining pressure
(’m), strain amplitude (s), and void ratio (e), finding the relationship in Equation 3 that conveniently
related Gmax and ’m.
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1/ 2

Gmax

Where:
Gmax
=

 
 21.7 K 2.max Pa  m  kPa
 Pa 
    2   3
 m  ( 1
)
3

(3)

(4)

Maximum shear modulus

K2.max

=

Shear modulus parameter at small shear strains (10-4%)

’m

=

Mean effective confining stress

’1,2,3

=

Maximum, intermediate and minimum effective stresses

Determination of elasticity modulus
Young’s elasticity modulus
In this section, the hyperbolic model mechanical parameters of the quartz-sandstone ore material,
introduced in Table 1, are studied in the framework of the hyperbolic model. As a first step, the initial
elasticity modulus and secant elasticity modulus at 50% of failure deviator stress were obtained, for each
stress-strain curve. Then, n and K hyperbolic parameters were determined for three consecutive confining
stresses ('3), as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The results are presented in Table 2. The procedures for
determining n and K from triaxial tests results are given by Duncan and Chang (1970).

Figure 2: Results of 6″ triaxial tests CU on quartz-sandstone ore material specimens
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Figure 3: Determination of model parameters K and n from M-1 to M-7
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Figure 4: Determination of model parameters K and n of M-1 to M-7 mixture
According to the results presented in Table 2, the n value of the hyperbolic model varies between
0.0568 and 1.0199 considering the initial elasticity modulus (Ei), and varies between 0.6021 and 1.0249
considering E50. Performing a regression with all the data, the n value was determined to be equal to 0.6007
and 0.5864 considering Ei and E50, respectively.
The K values obtained individually vary in the range of 236.77 – 684.74 determined from Ei and vary
in the range of 124.03 to 395.02 when determined from E50. Nevertheless, the values of K considering the
entire database are 470.6 and 268.74, considering Ei and E50, respectively.
Table 2: Values of n and K for Young’s modulus in quartz-sandstone ore material
Sample
ID

UCSC
classification

Confining stresses,
’3 (kPa)

E50

Ei
n

K

R2

n

K

R2

M-1

GC-GM

600; 300; 150

0.0568

684.74

0.1245

0.3957

371.77

0.9678

M-2

SP-SM

600; 300; 150

0.7192

236.77

0.9952

0.7225

154.11

0.9996

M-3

GM

600; 300; 150

0.0812

313.93

0.0214

0.3344

185.98

0.8389

M-4

GP-GM

600; 300; 150

0.3636

613.52

0.5714

0.5262

307.90

0.9987

M-5

GW

600; 300; 150

0.7397

381.06

0.9988

0.8952

237.25

0.9960

M-6

GP

400; 200; 100

0.5433

565.88

0.8257

0.6021

395.02

0.5925

M-7

GC

400; 200; 100

1.0199

262.85

0.9988

1.0249

124.03

0.9985

M-1 to M7 mixture

—

600; 400; 300;
200; 100 150

0.6007

470.60

0.2951

0.5864

268.74

0.4069

R2 is the adjusted R-squared value of the equation
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Determination of the maximum dynamic shear stress modulus
General
In order to determine the maximum dynamic shear stress modulus (Gmax) and model its variation with mean
effective stress ('m), shear-wave (Vs) velocities profiles were extracted from a geophysical investigation,
based on a multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) surveying performed on an M-4 sample. The
MASW profile is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Profile of shear-wave velocities in sample M-4
In order to obtain the main effective confining stress, a unit weight at moisture content of 5% was
considered in M-4 embankment and at-rest earth pressure coefficient (k0) of 0.5 was obtained considering
the Equation 5 and =0.33 from TX-CU in the deformed sample at the end of the test. The K2.max value
presented was obtained from a parabolic function regression in a ’m – Vs plot presented in Figure 6a.



k0
1  k0

Where:


=

Poisson’s ratio

k0

=

At-rest earth pressure coefficient
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Figure 6: (a) Determination of K2.max; (b) Proposed function
to correlate Gmax and ’m for M-4 quartz-sandstone ore
The K2.max value is obtained by the division of the x-coefficient of the adjusted parabolic equation in
Figure 6a by 21.7 (Equation 3) obtaining a K2.max = 101.55, as is shown in Table 3. In addition, Figure 6b
introduces a function for M-4 quartz-sandstone ore material, which correlates the variation of Gmax with the
mean confining stress, as is presented in Equation 6.
1.0196

Gmax

 
 1,271.74 Pa  m 
 Pa 

kPa

(6)

Table 3: Value of K2.max in quartz-sandstone ore material
Sample
ID

UCSC
classification

M-4

GP-GM

MASW
depth
(m)
0-36.43

Gmax
K2.max

R2

101.55

0.94643

R2 is the adjusted R-squared value of the equation

Review of test results
Table 4 compares the n values obtained in this study with various available parameters presented by Soroush
and Jannatiaghdam (2012) for average rockfill values and quartz-sandstone typical values.
The n parameter represents the exponential effect of ’3 on Ei or E50. As particles breakage in rockfill
materials is far more than in sands, the average n values of rockfill material are much less than those for
sands. In general, materials with higher degrees of angularity suffer more particle breakage and therefore
they have lower values of n.
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Table 4: Comparison between typical values of n
n

Sample
ID

UCSC classification

M-1

Ei

E50

GC-GM

0.0568

0.3957

M-2

SP-SM

0.7192

0.7225

M-3

GM

0.0812

0.3344

M-4

GP-GM

0.3636

0.5262

M-5

GW

0.7397

0.8952

M-6

GP

0.5433

0.6021

M-7

GC

1.0199

1.0249

Entire database

—

0.6007

0.5864

Rockfill (highly angular)*

0.065

—

Rockfill (angular)*

0.083

—

Rockfill (angular/sub angular)*

0.094

—

Rockfill (sub angular)*

0.11

—

Rockfill (sub rounded)*

0.18

—

Rockfill (sub rounded/rounded)*

0.25

—

Rockfill (rounded)*

0.36

—

Dense sands (typical value)*

0.54

—

Loose sands (typical value)*

0.65

—

*Soroush and Jannatiaghdam, 2012

Taking into account comparisons between n values obtained in this study and obtained from Soroush
and Jannatiaghdam (2012), both presented in Table 4, the M-1 sample of USCS classification of GC-GM
is in accordance with highly angular rockfill; the M-3 sample of USCS classification of GM, is in
accordance with angular rockfill; the M-4 sample of USCS classification of GP-GM is in accordance with
rounded rockfill. Nevertheless, M-2, M-5, and M-6 have a strength behavior similar to sands based on n
value. The M-7 sample of GC USCS classification has a better behavior in the resistance of particles to
breakage than typical loose sands based on the n value.
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Studies developed by Seed et al. (1986) in dense, well-graded gravelly soils show that K2.max will
generally be in the range of about 80 to 180, compared with a range of 30 to 75 for sand. However, Gazetas
and Dakoulas (1991) determined that the K2.max for compacted gravels and rockfills appears to be in the
range of 150 to 250. Based on those ranges, the K2.max of 101.55 determined in this study for the quartzsandstone ore material is in reasonable agreement with the range of 80 to 180 of gravelly soils.
Figure 7 presents the minimum and maximum values of Ei and Gmax in a 50 m deep M-4 material
column, considering k = 613.52 and n = 0.3636 in Equation 2 to obtain the Ei variation and K2.max = 101.55
in Equation 3 to obtain the Gmax variation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Variation of Ei with ’3 in M-4 material
(b) Variation of Gmax with ’m in M-4 material

Conclusions
This paper studied the elastic mechanical behavior of seven samples of quartz-sandstone ore material
subjected to triaxial compression shearing with three different confining stresses in the range of 100 to 600
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kPa. The database collected about the ore material studied was obtained from important mine units located
in Peru.
The hyperbolic model was employed as a constitutive model for this study. Features of the mechanical
behavior of the quartz-sandstone ore materials were compared with the exponent number (n) of the
hyperbolic model. It was shown that the n values for these materials are not constant, varying between
0.0568 and 1.0199, considering Ei and 0.3344 and 1.0249, considering E50. Those n values are dependent
on USCS classification and confining stress.
Using a multi-channel analysis of surface waves (MASW) survey on M-4 quartz-sandstone ore
material staked, a correlation for estimating the Gmax from the mean effective stress ('m) is proposed in
Equation 6. In addition, the parameter K2.max=101.55 was obtained, which is in accordance with related
studies on gravelly soils.
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Abstract
The design of heap leach pads involves a variety of components. One of the main components for these
structures is the leach pad liner system, where a low-permeability soil is normally used in combination
with a geomembrane to reduce seepage losses. Although this combination of materials has been shown to
effectively reduce rates of infiltration, the soil liner-geomembrane interface presents a challenge to
designers since it incorporates a “weak layer” into the system, which has negative effects on the physical
stability of the structure.
Usually, the effects produced by the soil liner-geomembrane interface govern the stability of the
heap leach pads; therefore, it is critical to characterize its behavior by (a) proper sampling and testing—
for example, taking into account the design loads that will be imposed by the heap; (b) proper
interpretation—for example, taking into account the nonlinear behavior of the interface; and (c) proper
application of the results to the analysis—for example, assessing the use of post-peak and large
displacement values. Lastly, verifications must be carried out during construction to ensure that the
assumptions made during the design are implemented on site.
Although there are papers that discuss these issues individually, the intention of this paper is to
present from the designer perspective the key variables to consider at each stage (sampling, testing,
interpretation, analysis, and verification during construction). The approach will take into consideration
an interface-testing database with more than 10 years of test results, and the experience gained in the
interpretation and analysis of these results for heap leach pad projects developed in Peru.
Oversimplification of decisions related to testing, interpretation, and analysis of the soil linergeomembrane interface can lead to potential economic, environmental, and safety impacts to the project,
as well as an increase of the risk levels of the structure. Therefore, the implications of identification and
discussion of the variables at each of these stages are important not only to designers, but also to other
parties such as clients, manufacturers, and construction companies.
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Introduction
The evaluation of geosynthetic/soil system failures has shown that a main contributing factor is often a
lack of communication between the participating parties (Dixon, 2010). The participating parties on the
soil liner-geomembrane cycle are: designers, clients (including their respective areas like procurement,
operations, etc.), geomembrane manufacturers, and construction companies. Usually, their actions are not
coordinated and one party can make individual decisions related to the soil liner-geomembrane cycle that
may have significant impacts on the final results. Therefore, it is necessary to take an integral approach
where the designer has a principal role during all the stages related to the soil liner-geomembrane cycle
including sampling, testing, interpretation, analysis, and verification during construction. During
construction, if different conditions from what were considered during previous stages are encountered, it
is necessary to reinitiate the soil liner-geomembrane cycle, as shown in Figure 1.

Sampling

Testing

Interpretation

Analysis

Construction
Verification

Figure 1: Soil liner-geomembrane interface cycle and stages

Key variables during the stages
The following section identifies and describes the key variables affecting results on soil-liner
geomembrane interfaces observed during each of the stages shown on Figure 1.

Sampling and testing
Sample representativeness
This variable may seem obvious but is often overlooked, affecting the final results. The starting point for
the soil liner-geomembrane cycle is to have a representative sample of what will be placed in the field.
The engineer must ensure that the sample will best represent the expected field conditions.
For the soil liner, the sample should be obtained after the quarry study has been finalized and should
be as close as possible to the fine bound of the specification. A common mistake is to test materials that
are near the coarse bound of the specification, obtaining much higher resistance for the interface
(examples are shown in the following sections), which affects the results of the stability analysis. To
make sure that a representative sample is tested, laboratory manufacturing of soils is not recommended.
To ensure a representative sample of the geomembrane, the engineer must verify that the
geomembrane being tested is the same geomembrane that will be used during construction (the practice of
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requesting a typical sample from the manufacturer should be avoided). Sometimes, the supplier has not
been determined, or there is a need to provide alternatives; in these cases, samples must be tested for each
different manufacturer and type of geomembrane, as there are significant variations on interface values
for different products and manufacturers (examples are shown in the following sections).
A tendency among some of the parties involved in the soil liner-geomembrane cycle (i.e.,
procurement departments, some designers, and manufacturers) is to consider the geomembrane for heap
leach pad applications as a commodity, assuming that its performance can be reduced to compliance with
certain standards (such as GM13 and GM17). As indicated by Ossa (2010), these standards are not
regarded as they should be. Originally, they were conceived as a generic specification for standard
applications, indicating that additional tests, or more restrictive values for test indicated, may be
necessary for a particular application (which is the case with heap leach pads). However, some parties
invoke their use to avoid performance testing such as interface testing, or to avoid testing each type of
geomembrane/manufacturer. The design engineer must explain to all parties the importance of a
representative sample and the potential impacts on the results, stating the need for additional interface
testing.

Sample extraction
This variable is included since obtaining samples from existing platforms for soil liner-geomembrane
testing (a different condition that could be required) may require additional attention. In this case, the
methods of construction and loading may modify the mechanical behavior of interfaces and the extracted
sample may not represent the most critical condition. Therefore, it is important to plan the sample
extraction carefully, reviewing the CQA information to locate the most representative location and
considering safety recommendations while developing the plan.

Soil liner and geomembrane properties
Based on the testing performed at the Knight Piésold laboratory and as indicated by other authors, there
can be significant differences in the interface values when there is a variation in soil properties such as
gradation, plasticity density, or moisture content. Shear strength generally decreases with increasing
moisture content and with decreasing soil density; therefore, interface shear strengths should be
determined using a moisture content and density that are representative of field conditions. If a large
range of moisture contents and densities are possible in the field, then the interface strength corresponding
to the average and maximum moisture contents and the average and minimum densities should be
determined (Gilbert, 2008).
Figure 2 shows examples obtained from the Knight Piésold testing database for (above) variation on
fines content (mesh # 200); and (below) plasticity of materials. In both cases, the materials were obtained
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from the same quarry used by the client and the rest of the variables remained fixed for testing. Thus, the
importance of a good understanding of the soil liner quarry, which should be gained through testing the
same material from the quarry to be used during construction, testing a material that represents the fine
bound of the specification, and supervising the materials using quality control and assurance (QC/QA)
during construction.
1000

SL-1 %fine= 48.9 vs 80 mil Single
Sided Textured LLDPE-Ht=0.26
SL-2 %fine=36.2 vs 80 mil Single
Sided Textured LLDPE Ht=0.26

800

Shear Stress (kPa)

SL-2

600
SL-1

400

200

0
0

800

1600
Normal Stress (kPa)

2400

3200

2400

3200

800
SL-1 PI= 7 vs 60 mil Textured LLDPE
SL-2 PI=16 vs 60 mil Textured LLDPE

Shear Stress (kPa)

600
SL-1

SL-2

400

200

0
0

800

1600
Normal Stress (kPa)

Figure 2: (above) Variation for fines content (below) Variation for plasticity material
For the geomembrane, there are also significant variations of the interface results when using
different types of geomembranes, different resins, different manufacturers, or different types of textures.
It is important to consider that geosynthetic products are proprietary and subject to change, exhibiting
inherent variability in their properties.
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Figure 3 shows examples obtained from the Knight Piésold testing database for the following cases
(a) Variation on the formulation of the geomembrane, changing the resin type, where the rest of the
variables are fixed (same manufacturer, type of textured, soil, etc.); (b) different types of textures,
following the same project specification; and (c) different manufacturers following the same project
specification. Thus, testing each type of geomembrane and verification of geomembrane properties and
materials during the design and construction verifies that the material that was offered and tested is the
same material used during construction. For this purpose it is important to request and attach to each test
the geomembrane certificate produced by the manufacturer, showing the lot and properties of the tested
material to allow traceability and future comparison of values.
500

800.0
SL vs 80 mil LLDPE textured (resin 1)

Asperity Ht - 0.26

SL vs 80 mil LLDPE textured (resin 2)

Asperity Ht - 0.48

400

Shear Stress (kPa)

Resin 1
300

Resin 2

200

Ht - 0.26

Ht - 0.48
400.0

200.0
100

0.0

0
0

400

800
Normal Stress (kPa)

1200

0

1600

800

1600
Normal Stress (kPa)

(a)

2400

(b)

1000.0
Soil liner vs 60 mil Textured (Manufacturer 1)
Soil liner vs 60 mil Textured (Manufacturer 2)
800.0

Shear Stress (kPa)

Shear Stress (kPa)

600.0

600.0

Manufacturer 2

Manufacturer 1
400.0

200.0

0.0
0

800

1600

2400

3200

Normal Stress (kPa)

(c)
Figure 3: (a) Variation on the formulation of the geomembrane, (b) Different types of textures,
(c) Different manufacturers
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Finally, a proper report of the material properties (soil and geomembrane) must be produced and
attached to the interface test to allow a thorough interpretation and analysis of the tested data. This report
should also include the geomembrane manufacturer’s certificate and all tests run to characterize the
material properties.

Tests conditions
Most of the test conditions are described on the ASTM 5321 “Standard Test Method for Determining the
Shear Strength of Soil-Geosynthetic and Geosynthetic-Geosynthetic Interfaces by Direct Shear.”
However, special attention should be given by the design engineer to the following points for heap leach
pads:
 Normal stress loading: The height of the heap at the critical failure surface should be considered
to determine the normal stresses to apply during testing. Excessive extrapolation of results is not
recommended as there is nonlinear behavior of the interface with higher loads, which is difficult
to predict with extrapolation. In projects where there are enough historical data and knowledge
of the material, some predictions can be made on the shape of the interface stress-strain curves
with higher loads, but testing is always recommended.
 Number of tests (points): The number of points for the test should be enough to characterize
adequately the entire range of normal stresses on the heap (see previous point). Additionally,
due to the variability of results, described by Dixon (2010), it is recommended to run several
points at each normal stress. Recommendations for number of points at each normal stress are
provided in standards (such as the BS6906, BS12957-1and GDA E 3-8) and also by authors
such as Dixon, but the design engineer’s judgment is always required.
 Shear rate: It depends on several factors, but in general, the shear rate should be such that sheargenerated pore water pressures are dissipated (in accordance with ASTM D 5321). As indicated
by Gilbert (2008), faster shear rates will produce meaningless results because the pore water
pressures and their effect on the measured strength are unknown. Consolidation data for the soil
(when applicable) are necessary to determine the required rate of shear.
 Hydration: It is important to direct the sequence of hydration and consolidation at the laboratory
and it is generally more conservative to hydrate the sample under low normal loads before
consolidating (Thiel, 2001). In almost all situations for heap leach pads, field conditions during
shear will correspond to drained conditions (Gilbert, 2008).
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The cost of performing a correct test, which sometimes requires additional time and a sufficient
number of tests (points), is justified compared to the potential consequences and costs of changes during
construction and loading, not to mention repairs or failures.

Equipment
There are several types of equipment. The most common is the direct shear apparatus; other types include
ring shear apparatus, tilting table, or an apparatus with a combination of these methods. As stated by
Dixon (2010), the design of direct shear apparatus is the main reason for the observed large variability of
measured interface strengths; therefore it is important that the design engineer verifies the type of
equipment to be used by the proposed laboratory and its applicability to the project.
The standardized size of the shear box has minimum plane dimensions, which are the greater of 300
mm by 300 mm, 15 times the d85 of the coarser soil used in the test, or a minimum of 5 times maximum
opening size (in plan) of the geosynthetic tested (not applicable for geomembranes). Smaller shear box
sizes of 200 mm by 200 mm and 150 mm by 150 mm are used when conducting very high normal stress
interface testing. In these cases, it is important that the design engineer verifies their applicability (based
on the soil to be tested) and the correlation of data produced between the 300 mm by 300 mm box and
smaller devices, considering, for example, running tests with the same normal load but with different
boxes.
The design engineer has to determine the configuration of setup for the equipment, deciding if is
necessary to include the soils and other geosynthetics above and below the interface of interest. Doing so
tends to give a more realistic representation of the field conditions. Using rigid sub/super stratums tends
to give a more conservative result (Swan, 2013).

Interpretation and analysis
The stability assessment for heap leach pads requires careful interpretation and analysis of the stressstrain behavior of the soil liner-geomembrane interface. Although the international standards provide
guidance on the methods that can be used to measure interface shear strength, the designer must use
engineering judgment to interpret the test results and evaluate values to be used in design (Dixon, 2010).
Based on Knight Piésold´s laboratory database results and in accordance with other authors, it
should be mentioned that the majority of soil liner-geomembrane interfaces present a strain softening
behavior for higher loads, where the shear strength reduces with displacements beyond the peak value
(see Figure 4). The design engineer should also consider the nonlinear behavior of the interface while
interpreting the results and whether minor extrapolation is required for higher loads (i.e., while selecting
the function to represent the interface envelope on the software for analysis). It is important to note that
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due to the limitations imposed by the direct shear apparatus used for testing we typically obtain large
displacement strength instead of residual strength values.
Probably the most important decision for interpretation and analysis is whether to use peak or postpeak values for the analysis. The literature shows different approaches, which can lead to significantly
different results. Smith (2008), presents a “summary of recommendations for use of peak or residual shear
strength parameters,” which can be useful when selecting a criteria. In general, reduction in strength after
the peak value is due to physical changes in the soil and geomembrane forming the interface, resulting
from relative displacement between the materials (Thiel 2001).
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Figure 4: Typical stress versus strain curves with peak and large displacement values
Displacements on heap leach pads can be produced by different causes. The main causes for
displacement sufficient to mobilize post peak values are:
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 Construction of the Pad: During construction of the platform localized stresses are transmitted
to the interface that can mobilize the values to a post-peak condition in various areas of the
platform.
 Seismic: Seismic forces may cause differential movement or slipping at the interface layer. If
displacements are expected, then large displacement values should be used for the analysis.
 Settlement of the ore on the foundation: The ore is deposited loose on the heap, so particle
rearrangements are expected over time. This rearrangement of particles leads to settlement that
can be in the order of several meters. The settlement produced next to the side slopes of the
heap leach pad may produce down-drag forces that can mobilize post-peak values.
 Steep slopes: The material on steep slopes will compress while transmitting the driving load in
the slope to the material located below, and slippage will occur along the interface (Gilbert and
Byrne, 1996).
 Ore loading: Loading with heavy equipment close to the liner may produce concentrated efforts
and mobilize post-peak values at the interfaces. This can be easily mitigated with an adequate
loading plan.
 Others: Interfaces involving soils can have reduced strength with displacement as a result of the
soil dilating during formation of the shear plane (Dixon, 2010).
Due to the issues listed above, the authors recommend the use of post-peak values for heap leach
pad stability analysis as they represent a better approximation of the conditions expected on site.

Construction verification
The soil liner-geomembrane cycle has to include the construction phase, where the design engineer has to
verify that the assumptions made in previous stages are being implemented on site. This requires the
involvement of the engineer during the purchasing process, verifying the materials to be placed on site
(soil liner and geomembrane) with QC/QA. If during the verification process new materials are
encountered the soil liner-geomembrane cycle has to start again, taking representative samples of the
materials, testing them following correct procedures, doing a proper interpretation and analysis, and
finalizing with verification during construction.
This is the stage when the most deviations are produced as the design engineer is not involved in all
processes. The most common processes where the engineer is not involved and in which deviations occur
are the purchase process—when a different product may be acquired by the procurement department—
and during construction, when modifications to the extension or locations of soil liner quarries may be
carried out without the approval of the design engineer. To prevent these problems it is important to
prepare a proper specification. Stark (2013) recommends specifying the minimum shear strength and
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testing requirements, and prequalification testing and conformance requirements, including the design
“stress-strain envelope” on the specifications.
Figure 5 shows an example of interface values reported during the construction phase (purchase of
materials, where the interface value is below the design level) and corrections made (which imply
reformulation of the geomembrane to be purchased) to be within acceptable levels.
1000.0

Soil 2 vs Geomembrane 1

Soil 1 vs Geomembrane 1

Soil 2 VS Geomembrane 2
800.0

Shear Stress (kPa)

Final modification
600.0

Design Envelope
First modification

400.0

200.0

0.0
0

800

1600

2400

3200
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Figure 5: Comparison between design envelopes construction envelopes
Finally, in order to facilitate the review of the soil liner-geomembrane cycle, Table 1 presents a
summary of the variables at different stages for soil liner geomembrane interfaces.

Conclusions
The importance of proper sampling, testing, interpretation, and analysis of soil liner-geomembrane
interfaces is demonstrated by the significant variations of results presented in this paper if proper care is
not taken at each stage. Oversimplification of decisions related to the soil liner-geomembrane interface
cycle can lead to potential economic, environmental, and safety impacts to the project, as well as an
increase of the risk levels of the structure.
It is necessary to take an integral approach where the designer has a principal role during all the
stages related to the soil liner-geomembrane cycle, including sampling, testing, interpretation, analysis,
and verification during construction. If different conditions from the ones considered during previous
stages are encountered during construction, it is necessary to reinitiate the soil liner-geomembrane cycle.
The existence of national and international standards for testing cannot replace the required
engineering judgment necessary for all the stages of the soil liner-geomembrane cycle. An improper
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decision at any of the stages may make the final testing results meaningless and not applicable to the
project.
Table 1: Variables at different stages for soil liner-geomembrane interfaces
Stage

Variable
Sample
representativeness

Sampling
Sample extraction

Soil material properties

Comments/Effects
Soil: After quarry investigation, fine bound of specification
Geomembrane: Same geomembrane to be used on site
New HLP, following typical recommendations for sampling
Existing HLP, sample may not be the most critical
Different results for different gradation, plasticity, density,
moisture content
Proper identification/reporting during testing

Geomembrane
properties

Different results for different types/manufacturers
Proper identification, attaching manufacturer certificate
Normal stress loading: Consider heap height (at failure)

Testing
Test conditions

Number of tests (points): Enough to cover the normal stresses
range and with several points at each normal stress
Shear rate
Hydration: Saturated/soaked/dry; drained or undrained

Test equipment

Shear box sizes
Maximum load capacity
Review of stress-strain curve

Post peak behavior

Large displacement / Residual parameters
Chosen displacement for interpretation

Interpretation and
analysis

Linear envelope may be used for low loads
Failure envelope

Nonlinear envelope must be used for higher loads
If extrapolation is required, represent non-linear behavior
Verification of the materials considered in the design, i.e.,
make QA of materials

Construction
verification

Verification of materials
and interfaces

If new materials are encountered, the cycle must start again
(sampling, testing, interpretation, analysis, and verification)
Participation of design engineer in the purchasing of
materials construction
Proper specifications

It is important to prepare proper specification documents to prevent some of the problems that can
arise during construction. The specifications should include direct references to interface shear strength
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requirements and require additional interface testing for conditions different to the design (i.e., during the
bidding process or when site modifications occur).
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Interface shear strength non-linearity and its effects on
heap leach pad block failure stability
Renzo Ayala, Anddes Asociados SAC, Peru
Waldo Huallanca, Anddes Asociados SAC, Peru

Abstract
In designing heap leach pads it is very common to use liners composed of a geomembrane over a lowpermeability soil or soil liner. A granular overliner is used on top of the geomembrane in order to prevent
damage from the impact of the oversize ore. In general, the upper interface, geomembrane versus overliner
or ore, will usually provide higher shear strength than the clayey soil used as a soil liner due to its granular
nature. Therefore, in order to increase the shear strength of the lower interface, a single-sided textured
geomembrane is used in contact with the soil liner.
The research performed by Ayala et al. (2014)—related to the relationship between the interface shear
strength and its dependency on normal stress, asperity height, and soil liner classification—is used and
extended in this study, as a way to determine and empirically support the effects of non-linearity of the post
peak shear strength behavior of this kind of interface, which is commonly used in heap leach pad projects.
The following research will explain empirically the nonlinear behavior of the interface shear stress based
on the normal stress applied to it.
A sensitivity analysis based on 2-D limit equilibrium slope stability analysis of block failures in heap
leach pad projects is performed based on the following criteria: heap geometry, nonlinear model for
interface shear strength based on Ayala et al. (2014) curves, asperity height variation, and soil classification.
The asperity height variation is a key issue added because of evidence indicating a difference of the asperity
measured by manufacturer quality assurance (MQA) and the one measured by control quality assurance
(CQA), corresponding to an asperity reduction in the field, which, as noted by other authors, corresponds
to a decrease in the shear strength. This research also adds recommendations for 2-D limit equilibrium
software for slope stability analysis on heap leach pads when a linear interface shear strength is used.
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Introduction
In designing heap leach pads it is very common to use liners composed of a geomembrane over a lowpermeability soil or soil liner, as a way to prevent or decrease leakage of the pregnant solution into the heap
foundation, which may cause environmental damage and financial losses.
It is usual in practice for heap leach pad projects to use mainly textured linear low-density
polyethylene (LLDPE) geomembrane over a clayey soil as a liner system. In Peruvian mining projects the
construction of such systems has followed the GRI recommendations provided on the GM 12 (2002), GM
13 (2012), and GM 17 (2012) specifications.
In the geotechnical design and the slope stability analysis of a leach pad, the main restriction is related
to the liner system, which usually provides an interface with low shear strength due to the relatively high
fines content of the soil liner; thus the interface controls the slope stability conditions by a block failure.
Some efforts have been made to model or predict the shear strength of this kind of liner (Reddy and Butul,
1999; Ivy, 2003; Yesiller, 2005; Blond and Elie, 2006).
Based on these studies and the expertise of the authors in projects related to the slope stability of heap
leach pads, it should be noted that the interface shear strength increases with the increment of the
geomembrane asperity height (for details of the asperity in a geomembrane, see Figure 1), normal stress
increment (’N), and the increment of granular material in the soil liner.

Figure 1: Geomembrane asperity height
This research is focused on the normalization of the interface shear strength behavior of textured
geomembrane and soil liner based on the asperity height of the geomembrane, soil liner classification,
normal stress and, soil liner fines content. The interface shear strength was determined through large-scale
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direct shear (LSDS) tests according to the ASTM D 5321 standard, the geomembrane samples for testing
were obtained from manufacturers or sheets currently placed in actual projects, while the soil liner samples
came from borrow areas used on many heap leach pad projects under construction or already constructed
in several mines in Peru. A sensitivity analysis is performed to determine the effects of the non-linearity of
the normal-shear stress relationship of a liner interface in a slope stability analysis of a heap leach pad block
failure. For the latter, different geometries were provided to simulate the most typical heap heights and
slope inclinations used on these kind of projects.

Data preparation
The interface shear strength has a clear nonlinear behavior as discussed by Stark et al. (1996), Stark and
Choi (2004), Parra et al. (2011), and Ayala et al. (2014); therefore, this research went deeper into the
experimental data to observe the behavior of the interface shear strength by evaluating a normalization of
the shear stress by the normal stress values obtained by LSDS test results, instead of using the MohrCoulomb approach (angle of friction and cohesion).
Ayala et al. (2014) reviewed a total of 191 LSDS tests, which included the following information:
type of geomembrane—LLDPE or high-density polyethylene (HDPE), most of the data corresponds to
LLDPE geomembrane—nominal geomembrane thickness (1.5 mm or 2 mm), asperity height measured in
the laboratory, soil liner classification, Atterberg limits, peak shear stress (taken as 2.5 cm of deformation),
post peak shear stress (taken at 7 cm of deformation) and their corresponding normal stress, and final soil
moisture content at the end of the test. The values of strengths at 2.5 cm and 7 cm are common standards
for LSDS results, however, the following remarks are made regarding the use of the data for this study:


Regarding the peak value of shear strength at 2.5 cm, it should be considered that 2.5 cm of
displacement on the test does not always match the peak shear strength; this value may vary from
1 cm to 2.5 cm depending on the sample, so there was a possibility of bias if the peak behavior was
chosen for the shear strength analysis.



Not all interfaces have a peak and post peak behavior—some samples reach a maximum shear
strength and remain constant for the rest of the test (similar to Mohr-Coulomb model).



The tendency of shear strength behavior to depend on geomembrane asperity height and soil liner
is not as clear as that for post peak shear strength noted by Ayala et al. (2014); this could be due to
the bias noted in the first point.



Regarding the 7 cm, it is common that even with 4 cm displacements, the post peak value is reached
and the shear strength remains constant until the end of the test; thus 7 cm is a more reliable value
to deduce the post peak shear strength of an interface.
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By constructing a leach pad by stages with a numerical model, it has been observed by the authors
that the static strains developed at the interface reach the post peak strains obtained by the LSDS
tests, primarily in heap leach pads of 60 m height and above.



When analyzing pseudo static conditions, it is likely that strains larger than the strain sustained by
a peak shear strength will be reached, which adds to the value obtained by static accumulative
strains on a heap leach numerical stage construction.



In practice, it usually adds to the conservatism of a heap leach pad slope stability analysis to use
the post peak values of the LSDS tests.
The post peak shear strength is shown in Figure 2, which has been separated by the normal stress

applied during the LSDS test. No differentiation of soil classification is presented in this figure.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 2: Post peak shear strength behavior of all the testing data
for different normal stresses (Ayala et al., 2014)
As shown in Figure 2, the interface post peak shear strength features a clearer tendency to increase
with the increment of the asperity height. However, some scattering is observed, which may be caused by
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the soil properties or fines content. Therefore, the samples were identified based on their classification
according to the Unified System of Soil Classification (USSC); the main features of the soil liner samples
are summarized in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4.
Table 1: Clayey gravel with sand (GC)
Gravel
content (%)

Sand content
(%)

Fines content
(%)

Liquid limit
(%)

Plastic index
(%)

Average

41.9

27.8

30.3

31.5

12.6

Maximum value

59.8

34.3

44.7

45.5

20.0

Minimum value

32.5

21.6

15.7

22.0

9.0

Table 2: Clayey sand with gravel (SC)
Gravel
content (%)

Sand content
(%)

Fines content
(%)

Liquid limit
(%)

Plastic index
(%)

Average

24.3

36.7

38.6

34.4

15.0

Maximum value

33.0

60.1

50.0

50.9

26.5

Minimum value

11.3

28.3

19.2

27.0

8.0

Table 3: Clay with sand (CL) and high plasticity clay with sand (CH), fines content below 65%
Gravel
content (%)

Sand content
(%)

Fines content
(%)

Liquid limit
(%)

Plastic index
(%)

Average

10.4

36.3

53.3

40.3

20.4

Maximum value

25.6

50.5

65.0

57.0

36.0

Minimum value

0.0

25.2

50.0

17.0

6.0

Table 4: Silt with sand (ML) and high plasticity silt with sand (MH), fines content below 75%
Gravel
content (%)

Sand content
(%)

Fines content
(%)

Liquid limit
(%)

Plastic index
(%)

Average

9.9

28.4

61.7

59.8

23.5

Maximum value

27.9

39.7

75.0

83.0

30.0

Minimum value

3.5

13.4

54.0

50.0

15.0

There were other features that may be involved with the interface shear strength behavior, such as the
type of geomembrane (LLDPE or HDPE) and geomembrane thickness; however, no clear tendency was
observed when the data was classified by those parameters as well, and there was not enough data to make
a clear correlation.
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There were a total of 21 samples classified as GC (clayey gravel), 27 samples as SC (clayey sand), 15
samples as CL (low compressibility clay) and CH (high compressibility clay) with fines content (FC) below
65%, and 10 samples as ML (low compressibility silt) and MH (high compressibility silt) with FC below
75%.

Shear strength data processing based on soil classification
Based on the results of Ayala et al. (2014), the data of shear strength based on different kinds of soil
classification, geomembrane asperity height, and normal stresses was correlated as shown in Figure 3. The
data on shear strength corresponds to the interfaces of geomembrane and soils classified as: GC, SC, CL,
and CH with FC below 65%, and ML and MH with FC below 75% soils.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 3: Comparison of interface shear strength behavior for different kind of soils for normal
stresses of (a) 100 kPa, (b) 200 kPa, (c) 400 kPa and (d) 800 kPa
Ayala et al. (2014) concluded that there is a reliable nonlinear tendency of shear strength increment
for GC, SC, and CL and CH soils with FC content below 65%, where the behavior tends to be asymptotic
at asperity heights of 0.04 cm. This conclusion agrees with that of Blond and Elie (2006) and also adds an
asperity of 0.04 cm as a trigger value for larger normal stresses (400 kPa and 800 kPa). It is also observed
that for GC, SC, and CL and CH soils with FC content below 65%, the rate of increment of shear strength
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is reduced around an asperity height of 0.03 cm. In general, the shear strength of CL and CH soil with FC
below 65% is around 5% to 15% less than SC soil. Finally, the tendency curves for ML and MH with FC
below 75% are used to prove that these kinds of interfaces provide very low shear strength compared to
other soil liners, and also their shear strength behavior needs more testing to provide a better correlation.
However for future reference, its rate of increment of shear strength may increase linearly with the asperity
height.

Normalized shear strength data processing based on soil classification
By using the information shown by the curves in Figure 3, the shear strength was normalized by its
corresponding normal stress for each kind of soil listed above. The results of this normalization are shown
in Figure 4.
a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 4: Summary of the normalized shear strength tendency for (a) GC, (b) SC,
(c) CL & CH with FC ≤ 65% and (d) ML & MH with FC ≤ 75%
Figure 4 shows that the rate of increment of the shear strength is reduced as the normal stress increases;
this is related to a nonlinear behavior of the interface shear strength that is quite similar to a typical granular
soil behavior. Also it should be noted that the rate of increment of shear strength tends to be asymptotic
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from 0.03 cm of asperity height. Additionally, it can be inferred that at higher normal stresses a lower rate
of increment for the interface shear strength is to be expected. Furthermore, information about the interface
shear strength can be extrapolated from the normal stresses of the curves obtained by Ayala et al. (2014)
shown in Figure 3. The criteria for such extrapolation is taken from Parra et al. (2011), where a control
point is chosen in the function of an expected normal stress to be experienced in a heap leach pad block
failure.
For this research, a methodology was developed for characterizing the interface shear strength for
normal stresses higher than 800 kPa. By using the trends shown in Figures 3 and 4, 3 tendency lines from
the data of Ayala et al. (2014) were drawn (see Figure 5). The tendency lines correspond to linear,
exponential, and square models. As is shown in Figure 5, the linear tendency (typical behavior for low
normal stresses) overestimates the shear strength at higher normal stresses, while the exponential and
second order polynomial trend line models show a decreasing rate of shear strength at high normal stresses.
Thus by using information obtained from previous projects, a control point was chosen between the
exponential and second order polynomial trend lines in order to avoid over-conservatism by the exponential
approach and underestimation by the polynomial approach. It should be noted that more information should
be collected for LSDS tests at higher normal stresses to verify these estimates; however, from the trends
obtained in this study for tests from 0 to 800 kPa range, these estimates could be used for a rational and
practical approach.

Figure 5: Normal and shear stress extrapolation of the interfaces
shear strength for SC with 0,03 cm asperity height

Interface and heap leach pad geometry sensitivity analysis of slope stability
The main objective of this study was the determination of the sensitivity of heap leach pad slope stability
by block failure in relation to the heap height, global slope, and type of interface employed as a liner.
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By using the extrapolation methodology proposed in Figure 5, shear-normal stress envelopes were
developed for 2 typical soils used as soil liner on heap leach pads (SC and CL and ML with FC below 65%)
for 5 asperity heights (0, 0.015, 0.020, 0,030 and 0.040 cm), these were introduced as the interface
parameter for the sensitivity slope stability analysis. Figure 6 shows these envelopes from 0 to 1,800 kpa.
a)

b)

Figure 6: Normal and shear stresses of the interfaces for
(a) SC and (b) CL & CH with FC < 65% soils
The geometrical models were based on typical global slopes (2H:1V, 2.5H:1V and 3H:1V), a
minimum slope inclination provided for the collection system as the liner surface (2%), and different heap
heights, which corresponded to small-, medium-, and large-sized leach pads. In Figure 7, the typical
geometry employed for different heap heights (20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 m) is shown. The soil properties to
be used in the 2-D limit equilibrium slope stability analysis were based on typical values for leached ore
and bedrock. For the interface, 10 different shear strengths envelopes were employed, as shown in Figure
6. A summary of this data is shown in Table 5.

Figure 7: Typical heap leach pad geometrical model employed for the sensitivity analysis by the
2-D limit equilibrium method in a heap leach pad slope block failure
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Table 5: Material Properties
Material

Total unit
weight
(kN/m3)

Saturated unit
weight
(kN/m3)

Friction angle
(°)

Cohesion
(kPa)

Leached ore for heap height
20 to 40 m

18

19

37

0

Leached ore for heap height
60 to 100 m

19

20

37

0

Interfaces

17

18

See Figures 6a and 6b

Bedrock

24

25

Slide 6.0 Infinite strength model

Fifteen different geometries were introduced, and for each of them, 10 different kinds of interface
shear strength envelopes were used, for a total of 150 models. For the 2-D limit equilibrium slope stability
analysis of a block failure, the software Slide 6.0 was employed; an example of typical block failures
obtained are shown in Figures 8a and 8b. After running the models, the tendency for each global slope and
liner used is shown in Figure 9, where 0 mm means smooth geomembrane.
a)

b)

Figure 8: Typical block failure obtained by slope stability analysis for
(a) smooth geomembrane and (b) asperity height 0,04 cm
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From the results shown in Figure 9, it can be noted that the less steep the global slope is, the greater
is the variation of the 2-D limit equilibrium factor of safety and the larger are the factors of safety (see
Figures 9e and 9f). The steeper the global slope is, the less sharp are the variations, and the lower are the
factors of safety (see Figure 9a and 9b). As for the 2.5H:1V global slope, it is shown that for almost all
typical shear strength envelopes the factors of safety are larger than the typical minimum factor of safety
for static conditions (1.5) (see Figures 9c and 9d). This explains why this global slope is the most commonly
used for heap leach design. For all cases, the factors of safety for smooth geomembrane and soil interface
are less than 1.5, however more test results for supporting the smooth geomembrane interface shear strength
may be required, even though an eventual increment based on more results is not likely to increase the
factor of safety to more than 1.5. Thus, as a general recommendation, smooth geomembrane should not be
used for seismic regions by itself—unless berms, trenches, or buttresses are used to improve stability. There
is a slight increment of factor safety for smooth geomembrane as the heap height increases, due to an effect
at the heap toe—which in slope stability analysis tends to be quite a small failure with a very low factor of
safety, so the failure was constrained until half of the heap height and onwards (see Figure 8a). These results
should be taken for static conditions, and should not be extrapolated for other liner surface inclination and
seismic (pseudo static) conditions.
a)

b)

c)

d)
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e)

f)

Figure 9: Factor of safety variability for global slope, heap height and interface envelopes.
(a) 2H:1V and SC envelopes, (b) 2H:1V and CL&CH with FC ≤ 65% envelopes,
(c) 2.5H:1V and SC envelopes, (d) 2.5H:1V and CL&CH with FC ≤ 65%,
(e) 3H:1V and SC envelopes, and (f) 3H:1V and CL&CH with FC ≤ 65%

Conclusions


The shear strength of the soil liner versus the geomembrane increases based on the granular content
of the soil liner—the more granular the soil liner, the greater the shear strength.



The results obtained by the normalization of the shear strength by normal stress supports the value
of a trigger geomembrane asperity height that makes no meaningful increment on the interface
shear strength, which is about 0.03 cm with an asymptotic behavior at 0.04 cm. This agrees with
Blond and Elie (2006).



The shear strength behavior for soils used in practice as a soil liner in heap leach pad projects is
quite nonlinear, depending on the asperity height and the normal stress.



The asperity height and soil liner classification are very important parameters in the determination
of the interface shear strength for the slope stability analysis of a block failure in heap leach pads;
any unexpected change to these parameters during the design or construction stages will imply a
change in the stability, therefore another stability assessment is needed to ensure that the slope
stability of the facility has not been affected.



As the normal stress increases, the rate of the shear strength increment is reduced. This is related
to the nonlinear behavior of the interface shear strength, which is similar to typical granular soil
behavior.



A methodology was developed to extrapolate the shear strength data for higher normal stresses that
includes the criteria introduced by Parra et al. (2011). This is supported by the normalized shear
strength analysis and the limited LSDS tests for normal stresses higher than 800 kPa that the authors
were able to gather.
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A sensitivity analysis of a 2-D limit equilibrium slope stability analysis was performed for 150
models, which included different slope geometries and shear strength interfaces, the latter based on
Ayala et al. (2014) and the present study. This analysis confirmed that the typical 2.5H:1V global
heap slope with the most typical shear strength interface envelopes shows factors of safety larger
than 1.5 (typical minimum factor of safety). Thus this geometry allows for good geotechnical
stability performance and is economical (more volume capacity).



The sensitivity analysis also resulted in factors of safety below 1.5 for all geometries with smooth
geomembrane. Thus as a general recommendation, this kind of geomembrane should not be used
by itself for projects in seismic regions (where the factor of safety for pseudo static conditions may
be less than 1, which is the typical minimum allowable value)—unless berms, trenches, or
buttresses are deployed for improving stability.



These results should be complemented with interface surface inclination sensitivity analysis, plus
higher heaps, as well as pseudo static conditions—provided that more test results are gathered for
a smooth geomembrane and soil liner interface, and more tests are conducted for higher normal
stresses.



The interfaces that include a soil liner of SC soil provide higher factors of safety than CL and CH
soils with FC ≤ 65%, regardless of the geometry of the heap leach pad.
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Abstract
There are many heap leach pad projects located in highly seismic regions; however, little is known about
the seismic response and the calculation of the seismic induced permanent displacements of these facilities.
Seismic responses can be analyzed as 1D, 2D, or 3D models; this kind of analysis models the dynamic
behavior of the soil when an earthquake strikes, and by applying different approaches the induced
displacements on a leach pad can be calculated. The calculation of the seismic induced displacement on a
leach pad is a rigorous criteria in comparison to a pseudo-static factor-of-safety calculation, which is
routinely used in geotechnical practice for these kind of facilities. This study is focused on the application
of 1D seismic response analysis and seismic induced displacements by two different methods in a heap
leach pad.
The leach pad liner system is generally composed of geomembrane and low-permeability soil, which
generates an interface as a weak zone. This interface constrains the design due to its low shear strength in
comparison to other materials involved in the heap stability analysis, such as the ore and foundation.
According to research performed by various authors, the maximum displacement induced by an earthquake
to be tolerated by a geomembrane varies from 10 to 30 cm, which is a very small displacement compared
to other typical geotechnical structures.
The methods to apply for the calculation of the seismic induced permanent displacements of a leach
pad are the Newmark (1965) method modified by Houston et al. (1987) and the Bray and Travasarou (2007)
method; those methods require a seismic response analysis which was performed with the software
Deepsoil (Hashash, 2014) by the equivalent linear method using Yegian et al.’s (1998) recommendations
for the dynamic response of geosynthetics. As for the earthquake records, a database of Peruvian recordings
was matched to the site’s uniform seismic hazard response spectra, degradation curves were used from the
existing literature for the materials found at the leach pad, and MASW tests were performed to obtain the
shear wave velocity and therefore the maximum shear modulus of these materials.
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Finally the Newmark method (1965) modified by Houston et al. (1987) and the Bray and Travasarou
method (2007) were compared. These methods represent a quick and economical calculation for
determining in a better way the seismic stability of a heap leach pad in comparison to more advanced
methods that involve a complex numerical analysis; however, the latter will be always required for complex
situations or very critical projects.

Introduction
The following research is focused on the application of advanced methods to determine the physical
stability of a heap leach pad under seismic conditions, which has commonly focused on pseudo-static
analysis by means of a selected seismic coefficient. In this case, the determination of seismic stability will
be based on serviceability, which is determined by the maximum displacement that a heap leach pad liner
may stand under seismic loading.
A seismic coefficient that is not related to a serviceability criteria will not actually determine whether
a heap leach pad or an earth structure, in general, is stable or not under seismic conditions (Bray and
Travasarou, 2009). Therefore, additional analysis should be performed to determine the heap stability under
seismic conditions, mainly in high seismicity regions where this condition is most likely to determine the
progress of a project in terms of design. As well, it is necessary to be more rigorous in considering risks
when finding solutions for the heap stability.
In this study, a current project is taken as an example of the application of this kind of analysis. This
project used two different methods to determine the displacements to be developed under seismic conditions
for an operational earthquake (100 years return period) and a closure earthquake (475 years return period).
The first method is the application of a simplified procedure developed by Bray and Travasarou (2007) that
involves the response spectra obtained from a seismic hazard study or obtained by a seismic response
analysis, structure period, and yield acceleration. The second method is the modification of the Newmark
procedure (1965) by Houston et al. (1987).
The heap leach pad used as example is shown in Figure 1: the global slope is 2.5H:1V, a maximum
height of 130 m, and it is founded over a rigid residual soil of 25 to 35 m thickness. This feature makes the
heap a very particular earth structure that has a significant local seismic site influence. The project is located
120 km away from the Peruvian coast, and the seismic hazard study determined a high peak acceleration
for B and C sites according to the IBC code (2009), as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1: Summary of peak ground accelerations (PGA)
Tr (years) to amáx(g)

Attenuation law

Soil
Classification
IBC(2009)

30

50

100

200

475

975

2,475

Youngs et al.
Sadigh et al.
Rock

B

0.09

0.11

0.14

0.19

0.26

0.32

0.43

Cismid
Sadigh et al.
Rock

C

0.09

0.12

0.17

0.24

0.35

0.47

0.66

Youngs et al.
Sadigh et al.
Soil

C–D

0.15

0.19

0.25

0.33

0.44

0.55

0.73

Figure 1: Heap leach pad 2D section and the three profiles to be analyzed

Earthquake and spectral matching of the seismic record
For the seismic response analysis, the east-west component of the Lima (Peru) earthquake of 1974 was
considered. The earthquake had a moment magnitude (Mw) of 8.1 and a peak ground acceleration of 0.19 g,
as shown in Figure 2a; this record was corrected and filtered. Then, the seismic acceleration record was
spectral matched to a 100 years return period spectra and a 475 years return period, which correspond to
operation and closure conditions, respectively. The spectral matching was performed for the B site spectra
of the seismic hazard analysis using the software SeismoMatch (2010), which is based on the pulse wave
algorithm proposed by Abrahamson (1992) and Hancock et al. (2006). After the matching the records were
corrected again using the base line method. Other aspects to point out are that the peak values, wave shapes,
and the strong shock periods should be compatible with the uniform hazard spectra (UHS); as well, the
Aria’s Intensity should be verified to guarantee that the record final matching has not deviated considerably
as to the energy and duration content (Hancock et al., 2006). In Figure 2b that shows the UHS for 100 years
and 475 years, the original recording response spectra and the matched ones for a 5% damping are shown.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) Acceleration record of Lima 1974 earthquake (b) Uniform seismic hazard spectra
and spectra matched to 100 and 475 years return period spectra

Seismic response analysis by 1D equivalent linear method
The linear equivalent method enables modeling the non-linear soil response in a simplified way: it considers
a linear variation of the soil dynamic properties (shear modulus, G and damping, ξ) for different shear strain
levels. This method was developed by Schnabel et al. (1972) in the pioneer program SHAKE. The concept
of this method is to assume initial G and ξ values, for which a shear strain calculation is made and the new
G and ξ are then compared; these iterative calculations are developed until a tolerable error is obtained for
G and ξ, which could be defined by the user. The shear modulus is usually taken as a secant modulus of the
hysteretic curve and the damping represents the same energy lost in a unique cycle as a real hysteretic
damping (Kramer and Smith, 1997). The linear equivalent method has also been implemented on more
updated programs such as D-MOD (Matasovic, 1993), Shake 2000 (Ordoñez, 2000), and Deepsoil
(Hashash, 2014); the last-mentioned was used for this study.
The seismic response was performed for three profiles, which are presented in Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c.
Houston et al. (1987) recommend using three profiles in order to approach the 2D response, as well as
calculate the average displacement at different locations of the model; this was also used to obtain the
average response spectra to be input as the spectra for the Bray and Travasarou (2007) method. The ore and
residual soil layer were discretized in order to obtain more than 25 Hz frequency for each layer (Hashash,
2010); for the G and ξ the Menq (2003) curves were defined, meanwhile for the residual soil, mostly
consolidated clays, the Darendeli (2001) curves were considered. These curves are typically used in practice
and were based on laboratory tests such as: cyclic triaxial (CTX), cyclic shear (CSS), cyclic torsional shear
(CT), and resonant profile (RC). The initial shear modulus (Gmax) of the ore and foundation were obtained
by means of geophysical tests, MASW (Multi-channel Analysis of Surface Waves). The heap leach
interface is a textured geomembrane over low-permeability soil; this was modeled on the recommendations
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of Yegian et al. (1998) for linear equivalent response analysis, which considers an equivalent soil layer of
1 m thickness with a specific weight of 0.16 kN/m3. The interface Gmax was considered for a geomembrane
and low-permeability soil proposed by Yegian as 60 σn, where σn is the normal stress. The average
properties of the ore, foundation, and interface are shown in Table 2. An interval is shown for the shear
wave velocity, which represents the variation with depth.
Table 2: Summary of materials properties
Material
Ore
Soil/geomembrane
(interface)
Residual soil
Rock

Total unit
weight
(kN/m3)
19

Thickness
(m)
8−117
1

0.16

(a)

Vs
(m/s)

36

150−550

28.5
16
24

25−35
−

φ´average
(º)

750−2,400
15
−

360−600
2,400

(b)

(c)
Figure 3: Profiles with Vs (m/s2) to be input on deepsoil (a) Profile I (b) Profile II (c) Profile III
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Seismic response spectra
On Figures 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e, and 4f the response seismic spectra for the 3 1D profiles are shown, which
represents three different conditions within the heap. These were analyzed for the operation and closure
stages of the heap leach pad, which means 100 years and 475 years return period, respectively. For each of
the profiles, the seismic response spectra for the base, foundation (residual soil), interface, ore, and leach
pad surface are shown.
Below some comments regarding the seismic response shown in Figure 4:
 Profile I, based on the seismic response shown in Figures 4a and 4b: it is observed that at the
interface for short periods (0.1 to 0.3 s), the acceleration deamplifies; for periods above 0.3 s, it
amplifies up to 2 to 2.5 times the original one. Above the interface, the acceleration is amplified
for all periods reaching up to 1.0 g to 1.5 g for 100 years and 475 years, respectively, at the heap
surface.
 Profile II, based on seismic response shown in Figures 4c and 4d: it is observed that at the interface
for periods from 0.1 to 1.8 s, the acceleration slightly deamplifies. Above the interface the
acceleration is amplified for all periods reaching up to 1.2 g and 1.6 g for 100 years and 475 years,
respectively, at the heap surface.
 Profile III, based on seismic response shown in Figures 4e and 4f: it is observed that at the
interface for periods from 0.1 to 1.2 s, the acceleration slightly deamplifies; for periods above 1.2
s it is amplified by 1.5 times the original acceleration. Above the interface, the acceleration is
amplified for all periods reaching up to 1.1 g and 1.8 g for 100 years and 475 years, respectively,
at the heap surface.
According to that described above and the features of profiles I, II and III, it is concluded that for short
1D profiles as high as a 10 m heap height, the liner system deamplifies for short periods, but it greatly
amplifies for higher periods. For profiles as high as 90 to 120 m heap height, the liner system slightly
deamplifies the original acceleration for almost all periods meaningful in engineering (0.1 to 1.8 s).

Permanent seismic displacements calculation
There are different methods to calculate the permanent displacement to be induced in a geotechnical
structure by an earthquake. These enable anticipation of the potential stability problems due to seismic
loading by means of a rigorous method based on the displacement magnitude and structure serviceability,
instead of a criteria based on a safety factor obtained by limit equilibrium pseudo-static analysis. In order
to calculate the magnitude of the induced seismic displacement, the yield acceleration for which the heap
leach pad stability is at the limit for failure with a safety factor of 1 was determined.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4: Seismic response spectra of the profiles:(a) 100 years profile I
(b) 475 years profile I (c) 100 years profile II (d) 475 years Profile II
(e) 100 years profile III and (f) 475 years profile III
In general, the pseudo-static analysis in leach pads by the limit equilibrium method for block failures
considers the nonlinear shear strength envelope of the low-permeability soil and geomembrane interface
(Parra et al., 2012), and considers a hyperbolic or square root approach to the normal and shear stresses
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(Ayala and Huallanca, 2014) as a way to model the interface behavior under high normal stresses and to
avoid overestimation of the interface shear strength, which is usually regarded as a simple liner
extrapolation of laboratory results with limited vertical stresses.
For this study, two methods currently used in civil engineering practice are used to calculate the
seismic induced displacements: the Bray and Travasarou method (2007) and the Newmark (1965) method
modified by Houston et al. (1987).

Simplified permanent seismic displacements calculation, Bray and Travasarou (2007)
Bray and Travasarou (2007) presented a semi-empirical model to estimate the seismic induced permanent
displacement based on the Newmark (1965) method and numerical analysis as a way to update the method
developed by Makdisi and Seed (1977). This procedure involves a block failure model sliding over a
nonlinear coupled surface (Rathje and Bray, 2000), which may represent the dynamic behavior of structures
such as: dams, natural slopes, compacted fill dykes, and municipal solid waste fills. The last-mentioned is
very similar to a heap leach pad configuration.
Bray and Travasarou (2007) note that the major uncertainty for the evaluation of an earth structure is
the seismic event, represented by an acceleration record and the associated response spectra. For the
development of the method, the authors used a wide database which involves 688 earthquake records. This
method uses the following parameters: yield acceleration (ky), magnitude of the seismic event (Mw), natural
period of the sliding mass (Ts), earthquake spectral acceleration calculated based on the soil degraded period
(1.5 Ts) (Travasarou and Bray, 2003), and the stiffness of the sliding material, which is represented by the
shear wave velocity (Vs) and the block failure average height. The natural period may be calculated by
4H/Vs for a trapezoidal-shaped failure or 2.6H/Vs for a triangular-shaped failure.
The model calculates the displacement based on its lower, average, and upper bounds defined by its
standard deviation of 0.66. The Bray and Travasarou method was validated by its application to 16 historical
cases of dams and municipal solid waste fills, for which information regarding its behavior during and after
an earthquake was recorded. Since this method has been widely applied to municipal solid waste fill, which
is similar to a heap leach configuration, the authors of this paper chose this application. In order to obtain
the response spectra for this method, the average response at the interface for the three profiles analyzed
above was used.

Permanent seismic displacements calculation using the Newmark method (1965) modified by
Houston et al. (1987)
The Newmark (1965) method was the first method for approaching the calculation of seismic induced
displacements for a geotechnical structure. This method considers a rigid block mass that slides on an
inclined surface when the acceleration that triggers the movement surpasses the yield acceleration (ky).
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One of the difficulties that arise when applying the Newmark method is considering the sliding mass
and the sliding surface as rigid blocks, which is not completely true because the sliding mass takes some
small strains during the seismic event. Houston et al. (1987) modified the methodology proposed by
Newmark (1965) by introducing a “slip layer,” whose properties induce a shear failure below the sliding
mass, as a means to reach an average acceleration of the sliding mass equal to ky in order to avoid the
displacements inside the mass. The seismic record below this layer is taken to apply the Newmark method.
In this research the displacements according to Houston et al. (1987) were calculated using D-MOD
2000 software (Matasovic, 1993). For the analysis, ky was considered constant and the double integration
was applied to the seismic records below the interface surface calculated based on a 1D lineal equivalent
method for seismic response, for which the dynamic properties of the ore, residual soil, bedrock, and the
interface were considered.

Results
The ky was determined for the heap leach pad by considering the mechanical properties of the ore,
foundation, bedrock, and the nonlinear shear strength envelope of the interface. The properties were
obtained by laboratory tests which included triaxial tests and large direct shear test. The minimum ky
determined was 0.043 by the use of 2D slope limit equilibrium analysis software.
In Figures 5a and 5b the response spectra for the interface of each profile for short- and long-term
(operation and closure) conditions are shown. In these figures, it can be observed that for short periods,
profile I represents an amplification of acceleration for periods between 0.1 s and 1.2 s compared to profile
II and III. Between 1.2 s and 2.0 s, the acceleration for profile III is larger than profiles II and III. For
periods larger than 2.0 s, the seismic response does not represent major changes from the original
acceleration. The amplification for short periods is more meaningful for closure than operational conditions.
In these figures the average spectral acceleration used for the calculation of the induced seismic
displacements by the Bray and Travasarou method (2007) is also shown.
In Figure 6 the seismic induced permanent displacement estimated by the Houston et al. (1987)
method is shown. As observed, for positive and negative acceleration double integration, the calculated
displacements are quite similar.
In Table 3, a summary of the calculated displacements is shown for both methods and conditions
analyzed. The displacements obtained by these methods agree with each other. Also, we note that the
displacements calculated are greater than the maximum tolerable for the liner system of a heap leach pad,
which indicates that the facility analyzed in this study is potentially unstable for dynamic conditions.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Seismic response spectra at the interface of profiles I, II, III
and seismic response spectra average used in the Bray and Travasarou
(2007) method to 100 (5a) and 475 (5b) years return period

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: Permanent displacements according to the Houston et al. (1987) method run by D-MOD
2000 of profiles I, II, III at the base of the interface to 100 (6a) and 475 (6b) years return period
Table 3: Summary of displacement results using the Newmark method modified by
Houston et al. (1987) and Bray and Travasarou (2007) simplified methods
Newmark, Houston Method (1987)

Bray and Travasarou Method (2007)

Profiles

100 years
(cm)

475 years
(cm)

100 years
(cm)

475 years
(cm)

Profile I

48.20

140.87

−

−

Profile II

14.67

70.35

−

−

Profile III

25.78

106.29

−

−

Average

29.55

105.84

23.66

1,060
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Conclusions


The seismic induced permanent displacements were determined using two methods, the Bray and
Travasarou (2007) and the Newmark (1965) modified by Houston et al. (1987). For both methods
a 1D linear equivalent seismic response analysis was needed to determine the acceleration record
at the interface.



A seismic response analysis should be developed for leach pads to understand their true dynamic
behavior when facing a seismic loading, focusing mainly at the liner interface since it controls the
overall stability. For critical and major projects such analyses are recommended, and cyclic tests
are needed to develop accurately the model of the materials involved, especially the ore material.
A more complex methodology should be used when the leach pad may trigger liquefaction;
however that condition is very unusual for this kind of facility.



The yield acceleration (ky) must be calculated for all of the methods above, thus it is a very
important index to describe the dynamic resistance of the model. Therefore this value, in the case
of heap leach pads, should be calculated based on the post peak shear strength parameters of the
interface, in order to estimate accurately the behavior at large strains that will be induced by an
earthquake.



The amplification for short profiles in the heap (around 10 m) is more significant for periods
between 0.3 s to 1.2 s for closure conditions (larger earthquake) than operational conditions
(smaller earthquake).



For 1D profile of 90 to 120 m heap height, the liner system seems to slightly deamplify the
acceleration for short periods; this agrees with the observations of Kavazanjian et al. (2012). These
features may be associated with high normal stresses when applied to the liner system. More
research is needed on this matter, since most of the information for the interface characterization is
given for low normal stresses.



The displacements calculated by the Bray and Travasarou (2007) and the Houston et al. (1987)
methods are similar. It should be mentioned that based on complexity, the Bray and Travasarou
method requires less time and numerical effort compared to the Houston et al. method; therefore,
the Bray and Travasaoru (2007) method’s applicability to heap leach pads is validated by the
analysis performed in this research.



The application of the Bray and Travasarou (2007) method should be a standard for determining
the seismic behavior of heap leach pads, since the criteria used are based on the serviceability of
the heap leach pad based on the maximum tolerable displacement of the liner system.
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It should be noted that the displacements obtained by these methods are a way to obtain a seismic
performance index of a leach pad’s stability that is much more accurate than the pseudo-static factor
of safety.



In order to improve the analysis performed in this research, a nonlinear model may be used for the
seismic response. Moreover, this analysis could be validated by a 2D dynamical numerical analysis
by using current state-of-practice programs in geotechnical numerical analysis, such as FLAC or
PLAXIS.
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Abstract
Mining companies invest many thousands of dollars on construction quality assurance (CQA) during heap
leach pad construction and expansion in order to install a high-quality geomembrane liner free of defects
or leaks. The geomembrane is then covered with overliner material using large construction equipment,
when significant damage can occur to the installed geomembrane. An electrical leak location (ELL)
technique called the dipole method is available for locating leaks through the installed earthen cover
material (ASTM D 7007-09). The dipole method has been proven to be a reliable and cost-effective tool to
check 100% of the covered geomembrane for leaks through the cover material, which can then be repaired
before operations begin. However, the dipole method is not typically used as part of heap leach pad
construction and CQA. The general practice is for a CQA tech to “observe” overliner placement activities.
Subsequently, random test pits are excavated in order to inspect the condition of the liner. It is difficult to
impossible for a CQA tech to detect damage to the geomembrane during placement of the cover materials,
since it is placed quickly and is immediately covered up. Cover material is also commonly placed at night,
when visibility is severely limited. Statistically, the procedure described above is not representative of the
geomembrane installation quality. The significant damage locations caused during overliner placement are
not only a source of potential environmental and legal problems, but also cause a loss of revenue by the
leakage of the pregnant solution into the subsurface.
In this paper, current CQA practices during and subsequent to overliner placement are compared to
the alternative of performing a dipole-method ELL survey. The dipole-method experience detailed comes
from high altitude heap leach pads in the Andes, where the technology successfully detected damage
locations of various sizes, several of them extremely significant. From both a financial and technological
point of view, incorporating the dipole ELL method is a far more effective CQA tool than what is currently
used in preventing future environmental impacts, potential legal claims and certain loss of revenue through
leaks that could have been easily detected by ELL during the heap leach pad construction phase.
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Introduction
Every year, mining companies in South America build new heap leach pads and upgrade existing ones,
which corresponds to about 300 to 400 ha1 of new geomembrane liner installed per year. Most of them
already include traditional CQA as part of their standard construction procedure, investing significant
resources and thousands of dollars to install high-quality geomembrane-liner systems. However, traditional
CQA does not focus on the activities where the significant damage to geomembrane occurs. The most
significant damage to installed geomembrane occurs during cover material placement (Scheirs, 2009). In
the authors’ experience, this damage largely consists of punctures from cover material, track marks from
equipment tread getting too close to the geomembrane, and direct rips from equipment blades and buckets.
From statistics gathered from over 300 sites comprising over 3,250,000 m2, 24% of geomembrane damage
occurs during liner installation, 73% occurs during geomembrane cover material placement, and 3% occurs
in the postconstruction phase (Nosko, 1996). The same statistical study showed that the damage incurred
during cover material placement had the following distribution of leak types: 68% stone punctures, 16%
heavy equipment directly, and 16% grade stakes.
The ELL method for locating leaks through the installed earthen cover material is the dipole method
(ASTM D7007-09). The dipole method has been proven to be a reliable and cost-effective tool to directly
locate the most significant damage locations in the geomembrane after cover material placement, giving an
early opportunity to detect and fix the damage before the site begins operation. However, performing an
ELL survey as part of heap leach pad construction after the placement of the overliner material is not
common practice in South America (Beck, 2014). This is despite the fact that previous analyses have shown
that the cost of an ELL survey can be recovered over the life of a site simply through the retention of
precious metals that otherwise would leak through the lining system, had the survey not been performed
(Thiel, 2005).
This paper presents two case studies of two high altitude heap leach pads where traditional CQA
measures were taken, followed by a dipole-method ELL survey. The efficacy of both procedures is thus
evaluated based on their ability to control the significant damage caused to the geomembrane during cover
material placement.

Case study # 1 site description
This heap leach pad was located in the Andes Mountains, at 4,400 m above sea level (masl). Figure 1 shows
the area general overview. Weather at this site is generally dry, with a rainy season from December through
February. The pad area to be surveyed was 110,000 m2, with a schedule restriction of ten days to finalize
1

Authors’ estimate based on local market knowledge.
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the project. Maximum slope was 2.5H: 1V, overliner material was high-grade ore with a minimum thickness
of 0.6 m and a maximum thickness of 1 m.
2.0 mm LLDPE geomembrane single liner was used, placed on top of 30 cm soil liner (1.3 E-07 cm/s)
layer.

Figure 1: Survey area general overview

Figure 3: Dipole survey

Figure 2: Overliner material

Case study # 2 site description
This heap leach pad was located in the Andes Mountains at 4,200 masl. During the survey time, weather at
this site was generally rainy with showers, heavy rain, and thunderstorms generating significant delays to
the project schedule. Due to this and other nonoperational contingencies, the schedule was extended from
fifteen days to almost twenty-seven days of field work for a 170,000 m2 pad area. Maximum slope was up
to 2H:1V, overliner material was mineral ore with a minimum thickness of 0.25 m and a maximum
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thickness of 1.5 m. At this site, 2.0 mm LLDPE geomembrane liner was placed on top of 30 cm lowpermeability soil liner on lower-slope areas and on top of GCL on higher-slope areas.

Typical CQA effort to control damage during overliner placement
In the two case studies evaluated by the authors, CQA technicians observed the placement of the overliner
material to monitor for any damage created by equipment. Test pits were selected following traditional
CQA criteria, which means that the test pits were executed in areas where the CQA inspector or the
engineers considered that there were higher chances for geomembrane-liner damage, like steeper zones,
areas where the overliner thickness was suspected to be thinner, or areas where for some reason (e.g.,
testimony of third parties present during construction) the geomembrane liner was suspected to be damaged.
Table 1: Test pit execution and efficiency
Project
Total pad area

Case study #1
(m2)

100,600

m2

Case study #2
155,000 m2

Number of blindly selected
executed test pits (estimate)

166

192

Number of leaks / problems found
by blindly selected pits (estimate)

0

10

Blindly selected test pits efficiency
(%)

0

5

Test pit dimensions

1 m by 1 m

1 m by 1 m

Exposed geomembrane Inspected
Area (m2)

160

190

Inspected area using blindly
selected test pits (%)

0.167

0.125

The test pit “Efficiency” was calculated to be the percentage of leaks / problems located in the test
pits divided by the total number of test pits executed.

Dipole-method execution
For Case Study 1, a dipole-method ELL survey was requested by the client to provide an additional level
of confidence in the quality of the installed geomembrane. At the Case Study 2 site, damage was
encountered in the test pits, which suggested that further damage had been incurred throughout the
remainder of the pad. Therefore, the client requested a dipole-method ELL survey to make a more thorough
check of damage incurred to the geomembrane during cover material placement.
When performing the dipole method on single-lined heap leach pads, the power source positive
electrode (current injector) is inserted into the overliner above the geomembrane. The earth ground is wired
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to the soil outside the pad. The dipole is used to measure the voltage throughout the survey area, using
geophysical probes in direct contact with the earth (overliner). The voltage potential across the geophysical
probes is measured and recorded.
Dipole equipment has significantly evolved since its inception in the 1980s, from a garage-made-twovolt-meters manual recording device, into a fully integrated electronic device with high precision GPS
capabilities, automatic data recording, higher sensitivity, and approximately ten times faster survey speed.

Figure 4: Dipole meter

Figure 5: Dipole base station

Based on the authors’ field experience at these two case study sites, state-of-the-art dipole equipment
is capable of surveying up to 50,000 m2 in a single day, with an average of 20,000 m every ten hours of
field work, including survey and preparation tasks, which is far superior to the capabilities of former
technology equipment. Therefore, a typical heap leach pad ranging from 10 to 20 ha may be adequately
surveyed in 1 to 2 weeks, under reasonable fieldworking conditions.
Table 2: Dipole survey speed
Project

Case study #1

Case study #2

100,600

155,000

Surveying time (hours)

38

78

Average surveying speed (m2/ ten
survey hours)

27,894

19,834

Inspected area using dipole data (%)

100

100

Surveyed area

(m2)

The ASTM standard (D7007-09) establishes calibration and sensitivity tests to be conducted at the
beginning and end of each survey, on a daily basis. Sensitivity depends on multiple site-specific factors
including number of leaks, overliner thickness, overliner material composition, overliner conductivity,
moisture content, soil liner conductivity, site perimeter electric isolation, and daily weather conditions,
among others. In addition, sensitivity is also subject to equipment technology factors, and operator proper
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setup. Therefore, for the same site and under the same conditions, depending on the equipment, the operator
and other field conditions, different sensitivities may be achieved. The dipole method should be able to
reliably detect holes as small as 6.4 mm under 0.6 m of covering material, and often locates much smaller
leaks. Even with reduced sensitivity caused by thicker cover material, it retains adequate sensitivity to detect
the larger damage caused by trucks and dozers through up to 3 m of cover thickness.
Based on ASTM 7007-09 the “R” value (“signal + noise” to “noise” ratio), must be equal to or greater
than 3.0. (ASTM Subcommittee: D35.10, 2009).
Table 3: Dipole detection sensitivity
Case I

Case II

4.8

3.0 – 26.6

Smallest detected leak (cm2)

6

0.25

Biggest detected leak (cm2)

14,000

4,800

R value (S+N / N) for a 6.4 mm
artificial leak

Data is recorded and correlated to a local coordinate system, which is established through the highprecision GPS rover and base station. The data is then downloaded and analyzed for voltage anomalies,
which could be indicative of leak locations. Data is mapped using specific software and converted into a
fast detection tool looking for electrical anomalies. The map is colored based on the actual dipole rover
voltage reading (crosses). Readings are collected on a 3 m by 3 m grid, in lanes executed parallel to the “y”
axis, going back and forth. Areas where the color changes quickly from positive (green – yellow) to negative
(red – blue) are considered anomalies which correspond to a significant change in the electrical field
distribution. In the map in Figure 6, two anomalies can be observed:
 The first anomaly is generated by the current injector located at (880;410). Since the voltage
increases approaching the current injector from the bottom and decreases moving away from it
on the upper portion, all the readings below the current injector should have a positive (green –
yellow) value, and all the readings above the current injector should have a negative (red – blue)
reading.
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 The second anomaly, located at (850;550) is an area of potential concern (point for field
verification and leak location) to be identified and rechecked by the dipole team. In fact, the
anomaly turned out to be a large hole at this site.

Strong
Positive
Anomaly # 2

Strong
Negative

Anomaly # 1

Figure: 6 Dipole data mapping
Organizing the data into the format shown in Figure 6 makes it possible for the survey results to be
reviewed by supervisors or third parties. Actual leaks are located by the dipole team during the recheck
process through direct measurement of the anomaly locations with higher data collection points reading
density. Those anomalies identified by the dipole team to be actual leaks are then carefully exposed for
visual verification. Since smaller holes may remain covered by the overliner material around the bigger
holes, subsequent detailed survey around exposed areas is required by ASTM D7007-09. This iterative
process allows smaller leaks to be located, exposed and repaired as well.
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Figure 7: Anomaly verification (leak location)

Figure 8: Overliner excavation

Figure 9: Overliner thickness verification

Figure 10: Damage exposure

Figure 11: Perimeter verification

Figure 12: Location of smaller leaks
previously masked by bigger leaks
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Conclusions
The observation of cover material placement followed by random test pitting in case study #1 did not locate
any actual leaks in the geomembrane. The results of the test pit analysis leave the impression that the
geomembrane was generally well constructed and not likely to contain leaks. However, the dipole survey
performed at the same site located significant leaks in the geomembrane totaling over 20,000 cm2 in area.
In a separate financial analysis of this case study site, the leaks encountered during the dipole survey would
have resulted in approximately $US26,000 in value of solution lost every year of the heap leach pad’s
operation (Beck, 2014). With an assumed survey cost of $US50, 000, which is the average rate for a survey
of this size, the payback period is achieved in less than two years.
In case study #2, the random test pit analysis showed that the geomembrane installation had issues
due to improper cover material placement. Had a dipole-method ELL survey not been performed, it is likely
that either the entire lining system would have had to be uncovered for inspection, or the significant damage
would have remained in the geomembrane for the life of the site.
As these two case studies illustrate, dipole-method ELL surveying in high altitude heap leach pads
can economically and efficiently detect geomembrane damage locations of various sizes—potentially
extremely significant—as part of heap leach pad construction and CQA. Due to the evolution of the dipolemethod equipment, which can now rapidly scan large areas of installed geomembrane, it is possible to
quickly assess where the geomembrane damage locations are located. The damage can range from minor,
if the overliner material was carefully placed, to major breaches that certainly compromise the design intent
of the containment facility. Blindly selected test pits would typically cover less than 0.2% of the
geomembrane liner, which is not acceptable from a statistical and quality control point of view. On the
other hand, using dipole-orientated test pits it is possible to reliably inspect 100% of the geomembrane area.
Traditional CQA activities are no longer best practice in terms of minimizing leakage. By
incorporating ELL technology, financial resources can be more effectively applied to directly locate leaks
in the installed geomembrane and significantly improve the overall liner performance with a modest initial
investment. It is strongly recommended that heap leach pads, tailing dams and any other sensitive
geomembrane-lined containment facility, should include dipole ELL in their engineering design and CQA
requirements.
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Permanent heap leach phreatic level
characterization with the aid of CPTU soundings
Arnaldo Saavedra, Sociedad Minera Cerro Verde S.A.A., Peru

Abstract
In general, permanent heap leach pads have the disadvantage of receiving both heterogeneous and
anisotropic material. Several phenomena occur during stacking and leaching such as segregation, the
generation of fines, solution channeling, changes in permeability, the creation of perched water zones,
compaction, and precipitation of salts. The hydraulic conductivity of the mineral decreases with depth due
to the following factors:
1. increase in effective vertical pressure (consolidation);
2. ore deterioration due to the chemical attack of acid solutions;
3. vertical flow of fines; and
4. salt precipitation due to changes in pH of the leach solution (jarosite and amorphous quartz).
In terms of saturation of the ore, the heap has two zones, the vadose zone extending from the top of
the pad to the water table (including the capillary fringe) and the saturated zone extending from the water
table to the bottom of the pad. All of the above factors mean that the phreatic level within the heap is
neither constant nor stable, which is especially important in areas adjacent to the front and side slopes, as
this affects stability.
The Cone Penetration Test (CPTU) is a tool to study the vertical distribution of pore-water pressure
inside the heap leach pad. This detects the presence of compacted low-permeability zones, shows
hydraulic discontinuities, and also determines the homogeneity of saturated material (unconfined aquifer).
the CPTU equipment was installed in the back of a bulldozer because of the hydraulic force required
during penetration (20 tonnes). The cone diameter was 43.7 mm and the maximum depth of penetration
was about 90 m. The range of spacing for the pore-pressure dissipation test was 5 to 7 m. The parameters
recorded during the tests were tip resistance ( qc ), sleeve friction ( f s ), dynamic pore pressure ( u 2 ), and
hydrostatic pore water pressure ( uo ). Fifty CPTUs were undertaken at Heap Leach Pad 4-A, a 150
hectare heap leach pad, which involved the front slope, side slopes, and crest. The study was focused on
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finding isolated perched water zones or isolated confined aquifers with high-pore water pressure, which
could destabilize slopes.
The study found that 67% of soundings had pore water pressure levels of five m or less and 33%
were from five to 75 m, of which 94% were from five to 30 m. Zones with high-pore-water pressure
(PWP) were isolated and did not cover a large horizontal area. PWP values were from moderate to low,
and there were no problems of perched-water tables or large confined aquifers. During some soundings, a
sudden increase in tip resistance was observed, which involved zones containing thin layers of compacted
material (0.3 to 0.5 m), matching interlayer contacts, which showed that ripping was not effective.
Electrical tomography is recommended before CPTUs since it helps to determine the location of
soundings and to select the vertical spacing of the pore-pressure dissipation tests. It is important to
determine the total depth of the heap leach pad and measure pore pressure against time.

Introduction
The combined effect of grain-size gradation, deterioration, generation of fines, reduction of porosity,
increase in vertical pressure, mineral precipitation, changes in the pH of the solution, the vertical
carryover of fines, and high recharging make heap leach pads tend to accumulate permanent leach
solution over time, due to the progressive loss of hydraulic conductivity of the leach material.
Accumulation of solution is a critical issue that has several geotechnical implications such as:
 Increased pore pressure with decreased shear strength of leach material, which causes an
increased likelihood of sliding of the slope.
 Increased total vertical pressure on the bottom of the pad, which can lead to an increase in
settlement (if the subgrade is deformable); this leads to greater strain on the geomembrane, and
may possibly damage it. If the geomembrane has already been damaged, the level of leakage
will increase due to an increase in total head.
 Saturation is a key factor in the liquefaction of loose leach material, which occurs when it is
subjected to cyclic loads.
 Increased risk of internal erosion of leach material due to the increased flow rate of the pregnant
leached solution (PLS).
Due to the above, it is crucial to continuously monitor the level of solution in the entire pad.
Usually, this involves using standpipe or vibrating wire piezometers. The main drawback with
piezometers is that they only provide data about their immediate area and are generally located near the
bottom of the pad, so there is no information about what happens between the surface and the tip of the
piezometer, unless multilevel piezometers are used. Therefore, in order to study the vertical distribution
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of pore pressure, corroborate the validity of the information provided by the piezometers, detect
compacted zones of low permeability (interlayer contacts), and investigate whether the pore pressure in
the saturated zone of the pad follows a hydrostatic distribution (as is normally expected when a slopestability analysis is performed), it was decided to undertake an extensive program of piezocones
auscultation, also known as CPTU. CPT stands for “Cone Penetration Test”; the U indicates that the
equipment has the ability to measure the pore pressure of the fluid contained in the material
It should be mentioned that the heap leach studied covers an area of 150 hectares. Its height varies
between 50 and 110 m and it contains about 208 MMT of copper ore (secondary sulfides). It is divided
3

into 20 layers which are 4, 6 and 8 m high. The maximum size of the ore is ½ inch with a P80 of 8 inch.
The irrigation rate is between 0.07 and 0.21 L/min/m2, equivalent to a water height of 100 to 300 mm/day.
To monitor the level of solution, 140 standpipe piezometers were used. Figure 1 shows a satellite image
of Pad 4A and the distribution of the CPTU.

Figure 1: Pad 4A view and CPTU soundings location
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Methodology
Research program
The field study consisted of carrying out 50 soundings with piezocones, located mainly on the north slope
of the leach pad, with fewer on the eastern and western slopes. The south slope was not included in the
assessment because it had the lowest overall height and lowest solution height.
During each sounding, the following were recorded semi-continuously (readings every 5 cm): tip
resistance ( qc ), lateral friction ( f s ), and the dynamic pore pressure of the fluid ( u 2 ). At specific depths
pore-pressure-dissipation tests were carried out to measure the equilibrium pore pressure ( uo ) and to
determine the dissipation characteristics of the excess pore pressure generated by the introduction of the
cone into the ground.
A total of 3,514 m of ground was investigated and 422 pore pressure dissipation (PPD) tests were
performed. Sounding depths were between 16 and 90 m.

Test procedure
The test procedure is standardized by ASTM D 5778-12 (ASTM: American Society for Testing and
Materials).
A cone with a vertex angle of 60°, a diameter of 43.7 mm, and a cross-sectional area of 15 cm2 was
used. The friction sleeve has an area of 225 cm2 and pore-water pressure was measured through a porous
plastic stone located between the cone and the friction sleeve (see Figure 2). Before use, the porous stone
was deaerated and saturated with glycerin to prevent air bubbles from entering, which would alter the
measurements. No water was used in the saturation of the stone because it can easily be removed when
the cone passes through the unsaturated zone, where suction is generally high.
To inject the cone and bars into the ground, a portable hydraulic device with a 20 tonne capacity
(Ramset) was used. This device was welded to the ripper of a 40-ton tractor, which was used as a reaction
frame to supply oil to the hydraulic system of the equipment.
The cone penetration rate was 20 mm/s, which is the standard for this type of testing. All readings
were electronically recorded and transferred to a data-acquisition system and stored in a laptop. It was
then possible to plot all parameters in real time to improve monitoring of the test.

Data and discussion
Theoretical framework
During cone penetration the nearby soil is subjected to complex loading depending on its position. In the
tip ( u1 position), the soil is subjected to a compressive load and the pore-water pressure is altered.
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Generated stress can be measured by spherical cavity expansion. At u 2 position the soil is partially
unloaded and is subjected not only to compressive stress but also to shear stress. For the filter located
behind the friction sleeve ( u3 position) the soil is basically unloaded; the shear deformations within the
interface will produce extra water pressure according to dilatant or contractant soil behavior. In this area,
generated stress state can be modelled with cylindrical cavity expansion (Bałachowski, 2006).

Figure 2: Pore pressure filter location
For these tests, a typical CPTU probe with a u 2 filter location was used. Pore-water pressure u 2 at a
given depth can be determined by the formula (Burns and Mayne, 1998, in Bałachowski, 2006) (see
Figure 3):

u 2  u o  u oct  u shear

(1)

Where:

uo

=

Equilibrium pore pressure in situ (before penetration)

uoct

=

Octahedral component of excess pore pressure corresponding to the zone of plastic
soil around the cone tip

u shear =

Shear-induced component of excess pore pressure generated in the interface

The octahedral plane is the plane at equal angle to the principal stress axes. The normal and shear
stresses upon the planes are called the octahedral normal stress (σoct) and octahedral shear stress (τoct).
The octahedral component of excess pore pressure is always positive and decreases during dissipation
tests (Mayne, 2012). The shear-induced component depends on the dilative/contractive behavior of the
soil within the interface. It can be negative in overconsolidated or fissured soils or positive in soft
normally consolidated soils. Pore pressure at the beginning of dissipation can be lower or higher than
hydrostatic pressure (Bałachowski, 2006).
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Figure 3: Soil zones around CPTU probe (Mayne, 2012)
When penetration is stopped a local redistribution of water-pore pressure occurs between the zone
of predominant compressive stress and the shear-stress zone within the interface, and the dissipation of
the excess water-pore pressure begins. As a result of this redistribution, the pore pressure u 2 is initially
increased in overconsolidated soils (dilatory response) (Figure 4), and a monotonic decay of pore pressure
is observed in normally consolidated soils (Figure 5). An excessive pore-pressure drop due to normal
stress release is observed, when the penetration rate changes abruptly from 20 mm/s to 0 mm/s at the
beginning of the CPTU dissipation test (Kurup and Tumay, 1995).

Data
The values of corrected tip resistance ( qt ), lateral friction ( f s ), and dynamic pore pressure of the fluid
( u 2 ) are plotted as a function of depth. Additionally, the ratio of friction ( R f ), the SBT (Soil Behavior
Type Classification) and the equilibrium pore pressure ( uo ) obtained through pore pressure dissipation
tests are included. See Figures 6 and 7. The tip resistance ( qt ) is corrected as follows:

qt  qc  1  a u 2
Where:

qc

=

tip resistance measure during the test

a

=

Net area ratio (0.70~0.80) (in this case is 0.80)

u2

=

Dynamic pore pressure measured in the shoulder position
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Figure 4: Typical dissipation curves in overconsolidated soils (Sully et al., 1999)

Figure 5: Typical dissipation curve in normally consolidated soils (Sully et al., 1999)

It is important to note that the SBT system was created for natural soils and has been tested and
calibrated using them. At this time, there is no specific calibration for leached crushed ore (leach
material). Therefore, this classification should only be used as an approximation until more experience is
gained with these materials. Likewise, the well-known correlations between CPTU and soil parameters
cannot be used for leach material until more research is carried out. Therefore, in this project, the
piezocone was used basically as a mobile piezometer, which does not use all its capabilities.
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Figure 6: Typical CPTU record (ConeTec, 2013)

Figure 7: Typical pore pressure dissipation test result (ConeTec, 2013)

Discussion
Figures 8 and 9 show the results of two soundings, showing the dynamic pore pressure distribution and
local measurements of the equilibrium pore pressure, and the estimated position of the groundwater table
obtained by standpipe piezometers (expressed in piezometric contours). The equilibrium pore pressure is
the pressure of pores at a given depth during the PPD test. Obviously, this pressure changes over time due
to multiple internal and external factors, which often overlap.
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Figure 8: Pore-pressure distribution CPT-08 (slope) (ConeTec, 2013)

Figure 9: Pore-pressure distribution CPT-23 (crest) (ConeTec, 2013)

Interpretation CPT-08
Vadose zone:
 uo≈ 0 m (unsaturated, drained zones).
 Isolated perched water with very low height of water, or
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 Isolated confined aquifer with very low pore water pressure.
Saturated zone:
 Stiff fine grained soil pockets under consolidation (u2 << uo and uo > uhydrostatic).
 Pore pressure distribution is not hydrostatic.

Interpretation CPT-23
Vadose zone:
 uo≈ 0 m (unsaturated, drained zones).
 Stiff fine grained soil pockets under consolidation (u2 << uo).
Saturated zone:
 Dense granular soils mixed with medium fines content (u2 < uo).
 Isolated confined aquifers with low to medium pore water pressure (u2≈uo).
 Pore pressure distribution does not follow a hydrostatic line.

Results
 In the vadose zone, not all leach material are in an unsaturated condition and it is possible to
find perched water tables, medium- to high-permeability layers in a confined condition, or
pockets of saturated low-permeability material under consolidation. All these hydrogeological
formations are randomly intercalated with unsaturated zones. These formations are associated
with the presence of low-permeability, thin layers compacted by the movement of heavy
equipment (interlift contacts), the presence of layers of permeable material isolated by less
permeable layers, and modules containing leach material with a high initial content of fines.
 At the base of the pad there is a non-homogeneous saturated zone, an unconfined aquifer, which
may contain pockets of consolidated material with low permeability or strata in a confined state.
 The pore pressure measured in the pockets of low-permeability material is not the result of a
single load event; it is the combined effect of stacking several layers over a relatively short
period of time. The material in most of these areas dilates and the remainder contracts.
 For permanent heap leach pads, it is not possible to locate the position of the groundwater table
using only the results of a single CPTU survey; a long-term monitoring program is required,
which can indicate how pore pressure varies over time. The piezometers must be uniformly
distributed both horizontally and vertically, not only near the bottom of the pad.
 The pore pressure will follow a hydrostatic distribution only when all the ground is completely
saturated and hydraulically connected, the fluid is at rest (or close to), and the leach material are
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composed of clean granular material (sand and gravel) and/or consolidated cohesive material. In
this case, the equipotential lines are vertical and pore pressure increases linearly with depth. In
other cases, the pore pressure follows a complex distribution and is affected by temporary
factors (irrigation cycles and loading of fresh lifts), and the porous medium (hydraulic
conductivity, stratigraphy, and hydrogeological units).

Conclusion
 The vertical delineation of the hydrogeological units can be carried out with the tip and ratio of
friction ( qt and R f ) data, supplemented with u 2 and u0 information. Drilling and sampling in
some locations (for verification) is required.
 During some soundings, a sudden increase in tip resistance at a certain depth (6 to 7 m) is
observed. These zones correspond to thin layers of compacted material (0.30 to 0.50 m)
matching interlayer contacts and show that ripping in these areas has not been effective.
 It is recommended that electrical tomography (2-D) be carried out before beginning the CPTU
field program. The results will help optimize the location of the soundings, select the vertical
spacing of the pore pressure dissipation tests, define the hydrogeological units horizontally, and
supply the missing information between soundings. The section will show the electricalresistivity variation associated with different degrees of saturation of the ground. It is important
that these tests reach a depth slightly greater than the maximum depth of CPTU penetration.
 The distribution of pore pressure within the pad is much more complex than the simplified idea
of a single and uniform water table with a linear distribution of water pressure (hydrostatic)
below it.
 Even if ground conditions permit it, it is not possible to establish the position of the water table
using dynamic pore pressure ( u 2 ) alone. It is necessary to carry out an extensive testing
program with many pore-pressure-dissipation tests to estimate the actual position of the water
table, using equilibrium pore pressure ( u0 ). If the deposit is granular (gravel and/or sand) or
cohesive (silt and/or clay, which is not under consolidation), and is completely saturated and the
fluid is at rest, the equilibrium pressure points will be aligned in a straight line (hydrostatic
pressure line) and the water table position will be determined. If there are interbedded cohesive
deposits under consolidation, or confined granular formations, or there is a drainage pipe close
to the area, then the points will not define the hydrostatic pressure line. As the solution flow
velocity is increased, the distribution of pore pressure will become lower than the hydrostatic
line, due to energy loss (curved equipotential lines).
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 The piezocone provides a convenient and reliable method to provide an indication of the porepressure conditions inside the heap leach pad at any given time. However, in some areas it may
be desirable to have measurements of pore pressure against time. This requires long-term
monitoring of the ground pore-water pressure. It is best to simultaneously monitor several points
in vertical and horizontal directions, which will improve the interpretation of the results of
CPTU studies.
 Some batteries of multi-level vibrating wire piezometers may be installed in certain areas to
monitor the flow of solution at different depths in the saturated zone for long periods of time.
With these instruments, it is possible to detect the presence of solution flowing downward or
upward inside the pad, and also measure the hydraulic gradients in the vertical plane. This
information will complement the results obtained by other methods.
 In the vadose zone, it is possible to install TDR sensors to detect the downwards flow of
solution during irrigation. This will help to understand the flow of the solution, the favored flow
paths, and the moment of aquifer recharge.
 67% of results had a PWP of at least five m. 33% of results had PWP of from five to 75 m, but
94% of these values were located between five and 30 m. Zones with high PWP were isolated
and did not have a large horizontal area. During this testing, the PWP values were moderate to
low. There were no large areas of perched water tables, or confined aquifers, at or near the
slopes.
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Secondary recovery of a copper heap leach
Dale F. Rucker, hydroGEOPHYSICS, Inc., USA
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Abstract
Structural uniformity, that is, the degree to which hydraulic properties are homogenized over space, will
affect the degree to which ore is effectively leached. Nonuniform ore has been shown to form preferential
flow channels and pooling, and to cause slow drainage, which in turn reduces metal liberation and
recovery. In this work, we demonstrate that metal recovery can be increased in a nonuniform and
underperforming heap by enhancing the leaching process by directly applying solution to deep areas
within the pad. The demonstration was conducted during a pilot-scale test on a copper oxide leach pad,
where hydraulic conductivity is low due to a high amount of friable material and high fines content. The
ore was then truck dumped and compacted causing serious percolation issues. The demonstration was
carried out using four subsurface irrigation (i.e., rinse) wells and nine nearby monitoring wells; the
sampling wells were used to extract solution samples for verification. The results showed that: 1) the fine
grained ore promoted lateral movement of solution up to 17 m away from the well even at low line
pressure; 2) hydraulic conductivity was increased over time by washing the fine grained soil away from
material near the well; and 3) additional copper was leached as demonstrated by reduced free acid and
high copper concentrations in the sampling wells.

Introduction
Much of the early research in conceptually understanding heap leach processes focused on developing
mathematical models to predict ore, solution, gas, and temperature behavior (Roman et al., 1974; Shafer
et al., 1979; Letowski, 1980; Bartlett, 1992; Dixon and Hendrix, 1993). From these efforts came largescale spatiotemporal phenomenological models that can track moisture, metal recovery and remaining
inventory, temperature, air movement, and cyanide or free acid consumption (Cross et al., 2006; McBride
et al. 2012). More recently, a significant focus has been on improving or optimizing the heap leach
process. This focus includes market prices, recovery time, and expenses, balanced with mining constraints
as related to heap height, particle size, irrigation rate, curing, and other factors (Padilla et al., 2008).
Operationally, Mellado et al. (2011) and Trujillo et al. (2014) examined optimal heap leach design criteria
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for maximizing a mine’s metal recovery and hence income. At a microscale and without considering
economics, Petersen and Dixon (2007) optimized zinc recovery by adjusting heap height, irrigation rate,
acid concentration, and solution temperature. Other examples of optimized parameterization of leaching
processes include Bouffard and West-Sells (2009), Garcia et al. (2010), and Mellado et al. (2010).
Despite all of the best efforts to optimize engineering parameters at the beginning of heap design,
there is still a great potential for metal to be left behind after years of leaching. Extracting this last bit of
material from the stockpile can be challenging unless the nature of the solution delivery system is
drastically changed. As many have discussed, preferential flow of leach solution (e.g., Orr and
Vesselinov, 2002; Wu et al., 2007; 2009) will inhibit uniform wetting and drainage through all pore
space. These flow channels cannot easily be broken unless there is a significant hydraulic alteration of the
pore structure. This can be achieved through pressurized delivery of raffinate via subsurface irrigation as
implemented with injection wells (e.g., Seal et al., 2012).
In this paper, we demonstrate the results of a pilot-scale test that used subsurface irrigation on a
copper heap leach pad. Subsurface irrigation was implemented using a series of rinse wells. A distinction
is made here between injection wells used in previous works and rinse wells, where rinse wells are
connected to existing irrigation piping without the use of external booster pumps and apparatus to
segregate individual zones along the well. Copper extraction from the leach pad has consistently fallen
short of forecasts due to the difficult drainage conditions imposed by fine grained material, and the rinse
wells are being used to enhance recovery. It will be shown that based on the ore morphology and grain
size distribution, hydraulic alteration can be achieved with rinsing only and that the targeted irrigation
method will produce higher copper grades than that reporting to the reclaim (or pregnant leach solution,
PLS) pond from surface leaching.

Methodology
Subsurface irrigation can be applied in a number of ways that include adjusting variables associated with
application pressure, number of injection zones per well, consideration of extraction wells, drilling
method, well casing, and well screening materials. For the injection examples presented for gold mines
(Seal et al., 2011, 2012; Winterton and Rucker, 2013), the drilling method was dual rotary that advanced
the steel casing during drilling to ensure tight contact with the formation, which minimizes the potential
for blowout of the well. The wells were perforated in situ at multiple zones and a high pressure booster
pump was employed to maximize the solution coverage for each zone. The high pressure allowed for well
placement as far as 35 m from each other using flow rates in excess of 180 m3/hr and pressures near 20
bar.
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In the present application, a hollow stem auger was used for drilling the rinse wells, using PVC
casing that was lowered into the hole, and backfill comprising fine-grained material. Since no booster
pump was to be used for the experiment, it was thought that the well design would accommodate the
lower pressures with no blowout. Additionally, the open hole allowed for monitoring sensors to be placed
deep within the heap along the well annulus. The wells had a single application zone at the bottom of the
well. At the top of each casing was a valve and a port for monitoring pressure. All wells were plumbed
back to an existing irrigation line which had an inline flow meter and totalizer that recorded solution
delivery solely to the rinse wells. The monitoring wells were installed in the same manner, but were
placed deeper than the rinse wells.
Figure 1 shows the layout of the four rinse and nine monitoring wells. The rinse wells were screened
over a 3 m interval, with each well having a different final screened depth between 21 m and 30 m below
pad surface. The monitoring wells were screened from 37 m to 46 m. Rinsing was initiated on S1 and
continued clockwise around the individual wells. Solution was applied between three to five days per well
and only during daytime operating hours. A second test was conducted, where all four rinse wells
received solution for a continuous 30 hours.

Figure 1: Layout of the rinse and monitoring wells for secondary recovery of copper.
Positions of stainless steel electrodes are also shown, which were used to
image the solution propagation using electrical resistivity geophysics

Flow and pressure data
Operating objectives were initially developed for the rinsing test that included a minimum flow of 90
m3/hr with a net copper grade of at least 0.8 g/L averaged over a single eight-hour period. The objectives
were developed as a means of recuperating costs associated with drilling, assuming US$6,000 per tonne
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of copper. In order to verify the flow requirements, gauges were installed that sampled flow rate and
pressure at the top of the hole at a sampling interval of 10 s. The high sampling rate allowed for an
accurate accounting of raffinate input to the system and for watching material break down and pore
structure changes. Table 1 lists the operating parameters during the rinse test on each individual well and
the combined rinse using all four wells simultaneously. Figure 2 shows the detailed time series of flow
and pressure throughout each test. For the combined rinse, the flow was steady at approximately 337
m3/hr with pressure at -0.43 bar.
Table 1: Operating hydraulic parameters during the rinse tests
on individual and combined wells

Test

Duration
(days)

Max. flow
(m3/hr)

Mean flow
(m3/hr)

Total flow
(m3)

Avg. tophole
pressure
(bar)

Est.
bottomhole
head (m)

S1

5

180

135

5,150

0.3

24

S2

4

210

146

4,830

1.15

39

S3

5

191

132

4,550

0.23

27

S4

3

208

159

4,090

0.83

39

Combined

1.2

340

337

9,820

−0.43

22

A more detailed hydraulic analysis can be conducted by plotting the flow rate versus pressure and
observing how these curves changes over time. Figure 3 presents these data for all four rinse wells.
Bottomhole hydraulic head was calculated by adding the tophole pressure to the column of water in the
well, without consideration of pipe friction head loss through the screen. The ratio of these two values
provides an indication of hydraulic conductivity. In general, the curves show that at the beginning of each
rinse period, there is a high head and low flow condition that changes to low head with high flow at the
end. These changes are irreversible and permanent, owing to the washout of fine-grained material near the
wellbore. The washout creates large pore spaces that result in increased hydraulic conductivity. There are
nuances within each test, as in S4 where the last day (Day 2) shows a decrease in hydraulic conductivity.
It is hypothesized that the high flows may have washed out a significant amount of material and those
voids are filled from material above the zone sometime after the completion of Day 1.
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Figure 2: Time series of flow and pressure measured at the wellhead for each rinse test

Solution coverage with geophysical monitoring
The flow of raffinate was monitored using time lapse electrical resistivity geophysics to determine the
distance to which the solution travelled. General information about the time lapse electrical resistivity
method applied to subsurface injections can be found in Rucker et al. (2009, 2014) and Rucker (2014).
For monitoring the rinsing tests, 168 electrodes were distributed along the surface and within the annulus
of each well to provide a highly detailed spatiotemporal rendering of the solution propagation. Figure 1
shows the positions of the surface electrodes, where each electrode is constructed of a 1 cm diameter
stainless steel rod, approximately 30 cm long. All of the electrodes were wired back to a central
acquisition unit, capable of completing a set of measurements (or snapshot) within 25 minutes. Each
measurement in a snapshot comprises 167 voltage values while transmitting electrical current on the 168th
electrode using a pole-pole array; each electrode has a turn at transmitting current to complete the
measurement set. A single snapshot will contain 28,056 data values and each day of monitoring will
produce approximately 57 snapshots.
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Figure 3: Flow rate versus bottomhole head for each rinse test. The time history from each test
provides a qualitative assessment of hydraulic alteration of the pore space
Figure 4 shows solution propagation for the combined well rinse, as interpreted from the
geophysical data. For size referencing and positioning, the figure presents two different views for multiple
snapshots. The rinse wells and several monitoring wells are placed at the appropriate position and depth.
Screens for each well are also shown as larger diameter portions of the well bottom. Lastly, the underliner
is shown as color contoured plane with the route the solution would take to the reclaim pond. Directly
beneath the well field, the liner was approximately 50 m.
The rendered three-dimensional bodies for the test were developed by calculating a percentage
difference for a particular snapshot compared to the baseline prior to the test start. Three bodies are shown
in the figure, representing 6% (in red), 12% (in yellow), and 18% (in black) change from baseline. Over
the 30 hour test, the solution coverage extends outward from the center of the wellfield to about 24 m.
The solution distribution is also asymmetrical with the more intense changes occurring at wells S2 and
S4. The other tests conducted on individual wells showed slightly lower coverage, with S1 and S2
radially propagating approximately 17 m. S3 and S4 propagated approximately 12 m from the well center.
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Figure 4: Time lapse electrical resistivity results for the combined well rinse test,
showing percent change in resistivity value relative to background. Six evenly
distributed snapshots are presented for the 30 hr test. The three rendered bodies
represent 6% (red), 12% (yellow), and 18% (black)

Metallurgical monitoring
During the course of the rinsing, samples were withdrawn from the bottom of each monitoring well, two
interlift drains located at the edge of the pad (approximately 80 m away), and the raffinate. The sampling
rate was higher for those monitoring wells closer to their respective rinse wells, with other wells farther
afield sampled less frequently. The sampling procedure included evacuating the well with at least one
well volume plus the volume in the hose pump before collecting 1 L of solution for testing. In many
cases, several well volumes were purged before testing. The solution sample was split: half stayed locally
onsite for testing pH, electrical conductivity, and oxidation-reduction potential (ORP), and the other half
went to an analytical lab for a detailed analysis of free acid, copper, iron, and other cations.
Figure 5 shows the results of the simple metallurgical parameters measured onsite, presented as one
parameter versus another. The data are segregated among the different monitoring locations and show
clear groupings associated with each location. Some wells exhibited high copper recovery whereas others
had poor recovery. Moderate recovery (excluding the raffinate) represented those wells and drains that
resembled the copper values in the reclaim pond. The monitoring wells with measured high copper
recovery generally coincided with rinse wells S1 and S3, which were screened the shallowest at 21 and 24
m, respectively.
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Figure 5: Simple metallurgical parameters acquired from nine monitoring wells, two interlift
drains, and raffinate. A) ORP versus pH. B) conductivity versus pH. C) conductivity versus ORP
Time series data showing copper, free acid, and pH are presented in Figure 6. Vertical gray bars
distinguish each rinsing period. The qualitative recovery determination from Figure 5 was taken from the
copper data of Figure 6. Monitoring wells M1, M2, M4, M5, and M7 consistently show copper above
2 g/L. During rinsing on S2, well M2 briefly nears 4 g/L copper, which also corresponded to a decrease in
free acid and increase in pH. Monitoring well M8 dropped over time to about 1.5 g/L. Moderate recovery,
where values were near 1 g/L, included the interlift drains and M9.
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Figure 6: Time series of analytical chemistry data from different monitoring locations during the
five rinsing phases, including copper, free acid, and pH. CR = combined rinse
Integrating the average net copper grade (total measured copper minus raffinate copper grade) for
each rinse test and multiplying by total solution delivery yielded approximately 52,800 kg of copper
liberated during this pilot-scale test. The rinse test lasted 20 days. The largest contribution came from the
combined rinse, where average copper grade from all nine monitoring wells was 1.75 g/L. The smallest
contribution came from well S4 (average grade of 1.48 g/L), where hydraulic conditions and solution
delivery were not optimized for extraction. The first rinse on S1 showed the largest average net copper
grade at 2.23 g/L.

Conclusion
A pilot-scale subsurface irrigation test to enhance the recovery of copper was demonstrated on a copper
oxide heap. The test was designed with four rinse wells, which received solution directly from an
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irrigation line without the use of onsite booster pumps that have been described in other works (e.g., Seal
et al., 2012). Flows to the well ranged from about 130 to 330 m3/hr.
A large effort was expended to validate the effectiveness of the method and ensure that initial test
objectives were met. The test objectives were designed to offset drilling costs and included a minimum
flow of 90 m3/hr and a time weighted average of 0.8 g/L copper in the pregnant solution sustained for at
least eight hours. The validation measures included a number of monitoring technologies that measured in
situ hydraulic properties and ex situ water chemistry data. Hydraulic properties were measured with flow
and pressure gauges and the data were recorded at a high sampling rate. Time lapse electrical resistivity
geophysics was also used to track the movement of the pregnant solution. To obtain solution samples,
monitoring wells were installed near the rinse wells and samples were withdrawn at sampling rates
between one and three hours.
By all measures, the pilot enhanced recovery test was a success. Maximum flow rates were at least
double the objective and the mean flow rate was about 1.5 times the objective. The high flow rate also
provided a means to washout the fine grained material near the wellbore and expose new surfaces to the
raffinate. The copper grades exceeded the test objective by a factor of three in many cases and upwards to
a factor of five for a short period in a single monitoring well. Additionally, the high grades were sustained
longer than anticipated. Actual leaching was confirmed by the lowered free acid, which was significantly
lower than those samples that represented surface irrigation. In fact, it appears that the acid consumption
is about three times greater during rinsing than surface irrigation, which could be attributed to the greater
surface area exposed during the hydraulic alteration of the pore space and fluidization of small particles.
Lastly, electrical resistivity geophysics was conducted to observe volumetric changes to the
formation during rinsing. The resistivity parameter is sensitive to a number of phenomena occurring
simultaneously, including saturation, porosity, and solution conductivity. The time lapse models showed a
low resistivity body increasing outward from the well screen. The final position of the body at the end of
each individual rinse test was used to infer the lateral solution coverage. Excluding the combined rinse,
solution coverage was shown to be the largest in S1 and S2 (radial distance of approximately 17 m from
the well center) when flow rates were gradually increased over a few days. In contrast, the rinse on S4
allowed high flow rates from the beginning, with a radial coverage of about 12 m. The high flow rates
likely carried all fine grained material at once to an outer shell, which may have sealed off the formation
and limited solution coverage.
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Abstract
It is a known fact that online solvent extraction and electrowinning (SX-EW) metallurgical controls are
more robust than plant controls based on individual solution samples taken every four hours. Online
monitoring allows the implementation of predictive and preventive process-control strategies.
Normally, iron is one of the main contaminants present in copper EW solutions. Iron reports to the
copper electrolyte via chemical and physical entrainment mechanisms. Uncontrolled iron entrainment
greatly affects electrowinning operations, decreases current efficiency, and increases bleed requirements
and operating cost.
This paper discusses the measurement of ferric ion (Fe+3) in rich electrolyte solutions through the use
of cathodic polarization curves. It has been found that the higher the iron concentration is, the smaller the
polarization curve coefficient is. A measuring device has been built to measure iron activity online and in
real-time, which has allowed the implementation of robust iron control in the EW tankhouse.

Introduction
The Cerro Verde leach operation processes secondary and transitional copper sulfides. When the proportion
of transitional ores increases, so does the iron content in resulting leach solutions. High iron in leach
solutions is good for the leach process, as ferric ion is a powerful oxidant species. However, increased iron
in the pregnant leach solution (PLS) also results in increased iron in SX-EW electrolyte solutions due to
decreased Cu/Fe selectivity of the organic reagent and increased chemical transferred iron in the copper
electrolyte. In turn, high iron concentrations in the electrolyte result in poor current efficiency and increased
electrolyte bleed requirements, which hinder copper cathode production and increase operating costs.
The other mechanism by which iron is transferred into the copper electrolyte is physical and has to do
with PLS entrained in loaded organic solutions. When the loaded organic is in contact with the lean
electrolyte returning from the EW tankhouse, tiny droplets of iron-bearing PLS are transferred via
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entrainment directly into the electrolyte, thereby increasing its iron concentration. This problem is often
compounded by the presence of crud in the SX circuit when suspended solids present in the PLS phase
increase.
Only careful and efficient operation of the SX circuit allows adequate control of iron. Maintaining a
high Cu/Fe selectivity in the SX reactors results in the minimization of iron transfer into the EW circuit.
The metallurgical vision at Cerro Verde is to continually improve the production processes by
enhancing control methods with appropriate and efficient data acquisition that allows quick identification
of changing operating variables, so that superior SX-EW process management and optimization is
accomplished.
With this in mind, this paper describes three examples of improved SX-EW metallurgical controls,
namely:
 Management of total iron content in SX-EW electrolyte. Ferric ion activity is measured and used
as an indicator to reduce ferric ion chemical transfer and total iron physical transfer.
 The ferric ion mass balance is calculated to determine if iron is in balance within the SX-EW
circuit on an operating shift basis, or even during occasional short periods of time. This indicates
if there is an increasing or decreasing trend of iron within the SX-EW system.
 The electrical efficiency of the electrowinning circuit can also be estimated from ferric ion activity
during the entire plating/harvesting cycle. If the efficiency is trending down, then operators can
take corrective action.
This paper describes the development of a device that measures online and in real time the ferric ion
concentration in the rich electrolyte as iron is transferred from the SX strip stages into the EW circuit.
The device measures ferric ion activity and calculates concentration every 12 minutes. The principle
of operation of the device relies on measurement of the cathodic polarization voltage of the rich electrolyte.
The data is processed and displayed on the control panel as a graphical trend. If there is a greater or lesser
iron transfer from the organic solution into the electrolyte, the change in iron concentration of the rich
electrolyte will be directly proportional, thus allowing adjustments of the variables that govern the solvent
extraction and electrowinning processes.
Figure 1 shows trend points of ferric ion concentration measured by the analytical laboratory from
special samples taken throughout the operating shifts, while Figure 2 shows the online, real-time ferric ion
concentration calculated from the continuous measurement of the electrolyte’s polarization voltage. It can
be seen that the second method allows for more timely and effective action on the part of the operators.
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Figure 1: Ferric ion measured by chemical laboratory
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Figure 2: Estimated ferric ion from online cathodic polarization voltage

Figure 3 shows the correlation of iron concentrations in PLS and rich electrolyte for the past 5 years
in Cerro Verde. It is evident that when iron increases in PLS due to increased chemical and physical
entrainment, there is a corresponding increase in iron in the electrolyte.
Therefore, the variability of the iron concentration in the electrolyte is a quality indicator of metal
transfer from the SX plant into the EW tankhouse.
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Figure 3: Correlation of ferric ion concentrations in PLS and rich electrolyte

Experimental procedure
Equipment and materials
The iron activity measuring device consists of one measuring cell and a controller unit for data accumulation
and discrimination. A 2.5 liter electrolytic cell (Figure 4) is used to measure the cathodic polarization
voltage of the solution (Norddeutsche Affinerie).
The cell has two copper and two platinum electrodes that are used to deposit copper for a period of
10 minutes while the equipment is measuring ion activity, followed by 2 minutes when the measuring
system is regenerated.
Rich electrolyte is fed to the cell at a rate of 2.5 L/min. The electrolyte comes from the commercial
cell circuit through a ½ inch diameter pipe. Measurements are taken every 12 minutes; with this data, the
polarization voltage curve is created and shown on the display.

Figure 4: Cell for measurement of polarization voltage
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Basis: Cathodic polarization voltage
Cathodic polarization voltage is any voltage deviation predicted by the Nernst equation, generated by
changes in the activities of the ions at the electrode surface.
There are several causes for changes in the polarization voltage, namely:
 Ionic concentration localized on cathodic areas which increases or decreases because of external
current applied to the cell.
 Surface films may be present the instant before the metal and the medium come in contact.
Subsequently films can also be formed as products of reaction.
 There are other causes of polarization, which often act simultaneously with individual
contributions that are not easy to estimate.
The change in polarization voltage is measured upon addition of a smoothing agent into the Cerro
Verde electrolyte, as shown in Figure 5 (Stantke, 2002). This shows the typical polarization voltage (PV)
curve over time, where one can observe a logarithmic trend. This curve shows the time when the maximum
polarization voltage is achieved. The curve in Figure 5 corresponds to a 1.0 g/L of ferric ion concentration
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Figure 5: Typical curve of cathodic polarization voltage of a weak electrolyte
Subsequent measurements of the polarization voltage with higher concentrations of ferric in the
electrolyte did not result in similar curves. Thus experiments were started by measuring polarization voltage
at different ferric concentrations in synthetic electrolyte, showing that the greater the ferric ion
concentration is, the lower the correlation with the polarization voltage typical curve is. See Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Polarization curves at different ferric ion concentrations
Figure 6 shows curves corresponding to five different concentrations of ferric ion present in the
electrolyte. Four, three, two, one, and zero g/l Fe+3 ionic concentrations are observed from black to the red
lines, respectively. One can see the effect of the ferric ion on the cathodic polarization potential, where a
higher concentration of ferric in the electrolyte generates the largest deviations with respect to the typical
curve.
As previously discussed, the cathodic PV is based on the activity of the ions on the cathode surface.
Therefore, values for activity coefficients were calculated for the main ionic components of electrolyte,
cuprous, ferric, and ferrous. These results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Electroactivity of ions present in SX-EW electrolyte
Given the marked differences between different metal ion activities, wherein, for example, the ferric
ion activity is 2.5 times and ferrous ion activity is 5.9 times, greater than cuprous ion activity (see Table 1),
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the device was conceptualized under the premise that iron content is potentially measurable. This means
that ferrous ion (Fe+2) is more active than cuprous (Cu+2) ion, therefore, it is easier for ferrous ion to oxidize
back to a ferric state by a slight oxidative reaction, making this a highly reversible reaction. A cuprous ion
reduction is produced on the cathode while the measurement is performed. This copper is anodically
dissolved before a new measurement process commences.
Once the measurement scale has been established, the measuring cell is designed in such a way that
when a slight voltage is passed through the cathode, the high activity and reversibility of the semi-ferrous /
ferric electrolytic pair cell, (Fe+2/Fe+3), interferes with the cathode polarization response, thus producing a
slightly different curve. Each ferric concentration has a different curve with its own correlation coefficient
or deviation. Working with these deviations through a mathematical artifice, the model built allows the
determination of the concentration of active ferric ions.

Results
Ferric ion concentration in electrolyte
The statements in the preceding paragraphs lead to the graph shown in Figure 7, which is a representation
of the mathematical model used by this new method to determine iron concentration online. The X-axis
shows the polarization voltage deviation, while the Y-axis shows the concentration of ferric ion present in
the electrolyte.

Figure 7: Ferric ion concentration as a function of polarization voltage deviation
Figure 8 shows a graph taken from the HMI (Human Machine Interface) displays at the plant’s control
room, as shown on a daily basis where the activity of ferric ion is trended in real time.
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Figure 8: Ferric ion activity as displayed in the SX-EW control room

Method validation
A comparison between the conventional method of chemical analysis and the proposed method has been
performed for a time period of 2 months. The results are plotted and show a correlation of 93%, as shown
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in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Validation of active ferric ion in electrolyte
The linear nature of the correlation evidences that the device has good statistical process capability
and response to different concentrations.
The conventional method is time consuming and labor intensive, since the SX-EW operator has to
sample the circuit, take the samples to the analytical lab (where the electrolytic solution is assayed for
ferrous and total iron), wait for the results, and only then can the operator take action to correct the process
deviations. The whole process takes approximately two hours; whereas the new method measures online
the iron concentration present in the rich electrolyte, at much closer time intervals—every 12 minutes—
employing the polarization potential.
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Additional benefits
The effective management of active ferric ion in the electrolyte also led to the development of other actions
to improve operating controls and overall metallurgical response to meet the target operating KPI’s, as
explained in the following sections.

Target: Balanced active ferric ion concentration
As previously mentioned, the behavior of the active ferric ion concentration can express the degree to which
iron in the EW system is under control (or not). The difference between the ferric iron transferred to
electrowinning and the iron discarded in the bleed will result in changes in the system’s ferric ion
concentration. By keeping the ferric iron concentration as constant as possible, operators can program a
cascade loop set point for electrolyte bleed flow. The control system monitors this magnitude in real time.
This concept allows immediate action over the bleed levels, therefore bleed flow has been optimized,
since no major changes are necessary any more. Overall, this has allowed significant reduction in electrolyte

Ferric (grams/liter)

bleed flow with consequent savings in valuable reagents and electrical energy.
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Online control of Ferric
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Figure 10: Historical ferric ion concentrations in electrolyte and PLS
Figure 10 shows the behavior of iron contents in PLS and electrolyte solutions before and after
implementation of the PV method. Despite the large increase in iron in PLS, the new method has helped
maintain similar levels of iron in the EW electrolyte.
As can be seen, the ferric concentration in the rich electrolyte did not rise beyond 4.5 g/L, although
the ferric ion concentration in the PLS increased to 10 g/L Fe+3 ; therefore there was a ferric ion decrease
in rich electrolyte as a result of better control of SX operation due to timely control of iron transfer.

Online determination of EW current efficiency
Online monitoring of the current efficiency based on the active ferric ion concentration is an additional
benefit achieved from directly measuring PV fluctuations in the EW electrolytic solutions.
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PV and ferric ion concentration monitoring in rich electrolyte allows one to find out if an excess of
iron is coming from SX to the electrolyte, so that immediate action can be taken to reduce the iron transfer.
This has allowed the iron content in the electrolyte to be reduced, increasing current efficiency. Due to this
superior management of the active ferric ion in electrolyte, current efficiency has increased in the Cerro
Verde EW Tankhouse. Current efficiency is displayed in the EW control room every day, as shown in
Figure 11.

Figure 11: Online current efficiency trend based on ferric ion activity

Validation of current efficiency
Figure 12 shows a comparison between current efficiency calculated using copper inventory and using
ferric ion activity. The difference between the two methods amounts to only 0.8 % for the period shown in
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Figure 12: Validation of EW current efficiency
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Conclusions
 The quality and effective operation of the EW process is strongly influenced by the active ferric
ion concentration in the electrolyte. In turn, measurements of the deviations of the electrowinning
solution PV allow online determination of the ferric ion activity. Therefore, a real-time control
strategy for EW iron management can be implemented.
 The measurement of active ferric ion concentration can be correlated with the sources of iron
transfer into the EW circuit. Therefore, one can determine if the iron species is balanced or not
and take appropriate action. This will ensure a more stable and economic operation of the
electrowinning process.
 Polarization voltage measurements also allow the online, real-time monitoring of EW current
efficiency so that action can be taken by the operators, if deemed necessary.
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